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GNSS Data Acquisition in Urban Areas
Bala A.C.1, Brebu F.M.2
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Abstract
In Satellite Geodesy refraction plays an important role, because they generate variations in the speed of
propagation of GNSS signals and so directly time measurement influence its propagation. In the last decade,
major advances of observation techniques have been achieved in geodetic engineering by the continuous
development of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) technology. The advantages offered by this GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System) technology, also in Romania, have led to the necessity of implementing
modern services for position determining that give users more information in addition to that received directly
from the satellites GNSS, thus obtaining higher accuracy in real time positioning.
Scientific research in this paper aims to determine the position of a point in an urban area of Timisoara using
GNSS observations by testing the elevation angle from 100 to 300. After determining the position of the point
using these variations of the elevation angle we analysed the reception of the signal from each satellite available
through the Signal Noise Random model. Moreover, this GNSS method for determining the position of a point
in real time is used in urban dense or suburban areas, resulting in variations in signal propagation. In order to
estimate accuracy of determining a point in urban dense areas or in environments with satellite signals
obstructed, which represents a geodetic problem in a wide range of scientific domains for various GNSS
applications, it is necessary to analyse the data from a statistical point of view.
Keywords: multipath, urban space, GNSS, elevation, positioning, statistical, pseudo-range noise

1

Introduction

In dense urban spaces, the phenomenon of GNSS signal propagation to user is responsible for errors in
raw observables (pseudo-range and Doppler measurements) measured by receivers. In this context, in Satellite
Geodesy refraction plays an important role, because they generate variations in the speed of propagation of
GNSS signals and so directly time measurement influence its propagation. The positioning algorithm needs to
account properly for the different quality of the observations; otherwise any potential gain due to the increased
observation availability is annihilated by the effect of uncorrected delays (1).
The varying atmosphere exerts two disturbing forces on the gravity signal: first the so-called direct effect or
Newtonian attraction, where the object in questions is attracted by the atmospheric mass itself; and second the
indirect effect or atmospheric loading where the overlying atmospheric mass has a deforming effect on the
Earth’s surface, also changing the measured gravity signal. In satellite gravity missions, these short-period
signals cause aliasing effects in the gravity field determination and their elimination is indispensable (2).
Scientific research in this paper aims to determine the position of a point in an urban area of Timisoara using
GNSS observations by testing the elevation angle from 100 to 300. After determining the position of the point
using these variations of the elevation angle we analysed the reception of the signal from each satellite available
through the Signal Noise Random model. Moreover, this GNSS method for determining the position of a point
in real time is used in urban dense or suburban areas, resulting in variations in signal propagation. We know, the
spatial planning strategies that reduce the lateral spread of urban development will thus greatly help to limit a
further increase in urban heat island values (3).

2. GNSS study in urban areas
Timisoara municipality is located in the western part of Romania – latitude = 450.7480, longitude =
21 .2086, representing a developed urban city (Fig.1).
0
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Fig. 1. Timisoara city localization on the satellite map (source http://satpredictor2.deere.com)
In order to realize a performant preliminary assessment of GNSS technology used for precise points
determination using Real Time Kinematic positioning in urban development area of Timisoara city, we
performed analyses of spatial planning strategies using open source platforms. GNSS data collection period was
chosen in April according to online planning missions realized using a minimum angle of 100 elevation (Fig.2
and Fig.3). This elevation angle is used to reduce measurements from satellites having small elevation angles.

Fig. 2. Number of visible satellites (source http://satpredictor2.deere.com )

© EdLearning.it . B322C0001
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Fig. 3. Elevation of satellites (source http://satpredictor2.deere.com)
GNSS observations to determine the point’s position in Real Time Kinematic have been collected using
measurements realized with Trimble R10 GNSS receiver. Regarding the observations effected, they should
reflect measurement accuracy, therefore estimates for determining the travel time of the radio signal from the
satellite to the receiver are used in order to eliminate the influence of ionosphere combinations (Pseudo-Random
Noise – PRN and RMS user range errors) (Fig.4 and Fig.5).

Fig. 4. Pseudo-Random Noise (source http://navigationservices.agi.com/GNSSWeb )

Fig. 5. RMS User Range Error (source http://navigationservices.agi.com/GNSSWeb )

© EdLearning.it . B322C0001
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In addition, in order to avoid disturbances from the satellite signals which are transmitted through large
distance throughout the atmosphere and to obtain points determination errors in different time periods, the
elevation angle has been set in the GNSS receiver to 100, 200 respectively 300 (Fig.6).

Fig. 6. Setting the elevation angle of the GNSS receiver
During the GNSS observation, the elevation angle of visible satellites, depending on the set value, has
been permanently observed (Fig.7).

Fig. 7. Elevation angle of visible satellites, depending on the elevation angle set: a) when elevation angle was
set 100, b) when elevation angle was set 200 and c) elevation angle was set 300
The results of determining the position of a point in crowded spaces according to GNSS measurements
will reflect the internal measurement accuracy of the RTK method, as can be seen in figure 8.

© EdLearning.it . B322C0001
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Fig.8. Accuracy of point determination for the three elevation angle values: a) Point 502- when elevation angle
was set 100, b) Point 501 - when elevation angle was set 200 and c) Point 500 - elevation angle was set 300
By using these variations to determine the position of the point angle of elevation, we analysed the
RINEX files in order to obtain the model of multipath and the ratio Signal / Noise (fig. 9 and fig. 10).

Fig.9. Model a Signal Noise for both frequencies

Fig.10. Model a Multipath for P1 code

© EdLearning.it . B322C0001
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White noise observation errors, propagated in the same way as the multipath signal, do not yield time
correlated systematic error structures such as those observed in this study. We can conclusions as: one of the
main issues that affects the accuracy of GNSS receivers in areas with numerous obstacles is the multipath
propagation of the navigation signal (6).

3

Conclusion

In order to estimate accuracy of determining a point in urban dense areas or in environments with
satellite signals obstructed, which represents a geodetic problem in a wide range of scientific domains for various
GNSS applications, it is necessary to analyse the data from a statistical point of view.
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Abstract
Plots, not having any road connection, prevent income generating activities in terms of farming,
increasing the costs of the area under cultivation, providing additional losses resulting from illegal crossings as
not having the right of way running. That is why it is so important that each of plot of registered land have an
access to the public road provided. The aim of this study is to show the percentage share of the plots not having
access to the public roads and the ones in possession of the informal road access, basing on orthophotomap and
LiDAR data, which will consequently show the occupation plan. The scope of the research covered the rural
commune Gręboszów located in the Dąbrowa Poviat, in the Małopolskie Voivodship in Poland. The research
object was selected due to the relatively large number of surveying districts (15 surveying districts) included in
the commune, in comparison with other poviat communes. In addition, in this area, the land and building register
was modernized (pursuant to Article 24a of the Geodetic and Cartographic Law Act). An analysis of the parcel
plots’ road accessibility was made covering an area of 4848.67 ha, consisting of 9279 registered plots. The
results of these studies are summarized in the table and illustrated on maps made in the QGIS program.
Keywords: road network, land use, land consolidation and exchange, orthophotomap, Airborne Laser
Scanning.

1 Introduction
Rural areas, as commonly understood, are treated as an agricultural land. Under this criterion, it shall be
adopted that an agricultural land is an area where rural settlement as well as cropland dominates respectively [5].
Polish village was originally a small settlement. Especially at the turn of the century, it was undergoing
continuous transformation. First changes were spontaneous, over time they were monitored, what shaped the
village present structure. To provide favourable conditions, humans were changing the natural environment,
adopting it to the needs [14]. Rural areas’ spatial structure is an effect of a long term human activity, the
continuous process of social and economic reforms and a result of natural conditions evolving. The agricultural
land underwent a transformation because of real estate transactions or fair land transfer to successors in title.
Consequently, it led to enormous plot fragmentation, which is visible especially on the territory of south –east
Poland [1]. It severely affects the agricultural farms’ layout. The most commonly estimated and presented values
referring to plot fragmentation are: the average plot area being included in the agricultural farm estimation,
number of plots forming the register or agricultural farm unit [13], [20]. Too excessive fragmentation is one of
the reasons which prevent income generating activities in terms of farming [17]. Such measures in most cases
result in raising the number of small- sized, irregularly shaped parcels not having necessary access ways [7], [4]
– which under the Law, do not have access to the public road, accessible for everyone, with the exclusions and
limitations described under the Law or in specific regulations [15]. The above mentioned plot division involved
new road establishments for the operation purposes. As a result, a large part of plots do not have any access to
the public road, also not having any road connection with the owner’s residence [6]. As a result, such crossings
are often viewed as a matter of agreement, which over the years may lead to misunderstandings, arising from the
ownership change, or from the development processes in the area, or from real estate transactions. As Noga
correctly pointed out, plots, not having any road connection, prevent income generating activities in terms of
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farming, increasing the costs of the area under cultivation, providing additional losses resulting from illegal
crossings as not having the right of way running [7]. That is why it is so important that each of plot of registered
land have an access to the public road provided. The agricultural road network is aiming at land access also
facilitating its production utilisation. Agricultural transportation is not only limited to the public road issues, it
also follows the fields path comprising all its points. Thus, it is crucial to find the best crossing of all cropland
reference point available with the area of residence (to which they belong to) The greatest impact on agricultural
road layout, apart from natural conditions, comes from the parameters which are characterizing the size of the
fields, especially the ones referring to its length [3]. The proper road network may be designed in the process of
village land consolidation and allocation [9]. Well-developed road infrastructure will influence the development
of agriculture and will define its growth. The proper orography of road network will provide road connection
with a particular location, jointing the owners’ plots with the ones of residence. Favourable climatic conditions
as well as the high quality of the soils examined, without a well-developed road network will not be able to
guarantee the profitability of agricultural holdings and will not make the area attractive to the future investors or
purchasers. Lacking the access to the public roads creates „informal road crossings” [8]. Such „crossings”
contribute to wasteland formation, and lead to land deprivation, which, as being qualified as of high quality
could have been considered as a very productive.
The aim of this study is to show the percentage share of the plots not having access to the public roads
and the ones in possession of the informal road access, basing on orthophotomap and LiDAR data, which will
consequently show the occupation plan. The scope of the research covered the rural commune Gręboszów
located in the Dąbrowa Poviat, in the Małopolskie Voivodship due to the relatively large number of surveying
districts (15) included in the commune, in comparison with other poviat communes. In addition, in this area, the
land and building register was modernized (pursuant to Article 24a of the Geodetic and Cartographic Law Act
[16]). An analysis of the parcel plots’ road accessibility was made covering an area of 4848.67 ha, consisting of
9279 registered plots.

2 Specific studies data analysis
The road analysis in the area of Gręboszów commune was made on the basis of database records of land and
buildings register from the Starost’s Office of Dąbrowa Tarnowska Poviat and on the basis of orthophotomap
and aerial laser scanning data, made available by the Central Geodetic and Cartographic Documentation Center
(CODGIK).

2.1 Land and buildings records
Geodetic and cartographic law defines land and buildings register (real estate cadastre) as an
information system ensuring the collection, updating and land information sharing, to be interpreted uniformly
(in terms of location, boundaries, area, and land type ), also referring to buildings and premises, their owners and
other entities in possession of land, having right to its managing [16]. Creating, maintaining and sharing
a database of these records for the Poviat area in accordance with this Act is the task of the the Starost. In this
study, a vectorised map was used for the land and buildings analysis, as well as a registration plot database
together with land contours records.

2.2 Orthophotomap
An orthophotomap is a map based on an images. This is a raster, cartometric area image, created as a
result of orthogonal aerial photographs or satellite scenes processing. The orthophotomap is the result of
differential rectification, during which the distortions resulting from the photograph inclination and terrain
denivelation are removed [21]. The digital orthophotomap fulfills certain criteria: it is made in a specific
cartographic mapping, guarantees the appropriate situational accuracy of well-identified content elements,
maintains a fixed sheet cut, and is having a cartographic and kilometre grid, a subterranean description, and also
georeferencing and optional supplementary elements (e.g. contour lines). It is generated in the desired scale.
Creating, maintaining and sharing an orthophotomap data in accordance with the Geodetic and Cartographic
Law Act [16] belongs to the duties of Chief Surveyor of the Country. These resources are collected at the central,
geodetic and cartographic resources level. In accordance with the Regulation on aerial and satellite imagery
database and the orthophotomap and digital terrain model [11], such base is a collection covering orthophotomap
data resulted from combining images together with metadata describing orthophotomap datasets.
The orthophotomaps stored in CODGIK are made in the PL-1992 or PL-2000 rectangular coordinate
system, in real colours (RGB) or false colors with the near infrared (CIR) channel. Continuous sensor
development reduces the orthophotomaps’ GSD (Ground Sampling Distance). The studies collected in CODGiK
have a GSD: 1.00 m, 0.50 m, 0.25 m, 0.10 m. However, in commercial studies typical values provided are: 5-7
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cm for poviats and cities and even 2-3 cm for single, small objects. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the data used for
this study analysis comes from year 2015, and GSD was 0.25 m.

Fig 1. The latest PZGiK’s GSD map
Source: CODGiK

Fig 2. Scanning density (as at April 2017)
Source: CODGiK

2.3 Airborne Laser Scanning point cloud
Laser scanning is a method of terrain surface registration, which is measuring the distance between the
object and the device (scanner), emitting and receiving laser impulses which are reflected from the object. As a
result of known beam angle, distance measurement and scanner space location known, it is possible to determine
spatial coordinates (X, Y, Z) of the points representing objects on the surface [11]. The point cloud obtained in
this technology called LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is developed in a projected coordinate system,
marked PL-1992 and in a height system marked PL-KRON86-NH, to be found in the Regulation on the state
reference system spatial development [12]. The products are saved in LAS files, and detailed information is
assigned to each point [19]. CODGIK's data is collected from the ISOK project (Informatics System for the
Protection of the Country from extraordinary dangers) In addition to coordinates, it includes information about
the classification, its intensity and an RGB value. Classes Benchmarks are divided according to the format
specified in the Regulation [11]. The correctness of point’s classification is not less than 95%. The density of
point clouds is 12 pp/m2 - urban areas, 6 pp/m2 - priority areas, 4 pp/m2 other areas. The average height error is
in the range of 0.15 - 0.2 m. For the studied area, the scan density is 4 pp/m2 (Fig. 2).
The point cloud used that made this analysis possible was acquired in 2011. Height data is made in the
PL-1992 projected coordinate system, heights refer to the PL-KRON86-NH normal height system.

3 Registered plots and its access roads analysis
A public road under the Act [15] can be called a road included under one of the road categories
specified, which may be used by everyone, according to its purpose, with limitations and exceptions specified in
the Act or other special regulations [15]. Public roads, due to their functions in the road network, are divided into
categories: national, voivodship, poviat and commune.
The area of Gręboszów commune is 4848.67 ha, of which only 112 ha are the public roads. There are
no national roads there and poviat roads do not have a large share. There is only one voivodship road running
along the eastern part of the commune. Public road network is mainly composed of commune roads. They
provide access to higher road category and are a combination of habitats with arable land. The commune consists
of 15 small areas, in addition, there is a quite a large plot fragmentation. The vast majority are the plots of 0.31
ha to 0.60 ha. In many cases, the land does not have any direct access to public road, ensuring quick and
effective farming activity at the cultivation area.
An analysis covered the area of 4610.95 ha from the total of 4848.67 ha, the remaining plots being
roads, running waters and ditches. The detailed study covered 8923 of plots registered from the total of 9279.
The first stage of the analysis was to show the plot availability for road accessing in relation to the land
and buildings register data ("road" ("dr") land unit) [10]. The output material is a cadastral map and descriptive
data from the land and buildings register. The analyzes were performed in the QGIS program, which is very
helpful in these analyzes [2].
As a result of the analysis, we can see that 304 plots constitute public roads. These plots ensure access
to 6592 plots, servicing 76.2% of the examined study area. However, 2331 plots have no road access, which is
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26.1%. This indicates a high percentage of plots with no formal road access. Plots without access to public roads
are largely small, resulting from, for example, divisions. Most plots without road access are located in the
southern part of the commune, also a large number of plots without access to public roads is located along the
Vistula River, it can be concluded that plots located "internally" do not have legally defined roads, but due to the
large area occupied, they are used agriculturally.
The next step was the verification of the land and buildings register data, using the orthophotomap and
LiDAR. The analysis takes into account both informal crossings by the field owner as well as the ones of other
land users, it indicates well-organized and well-paved roads, relating to the existing public road network. On the
basis of the orthophotomap analysis, we can clearly observe the areas which serve as access to plots located far
from the public road location. These areas were compared with a numerical cadastral map, which allowed to spot
the exact number of plots having the access to the roads thanks to informal crossings. The details of the analysis
are presented in Table 1 (left side).
Table 1. Orthophotomap plot access availability (left side) LiDAR data (right side).
No.

Gręboszów
Commune

Plot number

Area

No.

%

[ha]

%

Gręboszów
Commune

Plot number

Area

No.

%

[ha]

%

1681

18.8

792.66

17.2

1

Plots with no road access 1910

21.4

792.66

17.2

Plots with no road access

2

Plots with road access
belonging
to 5
neighbouring locality

0.1

3.34

0.1

Plots with road access
belonging to neighbouring 15
locality

0.2

13.53

0.3

3

Plots with EGiB road
6597
access

73.9

3514.78

76.2

Plots with EGiB road access 6597

73.8

3514.78

76.1

4

Plots with an orthophoto
411
map road access

4.6

300.17

6.5

Plots with
access

640

7.2

300.17

6.5

5

Total

8923

100.0

4610.95

100.0

Total

8923

100.0

4610.95

100.0

6

Plots being EGiB roads

304

-

112.00

-

Plots being EGiB roads

304

-

112.00

-

7

Running
ditches

52

-

125.72

-

Running waters and ditches

52

-

125.72

-

8

Calculated with running
9279
waters and ditches

-

4848.67

-

Calculated with
waters and ditches

9279

-

4848.67

-

waters

and

LiDAR

road

running

Source: Own elaboration
As a result of the analysis, we can see that from 2331 plots not having any road access, this number
decreased to 1910. 411 plots have the access to a public roads thanks to informal crossings through the
neighboring plots belonging to different owners. These crossings are covering the area of 300.17 ha, which is
6.5% of the area examined. Additionally, basing on orthophotomap data, it was established that 5 plots have
access to the road belonging to neighbouring locality. The final stage was the public road accessibility analysis
based on LiDAR data. LULC (Land Use Land Cover) based on point cloud analysis was performer, in two
versions: basing on the reflection intensity [18] or taking into account RGB. In this case, the second version was
chosen due to the methodological benefits. The results are presented in Table 1 (right side).
Airborne Laser Scanning data presented a greater number of informal plot crossings in comparison to
the data determined with the use of an orthophotomap. As a result, 1681 plots remain without access to the road,
this number has decreased by 229, in comparison to the data determined by an orthophotomap. This means that
the area with no road access constitutes to 18.8%. The number of plots having access belonging to neighbouring
locality increased to 15. As a result of the analysis, it was established that 640 plots are serviced by informal
crossings through the neighbouring plots, which gives the number of 7.2% of the studied area. The serviced area
was of 300.17 ha, which is 6.5% of the area examined. The details of the analysis are shown in Fig. 3.
On the basis of land and buildings register database, LiDAR and the data determined by an
orthophotomap, in many cases, discrepancies were found especially between the contours line usage in the land and
buildings register, where the plot is being described as a road. Fig. 4 shows the ALS point cloud illustrating a part
of land development with the contours of "road" ("dr") land unit” from the land and buildings register. Disclosed
information in the records, is not in line with the actual plot development, as it is running across the sports pitch.
During point cloud analysis, the use of of "dr" land unit in the land and buildings register is registered
only partially or not at all. Fig. 5 shows the area where the "dr" land unit is only registered partially. At the area
covered it is clearly visible, that the area is being serviced as an access road, however, it is not disclosed in the
land and buildings register.
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Fig 3. Road availability of plots registered from the point cloud – yellow colour (green colour- plots with access
to the road, red colour- plots without access to roads). Source: Own elaboration

Fig 4. Area development fragment - ALS point cloud colour
by RGB valuescoloration RGB values
Source: Own elaboration based on CODGiK and EGiB data

Fig 5. Land development fragment - ALS point
cloud colour by RGB values
Source: Own elaboration based on CODGiK and
EGiB data

4 Summary and conclusions
The present research was aiming at analyzing the road network in Gręboszów commune and
demonstrating the discrepancies between public roads indication in the land and buildings register and the actual
usage of the area. The study was carried out with the use of modern geomatic tools. As a result of the analysis, it
was stated:
1. Gręboszów commune is a typical agricultural commune, where plots are mostly owned by private
individuals. The network of public roads located in the commune occupies 2.3% of the area, which is shown in
the land and buildings register as the land unit being a part of the communication area.
2. Road network analysis on the basis of data collected from the land and buildings registry showed that
73.9% (2331 plots) of plots examined have access to public roads, of which 26.1% of plots within the commune
remain without direct road access. An orthophotomap analysis showed a reduction in the percentage of plots
without road access to 21.4% (1910 plots). The same analysis carried out on the basis of data collected from
aerial laser scanning indicated 18.8% of plots without road access, reducing the number of plots to 1681. This
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analysis showed that a large number of plots make use the so-called” informal crossings” to ensure the public
road access, or simply to shorten the time of the journey because of the poor road development.
3. The land and buildings records often contain data that is out of date and inconsistent with the actual
use. Current EGiB data is the base for many surveying activities.
4. Modern digital techniques and geomatic tools enable to carry out in a short time accurate and reliable
area analyses depending on the thematic context, they are very helpful in undertaking all the project duties of
land consolidation and exchange.
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Abstract
This paper present results of the first tests regarding astro-geodetic CCD (Charge-Coupled Device)
determination of the vertical deviation through a new procedure developed in partnership between TUCEB-FG
(Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest – Faculty of Geodesy)and AIRA-BO (Astronomical
Institute of the Romanian Academy – Bucharest Observatory). The procedure consists of a measurement
platform (instrumentation) and a methodology allowing the determination the vertical deviation in almost any
point on the Earth's surface. The procedure has been developed to meet certain requirements that eliminate the
well-known disadvantages of classical / historical astro-geodesic determinations and the tests conducted so far
demonstrate this. Using the procedure, they were achieved astro-geodetic determinations in three separate points
inside of Bucharest metropolitan area, for which in several non-consecutive nights, was obtained values of the
north-south and east-west astro-geodetic components of the deviation of the vertical, as well as the
corresponding standard deviation for each component. Next, the obtained results were compared with values
extracted from two global geoid models and Romanian historical data, for the three stations. We found a good
agreement between our astro-geodetic CCD determinations and the above mentioned values, taking into account
the relative small number of determinations made so far.
Keywords: deviation of the vertical, astro-geodesy, CCD, geoid.

1

Introduction

Geoid determination as physical figure of the Earth and reference equipotential surface represents one
of the major tasks of geodesy, with both scientifically and economic applications. In present several long–wave
global geoid models (smooth surfaces) are developed which mainly serve as reference for a better global or zonal
geoid model. The combination between the global models augmented by local and regional data from terrestrial
measurements is a suitable solution for obtaining a high resolution geoid. Terrestrial methods as the astrogeodetic one are able to detect short wavelength structures of the geoid beside gravimetric, GNSS (Global
Navigation Satellite System) and levelling methods. All this terrestrial methods have both advantages and
disadvantages, general rules being their common use. Despite the well-known difficulties in obtaining, one of the
most valuable quantity used for geoid determination or geoid modelling is the astro-geodetic (Helmert) vertical
deviation (v.d.). Helmert v.d. is considered “… rich in high-frequency gravitational information, observed
values of the astronomic (or Helmert) deflections are well suited to assess the high-degree spectrum of a
geopotential model” [1], and for this reason is used in several exhaustive studies concerning validation of the
global geoid models as GOCE (Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer) or EGM2008 (Earth
Gravitational Model 2008). At the international level there are some ongoing projects, the geoid problem both at
global level or regional or local level being an actual problem of geodesy [2], [3], [8].

2

Procedure for CCD astro-geodetic vertical deviation determination

The main scope of our work is to perform a consistent observational program for rigorous testing of a
new procedure for astro-geodetic (Helmert) v.d. determination and to achieve relevant information about the
precision and accuracy of the procedure; in other words to establish the quality of the developed procedure.
Using this – procedure – we understand the binomial formed by the instrument (measuring platform) plus the
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related methodology to use the instrument for astro-geodetic v.d. determination. However, for the procedure to
become a standard economically useable, it is necessary to perform tests which allow the collection of large
amounts of data / measurements which will be interpreted and analysed. These data will demonstrate the
feasibility of the procedure and the quality of the v.d. values, finally validating the procedure.
The procedure respects several requirements clearly defined at the beginning and most of them already
achieved: 1) ensure real-time measurement of the v.d., in principle at any point on the physical surface of the
Earth; 2) the entire measurements process is not affected by human/operator errors (personal errors) – all data are
collected only by sensors/devices, the operator having only command and control the instrument; 3) the vertical
deviation value is obtained in short time unlike the traditional/historical methods – maximum 60 minutes in one
station depending on atmospheric conditions or the concrete situation in the field; 4) the platform is easy to use
by operators without qualification in the field of astronomy or geodesy – already we implied inexperienced
students (in the first year of studies) in data acquisition and they obtained the same results as experienced
researchers; 5) the measuring platform is easily transportable and autonomous – we already realized test
observations outside Bucharest metropolitan area, directly in the field, with de measuring platform sitting on the
tripod not on pilaster, away from sources of electricity, Internet access and other facilities.

2.1

Measuring platform

As already described in the previous paper [4] the measuring platform is composed by a geodetic total
station for precise angular measurement (Topcon MS05AX, 168 mm telescope length, 45 mm telescope aperture,
30  telescope magnification, 0.1 minimum angular value displayed, 0.5 angular accuracy, with tilt angle
compensator and 5 brightness levels for reticle illumination) to which was attached a small CCD camera
(XIMEA MU9PM-MH, resolution 5MP, 25921944 pixels, sensor size 5.704.28 mm, pixel 2.2  2.2 m) for
automate determination of the intersection time of the star trajectory with the reticular wires of the total station
telescope. A small GPS receiver ensures the time base for the time measurements and astrometric computations.
The entire platform, including de observational process and the data adjustment is controlled by a laptop, thus
the components  (meridian) and  (prime vertical) of the deviation of the vertical are obtained right after the
observations are completed.
During the tests we observed an instability of the micro-CCD camera inside of the mount, especially at
the passing from the first to the second position of the telescope. As against the previous version, the platform
was upgraded by a new mount for micro-CCD camera, realized at a 3D printer using material type PLA
(Polylactic Acid) instead of the old mount realized by mechanical processing from Duramid. The new mount
was designed with an internal section shape identical with the shape of the micro-CCD camera, thus assuring the
blocking of the micro-CCD camera position.
Also, a new time-based GPS receiver was built on a dedicated, modular Raspberry PI V3 Model B
micro-computer and a Neo 6M v2 GPS receiver, with NMEA and PPS capabilities, connected to the
motherboard of the micro-computer. The control and command of this time and position receiver is done via a
web interface that permanently provides device status as well as synchronization and positioning details. As
against the previous version (Rasberry PI and GPS Neo 6M), the new time-based GPS receiver is now
configured both for time signal and positioning.
Despite the fact that the total station was verified locally in accordance with the manufacturer's
indications and was found to work normally, however, for safety, it was sent to the manufacturer for a suitable
calibration under factory conditions.

2.2

Data acquisition

Test observations were made in nine different locations from Bucharest city area and surroundings.
Many observations have been made in order to improve the procedure: test the platform's component equipment,
establish a proper workflow for data acquisition, test and improve the software application that manages
observations and data adjustment process. Nevertheless, until now, in only three locations it was possible to
make appropriate observations in accordance with the imposed requirements. The three locations are: 1) A
pilaster with forced centring situated on the roof of the Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest –
Faculty of Geodesy (TUCEB-FG); 2) A pilaster situated inside of the Astronomical Institute of the Romanian
Academy – Bucharest Observatory (AIRA-BO), former pilaster for the Danjon Astrolabe, use for the first CCD
astro-geodetic determinations of vertical deviations in Romania [5], [6]); 3) West Meridian Pilaster inside of the
Military Astronomical Observatory (MAO), station were in 1895 the first determination of astronomical latitude
was made and in 1900 the first determination of astronomical longitude in Romania (today the pilaster represents
the fundamental geodetic point of the national geodetic network).
We have to mention that TUCEB-FG is placed into a very congested urban area and the pilaster shows
vibrations given by intense traffic even during night time, while AIRA-BO and MAO into something more
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protected areas. In addition all three locations show obstructions in certain directions, such as buildings or tall
trees, unable to ensure a quite uniform azimuthal distribution of the observed stars. Lines of sight which pass
over the buildings are affected by parasitic refractions by cause of the warmer air around them. However, all
points are enough improperly for astronomical (astrometrical) observations, being affected by atmospheric and
light pollution, characteristics to urban areas.
All observations were made in both positions of the total station's telescope (Face 1 – Face 2) to limit
residual instrumental errors and for every star the atmospheric parameters (pressure, temperature and humidity)
were taken at the middle of the observations. Every star was observed both azimuthal and zenithal. In some
nights, the sequence Face 1 – Face 2 was replaced by Face 1 – Face 2 / Face 2 – Face 1 or Face 1 – Face 2 / Face
2 – Face 1 / Face 1 – Face 2 meaning a doubling or tripling the number of measurements for each observed star.
Through this process we were looking for a correlation between the qualities of the results on the one hand and
the number of the observed stars or the number of measurements on each observed star, on the other hand. Every
observed star generates 2 equations, one corresponding to the azimuthal observations and the second
corresponding to the zenithal observations. So, for n observed stars, at least in the sequence Face 1 – Face 2, we
will have n  2 equations. More sequences will mean as many additional equations corresponding to a single star
observed. For every observation night we aimed at achieving a uniform azimuthal distribution of the observed
stars.
According to the apparent motion in the optical field (trajectory relative to the crosshairs and apparent
speed), the number of the images taken over for every observed star has varied from a few dozen to a few
hundred. For every observed star, the exposure time varied according to the atmospheric conditions and the stars'
magnitude (brightness) and the time interval between two consecutive images varied according to the apparent
motion in the optical field. In general, for all of the observed stars it was intended that the trajectory passes as
close as possible to the intersection of the crosshairs, symmetrical to this point and as short as possible.
Angular values of the azimuth and the zenithal distance, calculating times corresponding to the angular
values (moments corresponding to the intersection of the star trajectory with the crosshairs) and the atmospheric
parameters are saved in an observations file (Table 1). Immediately after the observations ending, a software
application access the observations file and calculate the component of the vertical deviation and the total
vertical deviation.
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Table 1. A few lines of data from an observations file (three stars observed in the Face 1 – Face 2 sequence at the
station AIRA-DA).

o

13 17'29".8 307 20'04"8 1001.4 25.8 50 21:54:53.646 0.25 388 21:55:01.853 0.22 388
193o22'19".1

52o35'51"9 1001.4 25.8 50 21.56:48.734 0.23 306 21:56:47.691 0.23 306

3

Deneb 1

240 42'11".4 51o08'04".0 1001.4 26.2 50 21:59:40.942 0.23 100 21:59:38.210 0.22 100

4

Deneb 2

60o54'05".7 309o09'15"6 1001.5 26.4 50 22:01:34.117 0.24 143 22:01:27.385 0.28 143

5

Spica

40o56'03".8

6

Spica

1
2

o

65o04'59"6 1001.8 24.7 50 22:13:01.545 0.22 109 22:13:03.033 0.21 109

o

221 24'13".9 294o41'22"1 1001.9 24.5 50 22:15:00.175 0.25 70 22:15:01.486 0.25 70

(1)

Azimuthal angular value of the observed star, taken from the total station. (2) Zenithal angular value (zenithal distance) of
the observed star, taken from the total station. (3) Atmospheric pressure. (4) Atmospheric temperature. (5) Atmospheric
humidity. (6) Time corresponding to the azimuthal angular value of the observed star (the moment of the star's crossing to the
vertical reticular wire) in the Coordinated Universal Time scale (UTC). (7) The root mean square of a two degree polynomial
trajectory fitted on the star centroids from every captured image, for calculating the intersection time with the vertical
reticular wire (azimuthal observation). Represent a measure of the quality for azimuthal observations. (8) The number of
images used to calculate the trajectory and the intersection moment with the vertical reticular wire (azimuthal measurements).
(9)
Time corresponding to the zenithal angular value of the observed star (the moment of the star's crossing to the horizontal
reticular wire) in the Coordinated Universal Time scale (UTC). (10) The root mean square of a two degree polynomial
trajectory fitted on the star centroids for the intersection with the horizontal reticular wire (zenithal observation). Represent a
measure of the quality for zenithal observations. (11) The number of images used to calculate the trajectory and the
intersection moment with the horizontal reticular wire (zenithal measurements).
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2.3

Results

As is known,  represents the north-south (meridional) component and  represents de east-west
(prime vertical) component of the deviation of the vertical, mutually perpendicular components, both resulting
from simple relations between correspondent astronomical and geodetic coordinates:      ,

  (   )  cos  , where  is the astronomical latitude,  is the geodetic latitude,  is the astronomical
longitude and  is the geodetic longitude. Based on the two components  and  , the relation that gives the
total deviation of the vertical  is:    2   2 .
Tables 2, 3 and 4 shows components of the vertical deviation  and  in the three stations TUCEBFG, AIRA-DA and MAO as well as the standard deviation for each component, s ( ) and s ( ) resulted from
data adjustment. Average, median, maximal (max.) and minimal (min.) values, difference between maximal and
minimal values as well as the sample standard deviation are calculated from the  and  values resulted in each
night of observations.
Table 5 shows the v.d. components extracted from global geoid models GOCE and EGM2008 as well
as from historical data, after a methodology already described in [7], for the all three stations where was
performed CCD astro-geodetic determinations. These values are used for comparisons with CCD astro-geodetic
v.d. components.
Table 2. Values of the v.d. components obtained at the TUCEB-FG in 6 non-consecutive nights of observations.
Night of
No. of
observations observed star
1
2
3
4
5
6

10
10
6
8
5
7


Sequence

s ( )
s ( )
Face 1-Face 2
on a single star arc-second arc-second arc-second arc-second
1-2
11.763
0.176
3.574
0.190
1-2
12.171
0.400
4.043
0.600
1-2 / 2-1 / 1-2
11.529
0.940
3.637
0.642
1-2
11.553
0.476
3.550
0.677
1-2 / 2-1
11.749
0.276
4.323
0.414
1-2 / 2-1
12.171
0.365
3.943
0.505

Average

11.823

0.439

3.845

0.505

Median

11.756

0.383

3.790

0.553

Max.
Min.
Max.-Min.

12.171
11.529
0.642

0.940
0.176
0.764

4.323
3.550
0.773

0.677
0.190
0.487

Standard deviation

0.262

0.243

0.283

0.166

Table 3. Values of the v.d. components obtained at the AIRA-DA in 4 non-consecutive nights of observations.
Night of
No. of
observations observed star
1
2
3
4

3
12
13
8


Sequence

s ( )
s ( )
Face 1-Face 2
on a single star arc-second arc-second arc-second arc-second
1-2 / 2-1 / 1-2
11.201
0.421
4.874
0.602
1-2
11.921
0.449
4.423
0.618
1-2
11.327
0.526
4.753
0.756
1-2
11.995
0.867
4.193
1.237

Average

11.611

0.566

4.561

0.803

Median

11.624

0.488

4.588

0.687

Max.
Min.
Max-Min.

11.995
11.201
0.794

0.867
0.421
0.446

4.874
4.193
0.681

1.237
0.602
0.635

Standard Deviation

0.351

0.178

0.269

0.257
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Table 4. Values of the v.d. components obtained at the MAO in 4 non-consecutive nights of observations.
Night of
No. of
observations observed star
1
2
3
4

9
6
4
4


Sequence

s ( )
s ( )
Face 1-Face 2
on a single star arc-second arc-second arc-second arc-second
1-2 / 2-1
11.891
0.439
3.983
0.598
1-2 / 2-1
12.293
0.561
3.930
0.777
1-2
12.296
1.385
3.713
2.321
1-2 / 2-1
11.741
0.922
3.716
0.986

Average
Median

12.055
12.092

0.827
0.742

3.836
3.823

1.171
0.882

Max.
Min.
Max.-Min.
Standard Deviation

12.296
11.741
0.554
0.245

1.385
0.439
0.946
0.368

3.983
3.713
0.270
0.122

2.321
0.598
1.723
0.678

Table 5. Values of the v.d. components extracted from GOCE, EGM2008 and Historical data for the three
stations [7].
Stations
TUCEB-FG
AIRA-DA
MAO

GOCE





arc-second

arc-second

9.436
9.636
9.693

4.777
4.750
4.665



EGM2008

Historical data







arc-second

arc-second

arc-second

arc-second

11.242
11.021
11.029

4.038
4.381
4.344

11.621
11.737
11.682*
11.857

4.147
4.372
4.735*
4.252

* Average values obtained with Danjon Astrolabe [7].

3

Remarks and conclusions
Related to the astrometric reductions, we mention that:
- The star catalogue used in the astrometric reductions was FK6 (Sixth Catalogue of Fundamental

Stars);
- Astrometric reductions from J2000.0 catalogue epoch to observations epoch were done using a
software based on NOVAS package of subroutines and functions (Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry
Software, Version 3.1 Fortran, C, and Python Editions, http://aa.usno.navy.mil/software/novas/)
- Astrometric reductions were verified with MICA v.2.2.2 software application (Multiyear Interactive
Computer Almanac, http://aa.usno.navy.mil/ software/mica/);
- Values of vertical deviation components incorporate the correction of the polar motion.

Figure 1. Difference on the  (left) and  (right) vertical deviation components between average values of CCD
astro-geodetic vertical deviation (Tables 2, 3 and 4) and corresponding values extracted from GOCE, EGM2008
and Historical Data (Table 5), for all three stations TUCEB-FG, AIRA-DA and MAO.
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In Fig.1 we can see that the closest results are to the Historical data: maximum 0.202 arc-second on 
component at TUCEB-FG and maximum –0.416 arc-second on  component at MAO. It is an expected result
taking into account that Historical data are derived from classical astro-geodetic determinations [7]. Also, from
Table 5 we can remark that only –0.071 and –0.174 arc-second are differences on  respectively  v.d.
components between our results and Danjon Astrolabe values at AIRA-DA station. It must be considered that
Danjon Astrolabe is an un-transportable astronomical instrument with a superior precision and between our
procedure and Danjon Astrolabe procedure there are significant differences. This is a valuable result taking into
account and that the average values of the v.d. components at Danjon Astrolabe do not come from modeling but
from effective determinations [7].
Differences between our results and values extracted from EGM2008 are relatively small except the
MAO station on the  component (1.026 arc-second). Even so, there is an acceptable agreement with EGM2008
global model, approximatively 1 arc-second, in accordance with results obtained in other studies [3], [9]. As is
expected the worst results was obtained in comparison with v.d. derived from GOCE global model. The
agreement between CCD astro-geodetic deviations and deviations derived from GOCE far exceeds the values
obtained in other studies only for the  component [8]. Some considerations about this discrepancy have
already been made [7], and future work will be done to clarify the problem.
It can also be seen that for all three stations, the differences on the  component are generally positive
while differences on the  component are generally negative suggesting the existence of some systematic errors.
A consistent study of statistical analysis of vertical deviation values has already begun, and few of the first
results can be seen in [10].
We believe that the results obtained, the first astro-geodesic CCD determinations in Romania with a
mobile instrument, are promising, especially considering the relatively improper conditions in which they were
obtained. The number of vertical deviation determinations is still insufficient to draw rigorous conclusions about
the precision, accuracy and overall stability of the procedure. For this reason, future work will focus on
achieving a consistent program of observations, both in terms of number of stations and in measurement
scenarios (number of stars, azimuthal and zenithal distribution of stars, number of measurements per star, etc)
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Abstract
This article proposes the application and integration of two powerful analytical tools - real estate
valuations and geographic information systems (GIS) - and how their use and integration could improve the
assessment process in an easily accessible data environment.
Locating a real estate property is the most basic GIS application in the evaluation process. Moreover, GIS
can be used effectively in the evaluation process to manage large data sets, which can also be used in statistical
modelling. Evaluating large sets of data has defined statistical methods, which are credible tools in the evaluation
process, and the integration of statistical modelling tools into a GIS-based environment can lead to a practical and
useful GIS for all valuers. [3]
Keywords: GIS, Valuation, Real Estate, Cadastral and Thematic Maps.

1 INTRODUCTION
To start this case study, we first analyzed the location of Cluj-Napoca, but also the real estate market
within this city. Cluj-Napoca is the capital of the county of Cluj, Transylvania, Romania, and the location of this
city is shown in the figure below, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Geographical position of Cluj-Napoca, Romania [10]
In order to determine the needs, wishes, purchasing power and consumer preferences in Cluj-Napoca, we
started from the analysis of the demand, and we identified the potential users (buyers or tenants).
In analyzing the demand on the housing market, the following factors are important: the population in the
market area, the level of income and wages, the typology of jobs as well as the unemployment rate, the ratio
between the occupied spaces and those occupied by the tenants, financial considerations such as the level of
economies, the factors that affect the physical attractiveness of the neighbourhood, the structure of local taxes and
the administration, as well as the availability of facilities and services of public interest (cultural institutions,
educational institutions and the quality of schools, sanitary and medical facilities, etc.).
Thus, the dynamics of the population can be considered as an active one, with an annual contribution
consisting of students coming to study, graduating students and getting a job, as well as young families, the
application refers to this segment of the population, but not limited to, with a stabilized average level of income,
in the course of stabilization or growth.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Short description of the database compiled
The database consists of transactions made in Cluj-Napoca, Cluj County, Romania between August 2016
and August 2017. The analyzed neighbourhoods within the municipality are the following: Marasti, Manastur,
Grigorescu, Gheorgheni, Zorilor and Centru.

2.2

Database Structure

For the compilation of the database, we have taken into account the following characteristics, namely:
spatial characteristics, technical characteristics and economic characteristics.
Further, each of these features has been detailed, meaning location information, that is, the city, district,
address or area, as well as geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) added to the spatial characteristics.
To the technical characteristics were added data about the type of real estate, the number of rooms, the
floor where the property is located (ground floor / intermediate / last), the usable area (sqm), the finishing of the
real estate properties (inferior, the chronological age, the year of construction (PIF date) and whether the property
is equipped with a lift, car park or garage. The economic characteristics were completed by adding information
about the transaction price expressed in euro and euro / sq m, the transaction date - the month and year, but also
the type of information entered into the database or transaction or offer or valuation.
The structure of the database is presented in the logic scheme presented in Fig. 2, below:

Fig. 2. Database Structure. Source: Created by the author (lucidchart.com)
To complete the database, we used the information downloaded from the analizeimobiliare.ro portal. [9] In
order to complete the exact location of real estate properties, GoogleMaps was used to take over the geographic
coordinates (latitude and longitude). [10]
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Thus, the entire database contains 255 transactions and consists mainly of 2-room apartments with areas
ranging from 40 to 60 square meters, located in different districts of Cluj-Napoca, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – Extras from the database created by the author
Database (Features: 255, Selected:0)
Location /
No crt GIS ID
Neighborhood
City
1

1

Cluj-Napoca

Marasti

2

2

Cluj-Napoca

Marasti

3

3

Cluj-Napoca

Marasti

4

4

Cluj-Napoca

Marasti

5

5

Cluj-Napoca

Marasti

Construction
year

Chronological
age

1990
1985
1990
1990

27
32
27
27

1989

28

Floor

Intermediate
Intermediate
Ground floor
Ground floor
The last
floor

Address /
Area
Abator
Market
21
Decembrie
Street Area
Dorobantilor
Area
Voltaire
Street Area
Scortarilor
Street Area
Features

Latitude

Longitude

Real estate
type

Number
of rooms

Property
type

Useful
surface

46,779722

23,595906

Apartment

2

Block

45

46,775639

23,603386

Apartment

2

Block

58

46,772141

23,603696

Apartment

2

Block

64

46,768888

23,602007

Apartment

2

Block

64

46,778881

23,603228

Apartment

2

Block

50

Elevator

Parking

Garage

Transaction
price
Eur

Eur /
sqm

Month

Year

Transaction
/ Offer /
Evaluation

Superior
Averages
Averages
Averages

Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

73.000
88.000
78.500
78.000

1.622
1.517
1.227
1.219

8
3
2
7

2017
2017
2017
2017

Transaction
Transaction
Transaction
Transaction

Averages

No

Yes

No

70.000

1.400

4

2017

Transaction

2.3 Improving the acquisition of the necessary information for the real estate
valuation process
In order to improve the valuation process of real estate, especially of apartments, it is necessary to improve
the inspection carried out by the authorized person, that is, by the real estate valuer.
It is worth mentioning that the inspection of properties for the purpose of evaluation allows to identify the
physical condition of the subject building, but also the social and economic traces of the period during which the
evaluation process is carried out. [1] So, in order to automate this process and improve this inspection, we have
compiled a digital questionnaire. This questionnaire can replace the traditional inspection sheet that evaluators use,
and basically replaces a physical form with a digital form.
This form has been developed with the help of the Survey 123 for ArcGis program [5] and can be accessed
from any available electronic equipment such as a computer or laptop, tablet or even a mobile phone. A very
important advantage in this type of questionnaire is that it can be used on a mobile and the saved information is
stored and can be viewed from a desk. Here's how to use this type of questionnaire on a mobile device.
The information that can be noted in the questionnaire is very useful in the evaluation process, namely: the
name of the client, the exact address of the real estate, the type of finishing, the number of rooms, the physical
condition of the real estate. The questionnaire also has the possibility of attaching photos collected during the
inspection.

3 RESULTS
GIS is an indispensable operational tool for urban management that ensures the authenticity, timeliness and
objectivity of evaluations in the substantiation, formulation and implementation of urban decisions and constraints.
[6]
Thus, after completing the ArcGis Online database, we could see on a thematic map, the location, i.e. the
location for each apartment-type property in the database, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Locating real estate properties using ArcGis Online
Also, one can observe in a very interactive way, the main characteristics of each real estate property in the
database, as seen in Fig. 5 below.

Fig. 5. Features for each real estate property in the database using ArcGis Online
The final part and the most important result is the drawing of thematic maps (Fig. 6 and Fig.7), as well as
the forecast made in ArcGis Online. The forecast of market values (Euro/ sqm) that is represented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Thematic map a) Division according to location - neighbourhood and b) Distribution according
to the chronological age of the real estate
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Fig. 7. Thematic map a) Division according to the unit transaction price (Eur / sqm) and b) Distribution
according to the location in the neighbourhood, but also the unit transaction price (Eur / sq m)
As can be seen in Fig. 7, below, the studied areas are marked with a dark colour, where the values of the real estate
properties are higher, and with a lighter colour are marked the values of the real estate properties which are smaller,
according to the legend.

Fig.8. Thematic Map - Value Surveillance - Unit Price Transaction (Eur/mp) - Created in ArcGis Online

4 CONCLUSIONS
The present case study does not only refer to the presentation of simple features of different real estate
properties. This case study provides an overview of the real estate market in Cluj Napoca and contributes to the
improvement of real estate valuations in general.
The database created includes features of the real estate properties (spatial features, technical features and
economic features). It is very important that these features are well organized and then analyzed. Due to the fact
that access to transaction data is still not transparent and real estate transactions on the real estate market in
Romania are not public, the preparation of the data base was a difficult process. After introducing these features
into the database, we can find important information about the analyzed real estate properties. Thus, we consider
that this database is an analytical and data management tool. [2]
Real estate inspection plays a very important role in the valuation of real estate. Thus, an inspection
questionnaire was conducted to automate the inspection of a real estate property. The questionnaire was made
using the Survey 123 for ArcGis program and includes fields for completing all the features found in the database.
Customized appraisal models are another opportunity for evaluators to incorporate statistical applications
into professional practice [4], but also to incorporate GIS applications. Using GIS, were analyzed the
characteristics of the real estate property, such as the location of the real estate properties within Cluj-Napoca, as
well as the transaction price, and their distribution according to other physical or economic characteristics. Such a
GIS system is considered to be very useful in the real estate valuation process.
Such a GIS system can be used to evaluate real estate properties for different valuation purposes, such as
specific market analysis, construction tax, improvement of valuation approaches, and market valuation of real
estate properties.
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Abstract
Water resource management is the activity of planning, developing, distributing and managing the
optimum use of water resources. The reservoirs are exploited by Water Basinal Administration personnel
according to the Operating Regulations and dispatcher graphs. The dispatcher graph is a diagram for the operating
rules of the reservoirs, in which the ordinate is the accumulated volume and the horizontal axis is the time of one
year. The method of calculation is based on chronological strings of data resulting from direct records. As case
study for the calculation of a dispatcher graph, Solești reservoir from Vaslui County was chosen. The calculation
of the dispatcher graph is imperatively necessary when the assured water flows are established for different
beneficiaries, for the next year.
Keywords: water resources management, water supply, dispatcher graph, restrictions.

1 Introduction
Water resource management is the activity of planning, developing, distributing and managing the
optimum use of water resources. It is a sub-set of water cycle management. Ideally, water resource management
planning has regard to all the competing demands for water and seeks to allocate water on an equitable basis to
satisfy all uses and demands [1]. Reservoir storage is necessary to use the highly variable water resources of a
river basin for beneficial purposes, such as municipal and industrial water supply, irrigation, hydroelectric power
generation and navigation. Dams and appurtenant structures also regulate rivers to reduce damages caused by
floods [2].
Romanian Waters National Administration manages the state's public waters and the infrastructure of the
National Water Management System consisting of reservoirs, flood defences constructions, canals, interbasinal
derivations, water intakes and other specific works, as well as the infrastructure of the hydrological,
hydrogeological and water quality monitoring national system for the purpose of knowledge and unitary
management of surface water and groundwater resources of the country, as a whole. Romanian Waters National
Administration has in its structure 11 Water Basinal Administrations, organized on hydrographical basins [3].
The hydrographic catchments of Prut and Bârlad rivers that form the patrimony of Prut - Bârlad Water
Basinal Administration have a total surface of 20267 km2 and consist of:
- the middle and inferior catchment of Prut river
- the catchment of Bârlad river
- left tributaries of Siret river in Botoșani and Galați county [5]
The Prut - Bârlad Water Basinal Administration has a complex program of observations and hydro
meteorological measurements. Primary data obtained from the observations and measurements are processed and
interpreted flood defense purpose and consist of:
- 73 reservoirs (Total volume = 780,3 millions m3): 41 reservoirs, 22 non-permanent accumulation, 10
polders
- 877,1 km river regularizations, 1104,8 km levees – 250,52 km for Prut river, 107,2 km river banks
consolidations - 39,15 km for Prut river
- 3 derivations – headraces
- 2 hydrotechnical nodes
- 8 pumping stations
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- 86 automated stations (DESWAT project)
- 74 automated stations (WATMAN project)
- 110 administrative spaces [4]
For a number of 22 reservoirs (shown in Fig.1), special behavior monitoring is carried out, according to
the Normative for the Monitoring of Hydrotechnical Constructions NP 087-2003.

Fig. 1. Map with the positioning of the reservoirs

2 Materials and method
The reservoirs are exploited by Water Basinal Administration personnel according to the Operating
Regulations and dispatcher graphs. The dispatcher graph is a diagram for the operating rules of the reservoirs, in
which the ordinate is the accumulated volume and the horizontal axis is the time of one year. [6]
Operating rules are based on previously recorded data for several decades. The discharge flows that can
be delivered to the customers are calculated taking in account the following:
- the flows delivered meet the required probability of exceedance
- the flows delivered should exceed by far the minimum flow required downstream
- to decrease the periods of time when the required flows cannot be delivered
- to avoid overfilling of the reservoir.
The elements necessary to draw a graph dispatcher are:
- inflows - monthly averages for at least two decades (m3/s)
- irrigation standards - monthly averages
- evaporation standards (m3/ha) - monthly averages
- discharge flows that can delivered for the customers for each of the situations (normal, flow
restrictions, etc.) in m3/s
- sanitary discharge (m3/s)
- useful volume of the reservoir (million m3)
- evaporation surface at the normal retention level (ha)
The dispatcher graph field is divided into several areas by the following characteristic lines:
- Area for limitation spills, in which to avoid further spills over the dam, it is required to evacuate a
fraction of the reservoir storage
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- Assured regime area in which where all the required discharge flows can be delivered without
prejudice to the exploitation of the reservoir.
- Forced regime area in which the discharge flows delivered to the customers must not exceed their
strictly necessary flows
- Restricted regime area in which discharge flows delivered to the customers are reduced with certain
coefficients
These areas are delimited by the dispatcher graphs lines as follows:
• Restricted regime line represents the minimum volume of the lake that is possible to meet the water
needs of utilities. When the value of the volume in the reservoir is below this line, restrictions in exploitation
should be introduced.
• Limitation spills line represents the maximum volume of water in the lake on various dates for
which there will be no loss of water by the spills with a specified assurance.
• Normal regime line separates the forces spills regime of the assured regime

2.1 Calculations of the dispatcher graph lines
The method of calculation is based on chronological strings of data resulting from direct records.

2.1.1. Calculation of the operating line in assured regime
The assured operating line represents the minimum amount of water required in the storage lake at
different dates to ensure the satisfaction of the intended use. The calculation is conducted in a reverse sense of the
time flow. To determine the discharge flows required to be delivered, the following steps are taken:
- calculation of deficits and surpluses
- calculation of compensated deficits
- deficits are put in descending rank and the probability of assurance for each value is determined.
- choose the probability of non-exceedance (p%) that represents the degree of assurance for the
discharge flows for each customer.
For every month of every year in the time series considered deficits and surpluses are calculated with:
defl

± D i = Qi afl - Qi
where ± D i is the flow deficit/surplus in i month
Qi afl is the multiannual monthly average inflow, corresponding to the month i
Qi

defl

is the multiannual monthly average outflow, corresponding to the month i

Surpluses appear with the plus sign and the deficit with the minus sign.
The calculation of the compensated deficits starts from the last deficiency by making calculations in the
opposite direction of the time span. If the previous month is also a deficitary month, it is necessary to collect from
the storage lake a value equal to the sum of the deficit values. If the previous month has a surplus, the algebraic
amount of the cumulative deficit so far, with the surplus in the current month, may be a deficit or surplus. The
calculations continue according to the formula below:
0, for S (-D) > 0 (these are surpluses)

å ±D =

S(-D) for D <= 0
All surpluses obtained after compensating are considered equal to 0. Compensated deficits are decreasing
on a month-to-month basis, resulting in orderly deficits. Each value is determined by the probability of nonexceedance using the formula:
p(i)% =

i
*100
(n + 1)

where

i is the current value number in the string
n is the number of years of calculation
The orderly deficits multiply by 2,63 * 106, representing the average number of seconds in a month. Thus,
the necessary volumes are obtained in the storage lake at the beginning of each month, volumes expressed in
millions of m3. The probability of non-exceedance is precisely the degree of assurance of the water requirements
of the uses. The values of the volumes according to the calculation probability are the values of the operating line
in the assured regime. The volume required at the end of December month is equal to the volume required at the
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beginning of January month of the following year. The State Standard STAS no 1343 / 0-89 regulates the degree
of assurance by category of use (water supply, irrigation and aquaculture in the fish ponds).
In general, storage lakes serve different categories of use. The assured regime line fulfils all the conditions
for satisfying the uses.[9]

2.1.2. Calculation of the operating line in restricted regime
In a water management system, unless restrictions have been imposed in uninsured years where the
accumulated volume is not sufficient to meet the water demands, the uses will take all the accumulated water
before the end of the scanty periods. By exploiting the system, the duration with restrictions is very low, but at the
same time the flows taken during this period are also very low. In practice, it is preferable for a longer period of
introduction of restrictions, if this can result in an increase of the flows provided to the use during the shortage
period. This involves introducing restrictions before emptying the lake, so the volumes left in the storage can
supplement natural flows during the depleted period.
The restriction line is the minimum value of the volumes in the lake for which it is still possible to meet
the water needs of the uses and under which restrictions have to be introduced in operation. Multiple restriction
lines may be built into complex layout schemes. The restriction entry line is calculated using:
• the series of surpluses and deficits calculated with the minimum flow rate of use
• values of the operating line in the assured mode
The calculations are also performed in the opposite direction to the leakage of time according to the
principle used at the assured operating line.
The volumes obtained from the calculation must satisfy the limiting condition:

0 £ Vi < V f .a.i
where Vi is the volume in the lake at the end of the calculation month
Va.o.i is the required volume in the lake according to the assured operating line at the end of the
month i
Several restriction entry lines can be calculated, considering different values for the required flows, lower
flow rates than the minimum flow rate. Each line thus drawn out specifies a particular operating mode.

2.1.3. Calculation of the operating line in limitation spills regime
This line is built in cases where some of the uses may use higher flows than those used to determine the
operating line for the assured regime. The spills limitation line represents the maximum value of water volumes
in the lake at different dates for which there will be no loss of water through spillage with a given assurance. For
the calculation of this line the following are used as basic data:
- deficits and surpluses in the assumption that the use rate is equal to the maximum usable flow rate.
- values of the operating line in the assured regime
The calculations are also performed in the opposite direction to the leakage of time according to the
principle used at the assured operating line. The volumes obtained from the calculation must satisfy the limiting
condition:

Vutil ³ Vi ³ V f .a.i

where

Vi is the volume in the lake at the end of the calculation month
V a.o.i is the volume required in the lake according to the operating line in the assured regime, at
the end of the month i
The spill limitation line is above the operating line in the assured regime or may have common values
with it at some points. In certain cases where the useful volume is reduced compared to the tributary volume, the
spill limit line may be confused with the operating line in the assured regime. [7]

3 Results
As case study for the calculation of a dispatcher graph, Solești reservoir from Vaslui County was chosen
(Fig. 2). Retention in Solești reservoir is formed by a dam built on the river Vaslui at 8 km downstream from
Codăiești hydrometric station, where the inflows are measured.
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Fig. 2. Solești reservoir positioning map [8]
For the calculation the following data were used:
- monthly average flows on Vaslui river, recorded at Codăiești hydrometric station for 67 years – m3/s
- multi annual monthly average norms of evaporations, recorded at Solești evaporimetric cork for 15
years - mm
- evaporation surface – the surface for Solești reservoir at the normal level of retention is 3,69 km2
- volume of the reservoir at the quota 118,00 m above Seal Level, which corresponds to the normal level
of retention is 12,256 million m3 and the volume appropriate to the minimum level of exploitation of 114,80 m
above Seal Level is 2,718 mil m3
- sanitary discharge of 0,024 m3/s
To calculate the line for the assured regime the following demands were considered:
- water suplly for population– average flow of 0,10 m3/s;
- water supply for industry - average flow of 0,045 m3/s;
- sanitary discharge - 0,024 m3/s; (Tab. 1)

I
0,100
0,045
0,024
0
3,69
0,000
0,169

II
0,100
0,045
0,024
0
3,69
0,000
0,169

III
0,100
0,045
0,024
0
3,69
0,000
0,169

IV
0,100
0,045
0,024
94,22
3,69
0,132
0,301

Table 1. Demanded flows
MONTH
V
VI VII VIII
IX
X
XI
0,100 0,100 0,100 0,100 0,100 0,1000 0,100
0,045 0,045 0,045 0,045 0,045 0,045 0,045
0,024 0,024 0,024 0,024 0,024 0,024 0,024
140,98 169,9 196,99 180,13 103,52 67,8
0
3,69 3,69 3,69 3,69 3,69 3,69 3,69
0,197 0,238 0,276 0,252 0,145 0,095 0,000
0,366 0,407 0,445 0,421 0,314 0,264 0,169

For the calculation of the restriction lines, we considered:
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Demand
XII
0,100 Population water supply – m3/s
0,045
Industry water supply– m3/s
0,024
Sanitary discharge – m3/s
0
Evaporation norms - mm
3,69
Surface – km2
0,000 Monthly evaporation losses - m3/s
0,169
Flow - m3/s
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- water supply for population – average flow of 0,10 m3/s
- water supply for industry (successively 90%, 80% and 75% of the required flow) - average flow of
0,045 m3/s, 0,0405 m3/s and respectively 0,036 m3/s
- sanitary discharge - 0,024 m3/s;
The assurance for water use requirements is 95% according to State Standard STAS 1343-0 / 89.
Volumes in the dispatcher graph represent the volumes resultated from the calculation of the lines to wich
the minim exploitation volum was added (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Dispatcher graph for Solești reservoir

4 Conclusions
The calculation of the dispatcher graph is imperatively necessary when the assured water flows are
established for different beneficiaries, for the next year. As longer the string of water inflow data is, as precise the
calculation steps are. If need arises, the contracted water flows can be reduced accordingly, so that the assured line
is always inferior to the Normal Level of Retention in the reservoir.
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Abstract
This paper aims to investigate the possibility of applying mathematical models in order to determine
optimal solutions for transit floods with minimal impact on the environment in an area of an old salt exploitation
situated in Ocna Mures (Romania). Based on the research, a model was developed which could contribute to
management the accidental flood in the area. In addition, flood modeling in the area can help understand the floods
and identify potential flood areas, thus allowing planning to reduce flood damage by providing early warning to
downstream communities, especially in the flood areas that will be affected. The proposed model can be used to
assess various flood mitigation measures to determine which alternatives will be economically and ecologically
feasible given the prevailing conditions. Due to the study of various flood cases, defense plans can be developed
and measures of mitigation and prevention of their effects can be recommended.
Keywords: flooding study, GIS, salt deposit, water hazard

1. Introduction
Water is not only a vital element for human life, it is and can also become a devastating force in some cases.
Flooding remain one of the most common and most devastating natural hazards in the world. While the existing forecasting
and warning systems can contribute significantly to reducing losses [1, 2], the risk of further loss can be avoided by
improving the system through technological advances, and the progress in domain become considerable [3, 4, 5].
This study sought to analyze and further address defenses against flooding in Ocna Mures area (265 m
elevation from sea level), a town situated in the central part of Romania, NE in the county of Alba (58 km away
from Alba-Iulia city). The genesis of the Ocna Mureş lacquer complex is of an anthropic nature, the lakes being
the result of repeated subsidence and collapses of the old mining galley ceilings and the filling of formed voids
with water. The process of degradation of the salt mine in Ocna Mures was largely developed and accelerated by
the unrealistic exploitation of salt deposits, to which were added the natural conditions such as the high salt
porosity and the presence of a high number of sandstone intercalations and marl and clay [6]. The present study
shows the potential for flood risk maps to present the probability of flooded or unflooded areas.

2. Material and method
The investigated area is on the left bank of the middle course of the Mures River, the hilly area of the Sub
Carpathians, between the Transylvanian Plain (to the north) and the Tarnavelor Plateau (in the south) between
46°23'53" north latitude and 23°51'22" east latitude of Greenwich (Fig. 1). The region is recognized due to the one
of the most famous salt mine exploited in past time in Romania [6].
In order to be able to analyze the terrestrial surface, altitude must also be considered. In order to generate
3D models within geographic databases, there is a special data class - terrain, based on vector data that also
includes the elevation (coordinate Z) generates the digital elevation model (DEM), resulting in a raster image.
Using such a raster, simple or complex analyzes can be performed that characterize the surface. The simplest
analyzes that can be made based on a DEM-type raster are those that give: the curves of the level, the slope, the
slope exhibition, determine the visibility from a given point. In order to perform the above analyzes, the 3D Analyst
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and Spatial Analyst extensions must be enabled using the tools menu.
The Digital Elevation Model is a statistical representation of the continuous surface of the terrain with a
large number of selected points, of known X, Y and Z coordinates, in an arbitrary coordinate system.
Just as the topographic map stands as basis for the realization of different geomorphologic maps, the
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is the starting point both for the calculation of morphometric elements of the relief
and for the realization of the digital geomorphologic maps as well as for the spatial analysis and the mathematical
modeling, GIS specific methods, in order to solve some theoretical and practical problems in the field of
geomorphology and beyond [7].
Surface modeling is the process by which a natural or artificial surface is graphically represented by one
or more mathematical equations. Terrestrial surface modeling is therefore a particular case of modeling the
surfaces in which specific issues relating to the representation of the Earth or parts of it have to be taken into
account [8].

Fig. 1 The lakes field of probes Ocna Mures

2.1 The calculation of the maximum possible precipitation (MPP)
Statistical MPP estimates may be used whenever there are sufficient precipitation data or other
meteorological data, such as radar data or records of dewpoint or wind values.
Taking into account the precipitation records of the surrounding stations, there are records of extreme
rainfall phenomena for more than 100 years. But there are no patterns of distribution of storms, dew points or
winds. Despite some issues that the MPP statistical estimation may raise, this was the only possible method for
the data available. Among the different statistical methodologies, the Hershfield procedure was the most widely
accepted (OMM, 1973, 1986) [9].
MPP is defined as the highest theoretical height of precipitation for a given duration that is physically
possible on an affected surface at a given geographical point at a particular time of year.
The Hershfield process (OMM, 1973) is based on a well-known relationship of frequency analysis (Ven
Te Chow, 1961) [9]:
XT = n + K× Sn , where:
- XT - is the precipitation with an insurance T;
- n - average values;
- K - a frequency variable, which depends on the statistical distribution appropriate to hydrological data of
extreme values. It can be considered a maximum value for K of 20;
- Sn - standard deviation for the same series.

2.2 Drainage area of the basin
In order to calculate the volume of water accumulated from the precipitation, we need the drainage surface
in the lake (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 The direction of flow of water from rainfall
In order to determine the drainage area, we used the Surfer 8 software. Using the previously created grid
to create the level curves, we can create a vector map to show the direction of the slope.
The slope of the land constitutes the morphometric element of major importance within the hydrological
system, influencing a complex of parameters such as: infiltration rate, capillary ascent, water retention capacity in
the soil, hypodermic leakage, velocity and direction of water leakage on the slopes, water supplying the
hydrographic course due to leakage on the slopes, delay and concentration times [9].
The rainfall drain direction representation is realized from the menu Map -> Vector Map -> New 1 Grid Vector Map, and can then export the map in .dxf format, where we can vectorize this surface. For a more
suggestive representation of the map, we introduced the level curves represented on the green map, the line of the
lakes and shore intersection is represented by blue and the drainage surface is red (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Determination of drainage area

2.3 Calculation of accumulated water volume
Using the data above, it has been calculated the amount of accumulated water, using the formula [9]:
Va = Pt × Sc,
where:
- Va- the volume of water accumulated from precipitation;
- Pt - total precipitation among PMP calculated as the amount of water from rain and thaw, while taking into
account the drainage coefficient;
- Sc - the drainage area.

2.4 Calculating water height growth
Knowing the accumulated volume, we can calculate the height at which the water can grow. This can be
done by calculating the volume of water required to fill the space between the level curves. The figure created by
two consecutive curves resembles a cone trunk [9].
Its volume is calculated using the formula below::
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where:
- AB - (large base area) as the surface area of the higher elevation;
- Ab - (small base area) surface area of lower elevation;
- h - (height) equidistance between the two curves.

3. Results
Based on presented data, there were calculated the amount of accumulated water - volume (Table 1),
respectively water height growth (Table 2).
Probabilities of
overtaking
0.01
0.1
1
5
MPP

Level area
254.232-255.5
255.5-256.0
256.0-256.5
256.5-257.0

Table 1 Calculation of accumulated water volume
Rainfall
Drainage
Thaw (l/m2)
Total (l/m2)
(l/m2)
coefficient
353
150
0.78
392.34
280
100
0.75
285.00
201
72
0.73
199.29
147
30
0.69
122.13
458.351882
188.216039
0.90
581.91113

Area
(m2)
169721.157 /
82218.9213
82218.9213 /
202745.5638
202745.5638 /
374104.9291
374104.9291 /
507767.1194

S (m2)

V (m3)

890404.15

0.518136

Table 2 Calculating water height growth
The amount of water
Cumulative
Volume
accumulated from
volume (mil.
(mil. m3)
precipitation (mil.
3
m)
m3)
0.156

0.156

0.069

0.225

The water
level on the
floods (m)
255.50
256.00

0.518
0.142

0.367

256.50

0.2196

0.587

256.84

It can be observed from the Table 2 that the volume of the figure between levels 256.5 and 257 is greater
than the cumulated water volume of rainfall, meaning that the water will reach 265.5 but will not reach 257. For
the calculation of elevation of cumulated rainfall we will use the three simple rule. For the 0.5 m equidistance of
the 256.5 and 257 curves, we have 0.2196 mil m³ of cumulated water from precipitation, knowing the rest of the
cumulated amount of precipitation, we want to find out the exact elevation to which it rises.

Using digital terrain model developed and proposed water rate mirror after flooding can simulate the
phenomenon of flooding using the command software Animation ArcScene (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Elevation inputs introduced to simulate the flood phenomenon
We introduced elevation inputs in ascending and descending order to simulate the flood phenomenon as
well as its reverse (Figs. 5 and 6). In the present paper we have considered the creation of a most accurate
simulation of the flood propagation resulting from the increase of the lakes in the Ocna Mureş field. The project
was designed and used in a GIS software (ArcMap & ArcScene) and aims to develop a numerical model that
allows visualization of the flood wave propagation mode. The main purpose of the study was to determine, using
mathematical models, the possibility of reducing the effects of flooding. Also, by changing the initial rainfall data,
it is possible to simulate the floods in various limiting cases [1, 3, 10].

Fig. 5 Determination of flooded areas for elevation 256.84 m`
In this way, areas exposed to flood risk in the studied region can be determined with great precision. Due
to the study of various flood cases, defense plans can be developed and measures of mitigation and prevention of
their effects can be recommended [5, 11].
The study itself shows the potential of flood risk maps with the presentation of the probability of flooded
and unflooded areas. This provides powerful tools to flood decision makers such as:
§ Decommissioning of buildings (private and public) and the elaboration of a resettlement plan for the
inhabitants of the entire area of influence B;
§ Prohibition of construction of public and private buildings in areas of influence A and B;
§ Appropriate sewerage related to the vulnerability of the subsoil;
§ Realization of works intended to restrain and delay water flow on slopes or streams that might form as a
result of heavy rainfall or snowmelt, etc. These works can be afforestation or reforestation actions, the
creation of some types of coverings to favor infiltration and to reduce water leakage on the slopes, the
construction of dams.
§ Excavation, waterproofing and proper management of guard channels around the salt deposit;
§ Regularization of groundwater level, visible in lake water level;
§ Conducting geotechnical studies on the subsoil, which will establish other defense measures
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Fig. 6 Flooded area - Ocna Mures elevation 256.84 m

4. Conclusions
The flood modeling with GIS software extensions can help understand flood events and identify potential
flood areas, which allows planning to reduce flood damage by giving early warning to downstream communities,
in particular areas to be flooded. This study tried to provides useful tools to flood decision makers.
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Abstract
Precision farming is a whole farm management approach using information technology, global satellite
navigation systems (GNSS), remote sensing systems and proximity data collection systems. These technologies
aim to return inputs while they can reduce the environmental impact. Image collection with help of drones is
aimed both at evaluating the environment through improved performance provided by a new field of activity as
well as performing high-performance topographic measurements which offers very interesting results in research
work and can be put into practice through potential applications in various technologies in the real world.
Keywords: drones, photography, space, topographic measurements.

1

INTRODUCTION

Precision farming is an agricultural management concept based on the observation, measurement and
response to inter and intra-field variability in crops or animal breeding aspects. The benefits to be achieved is
mainly due to increased yield and / or increased production profitability to the farmer. Other benefits come from
better working conditions, increased animal welfare and the potential to improve different aspects of smart
farming. Thus, precision farming contributes to the goal of growing and sustaining agricultural production [1].
Implementation of precision farming has become possible due to the development of sensor technology,
combined with the binding of variables mapped to appropriate agricultural practices, such as: seeding, fertilization,
herbicides and application of pesticides, plant harvesting and animal husbandry. The key feature of precision
farming comes from positioning systems, mainly global satellite navigation systems (GNSS), which are a major
factor „accuracy”. Precision agriculture has advanced the most among farmers who own large farms with arable
land. Controlled traffic farming (CTF) and automatic guidance systems are most successful applications on arable
land which has clear benefits in almost all cases. Among the methods of application of variable rate (VRA) such as
fertilizers or pesticides optimization according to need, the success varies greatly depending on application-specific
factors. The current briefing, based on a detailed analysis, confirms that precision farming can play a substantial
role in the European Union in meeting the growing demand for food, both for people and for animals and raw
materials, while ensuring sustainable use of natural resources and the environment [1].

2

FORMULATING PROBLEM

Many devices are currently available and used for data collection or providing information as part of the
implementation of precision agriculture. These devices exist to assess soil condition, such as: apparent soil
electrical conductivity (ECa) sensors, radiometric sensors and soil moisture sensors. Others record weather or
microclimate information (thermometer, hygrometer, etc.). Particular importance is attached to sensors
developed to quantify the physiological state of cultures (nitrogen sensors). These sensors contribute to the
formation images by remote sensing [1]. Monitoring agricultural vegetation in real time and world-wide involves
processing of large volumes of spatial data ranging from weather data to satellite images and increasing global
crop production. Analysts AGRIFISH - working mainly for the evaluation and interpretation of spatial data sets,
are also involved in the purchase, storage and redistribute them. Together with foreign partners have developed
large geographic databases and in accordance with INSPIRE (http://inspire.jrc.it).
Considering the correspondence with the representatives of the European Commission - Joint Research
Center through which APIA requested support for the purchase of a set of VHR satellite imagery, supplementary
to images allocated to each member state, was decided to allocate images through the COPERNICUS program on
the basis of which the remote sensing control for farmers is carried out compared to the control sample for
application year 2016 and which were not under the coverage area of the initial control sites. Thus were purchased
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through the European Space Agency from the COPERNICUS hub - https://cophub.copernicus.eu/ VHR images and
from the SENTINEL hub - https://scihub.copernicus.eu/ SENTINEL 2 HR images [2].
Airborne platforms and satellites often aim to highlight the vegetation indices, such as the state of crop
coronation (chlorophyll content, stress level), and their variability in space and time. Of particular interest is
manifested lately for use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) - often called drones [3], and the remotely piloted
aircraft systems (RPAS), originally developed for military purposes, now used and in civilian applications.
RPAS are already available and operational, enabling the generation of images at the farm with a very high
resolution (from 2-10 cm). The availability of satellite platforms is generally at a lower resolution (0,5-10 m) and
is more expensive, while the new program Copernicus provides easier access and free of charge to satellite data.
There is a need for knowledge and skills on how to transform the Geographic Information System (GIS) data
collected by different sensors and geographical references in maps to provide information about the
physiological status of crop and soil condition. Further skills and knowledge are needed on how to use large,
heterogeneous databases and information collected to evaluate the effects of weather, soil properties on
production and to develop management plans to increase efficiency and adjustment entries in the coming years.
In particular, models are needed to understand the causes and interrelationships between plants, soil and climate
before spatially adjustable inputs. These agricultural management systems are made available to farmers through
advisory services, consultancy and training and/or directly through dedicated software [1].

2.1

Farm management information systems

The drones used in agriculture are ideal for collection and interpretation of the data in real-time were
particularly useful for mapping, diagnosis and treatment of Romanian crops and soils. The proposed system is an
intelligent system – drone georeferenced GIS-GPS integrated scanning system of soil and real-time
telecommunication with a ground base for automatic data processing [4]. Agronomic mapping is based on
captured data, determining the variability of plots. The data are interpreted in terms of agronomic using a
mathematical model developed, resulting „Agronomic map”. The software recommends, based on the results
obtained, the calculation of nitrogen needs and irrigation for each plot. Agronomic map generated by the system
include: the amount of biomass/quantity of nitrogen from soil/soil water quantity.

Fig.1. Drone during data collection, Targu Jiu – Gorj county

Fig.2. Monitoring of rapeseed and wheat crops by drones in Diculesti, Vâlcea county
Compared to random sample analysis of small land samples, farm drones solution automatically
determines the treatment to be applied by parcel scans and automatic parcel analysis.
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Fig.3. Intelligent drone systems
The advantages of intelligent drone systems are: automatic non-destructive analysis at full plot level,
very large areas, uniform analysis, low time.
Decision making on farms where spatial and temporal information is available requires a fusion of several maps
together with input and predictive yield information. Input optimizations are calculated using such field information, but
must be related to the input and output costs incurred to determine the economic profitability of the farm.
This cost analysis is the most important parameter in optimizing entries and needs to be supported by
specialist advisers. Specialist advisers interpret maps, go to fields and use software to advise the farmer.
Councilors may be part of larger organizations providing additional services such as nitrogen detection or soil
properties or are suppliers of integrated agricultural goods. Other counselors are specialized for certain services,
such as organizations providing information on crop growth and performance information from satellite,
airborne and unmanned systems, as well as counselors in the development of agricultural systems such as
conservation agriculture or control of traffic farming systems [1].

Fig.4. Precision services in agriculture offered over time

2.2

Viability of precision farming for EU farmers

It is generally accepted that precision farming is an inevitable fact because new information
technologies will have an impact on agriculture in Europe and around the world. Open question is: What
technologies will be adopted and how fast? It also considers that the adoption of precision agriculture has lagged
behind initial expectations. In some cases, precision agricultural technologies have not delivered the promised
benefits and many farmers were disappointed and reluctant to invest in precision agriculture. Some of the major
constraints for the adoption of precision agriculture highlighted in several studies were the complexity of
existing technology at this time, component incompatibility, time requirements, and lack of profitability [1].

3

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF IMAGE. SAMPLING IMAGES

To be able to process a f (x y) image with a computer, it must be discretized spatially and in amplitude.
Discretization of the spatial coordinates (x y) is called sampling.
Sampling is the process of approximating a continuous image f (x y) with a MxN matrix as follows:

Mathematically, the images can be represented as a function of two variables in the space L2 (R2), as
follows:
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• grayscale images can be modeled with: f (x,y): R2 → R, in which case the values of the function f
represent the values of the luminance of the objects in the image, in the points (x,y) of the space.
• color images can be modeled with: f (x,y) : R2 → R3, in which case the values of f are vectors of three
components of a color space. For example, there may be the three components of the RGB model [5].
Sampling Theorem: An image f (x,y), having a finite spectrum, uniformly sampled with a rectangular
network like the one in Fig. 5, it can be restored without error from the samples f (mδx,nδy) using the
interpolation formula:

where us and vs represent spatial sampling frequencies.
Equality given by the sampling theorem is valid if and only if the Nyquist condition is fulfilled, namely:

where u0 and v0 represent the maximum spatial frequencies appearing in the image.

n

d

d
m
Fig.5. Rectangular sampling network
In other words, the spatial sampling frequencies must be at least twice the maximum spatial frequencies
contained in the image [5].

4

CONCLUSIONS

Considering the future social and environmental needs main challenge for EU agriculture will be its
ability to provide a high level of production while improving the protection of natural resources. Precision
agriculture is an information-based, decision-making approach to managing farms, designed to improve the
agricultural process by accurately managing each step. In this way, it can provide a management approach that
optimizes both agricultural production and profitability - which is the primary objective of most agricultural
enterprises. In addition, some of the profitability can come from the reduced use of inputs (cars, labor, fertilizer,
chemicals, seeds, water, energy, etc.), which leads to cost savings and also to environment benefits. Today, the
technological infrastructure of precision farming is in place to support a wider implementation.
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Abstract
The plot is a field surface with or without visible boundaries [2]; the land surface that has an owner and
a cadastral number, is located in an administrative-territorial unit. With other words, any plot represents that
constituent element of the property throughout the country. But, not always the plot boundaries are materialized
(e.g. agricultural lands). As well, the legislation in domain admits that also exist some other kind of plots, like
water plots, which commonly could be seen in Danube Delta or some other big lakes; on the consequence way,
we also know that in those coastal countries with a lot of seaside lands exists some plots which are called as
water plots. In this case also the economy is structured on these water plots. The owner of the plot can be a
private ownership, a legal entity, a group, etc. The present paper tries to show how new boundaries which was
created when an owner of a large piece of land divides that land into smaller pieces, or plots of land, and offers
the smaller plots for sale, has the own identity elements. It is the owner of the larger piece of land who is
responsible for describing the newly created boundaries of the smaller plot/s of land that he offers for sale.
Keywords: boundaries, identity elements of plots, exposure, property registration.

1 Introduction
The exercise of ownership of real estate, land and buildings, which constituted essential supports for
life, has over time led to the demolition of the land and the recording and recording of property, by which the
right to property on its own property against the obstructions anyone on any property. In this sense, the plot
could be defined as being that piece of land designated and precisely delimited for a particular purpose.
The territorial delimitation of new properties resulting from the application of the law starts from the
current organization of the territory and is based on lots of projects drawn up by specialized bodies.
In the same time, based on the property title, the municipal or municipal (municipal) commission will
proceed to delimit the territorial areas in which the owners will be in possession, taking into account the specific
territorial conditions (relief, soil quality, use category, distance from the locality and public communication
channels, land improvement facilities). This delimitation, as well as the landing on the owners, is made on the
situation plan of each locality within the current territorial organization [10].
For example, for land plots in irrigation systems, account shall be taken of the method of watering with
existing equipment and the provisions of the operating regulations for their correct and rational use.
Thus, in the case of sprinkler irrigation, using manual fitting equipment, the surface unit serviced by a
hydrant will be taken into account when land lots are established.
For small surfaces, the rational use of the irrigation system or the surfaces served by a hydrant involves
grouping more owners with access to the water source.
Also, land plots will be taken into account in respect of soil erosion control (terraces, grass strips, etc.).
The ownership of landowners within the delimited territorial areas is made by the local commission
based on topographical measurements [10].
Owners will be made available in the presence of each owner who signs the landing table.
To this end, local commissions must notify in writing, with acknowledgment of receipt, persons who
have their domicile in other localities and who have established ownership of the property, on the dates when the
ownership will take place.
Persons, who for various reasons are unable to present themselves at the time of their possession, may
empower other persons who will sign the landing table by special and authentic proxy with the express "for
possession". In the case of failure to present the justifying persons or, as the case may be, of the persons
empowered, the land area attributable to the holder shall be marked on the ground by the commission, according
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to the plan of plots. The chairman of the committee will mention this situation in the signatures table for
possession. Through these operations, the persons concerned are considered to have been in possession. In this
case, the detachable parts of the property title shall be deposited with the local councils, to be handed over to the
holders or, as the case may be, to the persons empowered to do so [10].
At the handing over of property titles, the expense of dispatching the notifications will be paid, on a
receipt basis, by the persons receiving the securities. The marking of the plots is made by pins or terminals which
are ensured by each owner.
In the event that unallocated land remains, the local committee will delimit them on the cadastral plan
and on the ground and hand them over to the local council in administration, to be used in accordance with the
legal provisions.
Also, the local commission will delimit and mark on the land and territory plan the lands of the
commercial companies, the private associations, the communal sheds and the forest vegetation lands attributed to
the owners who requested their restitution under the conditions stipulated by the law [6].
At the same time, it will delimit and mark in territory the area that will be assigned to use, which is
handed over to the local council, to be attributed to those entitled by law.
After the ownership of all the owners, the Office for Cadastre, Geodesy and Cartography will draw up a
land plot with the new land plot and the corresponding topographical numbering, in two copies, of which one
copy remains, and one hand over with the municipal or municipal (municipal) council.
The cadastral number represents a fiscal instrument of property registration for the purpose of charging
taxes to owners.
In our country the cadastre has a law, Law no. 7/1996, which states that the general cadastre is a
compulsory instrument of technical, economic and legal evidence of land and real estate on the territory of the
country irrespective of the owner of the goods and the destination of the goods [10].
The basic entities of the general cadastre are the plot, the construction and the owner. By this law each
owner is obliged to register his land with a prior measurement. After that, the lands receive a cadastral number.
The same cadastral number wills recordings of movements and also, the changes made on a piece of land
(surface, division and owners). In this acceptation, we consider that, at one point, the cadastral activity can
represent the history of the property [6].
In short description of the history of property we will remember that the first cadastre in Europe
appeared in France, through Napoleon who defined the centralized state; Land Books appear and was develop by
Austro-Hungarians (and put in practice in our country in Ardeal region); the 1984 year was that year when
started the fight against the private property and limestone standing of these records (the cadastre is taken from
the beginning).

2 Methodology
The storing of documents is done at the court (justice is the guarantor of society). In each county there
is a section - the register of cadastral assets - as a special part of the court which is holding the cadastral registers
(only the justice works with the assets). This results in both the State and the taxpayer, the common interest in
creating a system of registration and evidence of the real estate, which establishes correct relations between the
two parties. The technical, economic and legal data necessary for this system of evidence are obtained through
the correlation of the specializations: terrestrial measurements, pedology, economic assessment and civil law [3].
Each plot has its cadastral number and as identification it can also have a number (the postal address only in the city limits) [9].
A plot subscribe to an administrative territory (Fig. 1) [8].

Fig. 1. Example of plots into an administrative limit
The graphic representation from the figure 1 shows that the same owner has two plots (Parcel 1 and
Parcel 2) in two different administrative territories. That is why one arise justifying question: what forces
determine the plot limit?
- Property, case in which the main discriminate is the owner.
- Limit of administrative territory.
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-

Built-up area of the settlement, which actually is less important, but still are one of those forces
which determine a plot limit [6].

2.1. The exposure of a plot
The defining elements for any plots are determined in six elements [8], [9]:
1. Identity items
2. Geometrical elements
3. Urbanistic elements
4. Economic elements
5. Legal elements
6. Technical elements
2.1.1. Parcel identity elements
-

owner / owners;
neighbours;
cadastral number (a number with 8 digits);
the postal address (if applicable);
the administrative territory in which plot is registered (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The framed of plot
After plot was identified (framed) as it is shown in figure 2, will be prepared a cadastral file, in which
there is a record of the real estate (a location plan of the plot with all sizes, angles, owner, neighbours).
2.1.2. The geometric elements of plot
a. The limits refer to existence of plots with several alignments (corner plots) and plots which do not
have alignment [4].
b. The dimension of limits, which means there is a special notation system, such as: La = length of
alignment; l = the depth of the plot (perpendicular to the middle of the alignment); L1 and L12 = length of
lateral boundaries. We need these limits and dimensions because, for example, for a buildable plot, in urbanistic
regulation are given minimum dimensions (e.g. minimum size of alignment will be 9 or 15 m) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The geometric elements of a plot
c. Angle of lateral boundaries with alignment (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Parcel boundaries with alignment
d. The ratio between sides (in terms of constructionability) (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The optimal ratio between plot’s sides
The optimal ratio between sides is l / La = 0.5 ÷ 1.0.
e. The plot’s area (for built) includes:
- minimum dimensions which are introduced by town planning regulations (150-200m²);
- the minimum surface for a house are regulated by law;
- for a convenient living, where each person must has a room, the average family (considered being 2,8
persons) must have a house with three rooms (70 m²): 7 x 10 m (ground floor building).
The minimum area is a standard of social level and evolution.

2.2. Urbanistic elements
The urbanistic elements are those characteristics of the plot related to the location [10] of this plot in a
territory. After the architectural conditioning those urbanistic elements for a plot are:
2.1.1. Location in the city / neighbourhood is given after urban regulations which underline the different way of
downtown construction (closed regime of higher height); the edge of the city; in the neighbourhood those
elements are given by the important street or blind alley (corner plot, field plot).
2.1.2. Access from the street of any plot (pedestrian access), which in some parts is limited.
2.1.3. Seismic zone; winds; temperature are also parts of urbanistic elements.
These elements make part from the urbanistic elements when we speak about the plots, because, first of
all, Romania has a strong seismicity (only a very small part of lands is not affected by earthquake). As such,
according to the seismic acceleration, these elements must make the rules for construction of the buildings, about
the way of construction, about interior’s divisions, materials used [7].
The wind, another element, is just as important to the way is made the building. Some parts of
construction exposed to strong winds determine certain techniques, such as: non-drilling or doubling walls.
Strong winds, usually along waters, heights or open fields, lead to the need to build well-insulated
buildings; at the same time, those buildings with more space will be greatly affected to the strong wind.
According with the same urbanistic laws, the plot’s trajectory also will be changes along the streets.
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3 Conclusions
In cadastre activity, there are frequent situations in which a parcel or detachment occurs on a plot of
land, which are operations whereby a land that previously constituted a stand-alone entity - a real estate or a plot
of land the property of a person is intended to be divided into two or more land, whether to change the land use
category, or to alienate the right of ownership over a portion of the original land. What are the conditions to be
met in the case of a land plot? Always a posting must fulfilled two initial conditions: a condition of the surface, a
condition of the line of detachment [1].
The buildings, both inside and outside the building, are represented on a scale according to their size or
by conventional signs, when their dimensions can not be represented on the scale at which the cadastral plan is
drawn up. The yards are represented in an individually way. If the scale of the plan does not allow the
representation of such plots, then they are represented by conventional signs, followed by the cadastral number
to link the plan to the cadastral register. Inside the territory of the localities is: rivers, streams, canals, bridges,
bridges, water castles, consolidated banks, dams, etc. [5]. The fountains are represented only when they are
located in markets or venues outside the yards, as well as those outside the yards. The churches and monasteries
represent on a scale according to their real form. The elements necessary for the accurate representation of the
dominant tower, which is usually determined with coordinates within the geodetic network, are collected. The
inner or outer - isolated ones are represented according to the shape and dimensions of the field, with a
conventional sign according to the cult on who serve them (Christian, Mosaic or Muslim) [1].
The characteristics features of each plot are mentioned in the act issued by the City Hall and it’s namely
the urbanism certificate; and refers to economic, technical and juridical elements.
Among the economic elements of the plot we’ve mention:
- the use of the plot (the land) refers to the way in which it is used the immobile at the time of the
ascertainment. Starting from this ascertainment, any change must be approved by the City Hall.
- the use determines taxation (different depending on usage mode). After change of use, the fiscal
administration will change the taxation.
Another economic element of the plot is the destination of it, of the immobile. Thus, the way of using
the plot is determined by the urban and spatial planning plans. As a result, everything that is built must take into
account the future destination.
The use and destination are also passed in the urbanism certificate.
Among the legal elements of any plots we remember here:
- The owner (s) of the plot must be enrolled at the Land Book Office. When the owner is changed, the
landing is also changed.
- State is that administrator appointed for the land.
- Land boundaries take into accounts who are the neighbours of the land. It is very important mentioned in all documents.
- The location of property rights. New actors could appear; it means that the owner of a real estate that
gives certain property rights to the contract and in the same time, the tenant takes over a property right. (e.g. the
tenants of a block could rented in past their apartments from the state. Now, for the most part, they are owners).
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Abstract
This paper presents my recording and inventory work of the real estate property located in the
Administrative Territorial Unit of the commune of Metes, Alba County, sector number 8. It is based on field
measurements with the aim of making available for viewing, at any time, both the cadastral technical
documentation and namely the cadastral maps, as well as the holders of the real property rights. These
documents were collected during the carrying out of the specialized works as a stage of the systematic
registration process. Through this method of inventory of technical and legal data, any authorized person can
store the information on a magnetised medium, without the need for paper archiving. Thus, the only files
required on paper are those filed with the Office of Cadastre and Land Registration.
Keywords: integrated cadastre, land registry system, cadastral sectors, georeferenced cadastral maps.

1 Introduction
Under the National Cadastre and Land Register Programme launched by the National Agency for
Cadastre and Land Registration (ANCPI) in Romania, the systematic registration works initiated by the
administrative territorial units (ATUs) are financed according to the law on cadastre and land registration no.
7/1996 republished with subsequent modifications [1]. Their object are the cadastral sectors within ATUs that
include real estate properties outside the built-up areas or, in the absence of land outside built-up areas, at the
level of cadastral sectors inside the built-up areas, irrespective of their owner or holder. The aim of the
Programme is to accelerate the development and implementation of cadastre in Romania, to register properties
into the integrated cadastre and land registry system, free of charge. It is also aimed at developing and
implementing the cadastral map of real estate properties and at opening the land registers at the level of all
administrative-territorial units in order to support the implementation of the new payment schemes in agriculture.
In order to carry out the systematic registration of real estate property outside the built-up areas, Cadastral
Offices (OCPI) together with the City Halls (so as to ensure the efficiency of the management of works)
identified the cadastral sectors (a cadastral sector being the area delineated by stable linear elements such as
roads, railways, waterways, etc.) for an ATU and they numbered these sectors so as to ensure the continuity of
works from one cadastral sector to another. These ATUs are funded by ANCPI, and priority is given to land
registration works related to infrastructure projects of national interest or to agricultural land subsidized by
the Agency for Payments and Intervention in Agriculture (APIA) [1].
The owners of the real estate property located in the cadastral sectors identified by OCPI and the City
Halls must allow access to the property so that the provider can carry out measurements. They also must present
the property documents to the interviewing teams, participate in the identification of the boundaries of the
property and verify the information regarding the real estate property they own.
Upon completion of the systematic cadastre works, the technical documents of cadastre are drawn up as
follows [2]:
- Cadastral registry of real estate property, which includes: description of the real estate (land and
construction); the owner of the property or possession right; the type of task or the dismemberments of
ownership right; notations, processes, prohibitions; observations;
- Alphabetical list of holders of real property rights, owners and other holders;
- The cadastral map with the boundary of the territorial administrative unit and the neighbouring
territories (the county they belong to if one of the neighbours is from a different county), the scale of the map
(for maps containing built-up areas, the denominator of the scale should not exceed 1,000; for maps containing
only property outside the built-up areas, the scale denominator should not exceed 2,000) and the STEREO-70
system (the Romanian official coordinates system; all of the topographical surveys use the Stereographic 1970
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system: overview maps, cadastral maps and so on); the boundaries of the built-up areas and the number with
their name; boundaries and numbers of the cadastral sectors; boundaries and real estate IDs (during the
systematic registration process, each property is assigned a unique identifier at ATU level, an ID that is a natural
number from 1 to n); the postal numbers of properties inside the built-up areas; the boundaries of the final
constructions; place-names (hydrography, main landforms, forests, roads and streets, names of industrial sites,
social and cultural buildings, etc.); layout of the cadastral sectors, etc.
The stages of the systematic recording process are as follows [2]:
1. Public information campaign;
2. Preliminary works such as: organizing systematic cadastral works; the study of analogue and digital
data registered by the City Hall; land recognition by the land cadastre work provider; identification and
implementation of the means of performing the systematic registration works;
3. Carrying out the specialized works (determination of the fields, areas; identification of the property
boundaries; preparation of the data sheet of the property - annex no.4; identification of the holders and the
collection of documents; preparation of the technical documents of the cadastre, which is the basis of the
automatic registration of the property into the integrated cadastre and land registry system);
4. Publication of cadastral technical documents;
5. Receiving and solving the correction applications;
6. Updating the cadastral technical documents;
7. Commissioning of the cadastral technical documents;
8. Opening the land registers on the basis of the final cadastral technical and related documents (OCPI
then sends the land register excerpt for information and the cadastral map excerpt to the local public
administration authority, in order to inform the interested persons, according to the land register records);
9. Completion of the cadastral technical works.
The cadastral technical documents are then sent for assessment to the Office of Cadastre and Land
Registration in the form of ''deliverables'', namely: cadastral technical documents - copy for registration
(deliverable no.1) and cadastral technical documents - final copy (deliverable no. 2).

2 Materials and methods
Measurements were performed with the help of the Leica total station and the data was automatically
processed and represented in the AutoCAD software application. With its help, the overview cadastral map and
the cadastral sector survey of the Metes territorial administrative unit were represented. Hyperlinks were created
between the real estate property included in this sector and the documents identifying the owners of the property
or possession rights, namely the description of the property (land and buildings). This gives the authorized
person an easy access to technical and legal records of the information collected in the field. Further on, the
technical documents of the cadastre are presented as deliverables, in the order required by law, as follows:
Deliverable no.1 contains:
a. Technical memo describing the work done [2];
b. Real estate data sheets, documents collected in the framework of systematic cadastral work [2];
By clicking on the outline of the property that has been assigned the unique identifier 380, then by
selecting the insert hyperlink option in the edit hyperlink window in the toolbar, we can browse and choose the
link we wish to connect to - in my case, the data sheet of the real estate property (filled out in the field with land
and building information, field number, parcel number, land area, number of the land register, topographical
number, name of the owner, number of the deed of ownership, etc.). Thus, the connection between the graphical
and the descriptive part of the property is made [3]. By hovering with the cursor over the outline of the property
with ID 380, the
icon appears and, by a left and then right click, the menu containing the hyperlink appears
as shown in Fig. 1. By clicking on the hyperlink, the open option appears with the previously attached link [4].
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Fig. 1. Hyperlink attached to the property with ID
380 - print screen from AutoCAD

Fig. 2. Overview of the hyperlink data sheet of
property - print screen from AutoCAD

By clicking on this link, the data sheet of the property in .pdf format can be viewed in the taskbar, as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Data sheet of the property with ID 380 - print screen of working document, filled in by hand
By opening the pdf. document, the data sheet of the property can be viewed, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the same manner, hyperlinks for each property within the cadastral sector are attached by connecting
the documents of interest.
c. Surveys of individual units in condominiums [2] (it is not the case in sector 8);
d. cgxml files [2] (they represent the standard electronic format for the representation of the cadastral, legal,
textual and graphical information corresponding to a land subject to cadastral and land registration managed by
ANCPI). The same steps are taken as in the previous case, with the hyperlink icon and the .cgxml files in .pdf
format option;
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Fig. 4. The hyperlink .cgxml files - print screen
from AutoCAD

Fig. 5. .cgxml files - print screen of a *.cgxml file
using the CG Generation app

e. Cadastral registry of real estate property [2] (contains written data describing the area where the property with
ID 380 is located, the description of the land, the owner of the right of possession with the personal data and the
type of the task, namely the dismemberments of the right of ownership);
Thus, we can create the link according to Fig.s 6 and 7 and view the registry as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Hyperlink with the cadastral registry- print
screen from AutoCAD

Fig. 7. Overview of hyperlink with the cadastral
registry - print screen from AutoCAD

Fig. 8. Hyperlink with the cadastral registry – print screen of working document, filled in by hand
f. Alphabetical list of the holders of real property rights, owners and other holders [2] (contains the full list of
names of property owners in sector 8);
Fig. 9 and 10 show the link to the Excel spreadsheet hyperlink and Fig. 11 is the table itself.
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Fig. 9. Hyperlink with the alphabetical list of
holders of real estate property rights - print screen
from AutoCAD

Fig. 10 Overview of hyperlink with the
alphabetical list of holders of real estate property
rights - print screen from AutoCAD

Fig. 11. Alphabetical list of holders of real estate property rights – print screen from Microsoft Excel
g. The overview cadastral map at the scale of 1: 10,000 georeferenced [2] [5] (in the STEREO 70 system; with
boundaries and numbers of cadastral sectors, with the IDs of the property, etc.);

3 Results
Fig. 12 shows the administrative territorial unit of Metes, Alba County. Fig. 13 is an overview cadastral
map of the ATU of Metes with the boundary of cadastral sector no. 8 highlighted in red.
Cadastral_map_sector_8 hyperlink is also attached in AutoCAD, Fig. 14.

Fig. 12. ATU Metes in Alba County - print screen
[6]
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The cadastral map of sector 8 is now open, as shown in Fig. 15:

Fig.14. Overview cadastral map hyperlink - print
screen from AutoCAD

Fig. 15. Cadastral map for sector no. 8 - print
screen from AutoCAD

If deliverable no.1 does not have to be filled in with applications for correction, appeals, documents,
minutes, then the file is closed. Otherwise, deliverable 2 can be prepared.
Deliverable no. 2 has the following content [2]:
a. applications for correction, appeals, documents, minutes, etc.
b. surveys of individual units in condominiums;
c. cgxml files;
d. cadastral registry of real estate property;
e. alphabetical list of the holders of real property rights, owners and other holders;
f. overview cadastral map at the scale of 1: 10,000 georeferenced;
g. georeferenced cadastral maps.
From the date of the automatic opening of land registers, the old registers of transcriptions and
inscriptions, land books and any other records of cadastre and real estate registration are replaced, for the
respective cadastral sectors, by the cadastral map and the new land registers.
The old records are kept in the archives of the territorial office and can be viewed for their history.

4 Conclusions
By creating these hyperlinks, the authorized person shall have a clearer and easier recording of the
elements contained by Deliverables 1 and 2, namely the cadastral maps by sector and the legal documents related
to the real estate properties making up the sector in question. Given that cadastre is a highly dynamic field, these
records shall be kept and appended subsequently with new data arising in the process. The benefits of generating
the application described above are twofold: firstly, we can have a systematic inventory of the categories of
analytical and graphic documents needed in order to carry out the systematic cadastre work done in a specific
sector. Secondly, these documents can be archived and data redundancy is avoided.
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Abstract
Volcanic and seismic events accompanied by surface deformations. In this paper the feasibility of
Sentinel-1 satellites data for determining pre-eruptive, post-eruptive and co-seismic motions is demonstrated by
case studies: for the eruption of the Sakurajima volcano and for the Perugia earthquake, both events occurred in
2016. Also, combination of Sentinel 1A and 1B images was successfully applied for detection of co-seismic
surface motions.
Keywords: InSAR, surface deformation, Sentinel-1A, Sentinel-1B.

1

Introduction

Basically, volcanic and seismic event related surface displacements manifest as ground, sea-surface and
seafloor motions. Surface deformations can be observed before an event (pre-eruptive and pre-seismic (also
referred to as inter-seismic) deformation), during the event (co-eruptive and co-seismic deformation) and after
the event (post-eruptive and post-seismic relaxation). The surface deformation due to such events is of different
type: (1) dynamic surface deformations: large change on a small region over short time spans (such as landslides,
co-eruptive and co-seismic deformations), and (2) protracted surface deformations: smaller change over a large
region over long time spans (such as pre-eruptive inflationary doming, inter-seismic (pre-seismic) deformations,
post-eruptive and post-seismic relaxations).
Monitoring of surface movements is essential in prediction of future events, however the extent and
characteristic of pre-eruptive and pre-seismic surface deformations is unique for each events, making attempts of
prediction highly unreliable. Information on such displacements can be drawn from repeated observation of
geodetic networks, seismometers, strainmeters, tiltmeters, seafloor transponders and tsunami gauges [1] [2]. The
reliability of the derived information on the surface deformation also depends notably on the design of the
network, on the spatial arrangement of the instruments. Furthermore, these measurement techniques enable
different sampling resulting in various temporal resolutions.
Traditionally, vertical and horizontal geodetic networks have served as basic tools for monitoring
crustal deformation; before the satellite era, they have provided the main information for the understanding of
the Earth dynamics due to volcanic and seismic activities. A great drawback of monitoring network is that those
cannot be optimized to unknown future events, the scheduling of repeated measurements is contingent (even
though the design of the network can be optimized for suspicious locations). This, however, also means that the
measurement design is unfavourable for detecting variations at unexpected time scales, which is subsequently
misinterpreted as noise of the expected signal.
Huge improvement can be achieved by the use of satellite-borne techniques. GPS networks could at
least improve the temporal resolution of the observations by delivering quasi-continuous time series at installed
GPS reference stations. Nevertheless, it is still a point-wise method, and cannot detect surface motions between
GNSS stations. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) may become a primary tool for understanding
the rupture and eruption dynamics with the Sentinel 1 satellites, as they provide surface motions with a repeat
cycle of 12 days [3].
Visible surface deformations (apart from landslides) are related to essential subsurface deformations as
well, e.g. co-seismic slip. The monitoring of the surface alone cannot account for such mass redistributions, thus
combination of geometric methods and gravimetric methods may be prosperous [1]. All in all, a combination of
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deformation information (based on GNSS network, tiltmeters, strainmeters and InSAR) with other monitored
properties (geologic observations, seismology, gas detection, gravimetry) is demanded.
In the present study feasibility of Sentinel-1 satellites data for determining co-eruptive and co-seismic
motions is demonstrated by case studies. Beyond that, combination of Sentinel 1A and 1B images was
successfully applied for detection of co-seismic surface motions. The relevance of the combination is that this
way the 12 days repeat cycle of these satellites can be reduced to 6 days.

2

Sentinel missions

Typically, Earth observation science missions, e.g. ESA’s Earth Explorers, have a lifetime of 5-10
years. This duration is suitable for providing new insight into dominant processes and feedback mechanisms of
the Earth system, however, it is too short for understanding inter-annual variations and their connections to
climate changes, which often appear on decadal or longer periods. As so, the basic concept of the dedicated joint
Copernicus program of European Space Agency (ESA) and European Union (EU) is to provide continuous
monitoring programmes over timescales of decades [4]. Sentinel missions are essential elements of the
Copernicus program, which has started in April 03, 2014 with the launch of the Sentinel-1A satellite [5].
The Sentinel missions are primarily designed to provide routine observations for operational GMES
(Global Monitoring and Environmental Security) services. Accordingly, Sentinel-1 (1A and 1B) satellites are
radar imaging missions for land and ocean services. Sentinel-2 (2A and 2B) is a multispectral high-resolution
imaging mission for land monitoring. Sentinel-3 (3A and 3B) is a multi-instrument mission to measure seasurface topography, sea- and land-surface temperature, ocean colour and land colour with high-end accuracy and
reliability. Sentinel-4 is devoted to atmospheric monitoring. Sentinel-5 satellites (Sentinel-5P and Sentinel-5)
monitor the atmosphere by providing data on a multitude of trace gases and aerosols affecting air quality and
climate. Sentinel-6 carries a radar altimeter to measure global sea-surface height. So far Sentinel-1A (3 April
2014), Sentinel-2A (23 June 2015), Sentinel-3A (16 February 2016), Sentinel-1B (25 April 2016), Sentinel-2B
(7 March 2017) and Sentinel-5P (13 October 2017) has been launched. The next satellite to be launched is
Sentinel-3B on 25 April 2018 [6].
In this paper measurements of Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B have been used. The main technical
parameters are listed in Table I based on [4] and [5].
Table 1. Data sheet of Sentinel-1 satellites
1A unit: 3 April 2014
1B unit: 25 April 2016
Design lifetime per unit
7.25 yrs (consumables for 12 yrs)
Orbit
Sun-sync
altitude 693 km
inclination 98.18
Local Time of the Ascending Node 18:00
Orbital period
98.6 min
Instrument
C-band SAR
Coverage
Global
20 min per orbit
Repeat cycle
12 days
Spatial resolution/ swath width
strip map mode (SM): 5×5m/80 km
interferometric wide-swath mode (IW): 5×20m/250 km
extra wide-swath mode (EW): 20×40 m/400 km
wave mode (WV): 5×5m/20×20 km
Spectral coverage/resolution
5.405 GHz — VV+VH, HH+HV
Radiometric resolution/accuracy
1 dB (3 s)
Launch

3
3.1

The eruption of the Sakurajima volcano
Description of the volcano

Vertical displacements of the surface around the Sakurajima volcano before and after its eruption on 5
February, 2016 have been determined. The volcano is located on the 3rd largest island of Japan, Kyushu, and is
one of the most active volcanoes in Japan, performing several lava eruptions each year. The Sakurajima is a
post-caldera volcano belonging to the Aira caldera in the northern half of Kagoshima Bay. The 17 x 23 km
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caldera has been formed about 22,000 years ago, which has been joined to the Osumi Peninsula during the major
explosive and effusive eruption of 1914 [7].
In case of the Sakurajima volcano it is known that the rate at which the magma is accumulating is faster
than it can be expelled in its regular smaller eruptions, such as the event on 5 February, 2016 [8]. Therefore, a
major eruption is likely to happen in the next 30 years [8], making the intense monitoring of the surface
deformation to be essential.

3.2

Data processing

The data processing has been carried out by using the Sentinel-1 Toolbox of the Sentinel Application
Platform (SNAP), an open-source software provided by the ESA, jointly developed by Brockmann Consult,
Array Systems Computing and C-S for processing images of orbiting Sentinel satellites [9].
The used images downloaded from the Sentinel Scientific Data Hub. Three images have been used,
which were made by Sentinel-1A on 2016-01-15, 2016-02-08 and 2016-03-03 (c.f. Table II). The filenames are
informative, showing that these images were observed in the interferometric wide-swath mode (IW), SLC data
was used (as they contain phase and amplitude values), among other information. Vertical-vertical polarization
(VV) has been used as the most reliable information on vertical deformation can be derived from them.
Date
2016-01-15
2016-02-08
2016-03-03

Table 2. The used Sentinel-1A images
Image filename
S1A_IW_SLC__1SSV_20160115T211655_20160115T211722_009510_00DCEC_EE4A
S1A_IW_SLC__1SSV_20160208T211654_20160208T211721_009860_00E70E_94CB
S1A_IW_SLC__1SSV_20160303T211654_20160303T211721_010210_00F131_DF13

The processing sequence, including the co-registration of the images, formation of the interferograms,
deburst of the images, removal of the topographic phase, the Goldstein phase filtering, determination of the
phase displacement, georeferencing and removal of the ellipsoidal correction has been done by the SNAP (for
more details see [10]). Only the phase unwrapping has been performed separately, which has been done using
the Statistical-Cost, Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (SNAPHU) program. The resulting images
are displayed on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Left image: surface deformation between 15 January, 2016 and 8 February, 2016. Right image: surface
deformation between 8 February, 2016 and 3 March, 2016. The scale in each images is in meter unit

3.3

Discussion

As the eruption has been occurred in 5 February, 2016, Fig. 1 shows reliable snapshots of the surface
deformations before (left Fig.) and after (right Fig.) of the eruption. Indeed, there is a 3-day time lag between the
eruption (5 February) and the scan of the middle image (8 February), which suggest that the left image manifests
pre-eruptive and co-eruptive motions, while the right image can be interpreted as post-eruptive relaxations.
Obviously, before and during the eruption, the magma pushes the ground upward, the slope of the nearby areas
tilts away from the centre of uplift. Similarly, when the ground subsides due to depressurization of the magma
chamber, the slope of neighbouring areas tilts toward the centre of subsidence. The leave of high pressure gases
(and some magma) from the magma body results in depressurization of the region, thus uplift before the eruption
and subsidence after the eruption may be expected [11].
According to Fig. 1, before the eruption the uplift of the curst has reached an approximate average value
of +15 cm, and the subsidence of the region after the eruption reached the average value of -7 cm. This 22 cm
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change in surface elevation is reliable according to the overall analysis of [12], which has found eruption related
surface deformation to be in similar range.

4

The megathrust earthquake in Perugia

4.1

Description of the event

The source of the Italian earthquakes is the subduction of the African plate under the Eurasian plate.
These two plates are converging every year 2 cm to each other, causing smaller earthquakes almost constantly in
the Italian peninsula. This motion has created the Alpine mountain range in the past, and will result in a total
merge of the two continents in the future, diminishing the Mediterranean Sea eventually.
On 2016-08-24 an earthquake magnitude of 6.2 on Richter-scale shook the area of Perugia, 140 km
North-East from Rome. As usually in case of megathrusts, several smaller earthquakes been accompanied the
main event within few hours, as it is indicated by the purple circles on Fig. 2. (Fig 2. displays seismic events
according to the event catalogue of the IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology) [13] on that
day). On the ground surface also some faults have appeared in the Perugia region as consequences of these
events.

Fig. 2. The seismic events of the Perugia earthquake on 24 August, 2016

4.2

Data processing

The data processing has been carried out with the same method as described in chapter 3.2. The used
images before the event was made by Sentinel-1A on 2016-08-21, while the image after the event was made by
Sentinel-1B on 2016-08-27 (c.f. Table III). This way the 6-day repeat has been tested to optimally describe the
co-seismic surface deformations. The timing of the images is optimal now: images 3 days before and 3 days after
the event are available, which provides sufficiently short interval to interpret the surface deformation to be of coseismic origin.
Date
2016-08-21
2016-08-27

Table 3. The used Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B images
Image filename
S1A_IW_SLC__1SDV_20160827T170542_20160827T170609_012789_014270_B9C6
S1B_IW_SLC__1SDV_20160821T170509_20160821T170538_001718_002770_6482
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Additional information about the processing sequence is detailed in [14]. The interferogram acquired
from these images and the resulting co-seismic deformation surface is displayed on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively.

Fig. 3. Interferogramm of the Perugia earthquake on 24 August, 2016

Fig. 4. Co-seismic surface deformations due to the Perugia earthquake on 24 August, 2016.
The scale is in meter unit

4.3

Discussion

The successful processing of 1A and 1B satellites ascending images has led to comparable results with
other studies. According to our investigation, on the 24th of August, 2016, the area of Perugia due to the
earthquake has been sunk about 14-15 cm. In a similar study published on Geo-Sentinel website [15], a
subsidence of 20 cm has been determined. The difference arises from the different data they used, the different
processing software, which involves several differences of processing, such as phase filtering method, or
correction models. The vertical changes follow the tectonic lines, in the lower areas subsidence, in the higher
areas uplift can be detected, so the motions are consistent to the topography and the expectations.
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5

Conclusions

Generally, Sentinel-1 satellite data was found to be efficiently providing information related to volcanic
and seismic events at the investigated cases. The feasibility of Sentinel-1 satellites data for determining preeruptive, post-eruptive and co-seismic motions has been demonstrated by studying the eruption of the
Sakurajima volcano and the Perugia earthquake; both events occurred in 2016. The efficiency of the InSAR
results is stated according to validation of the results with results of other investigations, i.e. [12] and [15]. The
pre- and post-eruptive deformations (identified as a consequence of protracted motions) were determined by
using images with temporal resolution of 12 days, while for the co-seismic deformation (identified as a
consequence of dynamic motions) became determinable using images on a 6 days temporal basis. The reduction
of the 12 days repeat cycle to 6 days was achieved by successful combination of Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B
images. Note, however, that case studies alone does not equivalent to an overall analysis, and does not provide a
verification of a method, still it is an important indication of the applicability of the tool for these actual cases.
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Abstract
In this paper is investigated correlation LST-Enhanced Vegetation Index-2 (EVI-2), LST-Modified Soil
Adjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI) and LST-Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI). Land surface
temperature is a very important indicator of the earth's environmental analysis. Vegetation indices combine
reflectance measurements from different electromagnetic spectrum to provide information about vegetation cover
on Earth. Iaşi County is considered as study area in this research. Landsat-8 OLI was used in this study for
modelling. Images were taken on April 4th and September 27th 2017. The images were corrected radiometric and
atmospheric. Between LST-EVI2 and LST-OSAVI are strong negative correlations, while correlation LSTMSAVI is positive. R2 for all correlations have high values between 0.980 and 0.999. On September values for R2
is slightly low that April. In conclusion, these correlations can be used to study vegetation healthy, drought damage
and areas where Urban Heat Island can occur.
Keywords: Landsat 8, LST, VI, R2.

1 INTRODUCTION
Remote sensed (RS) information of increase, vigour, and their dynamics from terrestrial vegetation can
provide extremely useful comprehensions for applications in urban green infrastructures, environmental
monitoring, agriculture, forestry, biodiversity conservation and other related fields [1,2].
Land surface temperature (LST) is a very important indicator of the earth's environmental analysis. Land
surface emissivity (LSE) is one of the key factors of RS retrieving LST [3]. LST, calculated from RS data is used
in a lot of sphere of science, such as: biodiversity, precision agriculture, climate change, hydrology, forestry /
deforestation, urban green infrastructures, urban planning, oceanography, different academics research etc.
Obtaining LST and using them in different analysis is important to determine the problem associated with the
environment [4, 5].
Vegetation indices (VI) combine reflectance measurements from different electromagnetic spectrum to
provide information about vegetation cover (VC) on Earth [6]. A VI is a spectral combination of 2 or more bands
designed to improve the contribution of vegetation properties and allow reliable spatial-temporal inter-comparisons
of terrestrial photosynthetic activity and canopy structural variations [7]. Each environment, according to Bannari,
has its own characteristics and each index is a good indicator of green vegetation in its own right [8].
According to Yue, generally, correlation between LST and VI is strong and negative [9]. In this paper is
investigated correlation LST - Enhanced Vegetation Index-2 (EVI-2), LST - Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation
Index (MSAVI) and LST - Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI), using Landsat data. In
conclusion, these correlation can be used to study vegetation health, drought damage, and areas where Urban Heat
Island can occur.

2 Data and methods
2.1 Study Area
Iaşi county is considered as study area in this research. Study Area is geographically situated on latitude
46°48'N to 47°35'N and longitude 26°29'E to 28°07'E. Neighborings Iaşi county are Botosani to the north, Neamt
to the west, Vaslui to the south and Rep. of Moldova to the east.
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2.2 Landsat data
In this paper is investigated corelation LST - V.I. for Iaşi county using remotely sensed data. The present
is focused on the thermal remote sensing application of Landsat satellite data. Landsat-8 OLI was used in this
study for modeling. Images was taken on April 4th and September 27th 2017.

2.3 Data processing
2.3.1 Image preprocessing
The goal of image preprocessing is to make all of the remote sensing data similar so that imagies can be
considered to be taken in same environmental conditions with the same sensors [10]. To fill the gaps with Landsat
7 images, a specialized toolbox of ArcMap 10.1 was used.
Preprocessing of Landsat 8 data stage represent that process that prepare images for subsequent analysis
that attempts to compensate/correct for systematic errors. The images was corrected radiometric and atmospheric.
Radiometric correction is done to decrease/correct errors in the digital numbers (DNs) of images. Atmospheric
correction can significantly enhance the interpretability and usage of images [11].

2.3.2 Vegetation Indices (VI)
2.3.2.1 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
The NDVI algorithm subtracts the red (Red) reflectance values from the near-infrared (NIR) and divides
it by the sum of that bands [12].
NDVI=

( NIR - RED)
( NIR + RED)

2.3.2.2 Enhanced Vegetation Index 2 (EVI-2)
EVI-2, without a blue band, which has the best similarity with the 3 bands EVI, particularly when
atmospheric effects are insignificant and data quality is good [13]. To determine this index follow the formula:
EVI-2 = 2.5× (NIR–RED)/(NIR+2.4×RED+1)

2.3.2.3 Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI)
MSAVI is determined as a ratio between the R and NIR values with an inductive L function applied to
maximize reduction of soil effects on the vegetation signal [14]. MSAVI is soil adjusted vegetation indices that
look for to address some of the limitation of NDVI when applied to areas with a high degree of exposed soil
surface. Thus, a modified SAVI (MSAVI) replaces L factor in the SAVI equation with a variable L function [15].
In this way, MSAVI reduces the influence of bare soil on SAVI [16], which can be expressed as follows:
MSAVI=(2 × NIR + 1 – sqrt ((2 × NIR + 1)2 – 8 × (NIR - R))) / 2

2.3.2.4 Optimized Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI)
OSAVI [17] that can be expressed as follows:
OSAVI= (1+0.16) × (NIR−𝑅 )/( NIR+𝑅+0.16),
Where, OSAVI does not depend on the soil line and can eliminate the influence of the soil background
effectively. However, the applications of OSAVI are not extensive; it is mainly used for the calculation of above
ground biomass, leaf nitrogen content, and chlorophyll content, amongothers [18].

2.3.3 Method Selection for Estimating LST
To estimate the LST from TIRs band data of Landsat-8 OLI, DNs of sensors were transformed to spectral
radiance using equation [19].
Lλ =ML×Qcal+AL-Qi
Where: 𝑀𝐿= rescaling factor, 𝑄cal = the Band 10/11 image, 𝐴𝐿=the band-specific additive rescaling factor and 𝑂𝑖
= the correction for Band 10/11
Spectral radiance is converted to brightness temperature by assuming the earth of surface is a black body
[20,21]:
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BT=

K2
- 273.15
K1
ln(( ) + 1)
Ll

Where: BT = the brightness temperature, Lλ = the cell value as radiance and K1,K2 = calibration constant
of Landsat 8 calibration
There are algorithms applied to transfer Brightness Temperature (BT) for LST:
LST=BT/[1+(λ(BT)/ρ) ×ln(LSE)]
Where: , λ(11.5µm) = the wavelength of emitted radiance: ρ = h × c/σ = 1.438 × 10−2 mK, σ is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light, and LSE=the land surface emissivity. NDVI
was used to extract LSE, which is an adjustable parameter in correcting LST in the next step. Values of LSE were
calculated based on PV [22].
LSE=0.004×PV+0.986
PV=( NDVI - NDVI min )2
NDVI max - NDVI min

3 Results and discussions
NDVI values range from +1.0 to -1.0. Areas of barren rock, sand, or snow usually show very low NDVI
values (for example, 0.1 or less). Sparse vegetation such as shrubs and grasslands or senescing crops may result in
moderate NDVI values (approximately 0.2 to 0.5). High NDVI values (over 0.5) correspond to dense vegetation
such as that found in temperate forests or crops at their peak growth stage [23].
Fig. 1 and tables 1 and 2 shows NDVI, LST maps and data statistics. For generated dense vegetation map
(Fig. 1) was applied a filter. For areas resulted was extracted LST and VI (EVI-2, MSAVI and OSAVI) maps (Fig. 2).
Analyzing the statistical data of NDVI and LST, the maximum temperature was 31.32oC for Iasi County
and the minimum temperature is 1.76oC. The mean NDVI parameter indicates the higher vegetation level in
September than in April.

NDVI-14.04.2017

NDVI-27.09.2017

Dense vegetation-14.04.2017

Dense vegetation-27.09.2017

LST-14.04.2017

LST-27.09.2017

LST dense veg.-14.04.2017

LST dense veg-27.09.2017

Fig. 1. NDVI and LST maps for Iasi county and LST dense vegetation
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Table 1. NDVI data statistics
NDVI
Date

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

14.04.2017

-0.84

0.84

0.367

27.09.2017

-0.36

0.77

0.408

Table 2. LST data statistics
NDVI for Iasi county
Date

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

14.04.2017

10.80

31.32

21.346

27.09.2017

1.76

25.05

16.846

LST for dense vegetation
Date

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

14.04.2017

14.50

29.35

20.063

27.09.2017

3.18

24.17

14.233

Fig. 2 shows VI (EVI-2, MSAVI and OSAVI) maps for areas with dense vegetation in Iasi County and
correlation LST-VI, while table 3 shows data statistics for VI.

EVI-2 14.04.2017

EVI-2 27.09.2017

MSAVI 14.04.2017

MSAVI 27.09.2017

OSAVI 14.04.2017

OSAVI 27.09.2017

LST-EVI-2 14.04.2017

LST-EVI-2 27.09.2017

LST-MSAVI 14.04.2017

LST-MSAVI 27.09.2017

LST-OSAVI 14.04.2017

LST-OSAVI 27.09.2017

Fig. 2.VI maps and LST-VI correlation
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Table 3. Data statistics for VI for dense vegetation
EVI2

MSAVI

OSAVI

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

14.04.2017

0.16

0.82

0.36

0.14

0.77

0.35

0.29

0.79

0.47

27.09.2017

0.22

0.70

0.38

-0.11

0.80

0.16

0.34

0.71

0.48

Data statistics for VI dense vegetation areas reveals that for September vegetation was healthy.
Between LST-EVI2 and LST-OSAVI are strong negative correlations, while correlation LST-MSAVI is
positive. R2 for all correlations have high values between 0.980 and 0.999. On September values for R2 is slightly
low that April. R2 has highly values because the studied vegetation was healthy. Also was excess water in the soil.
These correlations can be used to study vegetation health, drought damage, and areas where Urban Heat
Island can occur.

4 Conclusions
In this paper was studying relationship LST-VI for dense vegetation in Iasi County using Landsat 8 OLI
data. Dense vegetation areas was establish using NDVI. Data statistics for VI dense vegetation areas reveals that
for September vegetation was healthier than on April. Between LST-EVI2 and LST-OSAVI are strong negative
correlations, while correlation LST-MSAVI is positive. R2 for all correlations have high values between 0.980
and 0.999. On September values for R2 is slightly low that April. R2 has highly values because the studied
vegetation was healthy. Also was excess water in the soil.
In conclusion, these correlations can be used to study vegetation healthy, drought damage, and areas
where Urban Heat Island can occur.
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Abstract
The purpose of the present study is revealing some aspects regarding the use of remote sensing and
photogrammetry in support of current surface mining operations and mining mapping. The practical result of the
paper, expressed through the case study, is materialized in obtaining the digital surface model, the digital
orthophotomap and volume calculation for Mateiaș-Dealul Hulei limestone quarry in the northern part of Argeş
County, Valea Mare Pravăț Village, Romania.
Keywords: remote sensing, photogrammetry, 3D modelling, cartography, mining survey, mining
quarry.

1 Introduction. Theoretical aspects
Photogrammetry is the science and technology of obtaining reliable, metric and quality information
concerning space objects, about the environment, by using processes of recording, measurement, processing of
measurements and interpretation of photographic images and results obtained remotely, without physical contact
with the studied object or environment, using as support of this information the electromagnetic radiation.
Remote sensing is the technical field regarding the detection, measurement, recording and visualization
in the form of images of electromagnetic radiation emitted by objects and phenomena from the Earth or from
outer space, from a distance, without having direct contact. Remote sensing uses a set of physics and engineering
applications to capture images. The finality of this field of technology is the remote sensing image, obtained by
various means. The objective character of the remote sensing images is superior to "classic" cartographic
products such as the topographic plan or map in research.
Digital terrain model (DTM) represents a mathematical representation of the earth surface, an
approximation of it - given that the natural relief has a complex form, it is approximated by a continuous
function H=f(N, E), in a three-dimensional system in which the position of a point is described by its coordinates
N, E and H or, in a local system, by x, y, z coordinates. The digital terrain model is the basis of modern
calculations of volumes exploited and uncovered in surface mining. The expediency of calculations recommends
its use [1].
The practical applications of photogrammetry in open-pit mines and quarries are:
• 3D models such as digital terrain model (DTM), digital surface model (DSM);
• Inventory of industrial mining objectives;
• Monitoring the stability of the studied area;
• Determination of blasting surfaces using explosives;
• Pre and post blasting studies;
• Real estate management regarding the properties that will be affected by the mining project expropriation / purchase or concession of land for mining purpose, feasibility studies;
• Longitudinal profiles determination, cross sections, necessary for the realization of the communication
paths, tailing routes, optimal routes determination for the industrial drainage pipes;
• Exploited and uncovered volumes determination;
• High resolution images - orthophotomaps;
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• Perspective images;
• Future guides and plans;
• Environmental impact studies;
• Water drainage management, drainage plans;
• Centralization of extracted material;
• Statistical calculations.
The use of UAV systems is appropriate when taking soil samples, required for various physical and
chemical analyses or even for the rapid dispatch of spare parts in the mining perimeter [2]. Applications for the
use of UAVs in the dispatch of spare parts, parcels weighing up to 30 kg, are already used in Australia, resulting
in significant cost reduction [3][4].
High-resolution centimetric degree information are at the basis of specific studies, greatly reducing
”classic” land survey measurements that may lead to disruptions in the flow of mining activities in open-pit
mines and quarries. Photogrammetric information is also the basis for the development of geographic
information systems, present in modern mining, being the basis of a performance mining management.
Remote sensing applications in the measurements field are the recording of terrestrial surface images,
objects and phenomena using electromagnetic radiation emitted by them, such as recording the solar radiation
reflected by surfaces – remote sensing by optical sensors based on multispectral images, infrared reflection, or
infrared radiation Thermal-remote sensing by thermal sensor, use of radiometry and the principle of satellite
television. Other applications are active remote sensing using microwaves, the radar principle applied in digital
relief modelling, complementary to photogrammetric images; the lidar principle with applicability in the
mapping field.
Remote sensing applications in surface mining are:
• Geological models determination;
• Land lithology studies;
• Power lines integrity inspection;
• Industrial chimneys thermal scanning;
• Industrial energetic audit;
• Fire outbreaks detection.

2 Technical operations
The digital orthophotomap of the mining quarry was made in June 2017, using the senseFly eBee fixedwing UAV system, at a flight altitude of 270m, resulting in a covered area of 447ha, in 504 color images. The
obtained orthophotomap has a pixel resolution of 83mm. For easy CAD operation, the image format is *.ecw.
The SenseFly eBee UAV photogrammetric system weighs 1.1 kg, offering a nominal coverage of up to
2.2km 2 in a single flight, wind resistance of up to 45km/h or 12m/s, 59 minutes maximum flight time, 40110km/h or 11-30m/s flight speed, resulting multispectral images – green (550 BP 40), red (660 BP 40), red
limit (735 BP 10), near infrared (790 BP 40), high resolution RGB data with Canon Ixus 127HS camera with 16
megapixel CMOS image sensor. This system performs a professional airborne mapping at a maximum resolution
of 15mm/pixel, depending on the flight height, 3D maps and models up to 50mm accuracy. As compared to the
usual multispectral images, a mining UAV system can be equipped with a remote sensing radiometric thermal
sensor, providing thermographic information, infrared radiometer recording, applicable to high and medium
voltage line inspection, fire detection, energy audit of mining industrial installations and thermal scanning of
chimneys. A UAV system can also be equipped with methane gas detection sensors, useful for underground
mining, and rescue missions based on the thermal information can be performed with UAV systems in the event
of underground work accidents.
The flight plan was realized with the eMotion 3 software and the photogrammetric data processing was
obtained with Agisoft PhotoScan Professional software. Other photogrammetric software that can be used for
data processing are Pix4DMapper Pro, 3DF Zephyr Pro, Drone Deploy, ContextCapture by Bentley Company,
ImageModeler, Recap, Memento, 123D Catch, software solutions offered by Autodesk company.
The coordinates for the ground markers, control and check points, were determined in Stereografic 1970
projection system and Marea Neagră 1975 reference plan. To obtain these, a GNSS receiver Hemisphere S321
was used with Real Time Kinematics (RTK) position determination system with Networked Transport of RTCM
via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) and ROMPOS positioning system, provided by the National Agency for Cadastre
and Land Registration in Romania.
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Fig. 1. High resolution orthophotomap of Mateiaș-Dealul Hulei quarry, view in Global Mapper software

The number and position of the markers were established so they are evenly covering the study area.
The coordinates were calculated through the arithmetic mean of nine successive determinations obtained with
the Carlson SurvCE data collection software. The conversion from ETRS '89 system to Stereographic 1970
national system and Marea Neagră 1970 reference plan was obtained with TRANSDAT program, implemented
in the data collection software.

Fig. 2. Mateiaș-Dealul Hulei limestone quarry

The necessary workflow for obtaining the orthophotomap and the surface digital model includes the
following field and office stages:
o land recognition;
o establishing the limits of the study area imposed by the beneficiary;
o establishing the number and the position for the ground control points (GCP) and check points (CP);
o determining the coordinates for the landmarks by GNSS technology;
o obtaining the flight plan with eMotion 3 software, based on the study area previously determined;
o realizing the actual flight with UAV system senseFly eBee;
o downloading the data collected in the field and processing it. The photogrammetric processing was
done with Agisoft PhotoScan Professional. It implied adding the images acquired in the field,
calibrating the camera and aligning the images, inserting and marking the landmarks on the images,
establishing the control and check points, indirect georeferencing of the image model based on
ground control points, a minimum of 3 points needed as concluded in previous studies [5][6],
generating the cloud point using the pixel correlation technique, generating the surface digital
model, realizing the digital orthophotomap (variation errors of the field were eliminated by
overlapping the image model over the surface digital model), finally exporting in the chosen format,
in our case *.ecw.
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o
o

photogrammetric products internal quality check, according with the beneficiary requests –
quantitative and qualitative assessment;
delivery to beneficiary.

Fig. 3. Workflow menu for Agisoft PhotoScan Professional software

Fig. 4. General workflow for image acquisition with UAV [7]

The coordinates for the check points were graphically determined on the georeferenced image model.
The difference between the check points coordinates, measured with a GNSS receiver, and the coordinates of the
same points graphically determined, indicates the accuracy of the ortophotomap and DSM. This way the root
mean square error was calculated using the Euclidian distance between the two coordinate sets for a point
calculated with the equation:
RMS ERROR  ( N GNSS  N IMAGE ) 2  ( EGNSS  E IMAGE ) 2  ( H GNSS  H DSM ) 2
Where:

N GNSS , EGNSS , H GNSS – the coordinates of a CP obtained by GNSS measurements;
N IMAGE , EIMAGE , H DSM – the coordinates of a CP obtained by graphical measurements.
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Table 1. Check points coordinates measured with GNSS technology and graphically determined on the image
Coordinates obtained by GNSS
measurements

Coordinates obtained by image
measurement

Point no.

N[m]

E[m]

H[m]

N[m]

E[m]

H[m]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

422153.878
422250.362
422485.110
422152.484
422749.592
422750.535
422954.443
422138.038
421706.010

511096.078
511017.763
511054.821
510786.700
510885.800
510434.791
510404.604
510304.411
510577.576

1024.630
1024.169
1017.389
1001.075
971.841
959.581
941.084
890.227
863.600

422153.877
422250.389
422485.115
422152.553
422749.587
422750.496
422954.371
422137.977
421706.084

511095.998
511017.718
511054.772
510786.630
510885.720
510434.764
510404.631
510304.458
510577.604

1024.610
1024.180
1017.374
1001.061
971.876
959.651
941.071
890.280
863.570

For precision analysis, the root mean square error for each of the nine check points is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Accuracy analysis of check points
Point no.

DN[m]

DE[m]

DH[m]

RMSE[m]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.001
-0.027
-0.005
-0.069
0.005
0.039
0.072
0.061
-0.074

0.080
0.045
0.049
0.070
0.080
0.027
-0.027
-0.047
-0.029

0.020
-0.011
0.015
0.014
-0.035
-0.070
0.013
-0.053
0.030

0.082
0.054
0.052
0.099
0.088
0.084
0.078
0.093
0.085

The highest errors were determined for check points 4 and 8. Considering the pixel dimension on the
ground is 83 mm, we can conclude that we are in tolerance, the marking accuracy being 2-3 pixels.
For the Mateiaș-Dealul Hulei mining quarry the volume of exploited material is calculated quarterly,
calculated for the mining taxes payment to the National Agency for Mineral Resources in Romania, by the
licensed company to exploit limestone in the mining perimeter. This calculation is made based on GNSS
measurements, terrain surface model acquisition and processing with Sierra Topko, benchmarking the previous
quarter of the year. As a way of certifying the fairness of the calculation of the annually exploited volume, the
exploited volume was determined between the second quarter of 2016, when the previous photogrammetric
study was realized, and the second quarter of 2017, current study. Based on the digital surface model referred to
the two time tables, quarter II of 2016 and quarter II of 2017, by substracting the two, the exploited volume was
obtained in one year period. The value determined by photogrammetric means was close to the one resulted from
the GNSS measurements done quarterly and summed, the difference being of the order of hundreds of cubic
meters, thus concluding the fairness of the calculations made quarterly. The value resulting from volume
calculations determined by GNSS measurements was slightly less than that obtained by photogrammetric means,
being 3.46% lower in value, thus we conclude that this is normal due to the much more accurate approximation
of terrestrial surface by photogrammetry than by GNSS measurements, hence resulting larger and more accurate
volume in photogrammetric processing.

Fig. 5. Digital Surface Model concerning the quarry (left image); volume determined with
reference to a working front, view in the Sierra Topko software (right image)
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3 Results
This study's result is Mateiaș-Dealul Hulei limestone quarry and proximity area orthophotomap in
digital format. This covers an area of 447 ha, with a ground pixel resolution of 83 mm. The digital surface model
for the studied area was obtained as well the volume for the exploited material in the mining perimeter between
June 2016 and June 2017. For the studied area and the purpose of the work, the digital model of the surface is
sufficient, not being necessary to reduce it to the digital terrain model - in the mining work area these 3D models
are identical.

4 Conclusions
In the last decade, photogrammetry based on UAV systems progressed significantly, becoming
increasingly more accessible, massive research in this direction coming from both military and civil sectors.
Future developing directions regard especially a growth of flight autonomy by implementing new battery
technologies, increasing the payload, control and reliability facing atmospheric factors - wind, moisture,
perfecting the satellite positioning systems aiming a decrease in the number of ground landmarks, a decrease of
the general cost for accessing the technology, including the hardware part, but also the software products used in
photogrammetric processing. All these result in utilising, on a greater scale, the photogrammetry based on UAV
systems and a diversification for the applications where it is used.
Advantages in using the photogrammetric technology and remote sensing in mining exploitation:
o the field stage is realised rapidly, during a day or even a few hours;
o high accuracy;
o the personnel involved in the measurement stage is relatively low;
o studying isolated areas, areas that cannot be accessed in any other way - inaccessible areas, with high
risk of caving in, inadequate for classic measurements;
o acquiring data in the visible spectrum, but also in the invisible one, infrared IR, for example;
o supplying global data regarding spread out areas concerning the ecological impact on the environment.
o
o
o
o
o

Disadvantages in using the photogrammetric technology and remote sensing in mining exploitation:
rather high costs - at this moment being feasible only for medium and major projects, disadvantage that
is gradually overcome by new technology;
highly qualified personnel, resulting in high human resource costs;
dependency on atmospheric conditions for the photogrammetric flight;
expensive equipment for data processing, interpreting and manipulating it;
marking a high number of ground points - lately this inconvenient has been surpassed, the modern UAV
systems being equipped with GNSS receivers which allow the perception of the correlations in real
time, resulting in an accurate determination of the coordinates for the perspective centres and the
possibility of integrated orientation of the sensors (ground check points + coordinates of perspective
centre) or direct georeference of the image model (using only the coordinates of the perspective
centres).
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Abstract
To accurate model the motion of a satellite spacecraft such as the one’s from Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) we should have good knowledge regarding the acceleration of the spacecraft, generated
by the attraction of the Sun, Moon and higher order terms in the Earth’s gravity field and non the less we should
take into account the disturbance generated by the non-gravitational forces such as the solar radiation pressure,
the radiation reflected from Earth, radiation and gas emitted by the spacecraft’s radio transmission and batteries
and also system that control the attitude of the satellite. For GNSS satellites the non-gravitational forces are one
of the most difficult and tricky to model and remains a very interesting topic for research.
In this article we have studied the effect of one of the non-gravitational forces generated by the radiation
reflected from Earth, known as the albedo effect. To analyze this effect, during the processing strategy the position
of the satellites was smoothed by applying during the orbit reprocessing the albedo effect and then the new
computed orbit was used for obtaining the final estimates. The computation was done on 10 permanent station form
International GNSS Service (IGS) and EUREF network. The results presents a variation of a maximum of 6
millimeters on horizontal components while in the Up component resulted a value of 55 millimeters.
Keywords: GNSS, non-gravitational forces, albedo.

1. INTRODUCTION
All the applications that require satellite determination involves the determination of the position of the
satellite which is of prime importance, especially for high precision applications such as tectonics where distance
between the stations that are computed are considered to be part of a regional or even global network, in which
the satellite exact location improves significant the quality and precision of the measurements [1]. The recent
research results on the accuracy of precise orbit determination for the Global Positioning System (GPS)
constellation permitted to study smaller sources of error on orbital solution such as the non-gravitational forces.
These non-gravitational forces are based on momentum exchange of particles or photons that infer with the
satellite body [2] or due to the photons emitted by the satellite. The non-gravitational forces that act on the
spacecraft are: aerodynamic forces due to charged particles, aerodynamic forces due to the electrically neutral
atmosphere, aerodynamic forces from interplanetary dust, direct solar radiation pressure (which consist of
penumbra correction, solar irradiance variation, Poynting-Robertson effect, light aberration), Earth emitted
radiation pressure, Earth reflected radiation pressure, Moon emitted radiation pressure, Moon reflected radiation
pressure, thermal satellite re-radiation, antenna thrust and Earth magnetic field perturbation [1]. The Earth
radiation pressure it is composed by sunlight reflected by the Earth atmosphere of surface – the albedo and the
thermal IR radiation emitted by the Earth. Thus the reflected radiation pressure caused by the Earth can be
considered too represents a 35% of total contribution of the solar radiation pressure (SRP) [3].
The solar radiation pressure together with re-emission effects which is a consequence due to solar
heating and Earth’s reflected sunlight which creates a pressure on the satellite vehicle is called albedo and are the
two most important non-gravitational effects and thus these forces should not be neglected [3].
The Earth’s albedo effect is absorbed by the satellite and is re-emitted as thermal radiation which leads
to an acceleration opposite to the direction of emission and thus it contribute to the total acceleration of the
spacecraft. This effect is presented in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. The effect of solar radiation pressure and albedo on satellite vehicle – imagine taken from [4].
[5] in their research presented a peculiar pattern of the GPS constellation, which indicates a modelling
deficiencies in orbit determination and the pressure exercised by the Earth’s albedo (which at that time wasn’t
taken into consideration) was mentioned as being one of the possible parameters that needed to be investigated.
The combination of the gravitational forces exercised by the sun and moon and none the less Earth’s
gravity filed as well the non-gravitational forces acting on the satellite spacecraft is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The impact of gravitational and non-gravitational forces on orbit determination – image taken from [6].
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
[7] presented that the spectral or visible contribution generated by the Sun represents the highest
contributor which represents all most 100% of the total force and depending on the orbit position , albedo effect
is the next highest contributor on the total forces representing 2.5% of the total force. Earth’s albedo or the
albedo radiation explains around half of the centimeter level height biases which was observed between
radiometric orbits and satellite laser ranging (SLR) measurements [8]. The forces generated by the albedo
radiation has a larger impact on radial orbit component, so all of the International GNSS Service (IGS) Analysis
Centers (AC’s) implement the albedo model into the orbit computation. Also the thermal part have to be taken
into consideration, although is small in effect but important for the Y direction of the satellite and the Earth
infrared pressure on the nadir surfaces is the lowest force acting on the spacecraft.
Earth radiation pressure (ERP) is separated into two categories: the emitted (long-wavelength) radiation
and reflected (short-wavelength) called the albedo ERP. The emitted radiation or the long-wavelength radiation
is a result of the thermal infrared emission of the Earth, thus is influence is day and night and it can reach up the
17% of the SRP magnitude[9]. The reflected radiation on the other hand is generally in the visual spectrum range
like the direct radiation pressure. This type of force is larger than the short-wavelength and can reach up to 35%
of the SRP magnitude for LEO’s, but this effect is only acting when the satellite is illuminated by parts of the
Earth exposed to sunlight. The effect of thermal and albedo forces are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Influence of the albedo and thermal radiation on spacecraft vehicle – source [10].
The radiation pressure received by a satellite vehicle generated by the Earth’s reflected – visible and
emitted – infrared radiation is computed by taking into account three assumptions: 1) The Earth behaves like a
Lambartian sphere, 2) The radiation is emitted or reflected by this surface and 3) There is a global conservation
of energy – the entire energy received by the Earth from the Sun must also leave it – it is reflected or emitted
[10]. In practice the trajectory of a satellite can be generated by analytical expression or by numerical integration
of the equation of motion, which is in general use for both accuracy and convenience reasons.

3. RESULTS
In our study we have used the data from 10 GNSS permanent station situated in central and East part of
Europe. The stations were from IGS and EUREF network. The data that was process is from year 2017 from day
170 to 194. The data was processed at 30 second interval using Gamit/Globk [11] and the for the time series
analysis we have used TsView [12]. We have detrended the data to present a clearer view on variability driven
by the “smooth” part of the ionospheric filed [13]. To analyze the effect of the Albedo, during the processing
strategy the position of the satellites was smoothed by applying during the orbit reprocessing the albedo effect
and then the new computed orbit was used for obtaining the final estimates. In the first stage of the analysis the
data were processed without including the albedo model and in the second stage the model developed by
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Newcastle University – NCLE1 was used. The largest differences on these 25 processed days, was seen on
station BACA and DEVA – which are EUREF station in Romania. The results are presented in Fig. 4 for station
BACA and in Fig. 5 the results for station DEVA.

Fig. 4. The impact of albedo on position time series analysis for station BACA
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Fig. 5. The impact of albedo on position time series analysis for station DEVA
The blue line with circles represents the data that was processed taking into account the albedo radiation
and the red line with squares represents the data that was analyzed without the Earth’s albedo. The largest
differences between the two strategies can be seen on Up component for all the processed stations, but station
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DEVA presented the highest value of 55 millimeters. In the horizontal part it can be seen that the East
component presents a small increase in difference between the two strategies than the North component. The
interesting behavior that appears on day 182 where in all the components and on all the data, the two strategies –
where we have used the albedo radiation and when no albedo radiation was used during processing, tends to
intersect each other by obtaining the same values, is a result of the detrend operation. If the data wasn’t
deterended, the difference between the two strategies was at the level of 0.5-1 mm.

4. CONCLUSION
The Earth radiation pressure causes an acceleration on the orbits of GPS satellites, but this acceleration
have a similar order of magnitude as the so-called Y-bias. The major impact of the albedo on satellite vehicle is
especially on radial component but this influence presents a strong dependency between the satellite position and
the direction of the Sun. By comparing the change in acceleration of the satellite caused by the solar radiation
pressures and the Earth radiation pressure it can be seen there is a potential mismodeling of around 20%.
The time series of station position revealed that the difference between the processing strategy when no
albedo was used and the strategy when the albedo was taken into account during processing there is only a small
difference of around 0.5 mm but when we have removed the trend is reveals that the Up component “suffers” an
alteration of around 55 mm and the horizontal component around 5mm, so it can be seen that there is a direct
correlation between the mismodeling of the radial component of the spacecraft orbit and the Up component of
the stations.
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Abstract
The concept of integrated assessment approaches will be presented, describing specific procedures to be
undertaken and applied in the cadastral field in order to succeed considering relevant criteria from different
fields for more efficient land management. The youngest developments regarding debates about sustainability of
our human society are currently emphasizing that the issue of integrated assessment is a pretty discussed topic on
technical, economic, juridical as well as on social and political level. In this context inter- and transdisciplinary
approaches are required in order to succeed developing and applying proper land management strategies, which
have to be analyzed by using integrated assessment methods on different levels, i.e. on national, regional as well
as on local level. Achieving local sustainability is among the most critical issues of the 21st century,
independently if people are living in urban or rural areas. In this context, the contribution of integrated
assessment methods including various disciplines is of high importance for a proper land use planning and
administration, as relevant aspects of land management. A proper land management implies land tenure
promotion as well and assessing land management means actually evaluating the situation regarding land tenure
promotion. For supporting sustainable development, a comprehensive assessment on land management
efficiency is mandatory which is meaning developing clear criteria set for an integrated interdisciplinary
assessment. Gaining efficient strategies on local level for land management means actually developing methods
for interdisciplinary integrated assessment containing technical, economic, juridical, environmental, as well as
social criteria. The vision of applying integrated assessment methods is worldwide a pretty discussed topic and
firstly implies the clarification of some critical aspects about interdisciplinary working procedures. In this paper
a fuzzy logic based method for integrated assessment will be debated for assuring an appropriate sustainable land
management on different levels.
Keywords: land management, integrated assessment, local sustainability, integrated sustainability
criteria

1 Introduction
In order to enable a proper economic and social development on different levels, beside the contribution
of several fields, it is to be emphasized the relevant role of land administration and land management [1, 2]. Not
to neglect is their role for simply guaranting active people their tenurial giving in this way the possibility to get
and further develop reasonable activities. In the last time in the field of land administration and management a
lot of progress has been made not least thanks to new and innovative information and communication based
technologies. It is to be pointed out the main contribution of cartography, because as stated by the International
Cartographic Association, ICA, the knowledge about spatial relations and the locations of objects is extremely
important in order to assure efficient human economic activities, but not only these ones [International
Cartographic Assosciation, ICA, http://icaci.org/]. In this regard it is to be mentioned its role for enabling proper
economic development, for managing and administrating land use as well as for handling disaster and crisis
situations with the goal of assuring the sustainability of our human society [1, 2]. After releasing 1987 the
Brundtland Report, where for the first time the concept of sustainable development has been defined [3] and
after several debates regarding this concept followed 1992 at the Conference for Environment and Development
in Rio de Janeiro, where the much debated document „Agenda 21“ has been published, the need of
simultaneously considering several fields when assessing the efficiency of land management on different levels,
on global, national, regional as well as on a local level became self-evident [4]. In order to get local
sustainability by taking into account the plenty of aspects concerning technological, economic and social
activities together with aspects related to land administration and management new assessment methods are
needed which are enabling the integration of such diverse aspects [4, 2].
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2 About Land Management
From the beginning it is to be mentioned that Land Management is representing the totality of activities
that are associated with the management of land as a resource from a cadastral point of view as well as from an
economic and environmental perspective towards sustainable development [5]. From a professional point of
view important components of land management are represented by the land consolidation and land
readjustment, as it is often called, when is applied in urban areas [6].
Land management is an activity that is directed to integrate the coordination of land resources use and
development in both urban and rural settings, knowing that land resources are used in order to achieve different
goals of human activities. In this regard several domains can be mentioned which are including agriculture,
water resource management, reforestation, as well as habitation facilities. Also different projects in
environmental field and in eco-tourism field can include an important part regarding land management [6].
After publishing the first report to the Club of Rome „The Limits to Growth“, 1972 it was at the latest
understood that besides wanted effects of new scientific developments, undesired negative effects on humanity
and environment can appear [7]. The concept of sustainable development, defined first time 1987 in the
Brundtland-Report and accepted as a possible solution for the complex global problems, is requiring multicriteria decision making processes, as presented in Fig. 1. Currently the scientific literature debating the issue
regarding sustainable development of our human society is also referring to different issues regarding an
appropriate land administration and management, which have strongly been mentioned in the last time in this
context [2]. Regarding assuring the sustainability of our human society, besides environmental aspects that are
considered when assuring the necessary technical and technological infrastructure for an appropriate economic
growth on national level, also social and cultural aspects are relevant to be taken into account [4, 8].
Sustainability operationalisation is only possible when for an individual problem-case concrete aims are
established and from these aims concepts to achieve them are developed [4, 8]. Sustainability is to be newly
defined for each different case, where technology assessment and system modelling approach does play a
relevant role [9, 10], as pointed out in Fig. 1.
.
Economic
Sustainability

Ecological
Sustainability

Social
Sustainability

Land management

Sustainable
Development

Operationalisation

Integrated
Assessment

Technology
Assessment

System modelling

Global
Problems

Growth of energy and
nat. res. consumption

Growth of world
population

Environmental pollution

Fig. 1. Global problems, the concept of sustainable development.and the role of land
management for its operationalsation
The necessity of having a multi-criteria decision making process in the field of land management is
imposing the usage of an integrated assessment as shown in Fig. 1 [4, 8]. The reason is represented by the vast
knowledge from several fields that have to be considered, as from technological, environmental, economic,
social ones. The integrated assessment procedure for an efficient land management has to also include aspects
from juridical field related to proper land management and administration, finally coming to a pretty
complex assessment procedure, as emphasized in Fig. 2 [1, 11, 12, 6].
Evaluation and control instruments are important in this context, just to be able to control the
developments in a certain time, if these developments are in the wanted direction or not. Such evaluation and
control instruments can be defined on local, regional or national level, depending on the intended goal regarding
sustainable development. In this regard such evaluation and control instruments generally are certain indicators
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for every specific field, which permit to quantitatively formulate the proposed objectives and assessment goals.
After introducing the proposed measures, the realization degree can be controlled and verified by calculating
these indicators and by comparing to the reference values. The possibility to make corrections is assured in this
way. On the other hand indicators serve as an instrument which helps to better understand the possible effects by
introducing certain measures and to inform the public [4].
Part of what engineers do is to evaluate developments in technology. Their evaluation has up to now
almost without exception been focused on technical aspects and on economic aspects following legal and
financial boundary conditions. With respect to sustainability more criteria have to be considered like:
environmental quality, social and human values, quality of life. The activities of engineers when evaluating
technologies can be sustained by the new discipline called technology assessment (TA), which is used also for
operationalisation of sustainable development, as presented in Fig. 1 [4, 8]. Although in the last 20 years a lot of
progress in the field of technology assessment has been registered especially due to several studies, which have
been carried out in USA, Japan, Germany and other European countries, there is still need in developing
integrative methods for technology assessment [4] for carrying out integrative assessments.
Taking into account presented issues regarding evaluation and control instruments for decision making
process, the question that arise is materialised on the need to clarify on the base of which kind of evaluations
shall be decisions taken, when there is no possibility to make comparions to reference values, just to monitor and
assess posible results of proposed measures and taken decisions, as the usual situation also in the field of land
management [1, 4, 11, 12, 2].

3 Sustainable Land Management
The already known principles and criteria for Sustainable Land Management and Administration have
to be mentioned with the wish of assuring the sustainable development on a regional level. Several times it was
emphasized that a proper management of available resources is assuring the sustainability of the human society.
In this regard there is a need to recognize the advantages of good land use planning, which encourages the idea
to support farmers and local decision makers to learn about and to concretely apply the possibilities of assuring a
sustainable land administration and management on a regional level [11, 6]. In this context both basic
understanding of the phenomenon as well as practical skills in handling respective problems are needed at the
same time. Both land administration and management are needing a comprehensive theoretical framework, using
theoretical contributions from law and economics, as well as from various social sciences [12, 2]. It follows that
the assessment method should be one to integrate all these mentioned fields, talking about integrative assessment
methods [4, 8], a sustainable land management system being able to support the ever changing relationship
between humankind and land, to facilitate complex decision making and to support the implementation of the
taken decisions. Therefore an appropriate and effective land administration and management is of crucial
importance for the future sustainable development of our human society [13]. It is to be observed that current
existing systems have awfully failed to properly support sustainable development and this failure is evident
world-wide by the ever increasing pressure on water allocation and development rights, to high levels of poverty,
restricted access to land, lack of security of tenure and continued environmental degradation and pollution [9].
The need for urgent reform has been accepted, unclear until now has still remained the way forward.
Initiatives to develop a clearer perception and to identify the relevance of a proper land administration for
sustainable development have been explored and have especially included the efforts made by the International
Federation of Surveyors (FIG), one of the key international supporting bodies, which has been concerned from
the very beginning about land administration issues [2].
Sustainable land management is referring to practices and technologies that have the goal to efficiently
integrate land and water management, biodiversity as well as other environmental resources to meet human
needs while ensuring the ecosystems sustainability. The term sustainable land management is used in the context
of regional planning, of soil and environmental protection, as well as in the context of property management [13,
1, 4].

4 Integrated Assessment for Land Management
With the goal of operationalising sustainability on different levels, in the last time did start discussions
concerning the existing possibilities to develop new procedures for carrying out a sustainability integrated
assessment. In this context first of all the question has to be newly answered ”What does it mean enough for the
society and for the human being?”. For operationalising sustainability it is necessary to consider different
interdisciplinary aspects in the form of new approaches for succeeding to carry out a Sustainability Assessment,
but without having limit values. With this goal it is actually useful to apply so-called Dynamic Assessment
Methods [10].
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Having the same argumentation it follows that for a proper land management, as it is to be observed
from Fig. 2, the assessment question is a highly aggregated one and applying an integrative assessment methods
it is necessary to consider a set of criteria from technical, economic and environmental field, as well as from
juridical land sociopolitical field [10, 2].

Local
level

Technical
Assessment
Criteria

Regional
level

Economic
Assessment
Criteria

Land
Management

Decision
Making Process

National
level

Juridical
Assessment
Criteria

Integrated
Assessment

Environmental
Assessment
Criteria

Global
level

Sociopolitical
Assessment
Criteria
Sustainable
Region

Fig. 2. Integrated Assessment for Land Management as a base for shaping
Sustainable Regions
Currently there is no general agreement regarding an evaluation method, which could be used in order
to carry out assessments, in the situations when no limit values can be established, as for instance very often in
the field of land management. In this regard, assessing land management is a pretty difficult issue, because it is
not possible to use precise land management evaluation criteria, as regarding land management there are no
„reference or limit values“ [4]. This means that in the field of land management it is not possible to establish socalled “reference numbers”, which could be interpreted as reference values and used in order to make
comparisons in land management [1]. In the field of sustainable land management only changes and
developments can be compared, interpreted and evaluated. The question that arises in this regard is connected to
the existing possibilities to make comparisons among different developing paths as well as to the existing
possibilities to evaluate if a certain developing path is in accordance to sustainable land management [1].
So, if there is no possibility to define some kind of ”reference values” as often the situation in the field
of sustainable land management, it follows that only development tendencies can be evaluated. In this regard
would be interesting to apply so-called ”dynamic assessment methods”, as scientists from the Finland Futures
Research Centre (FFRC) did develop in the context of TERRA2000 project [14]. For applying such assessment
methods, some ”postulates” have to be defined and used, in order to compare development tendencies.
For instance in the field of Sustainable Development, when all three relevant fields of Sustainable
Development has to be taken into account, economic, environmental and social field, the dynamic assessment
methods is meaning that each of these 3 fields is to be accordingly evaluated.
For instance, it can be stated that sustainability cannot be achieved without:
Postulate P1: A decrease of Environmental Pollution (EP): D(EP) < 0
Postulate P2: A decrease of or at least keeping constant the Energy Consumption (EC): D(EC)  0
Postulate P3: An increase of the Life Quality (LQ): D(LQ) > 0
where: D(.)
- gradient: D(X) = (X - Xo)
X
- value of the certain variable in a certain year of the analysis
Xo
- value of the certain variable in the starting year of the analysis
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5 Dynamic Assessment Methods for Land Management
Regarding Land Management in order to carry out an integrated assessment different assessment criteria
have to be considered, as presented in Fig. 1, preparing the application of the so-called dynamic assessment
method.
If considering technical aspects, these are determined by surveying, based on measurements, the
position of the configuration and the size of the parcels and constructions surfaces by destinations, categories of
land use and owners. [15] Therefore, technical assessment criteria should be established interdisciplinary, landhuman-environment. From the example with the postulates defined above, Postulate P2 is in this case becoming
relevant. This means that the energy consumption will be taken into account and next three different situations
can occur, as follows:
a. If, when applying a certain land management strategy in a considered region, the gradient of the energy
consumption is negative, this means ΔE < 0, the development of the considered region is respecting the
Sustainable Development and this means it can be named a strategy for sustainable land management;
b. If, when applying a certain land management strategy in a considered region, the gradient of the energy
consumption is positive, this means ΔE > 0, the development of the considered region is not respecting
the Sustainable Development;
c. if the gradient of the energy consumption is zero, this means ΔE = 0, the development of the considered
region is still respecting the Sustainable Development and this means it can be named a strategy for
sustainable land management, because at least the energy consumption did not increase in the
considered time period.
In order to be relevant such an interpretation have to consider the energy resources, which have are
planed to be used.
• If fossil fuels have been used as primordial energy resources, then an increase of the energy
consumption, ΔE > 0 will have as a result an increase of the environmental pollution and a reduction of
available energetic resources, this means that the development of the considered country is not in the
direction of Sustainability.
• If renewable energy resources have been used as primordial energy resources, then an increase of the
energy consumption, ΔE > 0 will not necessarily have as a result a reduction of available energetic
resources and an increase of the environmental pollution, this means that the development of the
considered country could be in the direction of Sustainability.
• If the energy consumption will remain constantly from one time period to another, ΔE = 0, this would
not necessarily mean respecting the direction of Sustainability, if the percentage of fossil fuels used
have not decreased.
As mentioned until now and emphasized in this example in order to achieve a sustainable human
settlement development and to achieve a local sustainability on urban or rural level an efficient land management
has a crucial importance and in this regard a clarification of all aspects regarding a proper land management is
strongly required. In order to ensure a support compatible with the INSPIRE Directive for implementing
cadastral registry in solving land tenure problems for a proper land management, the National Agency for
Cadaster and Land Registry introduces E-Terra 3, which represents an integrated informatics system in cadaster
and land registry that allows ANCPI to manage cadastral registration and Land Registry in Romania. It offers
support for all technical works of identification, measurement, description and land registration in cadastral
documents and their representation on cadastral plans and maps [16]. All these issues are trying to be solved by
national authorities. Additionally, there should be mentioned the awareness of land owners over the importance
of solving problems concerning land tenure, in order to achieve a sustainable land management.

6 Conclusions
In the present paper some principles regarding integrated assessment for a proper land management
have been presented. It is to be again stated that an adequate sustainable land administration and land
management system is indispensable for an appropriate economic, social and environmental development on a
local, regional as well as on a national or even on global level. It is also vital for good governance, assuring in
this way the proper development of our human society. Local decision makers have to strongly recognize in the
future the advantages of a good land administration and management by using integrated assessment, in order to
take proper decisions in the direction of assuring the sustainability of the rural and urban development. In the
same time there is a need to take responsibilities for inappropriate land management, because this can really
compromise the sustainable development of our human society. As a general conclusion that can be drawn
regarding these aspects, it follows that the integrated assessment method has to be used for a sustainable land
management on a local, regional or national level. Not only in our country should these assessment methods be
used but world-wide, in the efforts of establishing the sustainable development of our society. A proper land
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management is actually the base for a sustainable future development of different cities, regions, furthermore of
countries. It would be interesting to develop a unified Integrated Assessment Model for Land Management based
on a set of assessment criteria for the mentioned different fields, i.e. technical, economic, juridical,
environmental and sociopolitical ones. In the made presentation has been emphasized that some of the
recognized strategies regarding land management, as for shaping sustainable settlements are therefore in the field
of assuring appropriate housing areas for city inhabitants by applying different assessment methods, as the
dynamic assessment method is representing a pretty new one in this direction. This is a new modern approach
trying to integrate technical aspects, with economic, juridical, environmental, social and cultural ones and
carrying out an evaluation without having limit or reference values in order to make comparisons to them. On the
other side there is a need to take responsibilities for inappropriate land management, because this can really
compromise the idea of shaping sustainable regions and sustainable human settlements.
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Abstract
This study focuses on the individuality and complexity of aeronautical data, considering both
acquisition and processing methods to be customized to this field. Aeronautical information is integrated into
GIS environment that is designed for the needs of this industry, where standardization and interoperability are
the key elements, data quality requirements are higher and accurate coordinates are essential for aeronautical
safety. The goal is to design efficient database management systems, able to store, analyse, validate and
manipulate spatial data, according to the applicable aeronautical regulations. This paper presents a sequence of
procedures for airport spatial modelling and analyzing obstructions around airports.
Keywords: Aeronautical data, GIS, Obstacle assessment, Interoperability.

1

Introduction

In order to improve the accuracy and safety of air traffic in a coordinated and structured manner, each
ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) signatory country adheres to standardizing data exchange.
While meeting the international standards, some countries (e.g. United Kingdom, United States of
America, United Arab Emirates, etc.) have issued their own modified versions of ICAO specifications to fulfil
local conditions.
Two of the main international airports in Romania, Henri Coandă International Airport (LROP) and
Aurel Vlaicu International Airport (LRBS), which are managed by Bucharest Airports National Company, have
recently implemented eTOD (electronic Terrain and Obstacle Data) complying to ICAO requirements, providing
precise and reliable digital information to underpin vital operations for Civil Aviation Authorities, airport
authorities and airlines.
eTOD includes geospatial data and metadata supported by common reference datum, stored in a
database which is developed to guarantee an uniformity of norms and rules worldwide.
Henri Coandă International Airport located in Otopeni, 16.5 km north of Bucharest, serves as a base of
operations on two parallel instrument runways 08L/26R and 08R/26L.
Aurel Vlaicu International Airport located in Băneasa district, Bucharest, no longer carries scheduled
passenger traffic, as it has been converted into a business airport, which handles charter flights on 07/25
instrument runway.
Approaching the tasks of the project, organizational and technical issues were carefully considered.
Since LRBS is situated 7km away from LROP and their related eTOD coverage areas overlay significant part of
Bucharest’s urban area, data collection was not treated independently for each airport, but as a whole. Looking
ahead to the big data to be dealt with, by means of volume and variety, the workflow structure had to be adapted
from survey to data validation to satisfy the need for harmonizing data.
One key to good productivity and, in the end, the ability to present exact information is having options
in accessing that data. This happens by asking the right question at the start: how will the data be used?
Standardized information services stipulate what a service provides, the structure at a logical level, the
behaviour, the performance and how the service can be accessed. Interoperable information exchange is
described through digital data services.
As airports are continuously changing, obstruction analysis applications remain high-priorities, which
are based on different spatial models. Therefore, depending on the type of analysis, two or more spatial models
are simultaneously involved [1].

2

Materials and methods

Each aerodrome regulates its own operational needs, so data acquisition was performed accordingly.
Aerial photogrammetric acquisition has been chosen for conducting this study, using an U.A.V system, XF8-CT
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octocopter and Sony A7R camera. The flight mission was planned using Mission Planner software, having set
the coverage area, flying speed (8m/s), flying altitude (150m) and the focal length of the lens (50mm), in order to
estimate the ground resolution (1.56 cm/pix), longitudinal overlap (80%) of images within a strip and sidelap (60
%) of images between two strips and the orientation of flying paths (240o). The ground control points were
surveyed using GNSS technology. The techniques used depend upon the terrain being modelled.
More sources of data combined increase the volume of data to be analysed. As different processing
software return output results in different formats, data has to fit in the imposed structure to have control over
the analysis.
When analysing data, it is important to know the coordinate reference system it belongs to, to what
accuracy it is known and how, when and by whom it was acquired, to be able to consider a level of confidence.
Datasets can then be validated using an independent check, showing how well they meet the criteria set forth in
their specification.
Technically speaking, the geodatabase product was built with a particular data model in mind, although
different models apply to different stages of the design process.

2.1

Database design

Designing the database structure started with identifying its purpose and the requirements analysis. This
had to be considered from every perspective. The sequential steps used are shown below (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Steps in creating data models
The architecture of the aeronautical management system has three levels of abstraction: the conceptual
model, the logical model and the physical model.
Conceptualization is the initial phase of database design where by adapting user data to eTOD data,
entities, their geometry, attributes and dependencies are identified.
The logical model converts the conceptual model by creating UML diagrams to explicitly describe
entity relationships and process workflow. Good decision making is necessary for logical modelling, as it affects
the performance of the database. The diagrams generated in this phase of the project are used to determine how
the desideratum can be completely achieved.
The actual design of the database is done during physical modelling, following the delineated structure
in the logical model.

2.2

3D modelling

Modelling eTOD coverage areas implies polygonal 3D modelling of the protection surfaces set down by
ICAO guidelines to designate the obstacle area boundaries.
Since Coverage Areas are designed from the edge of the runway’s strip on 10km length for Area 2b, 10
km radius for Area 2c and 45 km radius for Area 2d and Data Collection includes all objects over 3m height for
Area 2b and over 15m height for Area 2c, the amount of data related to each runway is considerable high.
Due to the large data volume and its variety, algorithms based on iterative processes were developed
through mathematical modelling for efficient analysis. For airspace analysis, it is critical to have a well-defined
process for developing the model, so that it can be reiterated when needed [2, 3].
3D modelling for creating DTM over the area of interest must be performed considering the stringent
accuracy and resolution set by eTOD guidelines and also the sampling intervals.
There are various interpolation methods for surface modelling that take into account three-dimensional space
layout, although the Delaunay triangulation method with linear interpolation for irregular network is to be noted.
TIN structures were used for high-precision modelling terrain datasets.

2.3

3D Data management
How well a dataset is managed is an indicator of how reliably it meets the requisite. Geospatial data is
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increasingly used in dynamic environments and interchanged, hence steps must be pondered so that its integrity
is not compromised during several processes. A thorough analysis was performed to determine the effect of
errors on system integrity. Using architectural techniques such as system redundancy can increase data integrity.
Aeronautical data must be continuously maintained and updated. Features can only be added or deleted
from a dataset, but not modified as traceability would be lost.
Automating certain processes significantly lowers the percentage of error occurring, both in data
processing and in the analysis and manipulation phases.

2.4

Data quality

Aeronautical Data Quality (ADQ) is a comprehensive term as it stands for quality elements such as
accuracy, resolution, integrity, traceability, timeliness, completeness and logical consistency [4]. Information about
the quality of available terrain and obstacle datasets is mandatory as a complete description of the data provided.
To ensure that the horizontal and vertical position contained in the datasets are fit for purpose, a quality
control was performed, showing how good the estimation is and how much it can be relied on.
Any type of error may affect the confidence level of information, systematic errors and blunders having
the biggest impact and should be eliminated before analysis. Information about latest update or the effective date
of data must be available as data collection contains temporary obstructions that may cease to be effective (e.g.
cranes).

3

Results and discussions

To accomplish this project, a series of fundamental steps was followed, from data gathering, creating
the eTOD geodatabase, developing methods to differentiate the spatial data into the four eTOD coverage areas
and complex analysis for obstacle assessment.
Inconsistencies between data attributes and the geodatabase schema attributes are critical, some of them
are brought to attention and examined. When capturing data using either Airborne LiDAR or photogrammetric
method, one major issue to face with is the geometry of small-diameter objects such as antennas, poles or pylons
that in many cases is not correctly detected. Therefore, elevation and height for such obstructions must be
verified and surveyed by traditional methods.
On the other hand, one relevant consideration is calculating height attribute as metadata for obstacles.
Having the data acquired through photogrammetric methods, height can be derived from the difference between
the top elevation of the obstacle and the ground elevation. With regard to the error propagation, this is accurate
only if both are originating from the same survey. Uncertainties can occur when obstacles’ heights are attained
from different sources.
Moreover, for polygon features as buildings standing on a slope, height value cannot be determined
with high accuracy, as it is not known whether that value is an average or a maximum.
Verification and validation (Fig.2) are steps to bear in mind before integrating data for eTOD analysis.
The results are shown in Table 1.
The analysis was done for Local Grid coordinates, Stereographic 1970 Projection, S 42 Datum, Black
Sea 1975 vertical reference system. Units are metres.
Table 1. Data validation with an independent dataset of GNSS points
Description
Lamppost
Pillar
Tower
Terminal
Building
Field monitor
Anemometer
Spire
Radar
Antenna
Water tower
Chimney
Building
DME
Pole
Visibilimeter
Windsleeve
Lightning rod
ILS
Pylon

X
585093.430
585680.190
585701.532
586119.429
586629.728
586634.310
586747.453
587065.851
588051.850
588134.934
588295.280
588401.160
588738.458
588962.180
589098.539
589344.059
589550.359
589718.702
590045.110
591136.498
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Y
341084.250
337992.800
341785.280
333549.919
330070.323
334084.370
334141.441
331585.429
334231.690
331335.584
331949.490
331815.360
331630.658
334795.900
332809.630
342946.735
342720.565
335185.514
342909.450
334088.515

Z
96.332
92.513
94.992
90.670
85.169
88.859
87.982
82.989
87.662
82.827
85.798
86.504
87.749
83.951
86.129
91.973
92.327
87.612
91.948
83.501

87

H
4.082
40.892
15.120
14.452
65.922
6.245
11.079
22.487
5.421
55.127
50.853
56.198
51.822
6.069
32.411
2.512
6.995
17.198
2.987
35.130

ΔX
-0.019
-0.024
0.026
0.023
-0.021
0.035
0.033
-0.028
0.031
0.032
-0.022
0.020
-0.021
0.031
0.032
0.035
-0.029
0.030
0.033
-0.029
0.028

ΔY
-0.029
0.025
-0.023
0.030
0.027
-0.034
-0.038
0.039
-0.037
-0.039
-0.035
-0.036
0.029
0.028
-0.034
0.029
0.031
0.038
-0.032
0.034
0.033

ΔZ
0.058
-0.045
-0.034
0.052
-0.046
-0.061
0.062
0.069
0.068
0.094
-0.049
-0.037
0.031
0.041
0.057
0.052
0.053
0.051
0.046
0.045
0.054

RMSE
0.068
0.057
0.049
0.064
0.057
0.078
0.080
0.084
0.083
0.107
0.064
0.055
0.047
0.059
0.074
0.069
0.068
0.070
0.065
0.063
0.069
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The Cumulative Root Mean Square Error – T is calculated using X RMS, Y RMS and Z RMS values
and as seen in Table 1, T equals 0.069 m.
Extruding the buildings’ footprints using the height information
to create 3D buildings can be done using ESRI ArcScene.
Roof form extraction was not part of the eTOD requirements.

4 Conclusions

Fig. 2. Data validation with control points
from terrestrial surveys (red points), using
ESRI ArcGIS 10.5 suite

On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that the
geospatial data acquired with UAV technology using the
adequate photogrammetric methods to obtain the 3D models
satisfies the eTOD requirements. Acknowledging the
importance of database design will help building better
organized and more effective database systems.

How models are created influences how they employ to satisfy the objective of the project. eTOD
deliverable forms the template for terrain and obstacle modelling database. All new obstacles created in the
future can be added to the database to update the models.
It is imperative for any system that uses three-dimensional analysis to select the appropriate DTM/DSM
in matter of accuracy and resolution. The development of aeronautical management system ensures the quality of
aeronautical data and also data exchange for sustainable growth.
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Abstract
The legal background of the real property boundaries could be realize in two different ways: one, could
be through land reform, which is that decision of land commission or self government about: restitution of real
property within those initially boundaries; restitution of real property within partly changed boundaries;
formation of the other, new property. In this case the responsibility for delimitation of two real property
boundaries lies on the surveyor, who has to investigate the situation and make some proposal. The same person,
the surveyor, during investigation, must take into account the regulations about possible water courses from that
zone, roads and, why not, in some hypotheses, state boundaries. The second way to establish delimitation
between two adjacent lands is private and it makes by the land-owners neighboured. Being so, present paper tries
to shows the importance of demarcation of two adjacent lands through visible line, in private way, but help by
justice regulation in domain. Thus, the demarcation law gives the land-owners the right to oblige his neighbour
to establish – together – through visible marks, the dividing line of their properties which are attached one by
one. And because the demarcation is a common thing, the expenses will be support by land-owners both.
Keywords: adjacent lands, demarcation, delimitation, invitation.

1 Introduction
Land is often referred to as “real property” which, in very basic terms, means property which is fixed
and immovable – as distinct from personal property which, again in basic terms, means which is not fixed and
can be moved [8].
Also, boundaries can be classified at many levels – they may be international (as between countries);
national (as between states of a country); regional (as between regions of a state); local (as between localities of
a region or local government) or, as in the context of this paper, individual boundaries separating the land parcels
of subdivided land [8].
The law of delimitation of property boundaries is part of the property right dismemberments (of the
ownership right) [8], falling within the category of natural easement right.
We will say, therefore, that the law of delimitation or property boundaries is a natural easement right,
which confers upon the owner of a prerogative fund to oblige his neighbour to proceed jointly at the
establishment with visible signs of the demarcation line of their lands, which are glued to one another; the
expenses needs for this operation will be equally supported by both owners. According to article 560 from the
New Romanian Civil Code, the delimitation of property boundaries may be made by amicable or judicial
procedure, the interested person having for this purpose, if necessary, a delimitation of property boundaries
action, which mean that person could oblige to establish by visible signs the demarcation line of the land plots of
two owners, and also to oblige the payment resulting from this operation [1].
In order to prevent potential conflicts between land-owners neighboured, the Romanian Civil Law
jurisprudence in unanimity regulated sets forth that is important to know:
- The legal regime governing the boundary at stake must ascertain of and – whenever needed – improve
the regime by mutual consent (sense of Delimitation) [9];
- Implement by cooperative effort the provisions describing the boundary line on the ground (sense
Demarcation) [9].
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2 Methodology
Before proceedings our paper’s content, we must say that the law of delimitation property boundaries
with the right of enclosing surprised and inscribed in the text of article 561 / New Civil Code has major
difference in interpretation, because the latter is nothing more than a manifestation of the real right materialized
in the prerogative of any owner to restrain / fence his own property [1]. This prerogative is limited only to the
obligation to respect the easement right for the owner who has an adjacent land, if any [6].
In the same manner, from the cadastral point of view, the delimitation of property boundaries activity is
an important stage in the development of cadastral works [5]. For this reason, as above has been made the
distinction between the law of delimitation property boundaries [3] and the law of enclosing a property, we must
also observe the distinction between Delimitation and Demarcation; even these terms are used in normative acts
(Civil Code, Cadastre Law, Land Book Law), a distinction has to be made between those two notions. Thus,
"Delimitation" is a notion with technical content and refers to identification and materialization of the cadastral
territory's boundary, while "Demarcation" is a legal concept and consists in identifying and fixing boundaries
between properties based on material evidence and documents submitted by the parties [4].
The initiative for delimiting the boundaries of the cadastral territories belongs to those units carrying out
cadastral works, but the initiative of the demarcation of property boundaries belongs to any land-owner whose
boundaries are uncontested but not secured and which can owe his neighbour, according to article 560 / Civil
Code [1], to participate in the demarcation of property which are glued to its own.
The causes that require a new delimitation are:
a new cadastral measurement;
the need to rebuild of one border’s part, as a result of some land consolidation works, landscaping
or territorial assignation;
the necessity of materialize the boundaries involved in a local demarcation, on request or as a result
of any partition;
the materialization on the land of one final court decision on the resolution for a border (in our case
is not about a state border; this could be an interesting subject for a next research) conflict;
the materialization of a border following the admission of some contestation;
changing the border as a result of building a railroad, roads, channel, etc.
The participation of land neighbours stuck to delimitation and demarcation works [5] is mandatory, it’s
resulting from the ownership of any owner for its property [7].
Non-participation at delimitation is sanctioned by art. 45 (3) / Law no 7/1996 [2]. Concerning the
participation of neighbours, provided by art. 560 / Civil Code [1], it’s only refers to the materialization of the
border, not to its establishment, and if one of the neighbours refuses to participate, then follow the court suits and
the cost for this situation will be to the refusal.
From the obligation to participate in the delimitation property boundaries works are exceptions:
a) Boundaries from the middle of the waters, which change naturally, without changing limiting the
bank;
b) Borders with streets, railways, roads, adduction channels, etc.
The delimitation and demarcation shall be done on the basis of an invitation addressed by the competent
body, but before its submission are analyzed the length of the boundaries, the shape and the relief of the land,
and a list shall be drawn up, in which will be mentioned:
- Name of the guests;
- Meeting place;
- The day and hour when operations will starts.
This invitation is filled in on a form printed by the surveyor engineer [10], which hand over to the City
Hall in as many copies as the participants are, and this will formalises them by signing and divides them as
follows:
- one copy is sent to the invited communities;
- one copy remains on the file of municipality;
- a copy, of the number and date of dispatch shall be submitted to the legal file of the work.
It is not necessary for these invitations to be sent all at once, it is also possible to send them in a
staggered manner during the operations, following the list drawn up, respecting the legal deadline.
The invitation is sent or handed in one of the following ways:
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- by post, with registered letter with proof of receipt;
- directly, by delegate with proof of receipt;
- by display and by usual means of publishing in locality;
- by mass-media;
- the owners who live in other localities are announced by registered letter with proof of receipt.
When the communication is made by display, which is placed in the usual place for this purpose, after
the passing of the 15-day and 30-day period, the competent organs are obliged to conclude a statement which
specify: the date, the place and the duration of the display; when the deadline is communicated through unusual
– in our days – means of publication (drum, beard, etc.), a statement will be ended which shall be concluded
specifying: the date, time and means of communication; when communication is made through mass-media, will
be requires proofs which prove the operation.
After all invitations are send, the report and the proofs of receipt, a copy is submitted to the legal file of
the work.
Judicial practice has held that if the boundary line between two properties is unchanged, it is
inadmissible to promote an action for a claim by the person who has less land than the property title, even if the
defendant had a larger area large land than the one in its ownership [7].

3 Conclusions
Boundary lines (also commonly called property lines) define the extent of the legal limits of ownership
of any parcel of land. At common law, the rule of “marks (monuments) before measurements” prevails in the
definition of a boundary [8].
Participation in the delimitation of the cadastral territory, in the framework of the cadastral works or the
change of the communal boundaries as a result of mowing or landscaping, is mandatory for all those provided by
the Cadastre Law. It is part of the duties of the administrative bodies of the administrative units. Owners'
participation in demarcation property boundaries operations is a correlative obligation of the rights the property
confers upon the holder and is expressly provided in article 560 / Civil Code [1].
With regard to the application by which the applicant requested that the property be bounded, the
property of the defendant, the property of the defendant, art. 560 of the Civil Code states that "The owners of
neighbouring lands shall be obliged to contribute to the border by rebuilding the border and fixing the
appropriate signs, equally bearing the expenses incurred by it" [1], [7] [11].
If participation is obligatory for all those who, in one way or another, are related to delimitation and
demarcation operations, it is evident that non-participation is punishable by law. But, before moving to punitive
measures, there is another new deadline. If the newly-convened term is not submitted, the work is followed with
the present ones and a statement in double exemplars will be ended, one of these is sent to the competent court to
decide on the punishment applicable to the infringer (according to article 45 / Cadastre Law) [2].
An appeal may be brought before the court of the place where the offence was committed within 10
days of communication.
If the non-participation concerns the boundaries between properties, the injured person has the
possibility to appeal to the courts, with the expenses of the person who refused the participation.
In case that the delimitation property boundaries action are executed by an expert in a trial, he or she
may refer the matter to the court for non-participation of one of the parties at the time announced in advance, by
registered letter or, by a report signed by those who were present and targeted by the commune's mayor.
Penalties apply only to those who have been deprived of good cause, otherwise, by proving with
credible evidence, the sentence is annulled and is given to the party who was unable to defend his interests later,
but only in the presence of neighbours convened in compliance with the legal deadlines.
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Abstract
One of the richest areas in minerals in Romania is in the Northwest, ferrous and nonferrous deposits of salt,
uranium, and coal have been found and exploited here by surface and underground mining works, production being
obtained mainly through underground excavation, which meant mining methods consisting of remaining voids,
subsidence, and backfilling. In this situation, over time, most voids created in the underground by resource
extraction remain unfilled. Currently, all mining activity in the North West of Romania has ceased, and the mines
are in preservation. The execution of the closing projects was performed inadequately and superficially, with an
adverse impact on the environment. Also, the post-closure monitoring activity was done partly and superficially,
ignoring the most elementary rules of engineering. Subsidence phenomenon’s monitoring, which occurred in
former sub-terrain mining exploitation areas, now closed and preserved, can be performed through an integrated
monitoring program. The papers, presents and justifies the content of a project proposal for initiation of a new
program model for monitoring the effects for the surface of underground voids under the subsidence phenomenon
The paper contains two parts corresponding to the two phases of identifying and solving the subsidence phenomena
due to underground mining developed in the paper. This paper presents the first phase of the analysis with the
ultimate goal of creating a graphical and attribute database comprising the cumulative information existing at the
time of the study and the presentation of the Subsidence Monitoring Sheet proposed by the authors.
Keywords: Project IMMINENT, Subsidence Monitoring, Manager Systems, effects induced by land
degradation on resources.

1 Introduction
Romania offers no coherent program for monitoring the effects of mining on land areas. Under these
circumstances, initiation of projects on this thematic would constitute a milestone in a complex action meant to
analyze all the negative effects on the surfaces of former mines and poorly preserved mines that remained after
closing throughout Transylvania and then across Romania (Fig. 1).
The IMMINENT project ("Integrated Model of Monitoring Land Degradation near Former Mining
Areas from the NW of Romania") proposed by our team in a previous paper aimed a wider framework, i.e. the
whole range of effects that underground mining has had over time in the region. Will integrate advanced
monitoring and analytical techniques in new, coordinated and innovative ways in order to improve our
understanding of land deformation above former mines from the NW of Romania, and its effect on the
environment [1, 2].
The project proposed in this paper limits the study to the analysis of subsidence phenomena and other
surface phenomena due to effects on underground mining. Structural Monitoring Project for former mines in
NW Romania (SMPNWR) is a proposal made by the team of specialists from Technical University of ClujNapoca. The overall objective of the project is to assess the risks generated by existing and future subsidence
from the mining areas from North-western Romania, by subsidence monitoring solutions, i.e. geodetic technical
solutions.
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a.

b.

.

c.

d.

Fig. 1. The phenomena of surface subsidence of two mines in NW Romania, a., b., Mașca mine, Cluj
County, c., d. Săsar mine, Baia Mare, Maramureș County (Source Authors)

2 Background of the study
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection gives a simple definition of this phenomenon:
“Mine subsidence, underground mining creates mine voids that can collapse and cause the earth’s surface to
subside” [3]
Mine subsidence is a localized problem with serious financial consequences to property owners;
according to Department of Housing and Urban Development USA, mine subsidence results in estimated annual
damage cost of $30 million. Mining subsidence brings enormous damages in mining area [4].
Mine subsidence occurs when earth settles to fill subsurface voids created by the extraction of
resources. Abandoned coal mines present a higher risk than many other mine types in that activity frequently
occurs near areas subject to increased urbanization [5].
The study of surface movements has led to the development of theoretical concepts that gradually
evolved into the subject of mine subsidence engineering. Specific areas of study in this field include ground
movement, structural geology, geo-mechanics, surveying, mining and property law, and mining methods and
techniques [4, 5, 6]. Based on the research and analysis, a mining subsidence predication and assistant decision
support system (abbreviated as MSPADSS) has been developed using oriented object programming and
component GIS development technology. MSPADSS is composed of five modules: data collection, mining
subsidence predication, GIS graphic and attribute information management, surface subsidence damage
evaluation, and GIS spatial analysis and thematic mapping. All these are integrated in a whole system [4].
In fact, the problem of subsidence has been treated very seriously in the US. One such example was the
creation in the State of Illinois of a fund created specifically to help the victims of this phenomenon:
“The Illinois Mine Subsidence Insurance Fund is a non-government organization but it was created in 1979 by
the General Assembly with the support of several metro-east lawmakers. The purpose of the fund is to help
people pay for repairs when their property has been damaged by mine subsidence” [6].
The history of application of GIS in the mining industry, generically called Mining GIS / MGIS can be
assimilated through the contributions of Burroughs 1987 [7], Aranof 1989 [8], Tomlin 1990 [9], Maguire 1991
[10], Carter 1992 [11], or the first ESRI application in geosciences in 1993. GIS technology in the underground
mining industry has not been fully tested so far. This technology provides adequate capabilities to solve
problems that involve the integration and analysis of spatial and descriptive data from a variety of sources. We
find ourselves in the face of a challenge, in fact of a new start in trying to reach the "Digital Mine" [12]. Before
we reach a general MGIS for a mine, several tests must be passed on the implementation of GIS in mining
organizations, including through projects similar to the one analyzed in this paper.
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3 Problems identification and Hypotheses of Research
The project aims to apply the research on the monitoring of the subsidence phenomenon by proposing an
integrated monitoring program, which is subject to the activities of this project [13]. The monitoring of land
degradation and its effects is applied to the mining perimeters of NW of Romania. Questions formulated for the
purpose of researching the phenomenon are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Questions formulated for the purpose of researching the phenomenon (Source Authors)
In order to design the project, the hypotheses of research were formulated are presented in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The hypotheses formulate in Project (Source Authors)

4 Project proposal design
The overall objective of the project is to identify and delineate the mining perimeters operated, depending
on the risk generated by existing and future subsidence in order to propose technical solutions to reduce their
negative impact. The subsidence cones already formed in mining areas, partly inventoried, are real traps and
often fatal. The database created by the project creates, in a first phase, an inventory of the current situation and
knowledge, while phase II includes all the elements necessary for the effective control of these phenomena. So,
the database will serve local and national emergencies and environmental protection authorities in the
demarcation of risk areas and in taking preventive measures for the population and fauna [1, 2, 12, 13].
Knowing the factors that cause and favor subsidence phenomena will be at the basis of the formulation of
the proposed research project. Table 1 presents the main triggering factors of the subsistence phenomena or
likely to favor their development.
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Table 1. Factors triggering and contributing to the development of subsidence in underground mining (Source Authors)
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The factor that triggers / contributes to the development of subsidence
The exploitation methods,
Compliance with exploitation methods,
The condition of the pillars,
Filling underground gaps,
Conservation, maintenance, surface protection in the affected area
The nature of the land - the geological profile of the area, the geological situation of the region in
which the deposit was found, the detailed geology of the deposit,
Relief, natural alterations of the relief
Relief, artificial modifications of the relief, constructions, arrangements, etc.
Climate - Climate change,
Groundwater,
Surface water,
Human interventions,
Accidents and natural disasters, floods, earthquakes, etc.
Accidents and artificial disasters, explosions, fires, etc.
Other specific causes

Starting from the above-mentioned approach to the problem of subsidence, the present study contains two
parts - distinct phases (Fig. 4) - the first one having as theme the analysis of the way we identify, record, signal
the subsidence phenomena in the mentioned area, the second phase presents some solutions for monitoring it.

Fig. 4. Phases, stages and main products of Structural Monitoring Project for the former mines in NW
Romania (SMPNWR) (Source Authors)
Connected to the phases, stages and products listed in Figure 4 Specific Project objectives [1, 2] are as follows:
O1. Estimation of the effects induced by land degradation on resources near the area of former non-ferrous
mines from the NW of Romania, objective achieved by completing Phase I,
O2. Development of a conceptual and predictive model and tool for assessing and forecasting of land
degradation at former mining areas in long term, objective achieved by solving Stages 5-7 of Phase II
O3. Create and develop an open source information system, called Subsidence Monitoring GIS. SMGIS,
created and developed in the 8th stage.
A first step in completing the project is to inventory the mines located in the study area, i.e., Baia
Mare’s mining basin, namely 57 (Phase I, Stage 1., currently there are only analogue plans) to find the mines
where phenomena of land crust change have already taken place, particularly through the phenomenon of
subsidence, to catalog them by topographic surveys of affected areas and measurements of the size of these
changes due to underground voids (Phase I, Stage 2.),.
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The next phase (Phase I, Stage 3) means documentation in the sense of collecting all the graphical
(plans, maps, profiles) or analytical information (Mine Closure Manual, Different reports of the authorities or the
company that carried out the exploitation, etc.). A data bank with the two components, graphic and analytical,
will be formed, which will be at the basis of drafting the Monitoring Sheet for each objective, as well as the
development of the project in the second phase.
The initiation of the Monitoring Sheet/File started from the monitoring sheets already accredited in the
field of Structural Health Monitoring, tracking behavior over time of various construction structures in static or
dynamic-cinematic regime, such as those proposed by SHM, Smartec or Roctest [14, 15]. In Table 2 the authors
listed the main components which, in their view, should be included, documented and analyzed within this sheet
for the analysis of the subsidence cases produced by the underground mining exploitations.
Table 2. Content of the Subsistence Monitoring File (Source Authors)

SUBSIDENCE MONITORING
1.

Project Name

11.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Financier
Address of the affected area
Description of the affected area
State of mining exploitation

12.
13.
14.
15.

6.
7.

The nature of the land
The main purpose of SM

16.
17.

There is the project of
exploitation
9. There is a geological profile
10. There is a current topographic
plan

18.

8.

19.
20.

What other documents are
there
There are previous MS data
Gravity appreciated
Human lives can be affected
The environment may be
affected
Important SM parameters
Estimated budget

21. Previous stop actions
22. Proposed stop actions
23. Accessibility in the area
24. Area owner - surface
25.
26.
27. Who must SMF be
communicated to
28. The team that developed the SM

When will the monitoring
begin?
Which SM method is propose 29. SMF start date
Alternative methods
30. Date of last update

5 Conclusions
Underground mining produces voids which have reversible and irreversible effects on surfaces and flora,
fauna, construction, the environment in general and housing in areas located above former mines. The
subsidence monitoring is a complex process which involves two basic aspects:
1. The transfer of instrumental methods into the operational management,
2. Creating and implementing Subsidence Management Plans for all situations of potential danger on the
environment.
These aspects were considered in the formulation of the proposed project, being covered by the steps and
products comprising the two phases mentioned in the paper.
This paper is sounding the alarm over the lack of concern in determining the hazard presented by former
underground mines in the county of Maramureș, in terms of surface movements. Definition and implementation
of the project, presented in the paper could offset this, being a first step in developing a comprehensive
monitoring program of former mining areas in Maramureș and across the country.
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Abstract
The execution of the closing projects, of the former mines in the North West of Romania was performed
inadequately and superficially, leaving an adverse impact on the environment. Also, the postclosure monitoring
activity was done partly and superficially, thus ignoring the most elementary rules of engineering. 10 years after
the closure of the last mine in the area, no one is concerned about the effects of underground mining or what
remains: mines that were closed through a more or less properly coordinated process Analysis of underground
void effects on the environment has been addressed over time by members of the land measurements team at the
Technical University of Cluj Napoca. This paper proposes that, starting from experience, the team mentioned
initiates a project for monitoring the effects of underground voids created and located, as mentioned above, for
the surface. The paper presents the second phase of the project proposed by our team for monitoring the effects
of the former mines on the surface, with particular attention to the phenomena of subsidence and associated
phenomena.
Keywords: underground mining works; remaining voids; subsidence; land measurements, impact on the
environment.

1 Introduction
The subsistence phenomena appeared in the case of the Maramures mines for decades, with the
development of the activity and the practice of new underground gaps, even if the exploitation projects were well
thought out and observed. For this reason over time, while performing underground mining activities,
monitoring programs have been established for surfaces located above the underground voids created by the
exploitation of minerals, which were more or less backfilled [1, 2]. These monitoring programs were developed
through the establishment of observation stations, which functioned by taking constant data through annual
measurement cycles until the closure of mines. Lack of funding and lack of concern led to the closure of the
observation stations. Currently, no coherent program exists in which to identify, track, and analyze information
on the effects (which continue to occur) of underground voids on the surface. The behavior of the land above the
underground voids is extremely unpredictable, and continued or low-intensity subsidence or collapse phenomena
may occur, with unforeseeable effects and evolution; furthermore, high amplitude spontaneous phenomena with
effects can be catastrophic.
As stated in a previous article, the project for monitoring the effects of mining activity by creating
underground gaps that affect the surface, producing the so-called subsidence phenomenon, is composed of two
phases. The first phase has the role of identifying, cataloguing, characterizing them in order to notify the
authorities and take appropriate measures, being dealt with in a previous work of the authors. The second phase,
which is the subject of this studio, develops the subject, synthetically presenting in the paper the management of
said activity in order to diminish the effects of these phenomena.
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2 Steps for monitoring and controlling subsistence phenomena
2.1 Activity management, final product Subsidence Management Plans (SMPs)
As with many other disciplines involving mining activity, uncertainties are an inherent part of subsidence
engineering and management. Management of subsidence must be flexible and capable of dealing with
unexpected changes or uncertainties. The subsidence management policy and approvals process requires mining
operators to provide a Subsidence Management Plan (SMP) [3], which must include the 15 components shown
in Figure 1, other may be included, on a case-by-case basis.
.Subsidence Management Plan (Fig. 1.) are crucial in the development application stage of a
development, thus demonstrating the client’s consideration to preservation of local flora and fauna and the safety
concerns of any future residents [3, 4, 5]. Management may involve the avoidance of damage to particularly
significant features, the mitigation of damage, or rehabilitation. Subsidence management plans are required to be
submitted by all holders of mining leases proposing to undertake underground coal mining that has the potential
to result in subsidence of the land surface above the mining area [3, 4, 5].

Fig. 1. Subsidence Management Plans (SMPs) the main components (Source Authors)

2.2 Surveying measurements final product Topographic Plans
The key tasks of project in achieving the state of art, is to design technological models to monitor land
subsidence phenomena and associated phenomena and to generate mathematical models of the phenomena
studied and finally to make the risk analysis and forecasts.
Once identified, in a first phase, the third stage takes the existing plans, the general topographic plan of
the area not yet afflicted by the mining operation, the exploitation plans, in particular the horizon plans, the plans
including the projected measures (and carried out to prevent the phenomenon of subsidence (Phase II, Stage 6,
A), obtaining the basic layers of the future SMGIS information system, as well as important information on the
conjuncture created in time that caused the unwanted events.
Finding the evolution of the subsidence phenomenon and knowing its characteristics, basically
establishing the destructive potential, is done by measuring cycles (Phase II, Stage 6, B, C, D and E) starting
from an initial cycle that captures the initial situation found, whose previous evolution is practically unknown
(sequential information from the measurements from the observation stations established during the exploitation
period may be obtained).
Based on the data of the initial measurement cycle, previously mentioned, which will be called cycle
“0”, we will continue the measurements through cycles “1,” “2,” and “3,” after which we will gather enough
information to configure and design technological monitoring models; cycle “4” will bring small adjustments to
these models and cycle “5” will be a demonstration. Cycle “6” will be a pilot cycle, to which all participants to
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the project and other stakeholders are invited. All cycles “1”–“6” will be executed with the same technology,
perfecting the methods of measurement, as previously mentioned. These methods are as follows (Fig. 2.).
a. Using digital topographic technology (Phase II, Stage 6, B) with data transmission through wireless
systems, equipment used: level, total robotic station, GPS rover and base, various motion sensors;
software used: software for digital topographic data processing and editing of graphic products that can
be applied on the MDB GIS platform. [6 - 9].
b. Digital Photogrammetry from UAV Integrated by Terrestrial Laser Scanning (Phase II, Stage 6, C)
“Because UAVs are relatively inexpensive, many organisations will have their own fleet, allowing for
rapid surveys over large land areas where required. With GPS equipped drones, digital cameras and
powerful computers, surveys with an accuracy down to 1 to 2 cm is very possible” [10, 11, 12]
b. Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (Phase II, Stage 6, D) is used in order to have (through radar
scanning) a complete and synchronous image of the study area. [13, 14].
c. The use of Remote Sensing (Phase II, Stage 6, E), similar to the previous two method, finally gets the
same products through a high-precision land image [15, 16, 17]. “Remote sensing technology was used to
survey the mining subsidence, because it is macroscopic, rapid, economic, effective and objective” [1417].

2.3 Documentation final product Database II - Attribute
In the case of monitoring of closed mines and their effects on the environment, including the phenomena
of subsistence, we should build, in addition to the GIS information system, data banks to provide the most
complete information on the history, evolution, phenomena analyzed. A Canadian database in this field, for
example, includes books, articles, scientific papers, documents, and government reports on abandoned mines
with a high degree of pollution or severe land-use. This database is linked to MERLIN (Mining and the
Environment Research Literature Information Network), an international consortium of libraries and information
centers devoted exclusively to the environmental impact research in mining areas, initiated in China in 2000,
with the occasion of the Beijing International Symposium on Land Reclamation in order to facilitate researchers'
access to information in the field of mining, especially those relating to the environment. [15].
Attributes are important components of a GIS“Comprehensive metadata(attributes) are necessary to
support data quality control, orderly database archival and retrieval, and functional re-use of the data both by
owners and secondary users” [15 - 20]. In the case of the proposed project, all this information complementary to
the GIS graphical system will form the so-called Data Bank II (Phase II, Stage 7, G), which is extremely
important to be able to capture the magnitude of the analyzed phenomena.

2. 4 Construction and development of SMGIS
Another purpose is to create the mining Subsidence Monitoring Geographic Information System
(SMGIS) (Phase II Stage 8, final product H) mining informatics platform [15 - 20], which will integrate all data
obtained by measurement. Its interfaces will be the topographic data-processing programs, the software of the
tools used, and a database management system In Table 1 the authors present a possible content of the graphical
component - GIS layers, which can be adapted to real conditions. All data will be entered into the SMGIS
computer system Fig.2). The new concept is modulated starting from a trunk, which defines the initiated
information system in minimalist terms. The system will allow the addition of an infinite number of modules at
the “data” level, relational” level, “programs-software applications,” and “processing equipment” but also at the
level of the components in the “database management system” and last, but not least, at the “users’” level. The
SMGIS design includes [15]:
1. Databases;
2. General operating platform, which is GIS;
3. General rectangular coordinate system in which it operates, GSRC (generalized system of rectangular
coordinates);
4. GSRC integration and geo referencing system in 4D + DS (3D + Time + Dynamic Simulation) of all data
entered into SMGIS;
5. General operating and computing system;
6. General link system of all networks;
7. Processing equipment;
8. Database management system;
9. Software applications;
10. System users.
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Fig. 2. The Methodology Flowchart SMGIS (Source Authors)

3 Impact and dissemination of the project results
Project will contribute to a notable improvement in Land degradation data measurement and collection, in
historical data interpretation and in uncertainty reduction in environment impact models. The project results have
a double impact: direct and indirect.
Direct Impact: Original and innovative contribution beyond the state of art and increased European
technical know-how for monitoring the environment. Improved use of observations, consisting of related
information to inform policies, decisions, and action associated with disaster prevention, preparedness, and
mitigation. Increased communication and coordination among national, regional, and global communities in
support of disaster risk reduction, including clarification of roles and responsibilities and improved resources
management.
Indirect impact: Land degradation and its consequences require immediate action in order to safeguard the
economy and environment in Romania/Europe and in the rest of the world. This topic may bring to the
achievement of agreements at European level on compliance with environmental legislation. Land degradation
produces huge and unexpected damages on rural or urban settlements, on industrial, commercial, administrative
facilities, which cause serious disturbance and adverse effects on habitation, migration, working conditions,
social life, etc.
A. Environmental impact
A correct calculation of risks related to land degradation could avoid consequences such as an increase of
landslides, floods or/and subsidence. An historical investigation of the data will enable better understanding of
the real situation of land degradation.
B. Economic impact
Economy sectors such as civil engineering, energy, transport, forestry, agriculture, and tourism are more
exposed to land degradation.
C. Impact for Governments
Governments require an effective early warning system, access to data on all aspects of land deformations,
and a mechanism by which they can seek specialist advice during a crisis.
D. Impact for Social Awareness
Abandoned mining activity causes social turbulences such as loss of jobs, isolation, poverty, etc.
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Table 1. Content of SMGIS (Source Authors)
Layer
No.
“N”
“M”
“L”
……….
“10”
“9”
“8”
“7”
“6”
“5”
“4”
“3”
“2”
“1”
“0”
“-1”
………..
“-K”

Yes/No

Name of the Layer
Simulation plans
Forecasting plans
Intervention plans
………………………..
Event plan, subsistence and associated phenomena, surveying cycle
"1"
Event plan, subsidence and associate phenomena, surveying cycle "0"
Plan support networks, thickening, planimetric surveying and leveling
Plan affected goods, constructions, communication routes, land with
different destinations, etc.
Plans of underground and surface networks
Cadastral plan, landowners affected
Detailed topographic plan, updated, base plan, reference
Plans to preserve underground works
Groundwater plan
Plan of consolidation works, pillars, backfills, etc.
Design of consolidation works, pillars, backfills, etc.
Horizon Plan -1
………………………
Horizon Plan -K

Status,ex.

In work
Digital
No

Analogical

Assessment of the comparative advantages of the project outcomes with respect to the known
performances of existing products, technologies and/or services
1. No monitoring methods for the geomechanical–geometric phenomena were applied in kinematic regime,
only in static regime.
2. There is no database on the current situation of the effects of mining on the environment in Maramureş
there is only analytical, descriptive data, completely isolated.
3. Lack of coherent analytical and numerical models of the studied phenomena.
4. Lack of existing monitoring technological models; the measurements have been carried out only in
isolated cases, using traditional static technology only.
5. Application of GIS in this area is poor; there is no way of implementing data (coming from monitoring
the effects of mining) onto GIS platforms.
6. In general, there is lack of coherent action of managing the phenomena caused by mining; there is no
value chain of communication; all information conveyed is disparate and only apply to extreme
situations.

4 Conclusions
Project contribution to the progress beyond the state of the art
a. Identification and knowledge of risk areas above and around the former underground mines of
nonferrous metal ores in north-western Romania by performing an inventory and cataloguing them in view of the
integrating principles of the project. The novelty resulting from these actions is that, for the first time in our
country, such a complex program of knowing the effects of former mines (nonferrous metal ores) in northwestern Romania is established.
b. Implementation of a new monitoring system based on modern technologies for subsidence phenomena
and associated phenomena, based on the mixed use of technologies considered classic with modern technology
and the unconventional, along with the development of new algorithms in the form of geophysical models of
assessing the risk and early warning in the event of the occurrence of disasters.
c. Developing a modern and innovative system implemented on a GIS platform, entitled MDB GIS–
integrated model for monitoring the effects of former mining industry on the environment mining data bank
geographic information system, structured as a mining and environmental data bank integrated on a GIS
platform and linked with other software on the monitoring of subsidence and associated phenomena of land
degradation.
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Abstract
This study presents the main steps that are needed in order to realise the monitoring of hydrotechnical
constructions. The subject of this study is the Poiana Marului dam, situated on the Bistra Marului River.
The geometric levelling and also the microtriangulation and microtrilateration topographical
measurements on the dam were made in two stages, at a six months interval. All these measurements represent
the only external verification that emphasize, with a high accuracy level, the vertical and horizontal
displacements that occur in the structure of the dam.
Keywords: Dam, Geometric Levelling, Altitude, Displacements.

1

Introduction

The monitoring of the constructions' behavior over time occurred due to the need to obtain information
about the real state of a structure, to observe its evolution and to detect the occurrence of new degradations.
The monitoring of the hydrotechnical constructions' behavior takes place throughout the life of the
hydrotechnical construction and has as a main role the maintenance of their safety and functionality in order to
avoid the potential danger that these constructions represent for the settlements downstream (human but also
significant material losses).
Due to the succession of rainy years and also to the sudden warming of spring in the Banat Mountains,
exceptional amounts of rainfall overlapped the melting season, resulting in floods with catastrophic effects on
most of the rivers in Caraş-Severin County. In order to reduce the damaging effects of the water, there were
carried out works of regularization and embankment of the riverbeds. Thus, a complex fitting out program was
developed to ensure the protection of the localities and economic objectives along the main watercourses in the
county. [1]
Located on the Bistra Mărului River, a tributary of the Bistra River, the Poiana Mărului Dam is part of
the Bistra-Poiana Mărului-Ruieni-Poiana Ruscă hydropower plant, being put into operation for the first time in
1992. [2]
This fitting out includes the Poiana Mărului and Poiana Ruscă dams, and the Ruieni and Râul Alb
hydroelectric plants, as well as the secondary adduction Bistra - Lac Poiana Mărului (16.902m), which ensures
the accumulation of water flows (1.66 m³/s) from adjacent basins (the 5 secondary water captures: Bistra,
Lupului, Bucova, Marga and Niermeş). Thus, a surface accumulation of 125 ha was obtained at the normal
retention level (620 mdM) with a total volume of 96.2 mil m³. [2]
The dam of Poiana Mărului is a dam built from rockfills with clay core. The elevation of the dam
crowning is of 625 m, with a maximum height of 125 m, a base width of 448 m, its total length being 408 m. The
narrow area of the quays bounded by the downstream river elbow and the change of orientation of the right slope
and, upstream, the widening of the valley imposed the location of the dam. [2]
The Poiana Mărului dam is located about 25 km away from the town Oţelul Roşu and captures the
waters of a 204 km² basin. The access to this objective is achieved through the county road DJ 683 Zăvoi - Măru
- Poiana Mărului, which connects the town of Oţelul Roşu with the tourist resort Poiana Mărului. [2]
Periodic monitoring of the constructions is carried out continuously assessing the safety status of the
hydrotechnical objective by conducting geometric mean levelling measurements for observing possible vertical
displacements, as well as microtriangulation measurements to determine the horizontal displacements
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undergone. These methods allow detection of safety deficiencies and the intervention by structural and/or nonstructural measures to prevent the development of atypical phenomena or behaviors.

2
2.1

Methodology
Performing the measurements necessary to determine vertical and plane
displacements

2.1.1 Performing geometric mean levelling measurements
The altimetric monitoring network for the constructions of the hydroelectric power plant Poiana
Marului is made up of 8 fundamental bench marks: RNSTC1 and RNSTC2, located near the dam keeper`s
house, RN605S and RN605D, on berm 605, RN585S, on berm 585, RN565D, on berm 565, RN545S and
RN545D located on berm 545m and 48 monitoring bench marks, located on the downstream berms of the dam,
on the crowning respectively (Fig. 1). Out of these, the fundamental bench marks RN585S and RN545D were
not identified in the field because either they were destroyed, covered or inaccessible.

Fig. 1. The crest and the 4 berms
For the levelling measurements, the Leica digital level 250M, 3 m fibre glass barcode staff were used,
the precision being ± 0.7 mm/double km of levelling.
To detect the vertical displacements, the geometric levelling with two horizons, was chosen as a method
of measurement.
The measurements were made by the same operator, with the same instrument and staff set. The
readings on the staffs were performed so that the settling error of the instrument and of the staffs was eliminated
(Back-Front-Front-Back method). The degradation error of the staffs' soles was also eliminated, beginning and
ending the traverse with the same staff, and the spans had lengths of less than 25 m. No measurements were
made when the mirage phenomenon occurred (early morning – inferior mirage, noon – superior mirage), when
the lighting conditions were low (early morning and late afternoon) or the humidity level was high (early
morning).

2.1.2 Realizing the mictrotriangulation measurements
The microtriangulation network consists of six pilasters B1, B2, B6N, B6, B7 and B8 on the left bank;
two pilasters B4, B5 - right bank and 39 monitoring marks (Fig. 2).
The type of pilasters is cylindrical, with Wild type force centering devices, not protected by thermal
insulation.
The access to the pilasters and berm marks was properly done, except for pillars B1, B6N and B7. At
these pilasters the access was difficult because of the absence of the road, the access to them could only be made
through the swamp or on steep slopes.
The monitoring planimetric network is distributed as follows:
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12 marks numbered from R37 to R47 are located on the crowning, on the downstream side.
10 marks numbered from R27 to R36 on the berm at elevation 605,
6 marks denoted from R10 to R15 on the berm at elevation 585,
6 marks denoted from R16 to R21 on the berm at elevation 565,
5 marks denoted from R22 to R26 on the berm at elevation 545.

Fig. 2. Pilasters and monitoring markers
For the microtriangulation stage, the measurements were performed with the TS 06 Plus total station
produced by Leica, which provides a 1" precision in determining the directions.
The measurement method used for microtriangulation was the method of the series, from each stationed
pilaster being made 4 series of measurements (position 1 and 2).

2.2

Processing of measurements to determine vertical and planimetric
displacements

In order to determine the fundamental fixed bench marks, the network they are forming was
compensated as being free, and at the end the global congruence test was applied, together with the statistical
Fischer test, to determine the existence of the displacements, and the Student test for locating the eventual
displacements.
In order to determine the elevations of the bench marks set on the crowning, a traverse levelling closed
on the starting point was made, considering the bench mark RN 605D, on the berm 605, as being fixed. To
determine the elevations of the monitoring bench marks located on the berms 605 and 585, the fundamental
bench marks RN605S and RN605D were considered as being fixed, for the berm 565 - the bench mark RN565D,
and for berm 545 – the bench mark 545S.
The compensation of the levelling network was achieved by the conditional measurements method,
proceeding identically for both periods (October 2016 and April 2017).
The compensation of the microtriangulation network was done in block, using the leasts square method.
Prior to the compensation, stable pilasters were identified by applying the statistical tests used in the geometric
levelling.
The constraint of the microtriangulation network was made on pilasters B4, B6N, B7 and B8.

3

Results

Table 1 shows the values of the vertical displacements in relation to period 0, but also between the two
measurement periods.
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Table 1. Vertical displacements
POIANA MARULUI DAM
Differences between the current and main stage [mm]

DAM CROWNING

BERM 605

BERM 585

BERM 565

BERM 545

NAME OF
CONSTR.

NO. OF
MARKER

ELEVATION
0 [m]

Oct.
2016

Apr.
2017

RN545D
RN545S
RN1-22
RN1-23
RN1-24
RN1-25
RN1-26
FH1
FH3
RN565D
RN2-16
RN2-17
RN2-18
RN2-19
RN2-20
RN2-21
RN585S
RN3-10
RN3-11
RN3-12
RN3-13
RN3-14
RN3-15
FH11
FH2
RN605S
RN4-36
RN4-35
RN4-34
RN4-33
RN4-32
RN4-31
RN4-30
RN4-29
RN4-28
RN4-27
RN605D
FH12
FH13
RN5-37
RN5-38
RN5-39
RN5-40
RN5-41
RN5-42
RN5-43
RN5-44
RN5-45
RN5-46
RN5-47
RN5-48

546.4640
539.1974
545.7570
545.5310
545.4890
545.6560
545.7970
545.8150
546.7980
565.9916
565.1620
565.2430
565.0240
565.2550
565.1280
565.5320
590.8540
585.8720
585.4550
585.4700
585.4390
585.6090
585.8000
587.6700
586.6440
604.7008
605.8790
605.1640
604.9140
604.8970
604.9880
604.7460
604.8000
604.9720
604.9230
605.2390
607.4350
605.2730
605.4460
625.2540
625.7090
625.9890
625.9090
625.9790
626.0190
625.9810
625.7910
625.6640
625.4500
625.2720
625.1750

0
-108.0
-181.5
-110.0
-131.2
-40.4
0
-48.6
-163.2
-161.2
-176.2
-117.6
-66.5
-200.6
-197.8
-196.8
-276.9
-233.3
-206.8
0
-128.8
-242.4
-299.0
-309.0
-366.7
-366.7
-348.6
-344.1
-240.0
-86.4
0
-169.2
-260.5
-276.7
-279.6
-258.5
-372.3
-355.7
-338.6
-284.7
-214.9
-105.2
-17.1

0
-107.5
-181.1
-109.5
-130.1
-38.6
0
-49.8
-165.7
-165.0
-180.1
-120.8
-68.2
-207.4
-202.9
-201.3
-281.1
-238.3
-213.8
0
-130.5
-246.1
-303.9
-314.4
-372.3
-372.0
-353.8
-348.0
-242.0
-84.8
0
-177.0
-267.2
-284.5
-286.6
-265.5
-382.2
-364.2
-347.8
-292.9
-221.9
-112.3
-23.7

Obs.

Oct. 2016 Apr. 2017
[mm]

not found
stable
0.4
0.4
0.5
1.2
1.8
not found
not found
stable
-1.2
-2.4
-3.7
-3.9
-3.2
-1.7
not found
-6.7
-5.2
-4.5
-4.2
-4.9
-7.0
not found
not found
stable
-1.7
-3.7
-4.9
-5.4
-5.6
-5.3
-5.1
-3.9
-1.9
1.6
stable
not found
not found
-7.7
-6.6
-7.8
-7.0
-7.0
-10.0
-8.5
-9.2
-8.2
-7.0
-7.1
-6.7

Table 2 shows the horizontal displacements in relation to the period 0 of the 2 periods but also the
planimetric displacements between the two periods (November 2016 and April 2017).
Axis X is oriented to the right bank and the Y axis upstream, so the positive displacements will be
upstream and towards the right bank.
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MONITORING MARKERS

PILASTERS

FOLLOW UP OF THE BEHAVIOR OF THE HYDROTECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTIONS
PLANIMETRIC DISPLACEMENTS Poiana Mărului
Period November
Period April
Displacements
Obs.
2016
2017
2016 -2017
AVAVAVL-R
L-R
L-R
AM
AM
AM
2016 2016 2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
Δx
Δy
Δx
Δy
Δx
Δy
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
B1
14.2
0.7
14.7
-4.9
0.5
-5.6
B2
0
0
0.9
-14.7
0.9
-14.7
B4
0
0
0
0
0
0
fixed
B5
6.1
-3.4
-6
-3.3
-12.1
0.1
B6
-10
4
-9.3
0.3
0.7
-3.7
B6N
0
0
0
0
0
0
fixed
B7
0
0
0
0
0
0
fixed
B8
0
0
0
0
0
0
fixed
R10
41.8
-49
40.2
-65.9
-1.6
-16.9
R11
40
-62.1
39.5
-78.5
-0.5
-16.4
R12
44.8
-48.5
38.2
-61.8
-6.6
-13.3
R13
21.2
-36.9
15
-48.4
-6.2
-11.5
R14
-66.5
-73.3
-74.1
-84
-7.6
-10.7
R15
-56.4
-57.5
-58.2
-64.1
-1.8
-6.6
R16
-59.6
-69.2
-68.2
-72.5
-8.6
-3.3
R17
-68.7
-85.9
-72.2
-87
-3.5
-1.1
R18
-45.8
-60.4
-52.4
-72.8
-6.6
-12.4
R19
23.8
-60.2
18.2
-68.2
-5.6
-8
R20
77.7
-62.7
78.6
-75.4
0.9
-12.7
R21
55.5
-62.6
55.2
-67.5
-0.3
-4.9
R22
-17.5
-77.2
-18
-77.5
-0.5
-0.3
R23
63
-67.4
52.4
-74.3
-10.6
-6.9
R24
-56.3
-53.5
-60.9
-65.4
-4.6
-11.9
R25
-17.4
-79.7
-28
-93
-10.6
-13.3
R26
-51.6
-80.3
-51.3
-85.4
0.3
-5.1
R27
not found
R28
-78.6
-68.8
-86.7
-74.5
-8.1
-5.7
R29
not found
R30
-30.4
-81.9
-37.6
-100.8
-7.2
-18.9
R31
-39.2
-60
-38.5
-76.6
0.7
-16.6
R32
56.2
-65.5
51.2
-84.2
-5
-18.7
R33
68.9
-49.8
71.9
-68.9
3
-19.1
R34
28.9
-50.5
34.1
-68.5
5.2
-18
R35
72.9
-44
73.2
-59.6
0.3
-15.6
R36
75.3
-61.8
75.8
-73
0.5
-11.2
R37
-50.8
-26.7
-65.1
-25.8
-14.3
0.9
R38
-51.1
-43
-58
-52.5
-6.9
-9.5
R39
-26.7
-69.9
-35.4
-71.9
-8.7
-2
R40
-13
-64.7
-21.1
-77.4
-8.1
-12.7
R41
-7.6
-73.1
-8.2
-87.5
-0.6
-14.4
R42
-1.6
-85.8
-7.5
-102.5
-5.9
-16.7
R43
46.8
-90.7
48.2
-92
1.4
-1.3
R44
27.1
-66.9
32.1
-51.5
5
15.4
R45
76.7
-72
77.8
-79.1
1.1
-7.1
R46
87.3
-67
90.4
-74.6
3.1
-7.6
R47
80
-77.2
83.5
-88.9
3.5
-11.7
R48
57.2
-70.9
56.6
-71.7
-0.6
-0.8
Name

Type

Table 2. Horizontal displacements

For the levelling network the empirical standard deviation has the value of ± 0,28 mm/km for the
November 2016 period and ± 0,31 mm/km for the April 2017 period.
Table 3 shows the results of the statistical tests used for the fundamental bench marks.
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Table 3. Statistical tests results for fundamental bench marks
Fischer TEST
Name
RN605S
RN605D
RN565D
RN545S

F

F (lim)

1.528

19.164

Student TEST

Obs.

No network
deformation

t
-0.564
0.223
-0.691
-0.914

Obs.

t (lim)
3.182

Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable

Table 4 shows the results of the statistical tests used for the pilasters microtriangulation network.
Table 4. Statistical tests results for pilasters
Name

Fischer TEST
F

Obs.

F (lim)

t

B1

Obs.

t (lim)

-3.173

Shifted

B2

-7.311

Shifted

B4

-0.591

Fixed

B5

-6.821

Shifted

B6

2.420

1.455

Network
deformation

1.981

-2.125

Shifted

0.387
0.423

Fixed

B7
B8

0.212

Fixed

B6N

4

Student TEST

Fixed

Conclusions

The determination of the horizontal and vertical displacements of hydrotechnical constructions by topogeodetic methods is the external verification of the stability and integrity of the structure and foundation ground.
For this, the position of certain points fixed on the construction (monitoring bench marks, monitoring marks) is
reported at a series of fixed points (fundamental bench marks, pilasters) located outside the area of influence of
the factors acting on the constructions and on the lands on which they are located.
For periodic maintenance of the monitoring network, it is recommended:
- verification of the access to the pilasters, of the fundamental bench marks and monitoring marks;
- deforestation of vegetation that obstructs the sights;
- verification of the forced centering systems;
- verification of the integrity of the pilasters, monitoring bench marks, fundamental and monitoring
marks.
The orientation of the axis of the local coordinate system for the microtriangulation network does not
correspond to the existing meaning and signs convention in the domain of elasticity and strength of materials,
construction statistics, hydraulics, because the X axis is not oriented on the downstream-upstream direction and
the Y axis toward the left bank.
Analyzing the displacements obtained both horizontally and vertically, within the two periods of the
measurements, we can conclude that the dam of Poiana Marului did not suffer significant deformations, its
permanent monitoring leading to exploitation in maximum safety conditions, without risk of accidents.
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Abstract
The creation of digital elevation models has been a long-running source of debates for decades. These
discussions range from the accuracy and fidelity of the representation of the area to the consistency of the
method used and the reliability of the results. In this paper we will check the consistency of several DEM
creation algorithms, using different scenarios, applied to the same dataset.
Keywords: dem algorithm consistency, volumetric calculations, retention volume estimation, data
interpolation

1

Introduction

Digital elevation models (DEMs) have been an important topic in geography and surveying sciences for
decades due to their geomorphological importance as the reference surface for gravitation-driven material flow,
as well as the wide range of uses and applications (1). Volumetric calculations represent one of the major
application sources for generated digital elevation models, including (but not limited to) volumetric calculations
in polders, mining, road works etc.
In the process of modelling the surface of a specific area, both the data acquisition and the data
interpolation methods must be taken into account (2). On-the-field data acquisition can be mainly done with
terrestrial measurements (using total stations, GNSS equipment), as well as using remote sensing data (LIDAR,
INSAR etc.). Terrestrial measurements have the advantage of the freedom to measure only specific points (rather
than obtaining a high density dataset as in the case of remote sensing, but possibly missing out on characteristic
points). Naturally, this can present also a certain disadvantage, and namely that data acquisition can be a
prolonged process in comparison with remote sensing methods. Also, strictly from a statistical point of view, the
resulting data is basically a discrete dataset, and thus a grid must be created using one of the available
interpolation methods to obtain a digital elevation model (2).
Digital Elevation Models can be obtained based on two separate principles: using a grid structure or
using a TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) structure. The TIN structure, at first glance, would be more
appropriate for the discrete nature of the dataset (obtained with terrestrial measurements). It represents a more
true surface (by using only the measured points - it uses only surface specific points, hence there is no data
redundancy), but the DEM obtained does not appear natural due to the rough edges of the resulting triangles
(which can also have quite long baselines). On the other hand, grid structure is very easy to retrieve, data
analysis and manipulation is also easily achieved. The method has certain data redundancy, but it can
successfully fill uncharted areas (if the right interpolation method is used), and also, the generated surface
appears to be more natural. Thus, the present paper will analyse the data obtained by using different interpolation
methods on the given dataset in order to generate grid structures for the creation of the Digital Elevation Model.
Interpolation techniques are based on the principles of spatial autocorrelation, which assumes that
closest points are more similar compared to further ones (3). As different interpolation methods applied over the
same dataset will conclude different results (4), we conducted a study on a specific dataset in order to test the
consistency of different interpolation methods.

2

Methods and testing principles

Our previous research gave an insight on the impact of the digital elevation modelling methods over the
volumetric calculations in polders (2). Although it has been stated that high resolution data may prolong the
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processing time, without noticeable differences regarding the purpose of the end product, the need to study the
advantages of higher density data over coarser data still needed to be addressed. Also, the consistency of the
interpolation methods have been studied in various scenarios, as it can give a further insight on the reliability of
the used method.
The chosen test site for this study lies in Galoșpetreu, Bihor county, Romania. This polder at 1% filling
percentage (i.e. filled with water on the occasion of floods which may happen once every 100 years) has an
estimated water covered area of 200 hectares and an estimated water retention of 5 million cubic meters. Given
the size of the studied objective (in comparison with the previous study’s test site parameters), it is expected that
certain differences are better represented. Also, the shape of the water retention basins’ shape is different from
the longitudinally distributed shape in the previous study (2). The uneven nature of the dataset points, which
calls for the use of interpolation methods in order to obtain a Digital Elevation Model for volume calculations,
can be observed in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Galoșpetreu polder – dataset point distribution
The interpolation methods used to obtain a grid structure for the dataset were the following (with a
summary of each method to justify its use):
- Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) - simple weighted average interpolation method, describes general
tendencies defining a certain phenomenon rather than resulting in a rigorous analysis; the influence of one
point on another is decreasing with the distance increasing between them;
- Ordinary Kriging - geostatic gridding method, based on linear algorithmic estimations; weight factor based
on probabilities rather than distances; viewed as statistical method;
- Natural Neighbour - geometrical estimation, creates weights for each of the input points based on their
assumed “area of influence”; useful method for not uniformly distributed dataset points;
- Triangulation with Linear Interpolation - widely available exact method, using Delaunay triangulation;
interpolation is simply a matter of identifying the value at each grid node;
- Minimum Curvature - widely used in earth sciences; the generated surface is analogous to a thin, linearly
elastic plate passing through each of the data values, with a minimum amount of bending; does not exactly
honour measured data.
In order to check the consistency of the above mentioned interpolation methods, we have used Golden
Software’s Surfer software in order to generate grids with different resolutions (a 40 x 40 meter grid, as it was
first suggested by the software, based on the dataset density; after that, a 30 x 30 meter and a 5 x 5 meter grid has
also been created).

3

Comparison of interpolation methods and results

Our previous study concluded that visual inspection of the physical reality is necessary (both from
bird’s eye view and terrain level view, if possible) in order to establish whether the generated DEM corresponds
to the reality or not, and also that running multiple algorithms on a certain dataset and directly comparing the
results may improve the confidence level of certain methods (2). Terrestrial measurements have the advantage of
being able to inspect the terrain shape and compare it visually to the generated DEMs, and possibly eliminating
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certain scenarios before making the volumetric calculations that do not seem to correspond with the physical
reality. Figure 2 represents the generated surfaces using the 40 x 40 meter grid resolution.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 2. Digital elevation models created using different interpolation methods
(a) Ordinary Kriging (b) Min. Curvature (c) Natural Neighbour (d) Triangulation w Linear Interpolation (e) IDW
Upon visual inspection of the DEMs, certain conclusions can be drawn based on the results. First of all,
IDW’s so called bulls-eye areas are not present in this scenario (or at least in the water retention area, as they
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were in our previous study), so further volume calculations were made using this method. As expected by the
nature of the methods used, Ordinary Kriging produced a quite naturally looking model, Minimum Curvature
also resulted in a smooth model, but it does not exactly honour the measured points. Natural Neighbour
produced a smooth model as well, but didn’t create points outside the measured area (as expected), while the
Triangulation with Linear Interpolation method created rougher level lines, with the model still resembling with
the previous ones.
Upon visual inspection, we have concluded that all methods should be evaluated in terms of
consistency, so the grids with the specified resolutions (5 x 5 meters, 30 x 30 meters, 40 x 40 meters) have been
created. The resulting models have been compared based upon four characteristic criteria regarding the
parameters of this specific type of application:
- minimum height value of grid (in meters above sea level, reference plane Black Sea 1975)
- average height value of grid (in meters above sea level, reference plane Black Sea 1975)
- area covered by water (in square meters at 117,30 meters above sea level (water overflow at the dam, 1% fill
percentage), reference plane Black Sea 1975)
- water retention volume (in cubic meters at 117,30 meters above sea level (water overflow at the dam, 1% fill
percentage), reference plane Black Sea 1975)
Table I. Minimum height value of grid (meters)
Interpolation Method / Grid Resolution

5x5m

30 x 30 m

40 x 40 m

Ordinary Kriging

111.43

111.51

111.45

Minimum Curvature

111.17

111.18

111.59

Natural Neighbour

112.01

112.06

112.01

Triangulation with Linear Interpolation

112.00

112.03

112.00

Inverse Distance to Weight

112.00

112.15

112.00

Table II. Average height value of grid (meters)
Interpolation Method / Grid Resolution

5x5m

30 x 30 m

40 x 40 m

Ordinary Kriging

116.95

116.95

116.95

Minimum Curvature

116.80

116.74

116.24

Natural Neighbour

116.17

116.14

116.14

Triangulation with Linear Interpolation

116.19

116.19

116.18

Inverse Distance to Weight

115.86

115.64

115.86

Table III. Area covered by water at Z = 117,30 meters (square meters)
Interpolation Method / Grid Resolution

5x5m

30 x 30 m

40 x 40 m

Ordinary Kriging

2067443

2053339

2046030

Minimum Curvature

2080022

2089180

2225960

Natural Neighbour

2241263

2172921

2145440

Triangulation with Linear Interpolation

2239827

2199711

2189975

Inverse Distance to Weight

2890206

3237111

2803795

Table IV. Water retention volume at Z = 117,30 meters (cubic meters)
Interpolation Method / Grid Resolution

5x5m

30 x 30 m

40 x 40 m

Ordinary Kriging

5166433

5127221

5104748

Minimum Curvature

5275401

5300025

5354165

Natural Neighbour

5303400

5201506

5155171

Triangulation with Linear Interpolation

5319948

5272535

5260904

Inverse Distance to Weight

5427052

5858656

5390117
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Tables I to IV represent the data obtained based on the specified criteria. It can be noted that IDW,
although not creating the bulls-eye areas, still results in rather inconsistent values when generating grids with
different resolutions based on the same dataset, regardless of the criteria studied. Minimum curvature also suffers
from this inconsistency, especially when determining the minimum and the average height of the grid. Natural
neighbour method yielded in greater differences in volume calculations (compared to Triangulation with Linear
Interpolation and Ordinary Kriging). For a better visualisation of the data contained in Tables I to IV, Figure 3
contains a graphical representation of the obtained data.

Fig. 3. Chart comparison of the data contained in Tables I to IV regarding the comparison criteria
(1) Ordinary Kriging (2) Min. Curvature (3) Natural Neighbour (4) Triangulation w Linear Interpolation (5)IDW
(blue – 5 x 5 meters grid, orange – 30 x 30 meters grid, grey – 40 x 40 meters grid)
The most consistent interpolation method performers were Triangulation with Linear Interpolation and
Ordinary Kriging. Since Triangulation with Linear Interpolation created a less natural surface comparing to
Ordinary Kriging (based on visual inspection), Ordinary Kriging method has been selected for a further
consistency test, which implies the creation of two additional grids. The first one is a 5 x 5 meter grid, this time
created from the previously generated 40 x 40 grid, and the other one is a 1 x 1 meter grid, to test extreme
interpolation methods. The resulting data is presented in Table V based on previously established criteria.
Table V. Data consistency analysis – Ordinary Kriging
Grid resolution (m) / Criteria

Z min

Z avg

Area at 1%

Volume at 1%

5x5

111.43

116.95

2067443

5166433

30x30

111.51

116.95

2053339

5127221

40x40

111.45

116.95

2046030

5104748

5x5 from 40x40

111.46

116.96

2074250

5062934

1x1

111.41

116.95

2068051

5167460

The obtained results conclude that the Ordinary Kriging method (at least in this scenario) continues to
perform well in terms of interpolation consistency and prediction reliability. Different grid resolutions yield
close values, with specific criteria values being around 2-3% using different grids.

4

Conclusions and further research

The results of the conducted study gave an insight on the impact of the digital elevation modelling
methods over the volumetric calculations in polders. When applied to the same dataset, the methods yielded
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different results, partially confirming the predicted usefulness of the algorithms. Although studies suggest that
certain methods are more suitable than others for such applications (5), different scenarios can result in different
approaches, and with the adopted mathematical procedures, each method may impose particular landscapes after
correction and flat area treatment (6). Evaluation of the consistency of the method used is one important factor in
order to determine the usefulness of the chosen method in order to select the appropriate one for the given
dataset.
As our previous study also suggested (and the present study concluded), Ordinary Kriging can be a solid
choice for such scenarios, in terms of both consistency and representation fidelity of the studied areas. Still, it
has to be noted that there is no single method that can be unquestionably used on various datasets in order to
obtain the best possible results.
Interpolation methods remain the main tool to generate a regulate grid from a seemingly unregulated set
of field data. As such, to a certain extent, specific data sampling and statistical methods could and should be used
to further determine a certain sampling method’s reliability (7).
Based on the conclusions of the present study, it can be affirmed that beside the presented techniques,
other factors can be taken into account to further examine the reliability of certain methods. Other scenarios or
datasets may conclude that other interpolation methods would give a more reliable result. Furthermore, Cross
Validation Analysis and RMSE Analysis can give a deeper insight on the correctness of the applied method (i.e.
the relation of the generated grid data compared to the field data in certain coordinates), which can also be a
powerful tool regarding the choice of the interpolation method. Comparing LIDAR or INSAR data (processed
with a TIN structure DEM) with terrestrial measurement data processed with grid structure DEM can also give
useful conclusions.
The accuracy and reliability of the Digital Elevation Model is a sensible combination of field data
density and accuracy, visual inspection and acceptance, as well as statistical and consistency analysis of data
processing. Thus, there is a uniqueness in each dataset, and this may require an in-depth analysis of the current
situation rather than applying a good-for-all method.
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Abstract
The technological advancements in data sourcing and processing techniques give entirely new
possibilities in the field of archeology. These range from quarry discovery to 3D modeling of artifacts.
Introducing new technologies holds several advantages, such as improving the effectiveness of quarry discovery,
shortening the time required for the excavation, more detailed and more accurate data sourcing and processing
methods, usage of complex databases, which can directly lead to more detailed analytical approaches, and last,
but equally importantly, the 3d modeling and visualization of artefacts and analysis results.
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1

Discovery of excavation sites

Using aerial photographs is a well known technique used to find excavation sites. The different types of
vegetation, unusually regular shapes in plant life, and at the end of winter season, the snow melting patterns can
indicate remains of manmade structures. These discovery methods have been extended with the following
approaches:
Parallel to taking aerial photographs, taking high resolution laser mapping images of the surface
(LIDAR) is also available. These dataset can contain up to 8-10 data points -or more- for every square meter,
taken from 1000-1200 meters in the air with an approximately 0.15m absolute elevation precision. The relative
precision can be much higher, and a result, the difference between the ground surface and artifacts can be as low
as ~2-3 centimeters. This means that it can not only visualize data and information that's practically invisible to
the human eye, but also give us the opportunity to look at the current advancement state of the plantation. Thus,
the discovery of hill and earth forts through the usage of detailed and accurate surface models is much more
effective, especially since there's no historical written material regarding the building of these structures, only
this sort of representation can visualize their existence.

Fig. 1. Surface model calculated from LIDAR imagery [1]
Walls and other remains within the soil can alter groundwater levels and generally the water percentage of
the soil, which results in different plantation development and advancement levels. If the recording and the analysis
is made within the spectrum that can be used to detect the smallest variance, then we can use image processing,
namely spectral distribution analysis to find possible excavation sites. Fig. 2 shows a site on an infrared snapshot.
The sub-soil lines of buildings are much more apparent compared to the original aerial imagery.
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Fig. 2. Excavation site on an infrared image [2]
High resolution and high precision surface models can be also reached by using unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) discovery flights. By only using amateur photography equipment, we can record images up to 12cm precision level, while flying low altitude, given ideal conditions. By applying it on a smaller surface area,
repeating the process 8 to 10 times, the processing software can produce imagery that matches the precision and
resolution of the original recordings. The end result is normally a surface mesh of the ground surface. The
advantage of the UAV data sourcing is that it can be used on territory that's complicated to access or not
accessible at al.
Among the various geophysical methods (magnetometer, soil resistivity, seismic), we used radar
technique in our exploration practice. The basic principle of its mechanism that electromagnetic radiation
entering the soil is reflected from strata with different dielectric constant. The result is more unambiguous and
nicer in non-urban areas where there are no interfering objects such as underground utility lines. It is less
efficient to use in densely built urban environment, since the signal is reflected not only from underground lines
but also from debris and rocks, and it is difficult to filter the data of archaeological value from the “noisy”
image.
Fig. 3 shows an earth fort detected by ground penetrating radar by the evaluation of our own survey [3],
representing the sections on a satellite image. Remains of medieval buildings can be observed in the central area.
The homogeneous appearance of the buildings of the earth fort on the radar image is due to the fact that no
human activity - other than agriculture - was carried out over the past centuries which could have deleted the
effects of the methodology applied in the construction of the earth fort. Therefore, these phenomena can be
easily detected even at present.

Fig. 3. Earth fort explored by ground penetrating radar near Szabadhídvég [3]
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2

Survey and documentation of artifacts

“Act No. LXIV of 2001 on the Protection of Cultural Heritage (hereinafter: Act on Heritage Protection)
contains the main terms regarding the conservation of archaeological relics.
The protection of archaeological heritage involves the discovery, evaluation, documentation,
registration, conservation of the archaeological heritage and the establishment of protection on archaeological
sites [Act LXIV of 2001, Section 7, Item 7/A "[4].
Archaeological artefacts discovered underground or below some structure and the circumstances of
their discovery were traditionally recorded with geodetic measurements, scaled drawings and paper-based, later
digital images over a long period of time. New data acquisition and processing techniques – partly due to the
geodesists participating in the surveys, partly due to the appearance of the new generation of archaeologists – are
beginning to spread within the discipline. This considerably decreases the time necessary for the exact surveying
and documentation of artifacts. These economic and other advantages – e.g. less field days, time schedule of
constructions – are benefits not only for archaeologists but in many cases also for other, affected disciplines,
such as road construction and utility services. In the case of a survey in residential area, these benefits are
experienced by the residents as well who have to face the inconveniences resulting from the closure of public
areas for a shorter period of time.

Fig.4. Conventional documentation of an archeological survey in the planned trajectory
of the M6 motorway, Baracs, 2009 [5]
Apart from economic advantages, it is very important for archaeologists that the quantitative and
qualitative properties of recorded data improved by orders of magnitude due to digital data registration and
modern technologies in geoinformatics.
Advantages of technologies in geoinformatics:
site survey without its “disturbance/damage”
greater accuracy during surveys,
more detailed artifact recording,
options for 3D modelling,
shared database with data form other sources
option for complex analysis (geographical information software)
various visualization options
options for subsequent data acquisition
It has to be noted that the spread of technologies was also facilitated by the fact that these days the
images recorded with so-called amateur cameras are also suitable for processing, and some user software can be
downloaded for free.
Below we present a few examples where geoinformatics technologies were applied in archaeological
surveys and documentations.
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2.1 Ground laser scanner
When surveying with the ground laser scanner, the laser beam emitted from the instrument and
reflected from the surface of the surveyed object determines the exact place of reflection. Before the
measurement we can set the point density to be obtained on the surface of the scanned object. Generally, the
details of terrain objects can only be surveyed from several positions, partly due to the dimensions of the objects
but in some cases also because of the dead angle of measurement of the laser scanner. The results of each
scanning can be integrated which also enables the merging of internal and external scanned point clouds of
buildings or building remnants. Based on these, we can prepare the section views of the object. Likewise, the
point clouds produced from aerial and ground laser scanning can be also handled together. The latter solution is
suitable for building a 3D city model which does not only provide a spatial view but the shared point cloud
enables high accuracy data can be searched, sections can be plotted, such as the structure gauges of roads
bounded by trees. Fig. 5 shows the presentation of point clouds produced by the external and internal scanning of
the medieval Anna Chapel.

Fig. 5. External point clouds of the Anna Chapel in Székesfehérvár [6]
Simultaneously with laser scanning, pictures were taken of the surveyed object. Their colors can be
linked with the detected points which give a colored point cloud. With sufficient point density, the scanned
object can be viewed as a continuous model appearing in original colors, being able to distinguish fine details
and exact coordinates can be read. In the archaeological use of the survey technology, it can be also highlighted
that the spectral values linked to the points can serve as further information.

2.2 UAV, photogrammetry
Digital images taken by unmanned aerial vehicles can be used for the composition of orthophoto tile image
and the surface model of excavation areas. The sensor fitted to the aerial vehicle (UAV) - most commonly a high
resolution ordinary camera - can take pictures of 1-2 cm resolution due to the low flying level. Due to repeated
overlapping, high accuracy data can be obtained even after processing. Under favourable circumstances, data
accuracy is close to, or may even reach the on-site resolution value of original images. The accuracy of fitting to
the national projection system used by archaeologists is affected by the determination method of points used for
fitting. Fitting points can be determined with a measuring station in such a way that measurements are carried
out for known reference points but these can be determined by GNSS technology as well.

Fig. 6. Copter type UAV
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Fig. 7 and 8 shows the works of the excavation carried out in the historical centre of Székesfehérvár and
the orthophoto tile image presenting the developed area. The image, free of distortion, shows wall remains from
different ages. These can be compared with the previously explored and documented, nearby wall remains in a
joint database with geographical information tools. The results obtained by the analysis may be included in the
arguments of a dispute of decades, as to whether exists a royal castle/palace in the vicinity of Grand Prince
Géza’s four-wing church, that is to say, near today’s Basilica. (Fejér Megyei Hírlap, 1 October 2016).

Fig. 7. Development of the church of Grand Prince Géza

Fig. 8. Orthophoto tile image of the development area

In the dispute of archaeologists and historians, the possibility of visualization cannot be negligible.
Whereas historians place a greater emphasis on occurrences in historic documents, archaeologist consider the
discovered artifacts as more significant. A 3D visualization may move both theories to either accept or reject the
other hypothesis.
Unmanned aerial vehicles, commonly known as drones, can be purchased at an affordable price. The
expectations regarding the cameras on the drones are not as strict as for the professional photogrammetry survey
cameras. As such, digital cameras providing good optical quality images can also have a role in this technology
which is applied in an increasing range of areas. Since these tools collect such a large amount of data from the
area of archaeological surveys which could have only been gathered with several weeks of field work in the
conventional documentation previously applied in archaeology, their purchase price returns soon, even several
times. Developers offer several software for the processing of images and their use is now easier to learn. This
explains why they spread so fast.

Fig. 9. Wall remains outlined based on the visual interpretation of the orthophoto
The polygons delimiting the wall remains are classified based on the archaeological dating according to
the time of their origin, into different layers. The development has been completed, the excavation area has been
backfilled, and the public area serves for its original function. Detailed documentation and the joint database
enable comparison with the previously explored and also backfilled wall remains, as well as the analysis of the
presumed relationship between them.
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2.3 Close-range photogrammetry
These days not only the images taken by photogrammetry cameras are suitable for evaluation but also
the good quality, overlapping digital images taken by ordinary cameras can be used for preparing the
proportional, 3D model of objects and the discovered artifacts. We can fit image details to the surfaces of the
space model by which we can achieve the photo-realistic visualization of the object. The model can be scaled
afterwards and it can be transformed in the field system by using points of known coordinates. The newer
versions of the software determine the object points by bearing based on the homologous radii of overlapping
images and automatically generate a high-density point cloud.

Fig. 10. 3D model of a dish [6]

3

CONCLUSION

Although some of the measuring equipment used in geoinformatics technologies, such as the laser
scanner are rather expensive but the data acquisition carried out by them is more efficient, more detailed and
more accurate. Therefore, with sufficient utilisation, their purchase price or the costs of the measurements
carried out with them; result in a relatively quick return. Among the modern tools used in archaeological
surveys, UAVs are affordable nowadays; they can provide the expected measurement accuracy for the
documentation of artifacts. The data gathered by this technology also enables quick plotting of plane projections,
sections and the spectacular 3D visualization of artefacts and their environment.
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Abstract
Safe exploitation of constructions is closely related to their topographic-geodetic monitoring.
Sometimes engineering structures are affected by anomalies (fissures, cracks, tilting etc.), thus for understanding
the displacement phenomenon, in addition to the geodetic studies which emphasize structures’ real settlements
and deformations, geotechnical studies are needed. This multidisciplinary approach facilitates structure’s
understanding seen altogether because it also provides information on the properties and quality of the funding
land. The continuous research from the last decade concerning urban soils and foundation sites is due to their
function as support for the urban infrastructure. One of the most precise methods of determining constructions
displacements – specifically vertical movements – is the high precision geometric levelling method. This method
was used by the authors to determine the studied construction’s absolute displacements on one hand, and on the
other hand the vertical displacements or settlements were compared to the vibration measurements in the socalled characteristic points, points indicated by the civil engineering expert, respectively in the geotechnical field
of study. This study was required due to malfunctions in exploitation (fissures and considerable cracks of 2-3m
length, the width of these cracks reaching 2-3mm) which denotes a phenomenon of stressed instability that
involves a detailed settlements’ study using precise topo-geodetic methods.
Keywords: Topographic-geodetic monitoring, foundation sites settlements, sustainable development,
geometric levelling, benchmark.

1

Introduction

Determining the possible appearance of building deformations is very important in order to ensure the
suitability of the construction for its normal exploitation and to prevent any damage thereto. [1], [2] The precise
knowledge of the structural deformations, as well as their value, and implicitly the direction of the deformations
that act upon on its resistance elements, helps to establish an action strategy for the purpose of safely exploiting it,
and establish the measures to be taken in this respect. [3] The accuracy of measuring constructions movements and
deformations shall be determined primarily on the basis of those issues which need to be resolved based on the
analysis of the measured values of the movement or deformation in question, taking into account both practical and
scientific purposes of the research. [4] It also depends on the destination and structure of the building itself. The
necessity of complying with these conditions usually leads to the requirement that the measurements errors are at
least ten times lower than the deformations which may lead to the destruction of the building’s integrity.
In this paper the monitoring method, the equipment used, field measurements carried out and data office
processing will be presented in order to determine the deformation of a production hall, TMD friction, located in
the western part of Romania, namely on the by-pass of Caransebeş municipality, Caraş Severin County. The
necessity to realize these studies appeared following the identification within the floor of some cracks, both in
the production area and at the locker rooms area.

2

Materials and Methods

The purpose of this work is to determine the floor and resistance elements of the structure movements
of the production hall as well as to establish the causes of these phenomena. The work was carried out at the
request of the beneficiary, after the occurrence of fissures and cracks in the hall floor and at the locker rooms
area have been observed. In order to determine the cause of these cracks occurrence, the following technical
studies were necessary: geotechnical study, vibration study and the realization of topographical works consisting
in floor’s and structure elements’ of the resistance deformation monitoring.
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2.1

Geotechnical study

The geotechnical study was elaborated in order to establish the stratification, the physical and
mechanical characteristics of the terrain. [5] The investigation programme concerned the coverage of the entire
site indicated by the beneficiary, and has included specific works for:
 the identification of stratigraphic successions;
 determining the physical-mechanical characteristics of the foundation soil in the active zone;
 specifying the position of the hydrostatic level;
 identifying the funding conditions of the existing production hall.
Taking into consideration the purpose for which the geotechnical study was developed, the geology of
the region and the stipulations of NP 074-2013 Romanian normative, the specialists decided upon the necessary
number of investigations, namely six drilling with depths between 3.0 – 6.0m, eight dynamic cone penetrations
(PDG) with depths between 3.0 – 6.0m and three open drillings for unveiling the existing foundation.
The drillings have been realized using a mechanical drill, the recovery obtained being of 80%. The
stratification encountered was correlated with the diagrams of the dynamic cone penetrations, variations in the
number of blows (/20 cm) reflecting the change of the lithology or the geotechnical characteristics of the strata
traversed. Dynamic cone penetrations have been realized using a hard dynamic mechanic penetrometer
(PDG/DPH –GEOTOL Germany, LMSR vk model).

Fig. 1. Results of the geotechnical investigations
The open drillings were necessary to identify the isolated foundations of A axis – strings 3 and 5 as well
as the connecting beam between the insulated foundations. The sole of the insulated foundations lies on the
brown- ash clay layer at a 2.40m depth in relation to the terrain’s (sidewalk’s) height which is identical to the ±
0.00 height. The measurements carried out in the drillings were used to determine the length of the foundation
blocks as L = 3.30 –3.40m and a width of 1.20m. The insulated foundations are connected with a concrete beam
with a 0.80m width above which is found a precast closure parapet.

2.2

Vibration study
o
o






The measurements have been realized according to the following normatives:
ISO 10816-3: 2009 Mechanical vibrations. Assessing machine’s vibrations by in-situ measurements of
the non-rotated parts. Third part: Industrial machines with a nominal power over 15kW and nominal
number of rotations between 120rotations/minute and 1500 rotations/minutes, measured in situ.
SR ISO 5348-1998 Vibrations and mechanical shocks.
The vibrations measurements have been effected into the following areas:
Cafeteria: 6 measuring points;
CTA Ventilations – Air Treating Plant: 4 measuring points;
Women’s locker room: 3 measuring points;
Men’s locker room: 2 measuring points;
Herding Dust Exhausting right- HEPD: 9 measuring points;
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Herding Dust Exhausting left- HEPD: 9 measuring points;
RTO Ventilator: 9 measuring points;
BPP area: 4 measuring points;
Industrial hall: 2 measuring points;
Mills area: 9 measuring points;
Maintenance machine shop: 2 measuring points;
Production hall: 13 measuring points.

Topographical works for determining the displacements

The topo-geodetic method for monitoring the displacements of the resistance elements of the chosen
industrial hall is the high precision geometric levelling method, using Leica DNA 03 automatic electronic level
and with an invar kit, bar code type GCPL2, instruments technically checked and functioning properly [6], [7].
The monitoring process consisted in 5 topographic measurements cycles realized every two months according to
the beneficiary’s requests.
The measurements have been realized based on the network of fixed points, exterior to the construction
which included 2 reference benchmarks (R1, R2) as shown in the figure below:
aprox. 82m

green
spaces

R1
green
spaces
aprox. 44 m

aprox. 30m
aprox. 30m

Industrial hall and administrative
building

R2

green
spaces

Fig. 2. Reference benchmarks R1, R2
For understanding the hall’s structural movements on its main resistance elements, 18 Ma settlement
observation marks have been materialized horizontally built-in on the construction’s resistance structure, 8 Bl
settlement observation marks vertically built-in into the production hall’s paving as illustrated into the following
figure.

Fig. 3. The arrangement of the settlement observation marks encased in the construction
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3
3.1

Results and discussions
Geotechnical studies results

Geotechnical characteristic data resulted from the geotechnical study, as well as collected during the
field works, shows the following particularities of the prospected site:
o On the basis of the factors described in the preceding section, the work under study may be classified in
the geotechnical Category 2 – moderate geotechnical risk.
o The land’s surface is not affected by physical-mechanical phenomena that jeopardise the stability of the
designed constructions.
o The stratification intercepted in the drillings is heterogeneous, below the vegetal soil/stuffing, 1.0m
thickness, being the soils of a cohesive and sandy nature (up to the 6.0m investigation depth).
o The groundwater was not intercepted in the drilling until 6.0m investigation depth below Natural
Terrain’s Height. We appreciate that groundwater (under normal hydrogeological conditions,
comparable to those of the drilling’s date) will not influence the foundations of the existing
construction.
o The field work highlighted, in the active area of the future domestic sewage network, the presence of
soils with high compressibility. From the interpretations of the con dynamic penetration tests, a nonuniformity of the land parameters especially of the endometrial modules, respectively of the linear
deformation resulted, with values from 6000 –7000kPa to 15000 –16000kPa.
o Differences have been found between the actual (measured) dimensions of the foundation block and
those designed as follows: Lef = 3.30m – 3.40m from Project Lproject = 4.00m; Bef = 2.50m versus
Bef project = 3.00m; Df ef = 2.40m versus Df project = 2.50m.
o Road settlements have been observed. We appreciate that these were possible either from the water
infiltrations from the pluvial sewage network on the roadside (it is possible that the water infiltrated by
the pillow under the wear layer may have washed the fine side resulting in some cushion gaps) or due to
insufficient compaction of the soil before the road infrastructure was made.

3.2

Vibration measurements results

In the office’s area (cafeteria, locker rooms) the vibrations’ amplitudes are relatively low. In the
production hall, the vibrations’ amplitude grow considerably when the electrical trans pallets pass above the
foundation expansion joint thus producing amplitude shocks higher than 3.3mm/s rms vibration speed and 80μm
rms displacements. Into the concrete foundation the measurement has been realized at 200mm distance,
respectively 9mm/s rms and 300μm rms on the metallic joint. The shocks generated by the circulation of the
electric trans pallet are also transmitted to the support metallic pillars of the hall and they may lead to soil
compaction and the cracks in the foundation. These cracks are inadmissible from the technical point of view.
For the RTO fan the vibration measurements were performed for the following situations:
o on the metallic post and the concrete foundation in the right of the helical springs fitted in the 4
corners of the post. As a result of vibration measurements no defects in the placement of the
post were detected on the foundation.
o on the fan camps. In this case, vibration measurements were carried out at the speed of
1638rpm, where the car's functioning performance rating is good.

Fig. 5.a). Vibration diagram for 1638rpm number of
rotations

Fig. 5.b). Vibration diagram for 3240rpm number of
rotations

With the increase of the process speed at 3240rpm, vibration amplitudes increased significantly to an
inadmissible level resulting in a non-permissible operating qualificative. The amplitudes of the highest vibration are
due to the defect of the moving armature imbalance. It is recommended to dynamically balance the rotor and check
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the resonator frequencies in the fan working range. For this domain of rotation speed, one or more resonant
frequencies may occur, in which case the fan operation outside these critical frequencies is recommended because
of the fact that the vibration amplitudes increase significantly which leads to the destruction machines’ bearings
(e.g. foundation bolts weakening, excessive clearance in bearings or rotor on spindle etc.)

3.3

Topographical works results

Following the field measurements and data processing including adjustment based on least square
method, results interpretation leads to conclusions:
o
settlement observation marks located on the construction’s resistance structure (columns) have suffered
alteration during the execution of the topographic measurements. The highest value of settlement was
determined for the L11 observation mark, its value being of 10.5mm.

Fig. 6. Graphic representation of the settlements s[m] (observation marks built-in on the construction’s resistance
structure)
o

For the observation marks built-in into the ground floor’s paving, the situation is similar to the ones
above as regards the order of magnitude. The maximum value determined for the Bl 5 observation mark
(13.6mm) is due to its loss of stability because of the cleaning operations. The minimum value
determined is 2.3mm representing Bl 8’s settlement. It can be observed that the paving’s displacements
are not realized at the same time with the column’s settlements, aspect which contributes to the fissures
appear into the paving.

Fig. 7. Graphic representation of the settlements s[m] (observation marks built-in into the hall’s paving)
It can be observed that in the 21 axis and P axis areas, the stability of the observation marks including
that of the resistance columns is better for most of the marks, the settlement value being small, the
maximum settlement determined is 3mm.
For a rigorous project management in cadastral works, a better understanding of the settlements by their
visual impact was needed. [8] Thus, 3D representation of the values (Fig. 8) has been realized using a specialized
software. [9]
o
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Fig. 8. 3D representation of the settlements

4

Conclusions

The measurements results reveal the settlements dynamic character of values between 2.2-10.5mm.
Because of this, some of the elements of the structure were stabilised by injecting high-resistance concrete into
the foundation area. After the consolidation process was realized, the settlement’s tendency to diminish was
observed values 3-5mm, but to generalize and conclude it takes another 4 cycles of measurements – minimum
of-necessary cycles should cover 2 calendar years with both rainy and dry periods. The vibrations transmitted by
the machines are another reason to consider. It is recommended that in areas with maximum vibrations to
perform local consolidations and then repeat the vibrations tests to be able to compare them to the initial ones.
This study has highlighted that for understanding the displacement and deformation of constructions
phenomena, in addition to geotechnical studies, vibration studies, topo-geodetic studies are essential both for the
determination of real displacements as well as for monitoring the engineering structures consolidation process.
Civil engineering understands the movement of constructions and gives consolidation solutions. Once
the consolidation solutions are applied, a dynamic of displacements reduction can be observed, which means that
the consolidation process is correct (the settlement diagrams illustrate the stabilisation process).
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Abstract
Romania in a country characterised by various seismic zones, with different intensities and different
depth events. Timisoara is one of the biggest city of Romania and is located in Banat seismic area, where the
shallow earthquakes are specific. The architecture of the city is full of historic masonry beautiful buildings, a lot
of them in a dangerous structural state. Taking into consideration the fact that Timisoara was elected as
European Capital of Culture for 2021, it is very important to realize the vulnerability of its historical buildings,
considering that those buildings will host various cultural activities and will be most visited. This article is meant
to show the conclusions of our vulnerability assessment study over 3 buildings from one historical part of the
city and the structural change of in-plane behaviour after consolidating the buildings with composite materials,
in a way that does not affect the architectural aspect of the building. This study is part of a bigger one that intend
to identify the vulnerability curves for all the historical areas from Banat seismic region, Romania.
Keywords: earthquake, vulnerability, consolidation, pushover analysis, masonry

1
1.1

CASE STUDY BUILDINGS
Seismicity of Romania

Romania is located in the Eastern part of Europe, with a population of almost 20 million citizens. The
landscape is changing a lot across the country, including the Black Sea shore, Carpathian Mountains and Danube
River. Romania has two major seismic zones, Vrancea and Banat, very different between each other [1].
The first seismic zone, Vrancea, is one of the most active seismic zones in Europe, characterized by
strong intermediate depth earthquakes. Beneath Vrancea and Moesian Platform, there is a high-velocity body
that extends to a depth of 350 km [2]. Thea earthquakes that occur in this seismic area affects mostly the
southern and eastern part of Romania, including the capital, Bucharest city.
The second seismic zone, Banat, influences the seismicity of the western and southwestern part of
Romania. The area lies on the tectonic contact area of the south-eastern border of Pannonian Depression and
Carpathian orogeny and is characterized by crustal earthquake sources [3]. The maximum intensity and
registered over time was 8 EMS and the maximum magnitude was Mw 5.6 [4]. This area includes also Timisoara
city, as we can see in Fig. 1, were the three case study buildings are located and the peak ground acceleration is
considered 0, 20 g [5].

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Romania: a) Localization [6]; b) Seismicity of Romania and localization of Timisoara city [7]
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1.2

Case study buildings

Timisoara is a city first mentioned as a place in year 1212. The oldest part of the city was developed
inside the defence walls that were built during the Ottoman administration (since 1552). The other two historic
zones, Iosefin and Fabric were developed as residential zones outside the defence walls starting with the
Habsburgic administration (1716) and continued to grow until nowadays [8], keeping mostly the historic
character, with few integration of new buildings [6]. Fabric zone was first mentioned in year 1720 and is located
in the western part of Timisoara, characterized at first by small houses for the workers that were later extended
or transformed in larger houses with multiple levels, in Neoclassic, Eclectic and Secession styles [9]. One of the
most used material for civil buildings in Romania is burnt clay brick. During time, they support several structural
changes because of settlements, function changing, earthquakes, perturbations etc., so in most of the cases there
is an obvious necessity of reckoning the new structural loads [10]. The urban soil type is an important factor in
the process of assessing the seismic vulnerability, because it represents the support for the urban infrastructure
[11].
There were chosen 10 buildings from Fabric historic area, with characteristics that are considered
representative for the zone and based on structural and geometrical parameters there was made a classification,
as we can see in Table 1 [12]. From this classification, the typologies identified between the ten studied
buildings in presented in Fig. 2. The most present typology is Type III.1.2, characterised by masonry structure
with basement, ground level and two levels above ground floor, masonry vaults above basement and wooden
floors above all other levels, without weak ground floor.
Table 1. Existing typologies of buildings from Fabric zone
masonry vaults above basement +
wooden floors above all other floors
(Type 1)

Type of floors
Weak ground floor
No. of levels
above basement

a)

masonry vaults above basement + ceramic
elements above ground floor + wooden
floors above all other floors
(Type 2)

yes

no

yes

no

1 (Type I)

I.1.1

I.1.2

I.2.1

I.2.2

2 (Type II)

II.1.1

II.1.2

II.2.1

II.2.2

3 (Type III)

III.1.1

III.1.2

III.2.1

III.2.2

b)

c)

d)

e)

Fig. 2. The structural typologies identified between the ten studied buildings from Fabric zone:
a) Type I.1.2; b) Type II.1.2; c) Type III.1.1; d) Type III.1.2; e) Type III.2.1

The three selected case study buildings are all from Type III.1.2, with very similar characteristics (3
August no.11, Princesses Mirbach Palace and Karl Kunz Palace). The areas of the ground floor and total height
is shown in Table 2. The main difference between them is their position into the aggregate, two of them having a
corner position (Princesses Mirbach Palace and Karl Kunz Palace) and one of them having an end position (3
August no.11 building). The inspection has showed no structural damages and generally, a good physical state
for all three buildings, as we can see in Fig. 3. The selected buildings, dating from 19th century and their
location into the Fabric area are showed in Fig. 4.
Table 2. Ground floor area and height of the studied buildings
Building
2

Ground floor area [m ]
Height [m]
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3 August no. 11
415
14,20

Princesses Mirbach Palace
1115
14,50
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Karl Kunz Palace
612
14,60
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3. The selected buildings; a) 3 August no.11 Palace; b) Princesses Mirbach Palace; c) Karl Kunz Palace

Fig. 4. The selected buildings from Fabric zone

2

Seismic vulnerability of the buildings

The seismic vulnerability of the case study buildings was determined using nonlinear analysis made
with Tremuri software [13], for different scenarios: without any consolidation, as we can see in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, with consolidation using polymeric composite fibre type ARV100 from Kerakoll Company (solution I
with a step of 100 centimetres, solution II with a step of 50 centimetres) and with galvanized steel composite
fibre type Geosteel G600 from Kerakoll Company (solution III) [14]. As a first step, the research study is aimed
to identify the vulnerability considering them as isolated buildings, taking into account possible parameters
variation in order to improve the most significant local mechanism of collapse, as they were in previous studies
[15], [16].

2.1

Before consolidation

The results of the non-linear analysis made with Tremuri software [17] had showed the fact that the
changes to appear shear failure on the vertical structural components and bending failure to the spandrels, as we
can see in Fig. 5 for 3 August no.11 Palace, Fig. 6 for Princesses Mirbach Palace and Fig. 7 for Karl Kunz
Palace. In order to increase the bearing capacity of the buildings and to reduce the number of vertical elements
that will failure due to shear forces, it is mandatory to consider the three proposed consolidation methods.

a)

b)

Fig. 5. a) In-plane failure mechanism for the façade on x direction for 3 August no. 11 Palace before
consolidation; b) Seismic forces-displacement curve before consolidation
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a)

b)

Fig. 6. a) In-plane failure mechanism for the façade on x direction for Princesses Mirbach Palace before
consolidation; b) Seismic forces-displacement curve before consolidation

a)

b)
Fig. 7. a) In-plane failure mechanism for the façade on x direction for Karl Kunz Palace before
consolidation; b) Seismic forces-displacement curve before consolidation

2.2

After consolidation

For the polymeric fibres, the consolidation was made only horizontally, at 100 centimetres step for first
consolidation method (solution I) and at 50 centimetres step for second consolidation method (solution II). For
the spandrels, was chosen a bending reinforcement. In the case of the galvanized steel fibre Geosteel G600, the
fibres were settled both horizontally and vertically, at a step of 100 centimetres, with bending reinforcement for
the spandrels (solution III).
For all three analysed building, the results had showed a good improvement of the in-plane seismic
behaviour after consolidation, as we can see in Table 3. Generally, the top horizontal displacement and the
seismic forces had increased, as we can see in Fig. 8 for 3 August no.11 Palace, Fig. 9 for Princesses Mirbach
Palace and Fig. 10 for Karl Kunz Palace. Also, the maximum shear forces increased and in most of the cases,
there were solved the problems due to shear failure of the spandrels.
Table 3. Shear forces and displacement for studied buildings
No.
bld.

Building

1

3 August no. 11
Palace

2

Princesses Mirbach
Palace

3

Karl Kunz Palace

Consolidation
method

Elastic limit
F [kN] ∆ [cm]

Max. shear force
F [kN]

∆ [cm]

Ultimate limit state
F [kN]
∆ [cm]

Unconsolidated

3824

0.82

3952

1.47

3324

2.61

Solution I

3834

0.88

3992

2.40

3392

4.52

Solution II

3850

0.90

3997

2.52

3398

5.00

Solution III

4844

0.98

5271

3.72

4317

7.08

Unconsolidated
Solution I

10727
12880

0.57
0.59

14896
15599

2.27
2.36

13506
13681

3.67
3.72

Solution II
Solution III
Unconsolidated

12361
14420
3562

0.61
0.71
0.80

15202
19525
4328

2.46
2.89
2.78

14039
17473
3462

3.76
4.27
4.94

Solution I

3589

0.82

4361

3.28

3495

5.66

Solution II
Solution III

3651
4142

0.84
0.92

4386
4802

3.32
3.42

3661
4042

6.64
6.71
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a)

b)
Fig. 8. Comparison between unconsolidated and consolidate building for 3 August no. 11 Palace:
a) Seismic force; b) Top horizontal displacement

a)

b)

Fig. 9. Comparison between unconsolidated and consolidate building for Princesses Mirbach Palace:
a) Seismic force; b) Top horizontal displacement

a)

b)
Fig. 10. Comparison between unconsolidated and consolidate building for Karl Kunz Palace:
a) Seismic force; b) Top horizontal displacement

3

Conclusion

This paper was aimed to evaluate the possible contribution of different types of composite materials for the
improvement of seismic behaviour of historical masonry buildings from Timisoara. The results had showed a
good increase of the shear forces and top horizontal displacements, improving the global structural seismic
behaviour of the buildings. In conclusion, for masonry historical buildings, consolidation with composite
materials is very appropriate, increasing the bearing capacity of the buildings without changing its stiffness,
allowing the owner to respect the architectural and historical value of the building.
The structural behaviour of the buildings was defined based on quickly methodology that is very often used
in Italy [13] and [17], with consultative character. For precisely and more accurate results, there should be made
technical expertise for each building, according to Romanian code P100-3/2013 [18].
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Abstract
The Bucharest Metro Network is in expansion. In 1989 began the construction works on Line 4 divided
in two sections (expansions on the existing Lines 1 and 3). Section, the Southeast Line 4 extension, has 4.7 km
long and 4 stations. Section 2, from Gara de Nord (railway central station of Bucharest) to Laminorului station,
the Northwest Line 4 extension, has 6.6 km long and 7 stations. This paper is focused on Section 2, to a critical
part of it: an aqueducts underneath tunnel cross by special technology works. Design for implementing Section 2
started in 1988. Due to the lack of funds, construction works stopped in 1993. Since 1993, only a controlled
monitoring program continued. In 1996, the Bucharest Metro Company (METROREX) has signed the first loan
agreement with European Investment Bank to finalizing and put into operation the sector between Gara de Nord
station and 1 Mai station (3.3 km long). It was commissioned in March, 2000. After 2000, for continuing and
completion the works, rehabilitation of the structures and further operation of Section 2, the Bucharest Metro
Company has signed a new loan agreement with European Investment Bank, basing on a Consultant Report and
Expertise made by Prof. André P. Assis, President of International Tunnelling Association (ITA) at that time. A
critical point of this sector was construction over 500 m of a new tunnel, to connect existing structures: 1 Mai
station and a launching TBM pit. The route was split in two sections: one section (256 m) to be made by shield
method and the other to be made by cut and cover method. This second section route intersects two underground
aqueducts (one 4.05 m in diameter, another 3.3 m in diameter) and one 110 kV electric power underground
cable. To make the underneath crossing possible, it was chosen a combination of the pipe-jacking method and
cut and cover method, to be able to link existing structures under the aqueducts.
Keywords: metro; aqueduct; pipe-jacking.

1 Introduction
The city of Bucharest, capital of Romania, is its largest city, occupying 227 km2 of urban area and 1571
km2 including suburban areas, with an average diameter of 21 km. Its population is around 2,2 million
inhabitants, which is approximately 10% of the total population of Romania. In 1975, the Bucharest Metro
Company was established and began the construction of a metro network. Nowadays it encompasses over 75 km
of underground lines (double railway), 51 stations and 4 depots. The Bucharest Metro lines develop basically on
the North-South and East-West directions, with some rings in the central part of the city. It is an efficient system,
which allows the integration among several neighbourhoods, university and industrial districts of the city and
also with other types of transit systems (busses, trams and trains). The Bucharest Metro carries more than 35% of
the total mass transit volume.
Between 2011 and 2016, there were commissioned over than 4.9 km and 4 stations on Line 4 Northwest
(Section 2: 1 Mai Station – Laminorului Station). Line 4 Southeast (Section 1 - 4,8 km), was commissioned on
19th of November 2008, after a long rehabilitation working program. This paper is referring on Section 2, in the
most critical point: under crossing the aqueducts (Fig. 1, circled zone).
The construction works began in 1989: tunnels (open-face shield method and cut-and-cover method)
and stations (cut-and-cover method). Due to the lack of funds, the construction works on this section were
stopped in 1996, leading to flooding of tunnels and stations. At that time, all the tunnels were 100% completed
and stations were 40-60% completed. No any works were done before.
For the completion of construction works and rehabilitation, the Metrorex Company had signed loan
agreements with the European Investment Bank (EIB). One of the requirements of these agreements was a
geotechnical and tunnelling evaluation on the completion of construction works to safeguard the existing
infrastructure of Line 4 Northwest (Fig. 1 - Section 2, doted green line). This objective was assumed by Prof.
André P. Assis (at that time President of ITA), by elaborating a complex report [1], which strongly supported the
Romanian specialist team in front of EIB.
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The case of Bucharest is paradigmatic in the sense of the successful building of a continuous and
fruitful collaboration between the Romanian authorities and the EIB over last two decades. Indeed, EIB has been
active in financing projects in Romania since the early 1990s. The Bucharest Metropolitan Area has a population
close to 2.5 million inhabitants and extends over a large surface area of 710 km². The city’s public transport
consists of four major mass transit modes: metro, tram, trolleys and bus. In 1996, EIB made its first loan to the
sector in Rumania, with EUR 100 million for the completion of part of the metro network extension works [2].
Since 2000, three further loans, totalling some EUR 550 million have been signed for the upgrading and
extension of the network, the modernisation of the signalling system, the purchase of 30 high technology trains
and the improvement of stations, as well as the construction of a new line.

Fig. 1. Bucharest Metro map

2 Geotechnical and Hydrogeological Conditions
Geomorphological speaking, the underground structures of this line are located between two rivers
Dimbovita and Colentina, (Fig. 2), in regions dominated by quaternary formations, which have developed
horizontally and vertically. A simplified geological profile is composed by fill, followed by layers of sand and
clay. A typical lithological sequence is presented below, with some geotechnical comments based on
characterization indexes (Fig. 3):
• Type 1 layer – non-uniform and heterogeneous fills, in different consolidation stages.
• Type 2 (upper clay) layer – upper clay complex, encompassing silty clays and sandy clays, with thickness
ranging from 2 to 10 m. This stratum presents low clay activity, confirmed by moderate values of plasticity
indexes (IP). It seems to be normally consolidated clay.
• Type 3 (upper sand) layer – sand and gravel complex (Colentina), composed by medium to large sands and
small gravels, with thickness ranging from 5 to 9 m. Grain size analyses indicate to high uniformity.
• Type 4 (lower clay) layer – intermediate clay complex, composed by clays with limestone concretions, and
silty clays. This stratum presents a high clay activity, confirmed by high values of plasticity indexes (IP). It
is common the presence of sand lenses in this layer, in the order of meters. It also seems to be a normally
consolidated clay, slightly more consistent and stronger than the upper clay layer (Type 2 layer) due to its
greater depth.
• Type 5 (lower sand) layer – sand complex (Mostistea), composed by medium to fine sands and dusty
sands, with great thickness, normally deeper than borehole depths. This stratum also presents high
uniformity of grain sizes.
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Fig. 2. Bucharest lithological cross-section

Fig. 3. Block-diagram of geotechnical layers

Analysing some borehole logs from penetrometer tests and the longitudinal hydrogeological profile of
this section, it was noticed that the clay layers seem to be interrupted in several locations. This fact justifies the
water pressure levels for the two sand formations be approximately the same. In other words, the links between
the upper and the lower sand layers establish the water pressure level for these layers. This coincidence of water
levels had been reported numerous times in the analysed past documents. A geotechnical testing programme was
carried out at the beginning of the works in order to obtain design parameters [3].
After stopping construction works and consequent tunnel flooding, some leaching of sand sediments has
occurred towards tunnels, probably caused by high hydraulic gradients in the regions close to lining segment
joints. This phenomenon, allied to construction disturbances, may have caused loosening of the ground
surrounding tunnels and consequently changes in their geotechnical properties. This suspicion had led to a new
site investigation programme, based on penetrometer and laboratory tests [4]. New transversal sections were
investigated by penetrometer tests, spaced from 5 to 80 m, depending on present requirements of the
underground structures, based on field displacements. Their results were compared to controlled values obtained
in areas not affected by underground works (in average 50 to 70 m away from them), representative of the local
soil conditions. As a general conclusion, there was a decrease in the penetrometer strength in areas where the
water table was raised. A broad analysis showed a strength reduction up to 50% in the upper clay (Type 2) and
upper sand (Type 3) layers. The most affected areas also coincided with zones where excessive displacements
were measured within the tunnels. Before dewatering the flooded structures, the findings from investigations,
construction records and personal communications pointed to: cracks or even crushes of tunnel lining segments;
severe geometry changes from the original circular shape of the support rings, eventually leading to loss of ring
stability; presence of sand sediments inside tunnels, indicating leaching through segment joints, and
consequently ground loosening around the tunnel; ground settlements and some failure zones observed at the
surface.; variations in the hydrostatical level; some damages and gaps in shaft and station structures due to poor
construction quality; some misalignments and gaps in diaphragm walls due to poor construction quality.
The infrastructure included at that time: tunnels, cut-and-cover structures (galleries and stations),
buildings and public utilities (water supply, sewage, power, telephone and communication cables etc.). In order
to perform the structural evaluation and safety analysis of these structures, complete reviews of monitoring data
and visual inspections were conducted [4]. Initially, for obvious reasons (flooding), visual inspections only
focused on shafts and stations. Tunnel excavation was executed using a semi-mechanized open-face shield, with
an external diameter of 6.4 m and supported by concrete lining segments. These segments were 0.35 m thick,
yielding an internal diameter (initial clearance) of 5.7 m. The tunnel has an overburden varying from 5 to 12 m,
crossing all major geological strata. However, layers around tunnels were predominantly composed by sands and
gravels and rarely by clays. The distance between tunnels varies from approximately 0.25 to 1.0 tunnel diameter
(1.8 to 6.4 m). In general, they were closer in the proximities of stations and shafts and then they separate apart.
During tunnelling, the water table was lowered and maintained approximately 2 m below the tunnel
invert by dewatering wells, which were still in operation at least 50 m ahead and 150 m behind the tunnel face.
Soil excavation at the shield face was done by shovel when dominated by sands and by pneumatic hammer and
shovel when clays. The tunnel face excavation was supported by steel plates. When arriving to or departing from
stations and shafts, shield breakthrough was facilitated by concrete bulkheads. This procedure has caused some
overbreak in the excavated section, leading to loss of ground and consequently excessive surface settlements, or
even some failure zones close to shafts and stations.
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3 Aqueducts under-crossing solution
Connection between two TBM launching pits was to be leaded in order to complete the structure under
the aqueducts. Technologically speaking, it was chosen the “cut-and-cover” method, using waterproofed
diaphragm walls and secant piles walls. The tunnels adjacent to the aqueducts zone was completed as described
above and, also between the aqueducts was built another “cut-and-cover” trench (60-cm in diameter secant
piles), in order to be used in the connection works between left and right side of each aqueduct.
In order to maintain the aqueducts in function and, according to the conditions of the owner
(APANOVA VEOLIA SA) of the water supply system in Bucharest, it was imposed that these huge water pipes
(one 4.05 m in diameter, another 3.3 m in diameter) not to support any settlement of the ground or another
influence, during under crossing with the metro structures [5]. So, it was designed a “pipe jacking” method and
an under cross technological system to fulfil the conditions above. It has to be mentioned that near the 3.3 m
diameter aqueduct, also it was necessary to under cross a 110 kV cable power supply.
Basically, from the trench between the aqueducts (Fig. 4), it was constructed an “umbrella” (rectangular
form), formed by steel pipes, filed with reinforced concrete, for supporting the ground and the aqueducts also.
The pipes were pushed (not hammered), having different diameter on the top (the “roof”) and on the lateral (the
“walls”) side of the “umbrella”, in the parallel way to the future metro tunnel. Each end of the pipe was included
in reinforced concrete portals which, finally, will be part of the final structure. Between these portals, under the
aqueducts.

Fig. 4. General plan of the aqueducts location
Before the works, there were made some boreholes in order to identify exactly the position of the
aqueducts and the power supply cable.
A lot of preliminary works have been carried out:
• detailed geotechnical investigations;
• detailed topographical survey, including the real position of aqueducts and the 110 kV power cable, also
the sewer deviation in the area;
• detailed position, after construction, of the trenches between the aqueducts and adjacent trenches to them;
• detailed position of existing public utilities.
For begging the works, it was necessary to had a dewatering system in order to decrease the water table
level with at least 1.0 m below the final stage of excavation (around -20.0 m depth from the ground surface).
There provided some preventing measures in order to prevent any ground settlements and water infiltration into
the excavated trenches: detailed monitoring program and soil grouting for waterproofing and consolidation.
Also, in order to ensure the safety of the works, some hypothesis were taken into consideration:
• during ground excavation, the supporting system at different levels have to be made;
• the pipes will be “pushed” (not hammered);
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•

during pushing the pipe, a corkscrew will take out the ground from inside of the pipe, positioned at 50 cm
behind the end of the pipe;
• reinforcing and concreting for one pipe will be completed after the adjacent next pipe was totally pushed
into the ground;
• the portal foundations will be designed in order to have minimum settlements predicted;
• the concrete portals will be part of the supporting walls (60-cm diameter secant piles) in order to ensure
global structural co-operation.
The following works were fulfilled:
Phase 1 - Inner trench for pushing pipe works. First, will be completed a rectangular secant pile pit, for
ensuring future place for pushing. The piles were 60-cm in diameter, having the upper end incorporated in a
longitudinal reinforced concrete beam (60 x 80 cm in cross section), for co-operation and supporting role. The
pile walls were placed at 80-cm gap from the aqueduct side.
Phase 2 – Excavation, supporting works up to the “pipe roof”. After completing the walls (the future
launching pit for pushing the pipes), began the excavation and supporting systems in depth. When the excavation
reached to the level of the “roof” of “pipe umbrella” (Fig. 5), a technological platform was installed in order to
prepare the installing the equipment for pushing. For preparing one pipe push, it was necessary to have a limited
break through the secant pile wall, to ensure safety of works and the pushing operation. In any words, the secant
pile wall was subjected to a “progressive breaker” process, during preparing every pipe for pushing.
The “pipe roof” was constructed from steel pipes, having 914-mm in diameter and 11.9-mm in
thickness the steel tail. Each pipe had lateral steel guide way grips, in order to ensure the horizontal alignment of
the “roof”. Also, each pipe was internally reinforced and concreted to ensure the rigidity of the pipe and of the
“roof”, in order to prevent any deformation.
Phase 3 – Excavation, supporting works
and lateral “pipe walls”. After the completion of
the “pipe roof”, the excavation will continue in the
same time with pushing the pipes for lateral “pipe
walls”. The pipe s for lateral walls are steel made,
having 711-mm in diameter and 11.1-mm in
thickness the steel tail. Also, there are provided
with lateral steel guide way grips, in order to
ensure the horizontal alignment of the “pipe walls”.
The pipes were pushed from the top to down way
(see Fig. 5), making a platform for four pipes at
each level. Also, all the pipes from the lateral walls
were provided with internally reinforcement and
concreted to ensure the rigidity of the pipe and of
the “roof”, in order to prevent any deformation.
Phase 4 – The portals. There were made
four reinforced concrete portals, one for each side
of each aqueduct, in order to catch the end of the
pipes and strengthen them in concrete. Each of the
portals have the following dimensions:
Fig. 5. Pipe pushing scheme
•
•
•

the bottom slab (foundation): (280 x 150) cm;
lateral walls: 280-cm in depth, 40-60 cm in thickness, 212 ÷ 230 cm length;
superior beam: (280 x 202) cm.
Taking into consideration the bending moments, axial and shear forces in the portal structure and in
order to ensure minimum deformation, the portals were reinforced with rigid reinforcement (steel laminate
profiles I and H) and flexible normal reinforcement bars.
Phase 5. Excavation under the aqueducts. Completion the structure. After the completion the portals,
the secant pile wall under the portals were brooked and began the excavation under the protection of the “pipe
umbrella”. After reaching the final stage of the excavation, the reinforced concrete structure was complete under
each aqueduct (Fig. 6 and 7), as follows:
• the bottom slab (invert): 120-cm in thickness;
• lateral walls: 40 ÷ 60 cm in thickness;
• central walls: 45 ÷ 60 cm in thickness;
• superior (roof) slab: 90 cm in thickness.
Every concreting joint was provided with preventive waterproofing treatment: hydrophilic rubber belts.
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Phase 6 – Closing the pit. After completing the metro structural frame, the pit used for excavation and
pipe-jacking method was closed by concreting the upper slab, waterproofing and covered with ground.

Fig. 6. Cross section under the aqueduct

Fig. 7. Longitudinal cross section

4 Conclusions
This procedure for under-crossing the aqueducts is very sound and quite conservative, what can be
easily justified considering the consequences of any problem, since the aqueducts are assumed to continue under
pressure (50 kPa) during construction. Considering this kind of reinforced structure for portals and jacked pipes
and their resulting stiffness, no problems were occurred during the works. It is important to stress that all the
construction stages have been carried out with carefully and precisely, especially the one related to the
excavation of the ground under the “pipe umbrella”, continuing monitoring and prepared to intervene in case of
emergency.
Today are running the metro trains: the Sector 2 of Line 4 was commissioned in October, 2011.
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Abstract
Drought is a major issue that humanity confronts with and due to its vast ramifications it is also most
difficult to solve. Being a natural phenomenon it has various manifestations which scholars have categorized into
meteorological, agricultural, hydrological, environmental and others, in order to better define and understand this
phenomenon. Several drought indices have been proposed by different scholars for measuring it which take
rainfall, temperature, sun shining and other features into account. This of course, led to a variety of
interpretations which makes the phenomenon even more difficult to size up and quantify its devastating effects
on a long term scale. The seven indexes this paper makes use of, for calculating drought is: N. Topor index, De
Martonne index, Domuta hydroheliothermal index, Selianinov hydrothermal index, Palfai drought index and
Lang rain index. In this paper, the case study conducted for Sannicolau Mare in the 1980-2014 period reveals
alternating wet and dry periods which do not pose any threat of aridisation or desertification in the near future.
However, a constant monitoring is imposed in order for these phenomena not to occur, made by the authorized
law enforcement together with specialists from various fields.
Keywords: Drought indices, rainfall, temperature, sun shining, climate changes.

1 Introduction
The drought phenomenon and its two recurrent phenomena, aridity and desertification represent
according to the United Nations Organization the second largest problem with global implications that
humankind confronts with, after environmental pollution. Due to the negative effects that are induced by it,
drought is part of the dangerous phenomena category.
Published literature made use of various terms (extreme phenomena, dangerous phenomena, hazard, risk,
calamity, disaster, catastrophe, cataclysm, etc.) to size up and quantify the amplitude of some natural or special
anthropogenic events and material losses produced [1].
According to the environment or the hydrological cycle stages in which it exercises its effects and also
according to the phenomenon`s duration and magnitude, drought can be observed from multiple perspectives:
-meteorological drought
-agricultural or pedological drought
-hydrological drought.
As a direct consequence of drought types` manifestation, with its afferent negative effects overlaid with a
region`s social and economic activities, a new type of drought can be defined, that is, the socio-economic drought.
The numerous definitions of the drought phenomenon can be split into two large classes, according to the
phenomenon`s approach mode and their utility:
-conceptual definitions of the drought phenomenon;
-operational definitions of the drought phenomenon;
As a direct result of the increase in drought frequency, severity and duration, and the narrowing of the gap
between water supply and demand, there has been a remarkable increase in the impacts associated with drought
in both developing and developed countries [9].
The relation between number of hidro-climatic parameters taken into consideration as relevant and the
accuracy degree of phenomenon`s definition for a certain area more or less extensive is a highly sensible topic
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among specialists, perhaps this could be the reason of the existence of such a large number of operational
definitions for the drought phenomenon.
The drought phenomenon manifests itself throughout the entire hydrological cycle, in essence, drought
can be regarded as a consequence of temporary abnormal deterioration of the normal hydrologic cycle [4].
Drought phenomena are specific to all climates, because of this there is an extremely high diversity
concerning the characteristics of such phenomena, especially influenced by local conditions of the area on which
the phenomenon manifests itself. For instance, absence of rainfall can occur in all the months of a year [8].
General conditions of the drought phenomena are:
-occurrence frequency
-intensity
-temporal delimitation
-the area on which it manifests itself
Among these general characteristics, to every drought phenomenon aspect, be it meteorological,
pedological, hydrological or socio-economical, a series of features are attributed specific to the environment in
which it manifests itself.
As stated previously in this paper, the drought phenomenon cannot be dealt just as a physical
phenomenon, most of the times drought is increasingly seen through the negative effects that are produced on the
ecosystems and humanities` social-economic activities.
To better summarize the negative impact of drought phenomena, it shall be grouped on the predominantly
and direct affected areas. It needs to be mentioned that these negative effects are most of the times
interdependent and with a direct impact in other fields.
The negative effect of drought phenomena on ecosystems refers mainly to unwanted effects on
environmental factors in general and on biodiversity in particular. The plant kingdom is much more vulnerable to
drought`s negative effects in comparison to the animal kingdom especially because of its reduced mobility. “The
lack of rainfall for a sufficiently long period of time, accompanied by high air temperatures cause high moisture
deficit in the air, which is characteristic for atmospheric or climatic drought” [7]. The best way for analyzing
drought is through “meteorological data for which there is long-term information” [9].
Taking into consideration Romania`s position on the globe, half the distance between the pole and the
equator, being crossed by the 45° parallel, as well as its geographical position on the continent at approximately
2.000 km from the Atlantic ocean, 1.000 km from the Baltic sea, 400 km from the Adriatic sea and riparian with
the Black sea, the air masses directed towards Romania in different synoptic contexts, evolve in a wide range
heading towards the tropical ones. The instability relation between main baric centers lead to recordings of both
important periods with an anticyclone regime specific to drought phenomenon, and rapid transitions from the
anticyclone regime to cyclone circulation and the opposite with extreme phenomena like storms, hail or
tornadoes.
From the point of view of aridity index, which is on average 0,20 Romania`s territory fits on the semi-arid
areas, dry-sub humid, and humid.

2 Materials and methods
Calculations on the climatic indexes: Hellman criterion, N. Topor index, De Martonne index, Domuta
hydroheliothermal index, Selianinov hydrothermal index, Palfai drought index, Lang rain index.
From over 20 indexes for drought evaluation calculus known in the specialized technical literature, 7
were used for Sannicolau Mare for processing climatic data (rainfall and temperatures) on a period of 35 years
(1980-2014).
The study case was conducted for Sannicolau Mare for the period 1980-2014. The entry data for the
study is rainfall and monthly average temperatures from the period 1980-2014 presented in figures 1 and 2.
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Rainfall -Sannicolau Mare 1980-2014
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Fig.1. Monthly average rainfall
Temperatures - Sannicolau Mare 1980-2014
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Fig.2. Monthly average temperatures

3 Results and discussion
After processing the data drought indexes according to the criteria presented in paragraph 2 were
obtained. They are presented in figures 3 through 9.
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Fig.4. De Martonne drought index
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Fig.5. Selianinov hidrothermic index

Fig.6. Pluviometric Lang index
Domuța hydroheliothermic index
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Fig.7. Palfai drought index

Fig.8. Domuta hydroheliothermic index
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In the afore mentioned period of time a predominantly wet period can be observed reached by all the
indexes used for calculating drought in charts 3-8. Moreover, from the majority of the charts a slight decrease in
rainfall averages can also be noticed, this alternation of high and low precipitation periods made room for the
drought features to install.
The months with water deficit are predominant, therefore it can be stated that the wet climate has an
ascending trend regarding the occurrence and intensity of drought.
The results gathered from the drought index calculus after the criteria presented in paragraph 2 are
presented in figure 10.

Drought Indices - Sannicolau Mare 1980-2014
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Fig. 10. Comparison between calculus methods for drought indexes

4 Conclusions
The ability to manage climate risk is fundamental to disaster prevention and preparedness [3]. The
drought phenomenon represents, according to United Nation Organization the second largest problem of global
implications which mankind confronts with, after environmental pollution. Due to the negative effects it has,
drought is part of the dangerous phenomenon.
Climatic data from the last century reveal progressive atmospheric warmth and a reduction of rainfall
quantities as well as strong land degradation [2].
Through data processing by the presented methods drought maps for Sannicolau Mare can result. A wet
period has been recorded in the studied years resulted from calculations with all the methods.
At the moment, in the analyzed area there is not a strong drought, but the phenomenon must be studied
in order not to reach aridisation and respectively desertification in the near future.
The analysis of monthly average rainfall evolution chart on a period of 35 years (1980-2014) presented
in figure 1, shows that the maximum value of annual average rainfall sum from this period was in the year 2010
at 749,2 mm, the minimum value in the year 2000 at 267,7 mm, and the average multiannual value for the whole
period was 518,19 mm.
Analysis of monthly average temperature evolution chart on a 35 year period presented in figure 2
shows that the maximum value of annual average temperature sum from this period was in the year 1994 equal
with 153,4 °C, the minimum value in the year 1980 is 113,7 °C and the average multiannual for the whole period
was 133,05 °C.
Values of calculated indexes are presented in charts 3,4,5,6,7,8,9.
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Abstract
Romania is a European seismic country, with a very interesting history and landscape. Timisoara,
located in the western part of the country, is subjected to shallow earthquakes and in the same time, presents
valuable historical buildings whose seismic vulnerability is not very well known or assumed. Taking into
consideration the fact that Timisoara city was selected to be European Capital of Culture in 2021, there is
expected a large number of visitors, having as main attraction point precisely those historical buildings
mentioned before. That is why the need of defining possible seismic vulnerability scenarios for a most probable
cultural promenade was highlighted. As part of a bigger study, which has the purpose of ensuring the safety of
citizens and visitors along the proposed cultural-historical promenade this paper discuss the vulnerability of the
southwestern part of the walkway located in Iosefin district, determining the vulnerability curve of the inspected
area.
Keywords: earthquake, vulnerability, scenario, urban sector, culture

1

Seismicity of Banat Region, Romania

Timisoara is one of the biggest cities in Romania, located in the Banat plain, near Timis and Bega
rivers, being the capital of Timis Country. The area in which the city is located is a seismic one, Banat region
being considered as the second most hazardous seismic zone in the country, as we can see in Fig. 1. This region
is subjected to shallow earthquakes, the main particularities of this type being the small depth of the seismic
source and a reduce surface of the epicenter area [1]. Also, because of the distribution of the epicenters, in this
region we can identify 3 major areas defined by important seismic events with a magnitude that exceeds 5,0 [2].
The recurrence interval for an earthquake of this type being between 50-100 years, in contrast to an earthquake
characterized by 6-6,5 magnitude and VIII-XII intensity which has a returning period 475 years [3].

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Seismicity of Banat zone, Romania: a) Localization of Romania country [4];
b) Localization of Banat seismic area [5]; c) Timisoara, the existing seismic faults [6]
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2

The case study area

2.1 Cultural-historical analysis of Timisoara
Timisoara is the capital city of Timiș County, and the main social, economic and cultural centre in
western Romania, being the third most populous city in the country with than 300 000 inhabitants [7]. The
written documentation of the existence of the city dates back more than 730 years ago, the first district of
Timisoara – Cetate - inside the fortification walls, being developed during the Ottoman domination.
Subsequently, the imposed limits of the fortification system pushed the development of the city outside the walls
of the fortress, creating other districts such as Iosefin and Fabric (Fig.2a), which later merged to the center and
laid the foundations of the historical part of the city today [8].

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Timisoara: a) historical districts and historical protection area [9]; b) proposed
cultural-historical promenade [10]

In the context of Timişoara European Capital of Culture, one of the requirements for candidacy
presupposes the creation of new cultural / experimental expressions in relation to the history of the city and the
provision of a viable and adequate infrastructure for the support of the events. As far as the cultural
infrastructure is concerned, because Timisoara does not benefit from very large covered areas, the application
file proposes to compensate this point by maximizing the use of open public spaces such as parks, streets or
unconventional spaces [11]. Considering the mainly attraction points of the city and the public spaces with
potential in cultural event organization, the proposed cultural-historical promenade is shown in Fig.2b, the
specific case study site being located in the southwestern part of the walkway of Iosefin district.
The historical district of Iosefin is one of the three districts of Timisoara developed in the 18th century
around the main district – Cetate, being a testimony to the evolution of the entire city. Iosefin is located in the
southwest part of the city and since the 20th century, it has developed a strong commercial character with
various functions which are still preserved. The succession of the public spaces, such as markets, the aggregates
with commercial functions on the ground floor, and the two main commercial arteries – Regele Carol I and 16
Decembrie give the character of the area [12].

2.2 Input data for vulnerability assessment of Iosefin district
As presented before, Iosefin zone has a lot of historical buildings and protected areas, as we can see in
Fig.3a, mostly of those buildings being in a poor structural state, due to lack of proper maintenance and absence
of protection of materials against aging and climate aggression factors (Fig. 3b).

a)

b)
Fig. 3. District of Iosefin: a) monuments and protection area; b) actual state of the buildings

The current urban structure of the district is the result of the evolution and development of the whole
city. In early stages, the district had an independent development, graviting around the city itself, later reaching
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the level of being an excentric core. Starting from the historical evolution of the area, the delimited intervention
area presents an urban morphology quite unitary, with some specific features from the different stages of
progression [11].

a)

b)
Fig. 4. District of Iosefin: a) height regime; b) site occupancy typologies

The height regime of the delimited area is varied along the main arteries, starting with buildings or
aggregates situated on 16 Decembrie Boulevard where the predominant regime is ground floor + 2 stories, being
a unitary and compact development of the street front and reaching the buildings located on Regele Carol I
Boulevard, where the regime vary from ground floor to ground floor + 2 stories (Fig 4a). The street alignment
along the main arteries is continuous, the buildings are located on property boundaries, closing in this way the
street front and giving a unitary look. Starting from the initial site settlement typology from the 18th century,
namely isolated houses placed perpendicular to the short side of the plot, nowadays we identify many different
types of occupying the site (Fig. 4b) [12]. The support for the urban infrastructure is the function of urban soils
and foundation sites [13].
The criteria for assessing seismic vulnerability include the location of rescue and emergency centers as
well as evacuation areas, namely hospitals and green spaces – parks (Fig. 5), important in this context being the
parameters related to their radius of influence and the emergency routes (time and accessibility).

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. District of Iosefin: a) location of hospitals and influence radius;
b) location of parks and influence radius; c) Timisoara’s seismic faults impact area
The point with the greatest potential for developing cultural events, but not only, on this area is the
Mocioni Square ( Fig. 6a), located at the intersection of 1 Decembrie 1989 Boulevard and Regele Carol I
Boulevard, in the continuation of the commercial artery.This strong interchangeability node connects the Citadel
area with the south-western part of the city, bringing a constant flow of pedestrians, being delimited by functions
that support the node, such as a church, a supermarket and even a hotel, the state of the square being illustrated
in Fig. 6b.
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Fig. 6. Mocioni Square: a) Aerial view; b) diagrams illustrating the state of all the buildings from the square [10]

2.3 Results for the vulnerability assessment
The vulnerability assessment was made for 30 buildings with a corner or an end position into the
aggregates (Fig.7) from the studied zone, considering that those buildings are more exposed and more likely to
block the emergency access routes in case of earthquake, presenting at least two façade walls aligned with two
streets. The vulnerability of the buildings was determined based on Italian methodologies that are quickly and
appropriate for applying on urban sectors [14], [15] and [16]. For more accurate results, there should be made a
technical expertise for each building, according to the Romanian code P100-3/2013 [17].

Fig. 7. Localization of the buildings where was applied the seismic vulnerability assessment methodology
The vulnerability indexes were determined by the Vulnerability Index Methodology, a methodology
that was proposed at first by Benedetti and Petrini, considering 10 parameters [14] and was later developed to 15
parameters by the University of Naples [15]. The input data consider general information about the buildings,
such as age and type of construction, typological data about the structure and geometrical configuration, building
regularity, level or extension of damage, position into the aggregate and relation with the neighbourhood
buildings. After identifying the vulnerability index for each corner or end building, there was determined the
mean damage based on Eq. (1) [15], considering two different intensities for Timisoara, VII and VIII.
(1)
where: is considered being 2.3 and V is determined based on previously determined with Vulnerability Index
Methodology Iv without normalization considering Eq. (2) [16].
(2)
The results had showed the fact that generally, there is medium to high risk of appearing important
structural damages to corner and end position into the aggregate buildings, highlighting that consolidating many
of those should be necessary, as we can see in Fig. 8. For intensity VII, the overall most probable damage state is
D3, with 12 buildings out of 30, and for intensity VIII, the overall most probable damage state is D4, with 15
buildings out of 30, as we can see in Table 1.
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a)

b)

Fig. 8. Damage states for the case study buildings: a) for intensity VII; b) for intensity VIII
Table 1. No. of buildings expected to reach a specific damage state [18]
µD

0.0-1.5
1.5-2.5

Damage
state
D1
D2

2.5-3.5
D3
3.5-4.5
4.5-5.0

D4
D5

Most probable degradation level

No. bld.
for
intensity
VII

Slight (no structural damage, slight non-structural damage)
Moderate (slight structural damage, moderate non-structural
damage)
Substantial to heavy (moderate structural damage, heavy nonstructural damage)
Very heavy (heavy structural damage, very heavy non-structural
damage)
Destruction (very heavy structural damage)

2

No. bld. for
intensity
VIII
0

7

1

13

9

7
1

15
5

In order to be able to analyse the overall vulnerability of the buildings from Iosefin district with corner
or end position into the aggregate, there were made the vulnerability curves [19] for the case study site for
intensities from V to XII and based on the actual state found during inspection, there was proposed also a
medium overall vulnerability curve for the inspected site (Fig. 9) that showed the fact that the overall most
probable damage state for intensity VII-VIII is D3, substantial to heavy damage. In Romania, there are defined
only four seismic risk classes, according to code P100-3/2013 [17].

Fig. 9. Proposed medium overall vulnerability curve for studied area

Conclusions
The results illustrated a very good correlation between the vulnerability index methodology and the in
site inspection, both illustrating the fact that only few buildings from this part of the historical-cultural
promenade are in a good preservation state, without any seismic risk for citizens and visitors. Taking into
consideration the possibility of organizing cultural events in the area and the certain fact of being a touristic
attraction point, it is mandatory to understand the possible seismic risk and further develop scenarios for
decreasing that risk. Local authorities should prepare intervention plans in case of earthquakes. The inspected
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site has shown positive parameters for a seismic scenario, such as small distance to emergency centres or
evacuation areas, relative small heights and density, but the lack of proper maintenance has led to a medium to
high overall vulnerability of Iosefin district. Considering the commercial character of the area, a potential
earthquake with intensity VII or more would have a negative impact on the community life and services, leading
to possible deaths, certain losses of homes and jobs and so affecting a larger area then the presented one.
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Abstract
The present paper analyses the value of the corrected thermal resistance for the attic floor of a typical
dwelling building in Romania. The calculus was performed with the CIMPSPAT software, which makes use of a
high accuracy numerical method for the thermal balance written in the nodes of the calculus according to the
provisions in SR EN ISO 10211:2008. The study concerned eight variants of thermal insulations, with
thicknesses ranging from 5 to 40 cm. In general in the building thermal design, one considers only one-direction
resistance values, without taking into account the regulations in C107/2010 and in Order no. 2641/2017, which
require certain minimal values for corrected thermal resistance related to heat bridges, with respect to the
building elements (external walls, , external joinery, last level floor, soil slabs etc.). Thus, for the last floor, under
terraces or attics, a thermal insulation of 15-20 cm thick mineral wool, rarely thicker, is used. This case study
performed of a common dwelling building in Romania aims at finding the minimal thickness of the thermal
insulation layer that meets the requirements of Norms C107/2010 and Order no. 2641/2017, which specify for
under the terrace and attic floors a minimal corrected thermal insulation value of 5,00 m2·K/W.
Keywords: corrected thermal resistance, attic floor thermal insulation thickness, temperature space
fields, digitisation of the building plane, building isothermal surfaces.

1

Introduction

For this case study concerning the computation and analysis of corrected thermal resistance a common
dwelling building in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, was chosen. Its level height is Basement + Ground floor + Upper
floor and it has a useful total area of Au=210 m2.

Fig. 1. Upper floor plane
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The outer walls from the basement are made of 25 cm thick concrete, while the walls in the ground
floor and the rest of levels are made from 25 cm thick vertical void ceramic blocks on reinforced concrete
pylons. The main constructive features are given by the upper floor plane (Fig. 1) and the two vertical cross
sections (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3)

Fig. 2 Transverse vertical section

Fig. 3 Longitudinal vertical section

This building is situated in the third climatic area, with outside temperature of θe = -18ºC, in a zone
where the minimal freezing depth is 80-90cm [4]; it is also situated in the wind area A [5].
The temperature of the unheated attic was taken as θu=-15ºC
Because the rooms have different calculation temperatures (θj = 18ºC, 20ºC and 22ºC) [6], an average
internal temperature was determined (θi.med), proportional to the useful volume (Vuj) of the room, obtaining a
median θi.med = +19,35ºC:

 i.med 

  j  Vuj
 Vuj

(1)

where:
- θj – interior temperature of calculation for directly heated building rooms [°C]
- Vuj – the useful volume of every directly heated building rooms (supplied with heating devices) [m3].
The present thermal insulation of the building is of 10 cm thick expanded polystyrene on the outer
walls, 10cm thick extruded polystyrene for the soil slab and 20cm thick mineral wool for the attic floor.
The computations were made for the entire building and the results were analysed for the attic floor.

2

Computation methodology

The computational software CIMPSPAT was used [8]; this software makes use of the most accurate
numerical method of the thermal balance written in the nodes of the computation grid, according to the
provisions of SR EN ISO 10211:2008 [7]. To simplify the introduction of input data and the processing of the
results, the software contains hundreds of constructive details specific to the types of thermal bridges met in the
current design practice for new buildings and in the energy assessment of the existing structures. The software
library contains catalogues with elements necessary to define the building envelope, displaced in constructive
and dimensional typology. The software also possesses modules for introducing input data, and the materials
thermal features and contour conditions, respectively. The software makes use of temperature space fields and
energy equilibrium equations written in the grid nodes. For the computation of the corrected thermal resistance
R' it is necessary to solve the space temperature field in stationary thermal regime, as described in the
relationship below:

 
  x, y   
 x, y    
  x, y  
  x, y  
  x, y  

   x , y  
0




x 
x  y 
y  z 
z 
where:
θ(x,y) - the temperature in the coordinate node (x,y);
λ(x,y) - the thermal conductivity of materials in the section in [W/(m·K)].
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Fig. 4 Digitisation of upper floor plane

Fig. 5 Digitisation of the
building corner detail

In order to numerically solve the above mentioned differential equation with partial derivatives, the
geometrical model, contained between the horizontal and vertical cutting planes, was divided with cutting axes
parallel to the axes of the Cartesian space system with discrete steps Δx, Δy and Δz, so as to form the orthogonal
computation grid of the temperature space field.
The computation grid was taken in steps from 25 to maximum 100 mm along all directions. An example
of the space discrete grid of the concerned building is given in upper floor plane (Fig. 4), building corner detail
(Fig.5) vertical longitudinal section (Fig.6) and vertical transversal section (Fig.7) [8].

Fig. 6 Digitisation of longitudinal vertical section

Fig 7 Digitisation of transverse vertical section

The thermo-technical study relative to this building was performed in eight variants of thermal
insulation (Table 1). To have more conclusive results and to be able to make remarks with respect to the
influence of thermal insulation thickness, the material of thermal insulation was selected with thicknesses
increasing from 5 to 5 cm (Table 1); the thermal resistances "R" and solar radiation penetration degree "g" for
windows were selected according to the values given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of thermal insulation in the eight forms of thermal insulation
Variant
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

3

Exterior walls
thickness
material
(cm)
5
10
15
expanded
20
polystyrene
25
30
35
40

Slab on the soil
thickness
material
(cm)
5
10
15
extruded
20
polystyrene
25
30
35
40

Attic floor
thickness
material
(cm)
15
20
25
mineral
30
wool
35
40
45
50

Glazed surface
R
g
(m2·K/W)
0.50
0.75
0.60
0.65
0.77
0.50
0.80
0.40
0.80
0.40
0.80
0.40
0.80
0.40
0.80
0.40

Results

After running CIMPSPAT software [8], the results found are presented numerically, graphically and in
the form of isothermal surfaces.

3.1

Numerical results

The numerical results are presented in synthesis in Table 2, in relation with the thickness of the thermal
insulation of the attic floor (d); it can be easily noticed the variation of the field thermal resistance (R), of the
corrected thermal resistance (R'), and of the thermal coupling coefficient (L) as well.
Table 2. The attic floor - Variation of corrected thermal resistance (R') and thermal coupling coefficient (L)
Variant
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

3.2

d
(cm)
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

R
(m2·K/W)
3,59
4,73
5,87
7,00
8,14
9,27
10,41
11,55

R'
(m2·K/W)
2,66
3,39
4,54
5,54
6,44
7,24
7,99
8,67

L
(W/K)
30,38
23,89
17,82
14,59
12,57
11,17
10,13
9,34

Graphical results

In order to have a better evaluation of the influence of the attic floor, of its thermal insulation
respectively, in the entire building, we graphically represented the percentage of heat losses through the elements
of building envelope (Fig. 8). Notice must be made for the small contribution of heat losses through the attic
floor as compared to the heat losses through other building elements (the external walls and windows),
diminishing to 10,3% in variant T1 (modest thermal insulation) to 6% in variant T8 (generous thermal
insulation) (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Percentage of heat losses through the elements of building envelope
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3.3

Results in the form of isothermal surfaces

Based on the numerical results found for the entire building, for a better appreciation of thermal
insulation features relative to the attic floor, in T2 thermal insulation variant (which is actually the current
situation), isothermal surfaces in several characteristic sections are presented, in plane (Fig. 9 and Fig.10) and
vertical sections of the building, respectively (Fig. 11 and Fig.12). The vertical sections include the building
contact area with the soil, reflecting the temperature variation in the sections concerned in conformity with the
colour range given in the legend.

Fig. 9 Isothermal surfaces - upper floor plane

Fig. 10 Isothermal surfaces – attic floor
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Fig.12 Isothermal surfaces – transverse
vertical section

Fig.11 Isothermal surfaces – longitudinal
vertical section

4

Conclusions

The present paper shows that the requirements of Standard C107/2010 [6] and Order no. 2641/2017 [3]
on minimal thermal resistance corrected for the attic floor of 5,00 m2·K/W can be reached, in general, for a
dwelling building in Romania, when the mineral wool thermal insulation is of 30 cm width (Table 2). This
contrasts with the current implementation of insulation layers of only 10cm, very rarely 20cm [1].
Mention should also be made for the low contribution of heat losses through the attic floor as compared
to the heat losses through the external walls and windows [2], obviously in relation with the height of the
building and the surface of the floor.
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Abstract
Currently, the use of solar energy in various applications is steadily increasing and it has become a
usual power source for the irrigation sector. More and more farmers are turning to this solution, attracted by the
fact that the solar power is a cheap solution and always the maximum amount of water is delivered at times when
it is most needed. During the winter season, after stopping the irrigation, the electricity obtained from the
photovoltaic system can be used to supply the farm or even to heat it. This paper shows how to size a
photovoltaic system for irrigation of a surface with different agricultural crops representative for our country.
Keywords: photovoltaic system, drip irrigation, sprinkle irrigation, energy production, PV modules.

1 Introduction
In Romania most of the old irrigation facilities have become dysfunctional. Because of this fact, the
finding of water sources for development of local irrigation facilities (small areas) and the finding of alternative
sources of electricity (particularly in areas away from the electricity grid) are current issues. In this context, a
timely research in the field of using the solar energy for pumping water into the local irrigation facilities (in
particular drip or sprinkler irrigation). Local irrigation refers to small areas (1-10 ha) cultivated with vegetables,
corn, blueberries and other crops promoted in recent years. Currently there are EU funding programs for
irrigation infrastructure (EAFRD - European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development). Some projects are
already completed under the measure 1.2.5, other projects being in progress under through the measures 4.3 and
4.1(procurement of equipment for irrigation) and the National Program for Rehabilitation of the Main Irrigation
Infrastructure in Romania, according to Law no.269 / 2016 and approved by Government Decision no. 793/2016
for the main irrigation infrastructure (pumping stations and the main infrastructure for water transport) owned by
the LRA Bucuresti. Thus, this program contributes to the reconstruction and modernization of irrigation facilities
in our country. In this context, the development of efficient off-grid solar power systems and the identification of
water resources for supplying the irrigation facilities are opportune research activities.
Such researches are interdisciplinary, relying on the knowledge in physics solar energy conversion into
electricity and numerical modeling of solar energy resource aiming to use the solar energy in efficient water
pumping for irrigation. In the same time experimental research for studying the effectiveness of direct coupling
of the water pump to a photovoltaic (PV) panel are required. This work aims to contribute to the improvement
programme of the local irrigation facilities by using photovoltaic energy for pumping water.
A PV water pumping system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. It is a typically stand-alone PV
system at which the gravity plays the role of energy storage device. The inverter is optional, being used in high
power pumping systems. The initial investment is the great disadvantage of all renewable energy systems,
including photovoltaics. However, the long lifetime (25 years) and the very low cost of maintenance are the
noteworthy advantages of the PV pumping systems. Direct-coupling of the PV generator and the pump is
certainly the cheapest solution.
There are two major difficulties encountering by an engineer engaged in such project. First, comes up
the question: how accurately the existing data reproduce the real amount and temporal distribution of collectable
solar energy. Second, under outdoor conditions the solar irradiance and the ambient temperature are continually
varying and at non-standard conditions the characteristics of the modules are often not known. Despite of the
abundance of models which translate the modules parameters listed in catalogue into parameters matching
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outdoor conditions, the engineer encounter a problem in selection the appropriate model, able to perform
accurately in the interest’s location.

Fig. 1. Schematic of a water pumping system powered by a photovoltaic system

2 Methodology
For the computation of the PV panels number required in a specific application defined by the irrigation
type (drip or sprinkler), the crop nature and the irrigated surfaces size, it is necessary to know the characteristic
of the irrigation system: N - irrigation rate, m - norm water application (the amount of water required at 1 ha and
one application), the watering hydro-modulus and the water application pattern. Table 1 and 2 present the
irrigation regime elements.
Table 1. The amount of water required in the irrigation of different crops in the region of Oradea [1]
Type of main crops
Watering
dry year
pattern
medium year

Corn
2000
1500

Wheat
900
600

Lucerne II
3500
2800

Lucerne I
2500
2500

beet
1500
1500

sunflower
1500
500

beans
1200
600

potato
1500
100

Table 2. The irrigation rate and the water application pattern for different crops in the region of Oradea [1]
Type of main crops
Watering
pattern

dry year
médium year

Corn

Wheat

000220
000210

120000
110000

Lucerne
II
001211
001111

Type of main crops
Lucerne
beet
sunflower
I
002221
002210 001200
001220
000210 000100

beans

potato

002200
001100

000210
000200

From Table 1 it can be seen that the rule of irrigation of corn on a dry year is N = 2,000 m3 / ha, and
for an average year 1500 m3 / ha. The specific flow watering (hydro-modulus) depends on the water
requirements of plants (during the critical period), the existing technical equipment and the available manpower.
In this context, it is necessary that a hydro-modulus for a certain crop to be distributed at a time period of T = 820 days. For crops with small weight in rotation, the duration of irrigation is of To = 1 - 3 days while for crops
with high weight in rotation, it is of more than 12 days. The specific flow watering (qi) represents the flow in
liter per seconds administered to each hectare cultivated with a specific crop "I" (l / s and ha):
mi
qi 
(1)
3.6  T  t
where: T - duration of watering (days) (recommended 8-12 days) and t – the watering duration within a day (20
hours). For sizing the flow rate Qi necessary for irrigation a crop i of rotation, the following equation is applied
(liter / second):
Qi = qi · Si
(2)
where Si is the area cultivated by the rotation culture i (ha).
In this work, knowing the elements of the irrigation regime briefly presented above, the required surface
covered with different PV panels and the number of panels were calculated for the main crops in Romania
(vegetables, sweet corn boiled, lucerne year 1, lucerne year 2, maize, wheat, sunflower, potato, viticulture
plantation (vine plantation), blueberries, trees trellis, hazelnut culture, roses, flowers, sea buckthorn plantation).
Table 3 shows an example for vegetables. The numerical method of computation is presented in Refs. [2-9].
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Table 3. The number of PV modules required for vegetables irrigation. The characteristics of the PV module
TAMESOL TM 660250W344 have been considered [2, 4-5]

Irrigation
type

Culture

Year

Irrigation
scheme

Waterwetting
module
(qi) (l /
sha)

as

2200

1200

Flow rate
of water in Irrigated
a watering area (ha)
(l / s)

0.556

Sprinkler vegetables
am

as

1100

600

122331

1200

0.278

0.556

Drip
vegetables
irrigation
am

122221

600

0.278

Energy
Production
consumpti
The
of
Irrigator
on per
energy photovolta
sprinkler
Surface
1000 cubic consumpti ic energy
Surface
watering
needed
meters
on of a per square
PVF (sqm)
Emission
PFV (sqm)
pumped
wetting PFV (kWh
(l/s)
water
(kWh) / m) within
(kWh /
14 days

Nr. PFV
(pcs)

1

0.556

6

0.521

1

5

2.778

30

2.608

2

10

5.556

60

5.21

1

0.278

20

11.5

6

0.521

1.46

4
1

5

1.389

30

2.608

10

2.778

60

5.21

4

1

0.556

2

0.173

1
1

5

2.778

10

0.865

10

5.556

20

1.73

1

0.278

20

11.5

1.2

0.104

2

1.46

2
1

5

1.389

6

0.626

1

10

2.778

12

1.04

1

Some comments on the computation methodology for the number of PV modules required for vegetables
irrigation (Table 3) follows: (1) The calculation was performed for the PV module TAMESOL of 235W
[http://calculationsolar.com/pdfs/Calculationsolar_module_TASMESOL_TM660250W344.pdf] equipped with
polycrystalline solar cells. (2) The energy production per square meter represents the average value computed
over a period of two weeks (April to September). (3) The necessary area covered with PV modules is obtained
by dividing the energy required for watering to the energy produced by the PV module in two weeks. (4) The
number of the PV modules required is obtained by dividing the surface area with the surface of a PV module and
rounding the results to an integer number. If we need more than one PV, it should take into account that the PV
module is combined in parallel – series grid.

3 RESULTS
Four types of PV panels (Table 4) have been used in our calculations. We calculated the surface
covered with PV modules (sqm) and the necessary number of PV modules (pcs) for sprinkler irrigation and for
drip irrigation.
Table 4. Types of PV panels used in this study
FVP type Comercial name

Manufacturer

Type

Surface
[mp]

Power [W]

Efficiency
[%]

Policristalin

0.67

100

14.5

SPM031301200

ZHEJIANG KINGDOM SOLAR
ENERGY TECHNIC CO.,LTD,
CHINA
VICTRON ENERGY, OLANDA

Monocristalin

0.99

130

13

TMP660235

TAMESOL, SPANIA

Policristalin

1.46

235

14.4

SPR-X21-345

SUN POWER, USA

Monocristalin

1.62

345

21.5

PV1

KD-P100

PV2
PV3
PV4

Table 5 and 6 present synthetically the results obtained when different four types of PV panels, KDP100, SPM031301200, TMP660235 and SPR-X21-345, were considered.
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Table 5. Synthetic results of the PV panels number and surface required for sprinkler irrigation of different crops
cultivated on surfaces [2, 4-5]

No.

Culture

Year

as
1

vegetables
am

as
2

Sweet corn
boiled
am

as
3

Lucerne
year 1
am

as
4

Lucerne
year 2
am

as
5

Maize
am

as
6

Wheat
am

as
7

Sunflower
am

as
8

potato
am

The
Production of photovoltaic energy per square
energy
PFV (kWh / m) within 14 days
Irrigated consumpti
area (ha) on of a
PV1
PV2
PV3
PV4
wetting
(kWh)
1
6
5

30

10

60

11.2

9.6

11.5

16.1

Surface needed PFV (sqm)

PV1

PV2

PV3

PV4

0.535

0.625

0.521

2.678

3.125

2.608

5.357

6.25

5.21

3.726

PV1

Surface PVF (sqm)

No. PFV

(mp)

(buc)
PV1

PV2

PV3

PV4

0.372

1

1

1

1

1.863

4

4

2

2

8

6

4

3
1

0.67

PV2

0.99

PV3

1.46

PV4

1.62

1

6

0.535

0.625

0.521

0.372

1

1

1

5

30

2.678

3.125

2.608

1.863

4

4

2

2

10

60

5.357

6.25

5.21

3.726

8

6

4

3

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

1

14

1.25

1.458

1.217

0.869

2

2

1

1

5

70

6.25

7.291

6.086

4.347

10

8

6

3

10

140

12.5

14.58

12.17

8.695

20

16

10

6

1

14

1.25

1.458

1.217

0.869

2

2

1

1

5

70

6.25

7.291

6.086

4.347

10

8

6

3

10

140

12.5

14.58

12.17

8.695

20

16

10

6

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

1

6

0.535

0.625

0.521

0.372

1

1

1

1

5

30

2.678

3.125

2.608

1.863

4

4

2

2

10

60

5.357

6.25

5.21

3.726

8

6

4

3

1

6

0.535

0.625

0.521

0.372

1

1

1

1

5

30

2.678

3.125

2.608

1.863

4

4

2

2

10

60

5.357

6.25

5.21

3.726

8

6

4

3

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

11.2

11.2

11.2

11.2

11.2

11.2

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

11.5

11.5

11.5

11.5

11.5

11.5

16.1

16.1

16.1

16.1

16.1

16.1

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1

5

0.446

0.52

0.434

0.31

1

1

1

1

5

25

2.23

2.6

2.173

1.552

4

4

4

1

10

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

6

2

1

8

0.714

0.833

0.695

0.496

2

1

1

1

5

40

3.571

4.166

3.478

2.484

6

6

4

2

10

80

7.142

8.333

6.956

4.968

12

10

6

3

1

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

5

50

4.464

5.208

4.347

3.105

8

6

4

2

10

100

8.928

10.41

8.692

6.21

16

12

6

4

11.2
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Table 6. Synthetic results of the PV panels number and surface required for drip irrigation of different crops
cultivated on surfaces [2, 4-5]
No.

Culture

Year

as
1

vegetables
am

as
2

Seabucktho
rn
am

as
3

Vines
plantation
am

as
4

Blueberries
am

as
5

Trees trellis
am

as
6

Alun
cultura
am

as
7

Roses
am

as
8

Flowers
am

as
9

Sweet corn
boiled
am

The
Production of photovoltaic energy per square
Irrigated
energy
PFV (kWh / m) within 14 days
area (ha) consumpti
PV1
PV2
PV3
PV4
on of a
1
2

Surface PVF (sqm)

Surface needed PFV (sqm)

No. PFV

(mp)

PV1

PV2

PV3

PV4

0.178

0.208

0.173

0.892

1.041

1.784

PV1

PV2

(buc)
PV3

PV4

PV1

PV2

PV3

PV4

0.124

1

1

1

1

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

2.082

1.73

1.242

4

2

2

1

0.107

0.125

0.104

0.074

1

1

1

1

5

10

10

20

1

1.2

5

6

0.535

0.625

0.521

0.372

1

1

1

1

10

12

1.071

1.25

1.04

0.745

2

2

1

1

1

2.5

0.223

0.26

0.217

0.155

1

1

1

1

5

12.5

1.115

1.302

1.085

0.776

2

2

1

1

10

25

2.23

2.604

2.17

1.552

4

4

2

1

11.2

11.2

9.6

9.6

11.5

11.5

16.1

16.1

0.67

0.67

0.99

0.99

1.46

1.46

1.62

1.62

1

2

0.178

0.208

0.173

0.124

1

1

1

1

5

10

0.892

1.041

0.869

0.621

2

1

1

1

10

20

1.784

2.082

1.73

1.242

4

2

2

1

1

4.16

0.371

0.433

0.361

0.258

1

1

1

1

5

20.8

1.857

2.165

1.808

1.291

4

4

2

1

10

41.6

3.714

4.33

3.61

2.583

6

6

4

2

1

3

0.267

0.312

0.26

0.186

1

1

1

1

11.2

9.6

11.5

16.1

0.67

0.99

1.46

1.62

5

15

1.339

1.562

1.3

0.93

2

2

1

1

10

30

2.678

3.125

2.6

1.86

4

4

2

2

1

2.72

0.242

0.283

0.236

0.168

1

1

1

1

5

13.6

1.214

1.416

1.18

0.844

2

2

1

1

10

27.2

2.428

2.833

2.36

1.689

4

4

2

1

1

2.85

0.254

0.296

0.247

0.177

1

1

1

1

5

14.25

1.272

1.484

1.23

0.885

2

2

1

1

10

28.5

2.544

2.968

2.47

1.77

4

4

2

2

1

6

0.535

0.625

0.521

0.372

1

1

1

1

11.2

9.6

11.5

16.1

0.67

0.99

1.46

1.62

5

30

2.678

3.125

2.6

1.86

4

4

2

2

10

60

5.357

6.25

5.21

3.726

8

8

4

3

1

3

0.267

0.312

0.26

0.186

1

1

1

1

5

15

1.339

1.562

1.3

0.93

2

2

1

1

10

30

2.678

3.125

2.6

1.86

4

4

2

2

1

2.72

0.242

0.283

0.236

0.168

1

1

1

1

5

13.6

1.214

1.416

1.18

0.844

2

2

1

1

10

27.2

2.428

2.833

2.36

1.689

4

4

2

1

1

2.85

0.254

0.296

0.247

0.177

1

1

1

1

5

14.25

1.272

1.484

1.23

0.885

2

2

1

1

10

28.5

2.544

2.968

2.47

1.77

4

4

2

2

1

2.72

0.242

0.283

0.236

0.168

1

1

1

1

5

13.6

1.214

1.416

1.18

0.844

2

2

1

1

10

27.2

2.428

2.833

2.36

1.689

4

4

2

1

1

2.5

0.223

0.26

0.217

0.155

1

1

1

1

11.2

11.2

11.2

9.6

9.6

9.6

11.5

11.5

11.5

16.1

16.1

16.1

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.99

0.99

0.99

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.62

1.62

1.62

5

12.5

1.115

1.302

1.085

0.776

2

2

1

1

10

25

2.23

2.604

2.17

1.552

4

4

2

1

1

2.18

0.194

0.227

0.189

0.135

1

1

1

1

5

10.9

0.973

1.135

0.945

0.677

2

2

1

1

10

21.8

1.946

2.27

1.89

1.354

4

4

2

1

1

1.5

0.133

0.104

0.13

0.093

1

1

1

1

11.2

9.6

11.5

16.1

0.67

0.99

1.46

1.62

5

7.5

0.669

0.52

0.65

0.465

1

1

1

1

10

15

1.339

1.041

1.3

0.931

2

1

1

1

1

4

0.357

0.416

0.347

0.248

1

1

1

1

5

20

1.784

2.082

1.73

1.242

4

2

2

1

10

40

3.571

4.166

3.47

2.484

6

4

4

2

1

3.33

0.297

0.346

0.289

0.206

1

1

1

1

5

16.65

1.486

1.734

1.445

1.034

4

2

1

1

10

33.3

2.973

3.468

2.89

2.068

6

4

2

2

11.2

9.6

11.5

16.1

0.67

0.99

1.46

1.62

4 CONCLUSIONS
Generally, the number of the PV modules required for irrigation of a specific area cultivated with a
specific crop was obtained by dividing the necessary surface covered with PV modules to the surface of a PV
module. If the required number of PV modules is greater than one, we have to take into account that the modules
should be correctly combined in series-parallel. Thus, based on the calculation algorithm [1-2, 4-5] the results
are synthetically shown in Tables 5 and 6. The analysis of data presented by these tables lead to the following
conclusions:
- The results highlights that for the same surface the water demand for sprinkler irrigation is greater
than for drip irrigation and, consequently, the number of PV panels is higher for the sprinkler irrigation;
- The number of PV panels required for different crops differs from culture to culture and depends on
the water demand / consumption of electricity for pumping water;
- For the type of panel taking into account we see that a panel of 235 W produces electricity for
pumping irrigation water for 1 ha of irrigated land;
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- In order to use other types of PV panels, known power generation, irrigation water needed and the
power consumption at 1000 sqrm electric water pump (kWh / 1000 m3) are already computed for each crop. For
four types of photovoltaic modules produced in China, the Netherlands, Spain and the US, the number of PV
modules required for sprinkler and drip irrigations of surfaces of 1, 5 and 10 hectares with the most
representative crops in Romania were also calculated (Tab. 5 and 6).
- The algorithm for calculating the surface covered with PV panels and their number required for
irrigation methods of different surfaces and different crops can help designers and staff dealing with the
operation and maintenance of small irrigation facilities.
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Abstract
This paper presents an evaluation of the progressive collapse resistance of a 13-story RC framed
building, designed 45 years ago, following the simultaneous removal of two or three adjacent columns.
According to GSA (2003) Guidelines, a nonlinear dynamic procedure is adopted. In the previous research, it was
found that the 13-story structure is not expected to fail when only a first-story column is suddenly removed. In
this study it was shown that, under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, the structure does not fail following
the simultaneous removal of two adjacent columns. The maximum vertical displacement obtained was ∆ =
5.947cm. Finally, the existing 13-story building collapses under the standard GSA loading when three adjacent
columns are simultaneously removed from the structure.
Keywords: Damage scenarios, GSA loading, progressive collapse resistance, nonlinear dynamic
analysis.

1

Introduction

Since the partial collapse of the Ronan Point apartment building (London, 1968), the interest of
researchers in structural engineering field is to prevent the progressive collapse. ASCE 7-05 [1] defines the
progressive collapse as “the spread of an initial local failure from element to element resulting, eventually, in the
collapse of an entire structure or a disproportionately large part of it.” Abnormal events, that may cause an initial
local failure, are: explosions, impact of falling objects, vehicle impact, construction errors, major earthquakes,
very high winds such as tornadoes, etc.
ASCE 7-05 [1] provides two general approaches for mitigate the progressive collapse of buildings:
direct design and indirect design. The Alternate Path Method is a direct design approach, which requires that the
structure be capable of bridging over a “missing” structural element and avoid the collapse of the structure. This
method has been adopted by U.S. General Services Administration in the GSA (2003) Guidelines [2] for
assessing the progressive collapse resistance of structures. To evaluate the potential for progressive collapse of a
structure, GSA (2003) Guidelines [2] provides three analysis procedures: Linear Static Procedure, Nonlinear
Static Procedure and Nonlinear Dynamic Procedure. As the nonlinear dynamic analysis gives better and realistic
results, in the present study only this procedure is used.
Experimental [3-5] and numerical [6, 7] studies have proved that the RC framed structures seismically
designed have a low potential for progressive collapse when a column is suddenly removed. GSA (2003) [2] and
DoD (2009) [8] Guidelines recommend assessing the progressive collapse risk of a structure following the
removal of one vertical element (column, bearing wall, etc.) from the building. For instance, the explosion of a
bomb near the 9-story Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building (Oklahoma, 1995) directly removed an exterior
column. The air blast caused the brittle failure of two adjacent columns. The transfer girder at the third level
above these columns failed, and the upper-story floors collapsed in a progressive manner [9].
Sasani et al. [10] have studied experimentally and analytically the progressive collapse resistance of an
actual 11-story RC structure following the simultaneous removal of four first-floor adjacent columns and two
second-floor perimeter deep beam segments. Also, Sasani [11] has evaluated the response of a 6-story RC
infilled-frame structure following the simultaneous removal of two adjacent exterior columns.
In the previous research [12, 13], the progressive collapse resistance of an existing 13-story RC framed
building was assessed according to GSA (2003) Guidelines [2]. It was found that, the structure is not expected to
fail under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, when a first-story column is suddenly removed from the
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building. The main objective of this study is to investigate the progressive collapse risk of the 13-story structure
subjected to the damage scenarios resulted by the simultaneous removal of two adjacent columns. As the
structure does not fail even following the removal of two columns, further, three adjacent columns are
simultaneously removed from the building. The analyses are performed in the Extreme Loading® for Structures
[14] computer software, which is based on Applied Element Method.

2

Progressive collapse analysis of a 13-story RC framed structure

2.1

Building characteristics

The paper investigates the progressive collapse resistance of an existing 13-story RC framed building.
The structure erected in 1975 in Brăila (Romania), was designed 45 years ago according to the former Romanian
seismic code P13-70 [15]. The clear height of the first two stories is 3.60m and the height of the stories above is
2.75m. The total height of the building results 37.45m and the thickness of the slabs is 15cm.
The structure consists of five bays of 6m in the longitudinal direction and two bays of 6m in the
transverse direction. The dimensions of the beams and columns are variable on the height of the structure. The
cross sections of the columns are: 70x90cm at the first and second floor; 70x75cm at the 3th, 4th, 5th floors;
60x75cm at the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th floors and 60x60cm at the 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th floors. The cross sections of the
longitudinal beams are: 35x65cm at the first five floors; 30x65cm at the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th floors and 30x55cm at the
10th, 11th, 12th, 13th floors. The cross sections of the transverse beams are: 35x70cm at the first five floors;
30x70cm at the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th floors and 30x60cm at the 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th floors.
The existing 13-storey RC framed building was seismically designed according to the former Romanian
code P13-70 [15] for Brăila, which is situated in zone 8 of seismic risk (the seismic coefficient is ks=0.05). The
magnitude of the total equivalent seismic force is S=0.037G, where G is the total weight of the structure. In
addition to the self-weight of the structural elements, supplementary dead loads of 2.2kN/m2 on the current
floors, respectively 2kN/m2 on the roof floor are applied. Due to the autoclaved aerated concrete infill walls of
25cm, a dead load of 6.5kN/m is considered on the first-floor exterior beams and 5kN/m on the rest of the
exterior beams. The live loads (LL) are: 2kN/m2 on the current floor and 2.5kN/m2 on the roof floor.
To evaluate the potential for progressive collapse of the structure, the mechanical properties of the steel
and concrete are necessary. According to the former design code for concrete structures STAS 8000-67 [16], the
concrete class B250 and the steel type PC52 for longitudinal reinforcement and OB38 for transverse
reinforcement are used. The material properties considered in the numerical model of the structure are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of materials
Material
Concrete class B250

Properties
• Young’s modulus = 29GPa;
• Tensile strength = 1.9MPa;
• Compressive strength = 22MPa (determined on cube with l=200mm).

Steel type PC52

•
•
•
•

Young’s modulus = 210GPa;
Yield strength = 340MPa;
Ultimate tensile strength = 520MPa;
Ultimate strain = 22%.

Steel type OB38

•
•
•
•

Young’s modulus = 210GPa;
Yield strength = 260MPa;
Ultimate tensile strength = 370MPa;
Ultimate strain = 26%.

For the progressive collapse analysis, Extreme Loading® for Structures (ELS®) computer software based
on Applied Element Method is used to model the 13-story structure. The numerical model has been validated by
simulating in the ELS® software an experimental test performed by Yi et al. [17] on a planar frame. The results
obtained was presented in the author’s previous paper [13].
An isometric view of the 13-story numerical model is presented in Fig. 1. All the reinforcement details
of the structural elements are explicitly introduced in the ELS® software. Beam elements are considered as T or
L sections. According to ACI 318-11 [18], the effective flange width on each side of the beam is taken by four
times the slab thickness.
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Fig. 1. Numerical model of the 13-story building

2.2 Nonlinear dynamic procedure
To evaluate the potential for progressive collapse of the 13-story RC framed building, a nonlinear
dynamic procedure according to GSA (2003) [2] Guidelines is performed. The procedure consists in:
Ø the removal of a first-story column located: at or near the middle of the short side (case C1), at or near
the middle of the long side (case C2), at the corner of the building (case C3) or at the interior of the
building (case C4);
Ø the following gravity loads shall be applied downward to the structure:
Load = DL+0.25LL, where DL is dead load and LL is live load;
Ø to determine the expected material strengths, the concrete compressive strength, the yield and ultimate
tensile strength for steel are increased by a strength-increase factor of 1.25;
Ø for dynamic analysis, in the ELS® computer software is used: a damping ratio of ξ = 5%, a time removal
of tr = 0.005s and a time step of ts = 0.001s;
Ø the response of the structure regarding the vertical displacement of the node above the removed column
is determined for a time span t = 3s.
The results obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analyses showed that the 13-story RC framed structure
is not expected to fail under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, when a first-story column is suddenly
removed. For this reason, in the present study, the structure is subjected to other damage scenarios by the
removal of two adjacent columns. In Fig. 2 are presented three proposed damage scenarios:
Ø case C3+C1: simultaneous removal of a corner column (C3) and of an exterior column situated at the
middle of the short side of the building (C1);
Ø case C3+C2: simultaneous removal of a corner column (C3) and of an exterior column (adjacent to the
corner column) situated at the long side of the building (C2);
Ø case C4+C1: simultaneous removal of an interior column (C4) and of an exterior column situated at the
middle of the short side of the building (C1).

Fig. 2. Damage scenarios following the simultaneous removal of two adjacent columns
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2.3 Results
The two adjacent columns are simultaneously removed in a time tr = 0.005s, and the damaged structure
is analysed under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL. The response of the 13-story structure regarding the
vertical displacement of the node above the removed column over a time span of t = 3s is presented in Fig. 3. It
is observed that, the structure designed 45 years ago is not expected to fail under the standard GSA loading even
if two adjacent columns are simultaneously removed. The maximum vertical displacement of ∆ = 5.947cm is
obtained for the damage case when a corner column and an exterior column situated at the middle of the short
side (case C3+C1) are removed from the structure.

Fig. 3. Time-vertical displacement curves obtained by the removal of two adjacent columns from the structure
As the 13-story building does not fail following the removal of two adjacent columns under the standard
GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, further three adjacent columns are simultaneously removed from the structure.
Thus, other two damage scenarios (presented in Fig. 4) are proposed:
Ø case C3+2C2: simultaneous removal of a corner column and two exterior columns situated at the long
side of the building;
Ø case C1+2C3: simultaneous removal of two corner columns and an exterior column situated at the
middle of the short side of the building.

Fig. 4. Damage scenarios by the removal of three adjacent columns: a) case C3+2C2; b) case C1+2C3
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The columns are simultaneously removed in a time tr = 0.005s and, on the structure is considered the
same standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL. The nonlinear dynamic analyses results showed that, following the
removal of three first-story adjacent columns, under the standard GSA loading, the 13-story structure fails by
progressive collapse. The time-vertical displacement failure curves obtained are presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Time-vertical displacement curves obtained following the removal of three adjacent columns

3

Conclusions

In this study, the progressive collapse resistance of a 13-story RC framed structure is assessed. The
existing building was designed 45 years ago for Brăila (a zone with high seismic risk from Romania) according
to the former Romanian seismic code P13-70 [15]. To determine the progressive collapse resistance of the
structure, a nonlinear dynamic procedure recommended by the GSA (2003) Guidelines [2] is used. The analyses
are performed in the ELS® computer software, which is based on Applied Element Method.
The results have shown that, under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, the 13-story structure is
not expected to fail when a first-story column is suddenly removed. As the building presents a high resistance
capacity to progressive collapse when only a column is removed from the structure, it was proposed other
damage scenarios by the removal of two adjacent columns. The nonlinear dynamic analyses results have shown
that, under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, the building does not fail by progressive collapse even
when two columns are simultaneously removed from the structure. The maximum vertical displacement obtained
was ∆ = 5.947cm for the damage case when a corner column and an exterior column situated at the middle of the
short side (case C3+C1) are removed.
Under the standard GSA loading = DL+0.25LL, the progressive collapse of the 13-story existing
building, designed 45 years ago, occurs when three adjacent columns are simultaneously removed from the
structure. The low potential for progressive collapse of a structure analyzed according to GSA (2003) Guidelines
[2] for the damage cases when only a first-story column is suddenly removed from the building, can turn into a
high potential if three adjacent columns are simultaneously removed. In conclusion, as in the progressive
collapse case of Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building (Oklahoma, 1995), it is important to study also the
progressive collapse behavior of a structure following the simultaneous removal of two or three adjacent
columns.
The most of previous research have investigated the progressive collapse resistance of structures
following the instantaneous removal of one or simultaneous removal of multiple columns. Xiao et al. [19] have
experimentally tested a 3D half-scale reinforced concrete framed structure subjected to sequential removal of
four columns. Based on this test, recently, Arshian and Morgenthal [20], have numerically studied the nonlinear
dynamic response of RC structures subjected to sequential column removal scenarios. Future authors research
activities will be directed to the effect of sequential removal of columns on the progressive collapse resistance of
the 13-story RC framed structure. Also, the resisting mechanisms as flexural action, compressive membrane
action and catenary mechanism will be investigated.
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Crack in Concrete Lined Channels. Case Study
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Abstract
Between of 2011-2013, was performed the improvement of the Bahlui riverbed on the area where the
river crosses city of Iasi. One of the works was the protection of the minor bed with reinforced concrete liner
over a length of about 2.5 km. Shortly after the completion of the works, the reinforced concrete liner began to
crack in certain sectors, in the contact area between the invert slab and the concrete revetment. The subject of the
research is to analyze the causes of the cracks, which may be either in the design of the construction or in the
execution of the works. Simple calculation methods were used as well as finite element method calculation using
the latest hypotheses regarding the interaction between the concrete structure and the foundation ground.
Keywords: fissuration, earth-structure interaction, revetment.

1. Introduction
In the design of a reinforced concrete channel lining, the following main factors are to be considered:
the slope of the revetment, the conception of the structural ensemble, the connection of the revetment with the
invert slab (simple support, articulation, embedding), the mechanical characteristics of the embankments,
The main loads on reinforced concrete lining are caused by deformations of the embankment body,
concrete shrinkage contraction and temperature variations, ice and waves. Evaluation of under-load behavior is
usually done by simplified traditional methods [1], [2].
The three-dimensional displacement of the embankment body could in principle induce bending efforts
(normal displacements on the plane of the lining), and centric compression / displacement efforts (movements in
the lining plane) [3].
Bending efforts may be caused by the uneven displacements of the embankment, normal to the lining.
Execution technologies of the support layer ensure continuous support. The pronounced visco-elasto-plastic
behavior of the fillers, especially at slow loads, also leads to the uniformity of the reactions on the bearing
surfaces of the lining. Under these conditions, lining is not calculated in practice at bending [1]. Plane
displacements in the plane of the lining, although smaller than normal, generate the most important stress in
lining.
In calculating by the finite element method, it is important to determine the appropriate value for
coefficient of subgrade reaction [4].

2. Analytical Methods for the Lining Calculation
2.1. Calculation at Axial Forces (stretching)
In the case of free-edge plates, the deformations of the filler induce plate deformation tendencies,
according to the principle of action and reaction, which are symmetrical to the middle of the plate. A normal
horizontal section on the face mask is according to the Fig.1 [1]. The maximum axial loads that are produced in
the plate are limited to the potential frictional forces appearing on the in-layer contact layer, which are opposed
to the movement of the plate. For a 1 ml plate strip, in a section at a distance d from the free edge of the plate,
the maximum axial force that can occur Tmax is calculated with the relationship (1)
L/2

Tmax £

òt

× 1 × dx = f × [g × z + (g c - g )d ] × L / 2

(1)

0

The reinforcement of the lining is calculated based on the maximum potential friction forces ( Tmax ) that
may appear on the support layer [1], [2].
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Explaining notations
p = g z + (g b - g )d =revetment weight
δ = revetment thickness
z = water depth
γc = 25 kN/m3 is the volumetric weight of
the concrete
γ = 10 kN/m3 is the volumetric weight of
the water
σ = p = the normal stress
τ = f · p = f ·σ = tangential unitary effort
(bonding force)
f = 0.3 is the coefficient of friction between
the concrete and the filler

Fig.1. Calculation scheme of stretching forces
The entire load is taken over by the reinforcement, the concrete being considered as micro-cracked. The
calculations are similar in both directions, according to the relationships (2).
T
Tmax = Af × s ad or Af = max
(2)
s ad
where: Af is the area of the reinforcement, and s ad is the allowable effort in the reinforcement. The
reinforcement is evenly distributed over the entire surface of the plate, and the reductions of the reinforcement to
the free edges are not common.

2.2. Calculation with consideration of bending [3]
If the bonding force between the soil and the lining is τ, which opposes the sliding, at a distance of L
between two consecutive contraction joints, with δ being the lining thickness in and Rt is the acceptable traction in
the concrete, at the moment of fracture, the traction force acting on each side of the central section is given by (3):
L
(3)
T =t ×
2
This force acts in the contact plane between the soil and the lining and produces a bending moment in
the concrete according with relation (4):
t × L d t × L ×d
(4)
M =
× =
2 2
4
The resisting moment of the rectangular section will be δ2/6 and the total traction, which is the sum of
the pure traction plus that due to the bending moment, is given by relation (5)
t × L t × L × d 6 2 ×t × L
Rt =
+
× 2 =
(5)
2 ×d
4
d
d
From this formula, which is the basic one for selecting the transverse contraction joint separation, we
can calculate the value of L (joint separation) by means of the following equation (6):
R ×d
L= t
(6)
2 ×t
Where: τ can be calculated :
t = f × g c × d = bonding force given by concrete weight
t = f × [g × z + (g c - g )d ] = bonding force giving by concrete and water weight

3. Example of calculus for Bahlui river lining
3.1. Calculation of reinforcement with consideration of axial load
Lining dimension for Bahlui river channel are (see Fig.2) [5].
δR= 20 cm =channel invert slab thickness and δP = 14 cm channel revetment thickness
L=24m = distance between two consecutive contraction joints
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Fig.2. Section through Bahlui cahnnel (the right limit is the symmetry axis)
The tensile force developed in the plate is calculated after [1], the concrete is considered not to take up
stretching tensions. The maximum axial force in the plate (Tmax) will appear in its axis of symmetry and will be
calculated with the relationship (7) for invert slab and (8) for revetment:
1
(7)
Tmax R =
f [g × z R + (g b - g )d R ] × L =0.5·0.3·[10·4.6+14·0.2]·24=175.7 kN/m
2
1
(8)
Tmax P = f [g × z P + (g b - g )d P ] × L =0.5·0.3·[10·3.3+14·0.14]·24=125.8 kN/m
2
where:
TmaxR = axial force in invert slab (δR=20 cm; zR=4.60m)
TmaxP = axial force in revetment (δP=14 cm; zP=3.30m)
For the depth of water, the water level at the 1% probability flow rate was considered to be zR = 4.60 m at Q1%
= 185 m3 / s [5] [6]. The maximum flow rate was estimated according to [7]. For friction factor we use f=0.3 [1]
Reinforcement area result with relation (9) and (10)
T
175700[N]
(9)
AfR = max R =
= 458 mm2=4.58 cm2
s ad
383[N/mm 2 ]
AfP =

Tmax P

125800[N]

=
= 328 mm2=3.28 cm2
(10)
s ad
383[N/mm 2 ]
where: s ad = R p 0.2 / g s = 440 /1.15 = 383 N/mm2 [8]
Designed reinforcement (welded mesh 100x100x6) double reinforcement at invert slab, simple to
revetment has the surface:
AfR=5.6 cm2 for invert slab (two welded mesh)
AfP =2.83 cm2 for revetment (one welded mesh)
It follows that the provided reinforcement takes over the axial structural loads from the invert slab but
not from the revetment. For revetment, the distance between joints should be reduced to 20 m. Calculation of
reinforcement after [2] leads to similar results.

3.2. Joint separations calculus according to Montanes (bending consideration)
Joints are provided in the reinforced concrete structures for channels to divide them into convenient
working units and to allow for expansion and contraction. There are no exact rules for determining the number
and location of joints required in structures [2]. The distance between the joints is calculated (axial force
according to [1], distance between joints according to [3])
Distance between joints for invert slab without reinforcement is according relation (11)
R ×d
1200 × 0.2
=8.19 m
(11)
LR = t R =
2 ×t R
2 ×14.64
where: t R = f × [g × z + (g c - g )d R ] =0.3 (10·4.6+14·0.2)=14.64 kN/m2
Distance between joints for revetment without reinforcement is according relation (12)
R ×d
1200 × 0.14
LP = t P =
=5.84 m
(12)
2 ×t P
2 ×14.38
where: t P = f × [g × z + (g c - g )d P ] =0.3 (10·4.6+14·0.14)=14.38 kN/m2
in wich: f=0.3; Rt =1200 kN/m2; γ=10 kN/m3 for water; γc=24 kN/m3 for concrete
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As a result, at a distance of 24 m, the concrete lining must be reinforced. The reinforcement is
calculated according to [1] or [2]

3.3. Bending resistance of the revetment for vertical loads from top to bottom
The static equivalent scheme is a beam in the console, with a uniformly distributed load from the weight
of the concrete in the pear. The dimensions of the beams are: width 1m and length 4,20m in horizontal direction
(see Fig.3). The concrete wall has a thickness of h = 14 cm with a 100x100x6 reinforcement mesh located at the
bottom resulting in 9 cm reinforcement cover. Calculation of the capable momentum of the pear section is made
after [8].
Capable moment of the section in cack location it result Mcap=50600 daN·cm.

q

4.20

14

7

15

1.00

4.70

crack
location

Fig.3. Calculus scheme for bending resistance of the revetment
For calculating the bending moment developed in revetment, it is assumed that the settlement of the
support layer of the invert slab (compacted as a horizontal surface) is very small (practically zero settling) and
the support layer of the revetment (compacted as a sloping plane) have a few centimetres settlement. In Fig. 4
can be seen cracks development in Bahlui channel revetment

Fig.4. Crack development in revetment (cracks are clogged by the contractor)
The load case is considered when the water level is low and the water from the ground blew through the
drainage holes. The infiltration curve have the point of outflow at the slope foot [9]. Subgrade lining is alike a
drainage prism [10]. The loading of the revetment is considered only as the weight of the concrete q.
q=1·0.157·24=3.768 kN/m=378.6 daN/m=3.786 daN/cm
The bending moment in crack location, if the support layer have settlement result (13)

M=

qL2 3.786 × 4202
=
= 333925 daN·cm
2
2
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The console end bracket deflection, due to the weight of the concrete is (14):
v=

qL4
3.786 × 4204
=1.47 cm
=
8 Ec I 8 × 310000 × 32249

(14)

where:
Ec=310.000 daN/cm2=31000 MPa, is modulus of elasticity for concrete
I=100·15.73/12=32249 cm4 is moment of inertia for concrete section
The capable bending moment of the section (Mcap = 50600 daN ·cm) represents 15% of the bending
moment developed by the weight of the concrete lining. If does not develop uneven settlement this load
(moment) is not activated.

4. Calculation by finite element method
We used the BEAM 2D [11] software and the Winkler hypothesis to characterize the foundation
revetment interaction. For the coefficient of subgrade reaction (k) we took into account Horvath's research [4], to
introduce a new computational model and used the expression indicated by it for calculating k.
Coefficient of subgrade reaction according to [4] is (15)
E 35000
kech =
=
= 3500 kN/m3
(15)
H
2×5
where:
E = 35000 Mpa is Young’s modulus for subgrade
H= 2 · B = depth of influence
Depth of influence for settlement - equivalent conceptually to the effective depth to rigid base as
defined by Horvath [4] is twice the width of a square loaded area and four times the width of an infinite strip.
In Fig.5 we can see allure of the structure deformation for similar compaction parameters for invert slab and
revetment. Settlement is uniformly

Fig. 5. Allure of the structure deformation for similar compaction parameters
In Fig.6 we can see, allure of the structure deformation for reduced compaction parameters at revetment
caused by in slope condition of compaction. Settlement in uneven, bigger to revetment than for invert slab

Fig. 6. Allure of the structure deformation for reduced compaction parameters at revetment
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4. Conclusions
By the current analytical calculation in which the distance between joints is established, the occurrence
of cracks in revetment is not explained. Also, in the MEF calculation, cracks are not justified. The shape of the
deformation and the moment diagram do not explain the occurrence of cracks in the concrete where they actually
appear. In calculus, the foundation ground is considered to have the same compaction parameters for both invert
slab and revetment
The connection between the invert slab and the revetment is of the embedding type. The calculation
scheme (Fig.3) places the embedding at the point where the double reinforcement is continued with simple
reinforcement
Further on, I considered that the foundation of the revetment is not compacted as efficiently as the
foundation of the invert slab (due to inclination). In the analytical calculation in this hypothesis we considered
that the settlement of the revetment is higher than the settlement of the invert slab by at least with 1.47 cm (the
value of the deflection).
In the MEF calculation we considered the coefficient of subgrade reaction for revetment at half of the value
for the invert slab. With these adjustments, cracks in revetment are explained by the results of the calculations.
The conclusion is that the cracks appear in the revetment because of the poor execution (the parameters
of compacting for the revetment subgrade are not achieved) of the works.
However, most textbooks and design rules do not recommend rigid fixing (embedding) between the
invert slab and the pear. Is recommended hinge or simple support without justifying this choice.
The revetment on the Bahlui River is cracked in about 80% of its length. In the area where there are no
cracks, the revetment subgrade has been compacted to the same parameters as the invert slab subgrade
In the project the recommended compaction parameters are identical for revetment and invert slab
subgrade. From this point of view, the embedding between invert slab and revetment is justified. In fact, a
similar compaction for invert slab and revetment subgrade is rarely achieved (in this case in a proportion of
20%). The designer should take into account the conditions for carrying out the works.
From this point of view, the responsibility for the appearance of cracks in revetment is shared between
the designer and the contractor.
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Abstract
Energy efficiency and interior thermal comfort is a subject of high interest in recent years for new as
well as for existing buildings, due to changing climatic factors. However, the problem of thermal rehabilitation
of existing heritage structures with high architectural and aesthetic value is a more complex subject. In this case,
holistic strategies developed by multidisciplinary teams, which take the aesthetical value of the facades, the
physical properties of insulating materials, the various additional used systems and current and future climatic
trends into consideration is necessary. In this way the original architectural value could be preserved while
taking energy-saving measures and improve to interior thermal comfort.
Therefore, a study concerning the energy efficiency of 3 heritage structures built around the beginning
of the 20th century in Timisoara was performed. By using the energy efficiency simulation tool EcoDesigner
imbedded in Archicad, the study aimed to identify how the interior temperature is influenced by exterior climatic
factors and to evaluate if the use of insulating plaster can maintain the value of historic buildings while
significantly improving their energy efficiency and interior temperature.
Keywords: Historic buildings, Vulnerability, Insulating plaster, Environmental factors, Simulation.

1 Introduction
Buildings have a strong connection with their environment being constantly influenced by various
climate related factors (sun, wind, hail, etc.) and natural hazards (seismic events, flooding, windstorms) which
affect the state of conservation of those buildings but also influence the interior comfort of their inhabitants [1,2].
Due to changing climate but also because of stricter energy-efficiency regulation, exiting buildings with
low energy efficiency have to be thermally renovated. This intervention is not a problem for existing buildings
without any façade decoration and extensive studies have been performed in different research domains [3-5].
Energy-saving interventions on heritage buildings with complex aesthetic features on their façade, on the other
hand, are a completely different problem. Therefore, in recent years, numerous studies have been performed on
various materials suitable for the thermal renovation of this type of historic buildings [6,7], which would not
affect their aesthetics, ensure the natural ventilation of the walls, not raise the interior humidity and prevent the
appearance of condense on the interior face of the walls. Most studies present strategies involving insulation
suitable to be used on the interior face of the walls, therefore fully preserving the exterior aesthetical features.

1.1

General information

Timisoara is a city placed in the western part of Romania, influenced in time, due to its position, by
western and eastern cultures which offer the city a complex mix of architectural styles and aesthetics. Conquered
in the 18th century by the Habsburgs, a new Vauban like fortress was built, replacing the former ottoman fortress.
The city developed therefore within the fortress walls, while various neighbourhoods developed at 948m from it.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the connection between these new neighbourhoods and the main historic
city was desired and the fortress was demolished. New radial roads were built in order to ensure the connection
between them [8]. One of these neighbourhoods is today the Fabric district of Timisoara, from where 3 buildings
were chosen for this study since they are valuable heritage structures in a poor state of conservation and
restoration measures should be taken soon.
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1.1.1 Climate data
Timisoara has a temperate oceanic climate. But due to its position in the wester part of Romania, the
influences are various leading to irregular weather, with warm air coming from the Mediterranean sea, humid air
from the Atlantic Ocean and cold winds from the north east. Therefore, the climate is rarely extremely cold in
the winter but warm during summer (Fig. 1) with significand quantities of precipitation.

Fig. 1. Daily temperature variation for Timisoara

1.1.2 Construction features of the analysed structure
The study was performed on 3 heritage buildings from the Fabric district of Timisoara, arround
beginning of the 20th century. The first building is the Archduke's House (Fig. 2a), a rectangular building built at
the end of the 19th century, in the neoclassical style. The second assessed building is the Karl Kunz House (Fig.
2b), built at the beginning of the 20th century, in the 1900s style, a style specific for Timisoara, influenced by
Secession features. The third analysed building is the Mirbach Palace (Fig. 2c), built also in the 1900 style.
Despite their high architectural value, the buildings lost part of its decorative elements over time being today in a
poor state of conservation.
From a structural point of view, the buildings comprise main characteristics of heritage buildings from
this area, having an underground and ground floor and two upper levels. The buildings were built using full brick
masonry with a wall thickness ranging from 100 cm at the underground floor down to 45 cm at the last floor. All
the interior spaces of the underground are covered by brick vaults while wooden floors are used for all the floor
above ground [9].

Fig. 2. Assessed buildings (a) Archduke's House; b) Karl Kunz House; c) Mirbach Palace)

2

Parametric energy efficiency analysis

In order to predict and evaluate the evolution of the interior temperature of a building, there are two
different approaches [10]: the direct approach, by using a statistical analysis, based on previous records, or the
indirect one, by using an energy efficiency simulation tool. Like in the case study performed in Oravita [11], no
records of the variation of the interior temperature were available for the chosen 3 buildings, so the indirect
approach was chosen for the study, by using EcoDesigner for Archicad [12]. The software works on a model
made after the geometric survey of the analysed buildings, therefore, no additional modelling or import is
necessary.
The workflow for the determination of the energy efficiency and interior temperature variation of the
chosen historic buildings is closely related to the way the model is made. EcoDesigner provides results based on
correct assigned zones, clearly defined composites (envelope layers and their corresponding materials) but also
based on variable related features, like climatic data, shading, wind direction and systems used in the building
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(Fig 3). Therefore, it enables designers to monitor all the design parameters that affect the energy performance of
existing and new buildings.

Fig. 3. Workflow for the energy efficiency prediction (the case study building is modeled in Archicad and the
interior zones evalued in EcoDesigner)

2.1

Insulation Material

Considering current and future climatic conditions the improvement of the energy performance of
heritage building is also necessary. Applying thermal insulation on heritage building is a sensitive subject, since
most insulating materials would irrecoverably damage historic aesthetic façade, leading to the loss of valuable
heritage building. Therefore, typically used insulation approaches are not suitable for heritage structures.
In the light of this observation, alternative solutions had to be found, which preserve the aesthetics of
historic facades while improving the energy performance of those buildings. A suitable solution for this matter,
which was subsequently tested on the chosen heritage building, is the recently developed insulating plaster by
Kerakoll. According to the technical file of the analysed KERAKOLL Biocalce® Termointonaco plaster [13], it
is a plaster containing natural and recyclable materials (hydraulic lime mortar, cork, white pumice and dolomitic
limestone). Due to its high porosity and hygroscopicity it is suitable for historic walls, ensuring the transfer of
humidity and ventilation of the building. In the same time, due to its low thermal conductivity (0,075 W/mK)
and to the fact that it can be applied on all the elements of the historic façade, it is also suitable for the energy
renovation of heritage buildings.
Therefore, the influence of the described insulating plaster on the microclimatic performance of the
building was tested using the EcoDesign energy efficiency analysis software. Based on the models of the 3
buildings, the interior zones were properly assigned, and the wall composites defined, based on the physical
material properties (Table 1).
Table 1. Physical properties of the used materials
Material

Density (ρ)
kg/m3
1800
370

Historic brick
Insulating plaster

Thermal conductivity (λ)
W/(mK)
0.81
0.075

Heat capacity
J/(kgK)
87
1.08

Since the insulating plaster can be used up to 40 mm, various thicknesses of plaster were assessed in
order to identify how this type of intervention would influence the general U-value of various widths of brick
masonry walls, found in the assessed buildings (45cm, 65 cm and 95 cm). The results show (Table 2, Fig. 4) that
by applying only 2 mm of insulating plaster the U-value of the wall is reduced by up to 25%. Significant
reduction of the U-value, can be identified after applying 40 mm of plaster on the exterior side of the wall but
also on its interior side, where the value is less than half of the initial one.
Table 2. Variation of the U-value based on the thickness of the applied insulating plaster
Insulation
thickness
Wall
thickness
45 cm
65 cm
95 cm

No
insulation

2 mm
(exterior)

3 mm
(exterior)

1.38 W/m²K
1.03 W/m²K
0.74 W/m²K

1,01 W/m²K
0.81 W/m²K
0.62 W/m²K

0.89 W/m²K
0.73 W/m²K
0.57 W/m²K
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4 mm
(4 mm exterior /
2 mm exterior +
2 mm interior)
0.79 W/m²K
0.66 W/m²K
0.53 W/m²K

6 mm
(3 mm interior
+
3 mm exterior)
0.66 W/m²K
0.56 W/m²K
0.47 W/m²K

8 mm
(4 mm interior
+
4 mm exterior)
0.56 W/m²K
0.49 W/m²K
0.42 W/m²K
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Fig. 4. Variation of the U-value based on the thickness of the applied insulating plaster

2.2

Comparative results of the energy efficiency analysis

After defining all the related environmental features, a first energy simulation was run, in order to
identify the interior temperature variation for the buildings without any insulation. Subsequently additional 5
simulations were performed for following scenarios:
 Unheated building with 40 mm insulating plaster applied on the exterior part of the façade;
 Unheated building with 80 mm insulating plaster applied on the exterior (40 mm) and interior (40 mm)
part of the façade;
 Heated building without any insulation
 Heated building with 40 mm insulating plaster applied on the exterior part of the façade;
 Heated building with 80 mm insulating plaster applied on the exterior (40 mm) and interior (40 mm)
part of the façade;
The main scope of the scenario without heating was to identify how the interior temperature is changing
by solely considering environmental features and the physical properties of the walls. The scenarios with defined
central heating, on the other hand were used to predict the influence of the insulating plaster thickness on the
energy used for heating.
The scenarios without heating showed that the presence of the plaster in raising the interior temperature
of the building in all seasons (Fig 4). An additional observation that can be made, is that the walls due to the
presence of the plaster, become highly influenced by solar radiation, accumulating solar heat during the day and
heating the interior space later in the afternoon.
The heated spaces present the same trends as the not heated scenarios, despite the fact that interior
temperatures are far closer to the thermal comfort zone in winter and spring (Fig. 5). Still, the influence of solar
radiation can be observed in the variation of the interior daily temperature during winter, when the temporary
raise of the exterior temperature causes also a raise of the interior temperature which last even after exterior
temperatures drop (Fig. 5d).
The energy used for heating presents a clear drop down due to the presence of the insulating plaster (Fig
6). Compared to the initial amount of energy used for warming the buildings up, the use of 40 mm of insulating
plaster can reduce the energy amount up to 22 %, while the use of 80 mm of plaster, can reduce it up to 34%.
The same energy efficiency simulations were subsequently performed on all the 3 heritage structures.
Since their typology, used materials and wall widths are almost similar, no significant differences were observed
concerning the variation of the interior temperature and the reduction of amount of energy used for heating.
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Fig. 5. Daily temperature profile of the not heated Mirbach palace, without insulation, with 40 mm and 80 mm
insulating plaster (a) spring – 1st of March; b) summer – 1st of June; c) autumn – 1st of September; d) 1st of
December)

Fig. 6. Daily temperature profile of the heated Mirbach palace, without insulation, with 40 mm and 80 mm
insulating plaster (a) spring – 1st of March; b) summer – 1st of June; c) autumn – 1st of September; d) 1st of
December)

Fig. 7. Amount of energy used for heating the buildings – coparative analysis
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3

Conclusions

The study brings forward that heritage structures, despite the significant width of the exterior walls are
extremely vulnerable regarding environmental factors, their interior temperature being easily influenced by
exterior temperature variation and related environmental factors like sun radiation and shading. In the same time,
all the three case studies showed that using insulating plaster, the general thermal comfort of valuable heritage
structures can be improved and that the amount of energy used for heating can be reduced.
The study is part of a more complex research performed concerning the vulnerability of heritage
buildings from Timisoara at the Faculty of Architecture and urban planning. The study aims to improve the
behaviour of heritage buildings towards extreme events like earthquakes [14], wind-storms and climate change
related actions, offering in the same time different practical strategies for the reduction of the vulnerability of
heritage structures.
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Abstract
Any contemporary Romanian city is populated with blocks of flats, as a consequence of the national
housing politics developed to its maximum capacity during the communist regime, abruptly ended in 1989.
Nowadays, considering the ups and downs of economic power over the construction sector, there is no chance to
get even close to that large amount of prefabricated building erected in such short period of time.
Considering the above, large areas of many cities present usually five (P+4) or eleven storey
constructions, organized in closed patterns, offer a very strange image with punctual thermal rehabilitation for a
single apartment or a single staircase in a building having 2/3/4 entrances and private owners for each single
apartment. The lack of knowledge or experts advice is reflected in the last two decades of facades and roofs
rehabilitations.
As a didactic exercise, together with the one of the largest company that produces construction materials
for ETICS systems (Baumit), during the last two academic years we developed a project for one of the 4th year
discipline, Construction Physics during which, the students could produce fresh ideas to obtain a unified
architectural image.
The whole study had one technical part considering the necessary insulation (with thermal calculation)
and the other one, more architectural, was promoted as a competition, with real prizes to stimulate the
participants, also having chromatic constraints given by local regulations. This article is focused mainly on the
second part of the project, considering the importance of managing a unified image for these specific collective
housing units and the idea of finding a concept that could be reproduced at a large scale.
The results show that young specialists can have an interesting perspective over buildings older than
their own age. The common interest coming from an “outsider” prevailed over individual concerns.
Keywords: prefabricated panel blocks, Baumit, Timisoara, urban rehabilitation.

1

Prefabricated panel apartment blocks

Considering the political regime of the former socialists countries, all cities (small or large) were
endowed with districts of blocks of flats, made of prefabricated concrete panels and erected very quickly
throughout the urban area. The thermal and waterproofing issues were not so important at that time, but 30 years
later the consequences of a poor execution and the personal need for improved comfort show various
interpretations on urban volumes, balconies and roofs (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Prefabricated panel blocks from Timisoara
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1.1

National standardization

The need for rapid execution of a large number of buildings for the post-war demographic urban
explosion meant minimising the execution works and the use of industrialization on a national scale for most
important parts of the buildings (walls, slabs, stairs, windows and doors, bathrooms, furniture). All people were
considered equal and their social apartments reflect this ideology, each state having its own policy about
standardization and modular elements [1].

Fig. 2. Different subtypes of block type 770-83

1.2

Project type 770-83

The project type 770-83 was one of the most used in our country, with its 12 subtypes, 6 types of
apartments (2, 3 and 4 rooms), same width of 11.2 m to couple different subtypes, small cellular structures and
height (basement and 5 storeys), rectangular form and seismic area use (Fig. 3). Considering the difference of the
end structural cell, there are 88 possible blocks and 72 types of prefabricated panels [1].

Fig. 3. Subtypes of type 770-83 combined

2

Didactic exercise and contest premises

At the beginning of 21st century, under the National rehabilitation program, some buildings were
thermally insulated with ETICS systems, others were provided with pitched roofs or even with lofts, but the
general appearance was chaotic.
For a 4th year discipline of the architecture specialization, Building Physics Project, it was proposed a
calculation exercise on energy efficiency together with a much more interesting (for students) competition of
urban design to produce an aesthetic façade for a whole plot with prefabricated panel blocks type 770-83, from
Lipovei district, in Timișoara (Fig. 4). Beyond that, specific insulation materials, colours and details had to be
provided, along with the architectural images.
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Fig. 4. Site plan

2.1

Building physics calculations

During the last 3 academic years, the students worked as teams of 2 for the technical part of the project,
on a single staircase unit, estimating the energy efficiency of the existing and thermal rehabilitated construction,
concluding the results in a Certificate of Energy Performance.
For the urban and facades rehabilitation of the whole plot, they regrouped in teams of 4-6 people and
worked on the buildings ensemble.

2.2

Baumit requests

The implication of the external partner, Baumit, consisted in all their knowledge availability and the
stimulation of a competition with financial rewards. The main condition was the use of Baumit materials for the
ETICS part of the project, including the paint colours.

2.3

Timișoara cityhall norms

Another constraint on this contest was the Timisoara norms for chromatic identity of the buildings, as
showed in Fig. 5. The non-historical district buildings must respect these norms, with no more than 2 colours for
the base (background) and some accents in other colours, less than 20% of the facade surface (palettes are in
NCS codes). Baumit provided a computer program to balance their colour palette with imposed colours from the
City hall.

Fig. 5. Timișoara norms for chromatic identity of the non-historical district buildings
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3

Student competition

The jury was formed of members from the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism, from Baumit Company
and from Timisoara City Hall. They selected the best projects, considering many criteria such as: the use of
ETICS, the colours and the architecture of the urban area. The transformation of balconies, terraces, entrance
areas, textures and other urban elements (accesses, public spaces) were also taken into account.
All students considered that the pitched roofs (with or without lofts) should be demolished in order to reestablish a uniform “geometric” image, more in line with the original aesthetics.

3.1

Best projects of 2015

Being the first year, the students were enthusiastic and the solutions were quite assorted. The use of
balconies as unifying elements was a general idea, but local interventions were added to create accents or point
of interests.
The first prize project was appreciated for the use of flat terrace as a fifth façade and common green
space, the light filter system for balconies with green “wall”, the interpretation of the “background” yard as
social gathering space and the underground general parking (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. 1st prize 2015
The second prize project worked with the psychological influence of chosen colour, related with the
inside spaces: red for living space, grey for bedrooms. Accents for individual windows or adjoining balconies
created a common pattern for the main long facades (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. 2nd prize 2015
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3.2

Best projects of 2016

The best project had a great sensibility for individuality and pastel colours on white background. The
façade has wooden mobile panels with different colours, thin metallic tie beams on the balconies for climbing
plants and, green roof on the flat terrace as common space for energy efficiency reasons (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. 1st prize 2016
The second prize used a positive – negative idea, with a quite dark colour opposed to the light
background. Vertical volumes of the balconies were extended above to create different heights and to point out
some accents (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. 2nd prize 2016

3.3

Best projects of 2017

The first prize approach was focused on “unity through diversity”, aesthetical level in the neighbouring
area or functional level: at individual or group individual. Operating on the balconies as linking elements
between interior and exterior, they are closed or open, able to be coloured and personalized. The access area and
the staircase wear a neutral colour. Some volumes are elongated above, the terrace is also used for common
space and the façade dynamism is given by the different use of accent colours. (Fig. 10)
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Fig. 10. 1st prize 2017
The second prize project accents the improvement of life quality through enlarged and general
balconies, framed with a wooden element to unify the long facades. Green planters on each access to increase the
importance of entrance and playground areas are also proposed. (Fig. 11)

Fig. 11. 2nd prize 2017

4

Conclusions

It was a very interesting exercise that revealed some important measures that can be introduced in
dealing with large scale urban rehabilitation in order to enhance the individual comfort and to improve the
architectural image, as a promoter for street space quality: the fifth façade (the roof terrace instead of pitched
roofs) as public or green common space, the balconies as intermediate space between inside and outside of the
building, the colour accents as personal elements of identification, the repurposing of the „inner” courtyard as a
common semi-public green space over an underground parking.
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Abstract
The nowadays positive tendency is to build a lot, especially in the field of infrastructure for
communication ways. Unfortunately sometimes the conception, sometimes the execution or sometimes both,
have, to some extent, shortcomings. Therefore we find ourselves in the situation of exploiting more or less noncompliant structures. The most severe form of non-compliance is the structural one, due to the fact that it affects
the safety of the users, being vehicles or pedestrians. A situation, of very high importance is the exploitation of
structures with precarious safety conditions, vouched by the ignorance of the administrator, with more or less
knowledge about crossing structures. A few examples are meant to argue those mentioned above and to be a
veritable alert.
Keywords: concrete bridge, bridge design, administration, safety regulations, degradation, ignorance,
award conditions.

1

Design principles for bridges

In the national and worldwide economic context, when emphasis is put on the mobility of the individual
and on grating him access to all the facilities available in the beginning of the 3rd millennium, the construction
of terrestrial communication ways is absolutely justified, since they offer the possibility to travel fast, safe and
comfortable. Considering this, the crossing structures, culverts and bridges, have to match the worldwide
conception in the field, combining harmoniously resistance and durability with aesthetics and functionality.
A correctly configured crossing structure, which is executed/rehabilitated under conditions of high
technical accuracy will provide in exploitation safety and low maintenance costs for its users on one hand and
for the administration on the other hand.
The crossing structure belongs to the “ouvrage d’art” category and is meant to assure the continuity of
the communication way when crossing an obstacle but also the continuity of the obstacle itself independent of its
nature. It is desirable for a crossing structure to have two essential characteristics, namely functionality and
aesthetics [1].
If the structure is situated outside of a locality, the aesthetic component can be accepted also at a lower
level. Should it be located inside a locality, as part of a special architectural ensemble, it is absolutely necessary
that the aesthetic component is pushed as high as possible in order to match the architectural style of the
surrounding area. The bridge has to be an artificial but discreet extension of the natural environment to which it
will have to belong to during its entire exploitation period.
Usually, the important bridge structures are designed under the coordination of an architect with
knowledge in this field, the structural engineer having the task, sometimes challenging, to convert the architect’s
vision, by using his knowledge in statics and material resistance, and combine it with full functionality. If the
aesthetic part of the design is coordinated and solved by the architect, the functionality can be achieved only with
the contribution of high quality of the structural engineer. An adequate solution is based on an accurate
interpretation of the current legislation in correlation with technical know-how and is sustained by the experience
of the people involved in the design process.
The concept of a crossing structure begins with the correct definition of the necessities of the
community, claiming for a bridge:
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intensity of the current and future traffic [2];
navigation requirements (the navigation rectangular) in case of crossing a watercourse;
necessary gauge for an over passed carriageway or train rail;
dynamics necessities of the existing fauna.

When these requirements are settled, it can be moved on to the hydraulic design of the bridge, which is
compulsory when over crossing a watercourse [3]. Unfortunately, the incoherence of the current legislation in
this domain, leads to contradictory situations in the issuance process of the Water Rights Permit, since the
specific standards stipulate a certain emergence probability of a flow rate [4], but the issuer of the permit
enforces only the emergence probability of a flow rate of 1% for bridges located in localities, according to a
government decision full of “poetry”, but based reportedly on the requirements of the European Community [5].
The geotechnical study is decisive for the evaluation of the flow conditions respectively for the
assessment of the scouring extent. In addition to this, it contains valuable information in order to determine the
right founding solution considering the stability of the structure and the execution costs.
Once the characteristics of the bridge are defined, namely the minimum spans, the necessary crossing
height for the over passed obstacle, the total length and also the required gauge for the absorbed traffic, it can be
moved on the to the next step, defining the architectural aspects [6].
The most convenient static design for the load transfer, the material combination for the superstructure
and infrastructure, but also the quality of these materials have to be assessed [7].
Thus one can generate structures from most simple ones as simply supported beam structures to more
spectacular ones like the cable stayed or the suspended structures, out of steel or aluminium, prestressed
concrete, glass or wood, with a multitude of examples [8]. The obtained results are a business card for the
conception team, architect and engineer (in alphabetical order, they being equally important).
The final objective of the designing team has to be always “Efficiency, economy, elegance”.

2

Contract conditions

The designing and execution contracts regarding new crossing structures, recommended for
rehabilitation and consolidation, are generally accorded in a national competition system, based on the
legislation regarding public acquisitions. The contracts are given through different methods, direct entrusting,
offer request or bidding depending on the estimated value [9].
Unfortunately, on most occasions the decisive criteria for according a contract is “the lowest price
offer”, criteria that absolves the beneficiary (which is very often also the administrator) from the responsibility
classify the bidders.
In this situation, in many cases, the reality is marked by the “like price, like merchandise” conclusion.
On low term the administration has an apparent success, sustained by the fact that the initial spent amount of
money is as small as possible. This success turns after a short period of time into a real failure, because the
doubtable quality of the works delivered by the designer or constructor under the accepted financial conditions,
leads to repairing and maintenance works, which will have a negative impact on the beneficiary’s budget.
Over all the works become more expensive than if they would have been accorded based on an
obviously much healthier principle, namely “the most advantageous technical and economical offer”.
A very influent element on the quality of the design or/and execution works is the duration assigned for
the conception respectively for its implementation in reality. A period of time that proves to be to short does not
allow a proper analyse of the situation and generates thus the omission of some aspects that had to be considered.
It can also lead to unsuitable and expensive solutions. Even if, at a first glance, the duration of the
design or execution works seems to be reduced, it will prove the contrary during the actual design or
implementation process, when the conceptual shortcomings generate delays in execution and imply frequently
structural modifications, which are to be translated in additional expenses.
When asking for an offer for design or execution contract, which has to be within a certain value limit,
resulted from the beneficiary’s under evaluation of the requested services, two situations can emerge:
 there are bidders that are or are not aware of the suggested price and accept it, delivering a product
with a quality in accordance with the price;
 the acquisition will not be finalized and has to be repeated, which means a prolongation of the
duration for solving the existing issues on site.
The legislative gaps in the designing field allow the participation of conception/execution teams with
insufficient skills and lack of know-how, teams that, for whatever reason, accept the contracts with a far smaller
financial offer than the rest of the competition. As a consequence designing contracts are accorded even for 20%
of the estimated value in regard to the cost standards.
Undertaking a designing and/or execution contract under precarious financial conditions, leads
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frequently to the untimely insolvency or even bankruptcy of the winning companies and thus, the warranty
period loses its effect, independently of its duration.
The technical survey through appointed site supervisors and technical experts who should ensure that
the works are undertaken correctly, is done superficially since the hired staff is engaged on too many sites and
his „multi tasking” capabilities do actually prove the shallowness of its education.

3

Case studies
The following two works, that will be presented and commented, will point out the mentioned aspects.

3.1

Bridge over the Gilort River in the Vidin Village, county Gorj

3.1.1 Location and functionality
The crossing structure located in the county Gorj, connects the locality Vidin (county road 661) on the
left river bank of the Gilort River and the locality Boia from the right river bank [10]. The building of the
structure started in 2008 and was suspended between 2010 and 2011 with only the infrastructure being executed.
The works were resumed and brought to an end in 2011, as it is indicated in the reception documents.

3.1.2 Description of the structure
The bridge is a simply supported beam with three equal spans, having a total length of 80,31 m. The
cross section consists of 5 bordering girders out of prestressed concrete, which act together through the concrete
overlay (Fig. 1). The designed gauge is for a bridge with one traffic lane and a single footway on the upstream.
The safety of the users is provided by a parapet mounted on the parapet girders downstream and
upstream separating the vehicle traffic and the pedestrian one, respectively by a pedestrian parapet mounted on
the upstream parapet girder.
The elevation of the two abutments is made out of plain concrete and the bearing area respectively the
wingwalls out of reinforced concrete. The two piers have a lamellar elevation and pier caps out of reinforced
concrete. The precast girders rest on the infrastructure on reinforced neoprene bearing pads. The contraction
joints are covered with a system consisting of a rubber membrane and a cut up steel plate.

Fig. 1. Lateral view up stream

3.1.3 Conception and execution faults
The analysis of the crossing structure points out the following conceptual and execution faults:
 the technical documentation indicates a direct foundation, an unsuitable system for a sandy clayey
soil which allows the occurrence of important local scouring, especially at the piers;
 the actual foundation of the piers was made on a insufficiently lowered caisson (Fig. 1);
 the acceptance documents for the foundation terrain, respectively for the foundation level, are
missing or are incomplete, which proves a inadequate technical supervision;
 the local scouring of the pier in the river channel has facilitated its leaning, leading to a
degradation of the ”red line” level with about 20 cm vertically (Fig. 2) and horizontally (Fig. 3);
 most probably the movement of the pier took place before the final reception of the works;
 the reception documents do not mention anything about this non-compliance;
 a lack of parallelism of the bearing axes between the piers and abutments was stated, the
consequence being that the deck is not resting correctly;
 the piers elevation is not centred on the foundations (Fig. 2);
 the pier cap was designed as a turned T shape, an unsuitable solution in regards to the whole
geometry of the pier. The solution generates complicated details in the joint area on the pier;
 the executed cross section does not obey the design specifications (Fig 4);
 the safety and pedestrian parapet is mounted totally faulty;
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 the geometry of the parapet girder follows wrongly the counter bending-deflexion of the girder
(Fig. 2);
 the elevation of the abutments is unnecessary protected with gabions.

Fig. 2.Lateral view upstream

Fig. 3. Altered gauge

Fig. 4. Differences between design and execution

3.1.4 Remediation solutions
In order to grant safety conditions for the ongoing traffic on the bridge, specific measures have to be
taken:
1.
2.

Emergency measures – they will not be treated more detailed (see the Expertise);
Interventions for bringing the structure at the designed bearing capacity, loading class E:
 demolishing of the bridge decks adjacent to the pier P2 (degraded) by longitudinal sectioning
with the possibility to recover the girders;
 protection of the foundation of the piers against scouring, by realizing a protection enclosure of
tangent drilled piles or a lost sheet pile wall;
 injections under the foundation block, in order to increase the loading capacity of the
foundation terrain at pier P1;
 demolishing of the pier P2;
 rebuilding of the pier P2 in accordance to the design specifications;
 rebuilding the bridge deck adjacent to the pier P2 with new girders;
 rebuilding of the bridge equipment elements (parapet, parapet girders, carriage way,
contraction joints);
 replacing the parapet on the entire length of the bridge in order to comply with the current
standard specifications.
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3.2

Bridge in Baile Herculane

3.2.1 Location and functionality
The designed bridge is located within the locality Băile Herculane, assuring the connection between the
Castanilor Street (on the left river bank) and the Zăvoiului Street (on the right river bank). The abutment on the
left river bank was moved up against the river channel in order to make space for a small roundabout meant to
fluidise the traffic in the intersection between the above mentioned streets. The arrangement in the area is
developed on an earth filling sustained by a retaining wall out of plain concrete which covers partially the left
river bank of the river Cerna [11].

3.2.2 Description of the structure
The bridge is designed as a simply supported slab with two spans of 13,50 m and a total length of
36,70 m. Each slab consists of 10 double T girders out of prestressed concrete with a length of 14,00 m and a
filling of reinforced cast in place concrete. The total width of the bridge is 11,30 m, with a 7,80 m wide carriage
way and two footways of each 1,00 m.
The infrastructure consists of 2 massive abutments and a lamellar pier, having direct foundations out of
plain concrete. The connection between the abutments and the earthwork is realized through gravity retaining
walls out of plain concrete with different heights.
The elevation of the pier and its cap were realized out of reinforced cast in place concrete. The gauge
under the bridge varies between 7,00 m and 9,00 m depending on the river bed configuration.

Fig. 5. Lateral view up stream

3.2.3 Conception and execution faults
The analyses of the designed structure points out important conceptual shortcomings due to the fact that
the solution assessed in the Feasibility Study was generated by a narrow-minded designing team orientated
towards simplistic solutions:
 placing the abutments in the river channel has strangled the river bed with consequences:
o the reduction of the discharge section with aprox. 40%;
o the amplification of the scouring effect by increasing the flowing velocity;
o an unflattering optical effect in contrast with the environment.
 the infrastructure out of plain concrete generates structures lacking on slenderness;
 choosing a solution with two spans in order to cover a 27 m span implies the execution of a pier in
the middle of the river channel, a not recommendable solution when designing a bridge, especially
when there are other technical possibilities to obtain a crossing as a one span solution.
The analyses of the executed structural elements reveal a series of non-compliances in regard to the
technical documentation:
 lack of parallelism between the bearing axes at the elements of the infrastructure;
 horizontal revolving of the infrastructure;
 deviations in the positioning of the pier elevation and aberrations in its length, its movement along
the river axes;
 unequal cantilevers at the pier caps;
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the mismatch in the concrete class from the pier elevation (55% from the necessary, meaning a
class of C12/15 instead of C25/30);
 the foundation level of the gravity retaining walls is not complied with, its stability being thus
endangered and implicit that of the sustained earthworks;
In addition to this, the following has also been ascertained:
 the documentation stating the modifications of the pier caps, was missing;
 the designer was not aware of the executed works, since he did not sign the assessment records for
hidden works.

Fig. 6. Lateral view upstream

Fig. 7. Execution quality at the pier

3.2.4 Remediation solutions
In order to amend the conceptual and execution shortcomings as good as possible, it is have to do:
 demolishing of the existing pier;
 redesigning of the bridge deck with one simply supported span of approx. 28,00 m, in solution:
precasted girders out of reinforced prestressed concrete or as a composite bridge, also as laminated
profiles embedded in concrete a.s.o.;
 the verification and, if necessary, consolidation of the two abutments executed partially;
 improvement of the founding conditions for the retaining walls by injecting the soil up to the base
rock level.
Paul Valéry asserted an indisputable truth: “Surely, of all the activities, the most complex one is to
build”.
Each new crossing structure, each intervention for the rehabilitation or consolidation of an old one
represents an answer to a challenge of the nature, a victory of the spirit and labour over a material difficulty. As a
conclusion, we allow ourselves to defend the Romanian saying “The miser looses a lot, the sluggard runs a lot”
and even though „Errare Humanum Est”, morally we are obligated to do our best not to repeat mistakes.
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Abstract
Structural integrity assessment for buildings affected by extreme actions has become, due to past
unfortunate events, an interesting topic for the research community. Explosions, one of the main abnormal loads,
could lead to disproportionate or even total collapse of buildings. Thus, accurately representing this action and
its consequences on structures is of high interest. In this paper, a numerical investigation of the structural
response of a reinforced concrete slab subjected to close-in blasts is presented. ConWEP procedure is applied to
simulate the air pressure wave propagation caused by the deflagration. An erosion algorithm is applied for
removing the excessively distorted finite elements in tension. The obtained results, expressed in terms of
maximum displacements and element damage patterns, are compared against a set of experimental results
available in technical literature. A good agreement between the two approaches is observed.
Keywords: Blast, Collapse, TNT, ConWEP, Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian, Concrete Damage.

1 Introduction
Recently, due to tragic events that involved the disproportionate or entire collapse of buildings (Alfred
P. Murrah Federal Building - Oklahoma, World Trade Center - New York or Plasco Building - Tehran) mainly
caused by a series of abnormal loads (air blasts, impacts or fires), the assessment and improvement of structural
integrity has become an interesting topic of research among the civil engineers community.
Several procedures, with different levels of complexity, are considered in the evaluation of buildings
resistance to disproportionate failure. According to the GSA [1] and DoD [2] guidelines, the progressive collapse
risk assessment can be made through four types of analyses (linear static analysis, linear dynamic analysis,
nonlinear static analysis and nonlinear dynamic analysis), in accordance with the user’s experience. In addition
to these approaches, some researchers have also proposed new methods of assessing the risk of progressive
collapse [3, 4].
The main approach in evaluating the structural response of buildings requires the removal of one or
several vertical supports (columns) is a static or dynamic manner [5, 6]. Although there are significant
differences between these two approaches, in neither of these procedures the cause that triggers the element
removal it’s not accurately modeled. If a deflagration occurs, for example in front of a building, not only the
ground floor columns will be affected. Thus, it is of high interest to investigate the structural integrity by
accurately modeling the cause that determines the structural elements degradation (air blast, impact, fires, wind
gusts). Recently, a significant number of buildings collapsed, disproportionately or totally, due to explosions.
Hence, this phenomenon is intensively analyzed by an increasing number of scientific community members. The
research studies available in technical literature related to this topic may be divided in two major categories:
experimental and numerical. Mainly, due to the increased costs and necessary resources, the evaluation of the
structural response through experimental studies is limited [7, 8]. Thus, from this perspective, numerical
simulations represent a more accessible approach [9].
In the current paper, a numerical simulation of a reinforced concrete slab tested under close-in blast
loading is presented. The main purpose of this study is to validate a numerical model against an experimental test
conducted by Wand et al. [7]. The obtained results are expressed in terms of peak vertical displacement values
and material degradation patterns. The numerical model accuracy in accounting for the air blast specific effects
on reinforced concrete elements (RC slabs) is assessed by comparing the obtained structural response with the
experimental one.
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2 Experimental test
A limited series of experimental tests with the specific purpose of investigating the damage of one-way
square reinforced concrete slabs subjected to different air blast loads was conducted by Wang et al. [7]. The
dimensions of the slabs were 1000mm x 1000mm x 40mm and the diameter of the steel bars used for
reinforcement was 6mm, with a 75mm distance between bars. The thickness of the concrete cover was of 20mm.
Aiming fixed boundary conditions for the slabs, Wang et al. [7] have developed a steel frame placed on
the ground composed by 8mm thick steel angles, with the main purpose of preventing the slab uplifting during
the tests. Four loading scenarios were considered by the authors to emphasize different damage levels. Thus, the
explosive charges placed at 0.4m above the concrete slab center point, as illustrated in Fig. 1.a, had 0.2kg,
0.31kg, 0.46kg, respectively 0.55kg of trinitrotoluene - TNT.

Fig. 1. a) Wang et al [7] test setup, b) proposed numerical model
The Young’s modulus, cylinder compressive strength and tensile strength obtained for the slabs
concrete was 28.3GPa, 39.5MPa and 4.2MPa while the reinforcement bars had a Young’s modulus of 200GPa,
respectively a yield strength value of 600MPa.

3 Numerical model
Due to the complexity of the problem, a 3D numerical model developed in the Finite Element Method
software package Abaqus/Explicit [10] is used by the authors in their attempts to obtain the dynamic response of
one-way RC slab subjected to blast loading. Considering the specimen symmetry, by both longitudinal and
transversal directions, only 1/4 of the slab is represented in the numerical simulation (Fig. 1.b).
The materials constitutive laws, express in terms of stress-strain curves, are obtained starting from the
material characteristics specified in the experimental study [7] and are illustrated in Fig. 2. The nonlinear
material behavior is considered in this numerical simulation by using the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP)
option for concrete, respectively the Plastic option for steel.

Fig. 2. Stress-strain curves for concrete and steel
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Solid (tri-dimensional) C3D8 finite elements are used for concrete while for the steel reinforcement
bars, truss (one-dimensional) T3D2 finite elements are selected. The dimensions of both solid and truss finite
elements used in the current analyses is 3mm. An erosion algorithm is used to capture the concrete spallation
phenomenon caused by the explosion effect. This algorithm consists in removing from the numerical model the
finite elements for which the tension strains exceed 10%. The same erosion limit value was used by Xu and Lu
[11] in their studies related to concrete elements behavior when subjected to blast loading.
Although in their experimental program the authors [7] aimed for fixed boundary conditions (restraints),
according to their own statement the restraint “was somewhere between fixed and pinned”. Since the boundary
conditions are difficult to simulate numerically if the element is not fully fixed, in this study two different
approaches are examined.
Firstly, the degrees of freedom that belong to the nodes placed on the right and left extremities of the
slab (the slab region clamped by the steel angles) are blocked (Fig.3.a). This approach corresponds to ideal fixed
support conditions (BC1 numerical models).
Ultimately, the wood bars and the steel angles used in the experimental tests (Fig. 1.) are also
represented in the numerical model as illustrated in Fig. 3.b. The interaction between the slab and the wood bar,
respectively between the wood bar and the steel angles is considered through the normal/tangential behavior
contact options (BC2 numerical models).

Fig. 3. 1/4 reduced RC slab: a) BC1 numerical model, b) BC2 numerical model

4 Analysis procedure
Two different approaches that can be used to efficiently analyze elements subjected to air blast loading
are mentioned in technical literature [12, 13]: CEL (Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian) method, respectively
ConWEP (Conventional Weapon Effects Program) method.
CEL technique combines two mesh approaches, Eulerian and Lagrangian, each one with its own
advantages and limitations in modelling the effect of blast loading. The Eulerian approach can be used to model
structural interactions with the blast wave with a high degree of fidelity, but it has the main disadvantage that the
obtained solutions are limited to relatively short simulation times (microseconds to a few milliseconds) [12]. On
the other hand, the Lagrangian method (most common method in FEA) allows the calculation of material and
structural behavior over large periods of time but it’s not suitable for problems where large deformations may
occur [12]. Thus, by coupling these two approaches, a method that includes the positive aspects from both
procedures, suitable for numerical problems where extreme deformations are expected, was developed.
Considered a more empirical solution in comparison with the previous approach, ConWEP can also be
successfully used in a series of problems where structural elements are subjected to extreme actions such as air
blasts. The advantage of this technique, is that the loads are applied directly to the structure’s surface subjected
to the blast without the necessity of any fluid medium (air) for the pressure wave propagation. Two types of blast
waves are supported: air blast (spherical), suitable for explosions that occur in mid-air, respectively surface blast
(hemispherical) for explosions that occur at ground level [13]. The main disadvantage in this case is that the
structural interactions between elements and the reflected pressure waves cannot be accounted for [12].

Fig. 4. 1/4 reduced numerical model: air blast wave propagation at 0.2ms, 0.3ms and 0.4ms (ConWEP)
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In the current study, the numerical investigation of an RC slab subjected to blast loads is performed by
applying the ConWEP procedure, available in Abaqus/Explicit [10]. Since the setup of the experimental test [7]
does not allow the propagation of the reflecting waves, the main procedure drawback described above can be
neglected. Air blast wave propagation option is used (Fig. 4) in a nonlinear dynamic analysis, with a considered
time step size of 10 milliseconds.

5 Results
In the current study, four nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed with the specific purpose of
investigating the structural response of a one-way RC slab subjected to blast loading. The main difference
between the analyses is made by the TNT quantity located at 0.40m above the midpoint of the slab.
The main results that reflect the accuracy of the numerical models in describing the air blast
phenomenon and its influence on the tested RC slab element are the maximum vertical displacement values,
respectively the element degradation patterns. These patterns are a measure (expressed in percentage) which
describes the damage degree for the concrete material stiffness in tension/compression.
The peak values for the vertical displacements corresponding to the TNT charges of 0.20kg, 0.31kg,
0.46kg and 0.55kg revealed by the numerical analyses for both BC1 and BC2 model types are summarized in
Table 1 along with the error percentage with respect to the experimental test values.
Table 1. Synthesis of results
Tested
slabs
A
B
C
D

TNT
charge
[kg]
0.20
0.31
0.46
0.55

Maximum displacement values [mm]
Experimental test
BC1
BC2
[7]
numerical models numerical models
10
7.87
9.07
15
19.32
18.82
35
35.38
35.28
44.19
44.96

Error [%]
(BC1/BC2)
-21.30 / -9.30
+28.80 / +25.46%
+1.09 / + 0.80
-

For each of the four analyzed TNT charges, the numerical results include the concrete tension
degradation patterns. This type of results is a way of quantifying the damage induced by each TNT charge
applied. Illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 are the experimental results [7] obtained for the top and bottom faces of
the tested RC slabs.

Fig. 5. RC slab - top face - experimental test results [7] for TNT charges of: a) 0.31kg, b) 0.46kg, c) 0.55kg

Fig. 6. RC slab - top face - numerical analysis results for TNT charges of: a) 0.31kg, b) 0.46kg, c) 0.55kg
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The numerically obtained damage patterns (BC2 models) for the TNT loads corresponding to the B, C
and D experimental cases are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8. Since the RC slab subjected to the air blast caused
by the 0.2kg TNT charge is not severely damaged, the corresponding degradation pattern in not presented in this
paper.

Fig. 7. RC slab - bottom face - experimental test results [7] for TNT charges of: a) 0.31kg, b) 0.46kg, c) 0.55kg

Fig. 8. RC slab - bottom face - numerical analysis results for TNT charges of: a) 0.31kg, b) 0.46kg, c) 0.55kg

Fig. 9. RC slab - fracture section in the central region - BC2 numerical model (D case)

6 Conclusions and discussions
Investigating the structural behavior of reinforced concrete elements subjected to extreme loads, such as
air blasts is currently a topic of high interest among the civil engineering researchers. Thus, the current study
aims to numerically assess the behavior of an RC slab subjected to close-in blast loads. Four loading scenarios
are analyzed in Abaqus/Explicit using a 3D numerical model, by considering two distinct boundary conditions
configurations. ConWEP method is used to represent the air wave propagation caused by the TNT charges.
The obtained results, in terms of maximum vertical displacements reveal a good agreement between the
experimental and the numerical values (Table 1.). Regarding this aspect, it can be observed that both approaches
of representing the boundary conditions (fully restrained supports -BC1 models vs. steel angle clamped supportsBC2 models) lead to similar results. The inaccuracy of the numerical values with respect to the experimental
ones is in the range of 0.8% - 28.8%.
As previously stated, the second way of quantifying the air blast effects on the studied RC slab is
represented by the degradation and spallation patterns. The numerical results (Fig. 6, Fig. 8) confirm one of the
slab behavior types observed in the experimental study: the element develops a longitudinal (parallel to the
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support line) fracture section in the central region (Fig. 9). The damage patterns indicated by the numerical
analyses for both top and bottom slab faces successfully identify the severely affected region of the studied
element (Fig. 5 vs. Fig. 6, Fig. 7 vs. Fig. 8).
Although the authors of the experimental study [7] intended to impose continuous fixed boundary
conditions along two parallel slab edges according to their own statement this objective could not be achieved:
“the restraint was somewhere between fixed and pinned”. Consequently, in some of the loading scenarios the
experimentally tested slab response includes behavior elements that are associated to slabs supported on all
edges: the yield line radial propagation towards the slab center. Since in the proposed models the supports are
modeled continuous along two parallel edges the above-mentioned behavior could not be numerically
represented. In addition, the numerical degradation patterns indicate a significant strain concentration in the
support regions (Fig. 6). This behavior is also confirmed by another similar study [14].
As a future objective, the authors of this paper intend to calibrate the performances of the erosion
algorithm to obtain an increased accuracy in identifying the concrete spallation areas. In the current
configuration, the erosion algorithm reasonably represents the concrete spallation along the longitudinal fracture
section; this is not applicable to the slab central region.
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Abstract
As we have been accustomed to the research to give us "surprises" on new uses of known substances,
this paper highlights such an example. It is presented the carbon lifecycle from the form of coal and graphite till
the perspective of graphene. In the transformation of carbon it moves from the amorphous state to the stable
crystalline state, which may be graphite or diamond form. At present, it is obvious that the diamond form is
much more precious than the graphite form. Through the prospects of application of graphene obtained from
graphite in diverse areas but with a strong environmental-friendly character, it is estimated that graphite will
become a very precious material in the coming years.
Keywords: Graphite, environmental friendly, applications.

1

Introduction

In this paper we aim to highlight the potential of using graphite resources by graphene transformation
and application in various fields. This material is more resistant than the diamond, although it stretches like a
gum. From a visual point of view it is invisible, it drives electricity and heat better than any copper wire and its
weight is almost equal to zero. Graphene is a new amazing material that can revolutionize almost any part of our
life. The paper follows the graphite itinerary, graphene producing methods, graphene properties, graphite and
graphene use, all in the context of environment friendly development.

2

Graphite – Where the Journey Begins

Carbon and some compounds of carbon are chemically very stable and can remain unchanged in rocks
for hundreds of millions of years. There are large deposits of carbon from past geological eras.
During the Earth’s long history have been a few periods when forests and algae grew at such a rate that
decomposition couldn’t keep up with the accumulation of dead organic matter on the floor of forests or the sandy
bottoms of oceans. After burying, the organic matter, under heat and pressure underwent chemical and physical
changes, pushing out oxygen and leaving rich hydrocarbon deposits. What once had been plants gradually turned
into coal. Therefore coal is formed when deposits of peat are buried under other sediments. The peat is
compressed and heated, gradually turning into coal.

Fig.1. Carbon cycle, from organic matter up to graphite/graphene: (1) Plants; (2) Peat; (3) Lignite; (4)
Bituminous coal; (4) Hard coal; (5) Anthracite; (6) Graphite; (7) Graphene
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Significant carbon quantities were fixed in different type of geological deposits (rocks, fossil fuels like
coal, petroleum and natural gas etc.). In all these process the time, pressure and temperature played an important
role. Increasing temperature and pressure from burial are the main factors in coalification. In this way vegetable
matter becomes converted into coal of increasingly higher rank with anthracite as the final product. With
increasing temperature, peat (C=50 - 60%, H=5 - 6%, O=35 - 38%, N=2%) is converted to lignite (C=57 - 65%,
H=5 - 6%, O=30 - 34%, N=1.5%), a very soft, low-rank coal. With further increases in temperature, lignite is
transformed into subbituminous coal (C=60 - 80%, H=4 - 5%, O=15 - 20%, N=0.8%) and then into bituminous
coal/hard coal (C=80 - 90%, H=2 – 2.5%, O=5 - 15%, N=0.5%). At even higher temperatures, usually
accompanied by intense deformation generated by the folding and faulting of the Earth’s crust, anthracites (C=90
- 95%, H=1 – 1.5%, O=2.5 - 5%, N=traces), the highest rank of coal, are produced. The increase in coal rank is
accompanied by increases in the amount of fixed carbon and by decreases in the amount of moisture and other
volatile material in the coal. The process can continue until organic matter is crystallizing in graphite, a
crystalline allotrope type of carbon.
The quality of graphite is appreciated according to the degree of purity and the physical state in which it
is found. Fields of use both in Romania and worldwide are varied but are mainly oriented towards:
• Metallurgical and machine building industry: in the foundries, as moulded products (casting crucibles,
stoppers and graphite tubes), respectively unformed products (refractory paints and pastes); refractory masses
(refractory bricks, dolomite blocks); like processing materials (for polishing different products); as insulating
and protective materials (in the manufacture of naval cables and mining cables)
• Chemical industry: anti-corrosion products (heat exchangers, pipes, valves, boilers, filters, porous plates);
anti-corrosion protection materials (pastes and paints); blocks (ointments for mechanical sectors)
• Electro technical industry: the production of electric brushes, in Galvano-plasty, to colloidal suspensions for
internal and external graphing of kinescope tubes;
• Production of pencils (99% C graphite is used to mix with a very fine crushed clay and after moulding the
mines are placed in the baking oven, then they are poured with a fatty substance)
• The atomic-electric industry: artificial graphite blocks (also called atomic graphite), which are used in the
manufacture of parts necessary for atomic reactors; very pure graphite bars serve as a moderator of neutrons
in nuclear reactors
• Aerospace industry (cosmic missiles)
• Agriculture (support for fertilizers)
• Materials of construction (due to the valence of the graphite properties this was included in the extruded
polystyrene structure being a good thermal insulator)
From the graphite exposed to a temperature of 2400o C and a pressure of 130000 atm, artificial
diamonds of unusual sizes were obtained.

3

Graphene – Intrinsic Properties of a “Wonder Material”

For such a promising material, graphene has an incredibly simple chemical structure. [1] A graphene
sheet consists of a single layer of carbon atoms, disposed in a hexagonal mesh, with a rigid structure. This makes
graphene the thinnest material ever made. To reach a total thickness of one millimetre, 3 million layers of
graphene are needed. Due to their thinness, graphene sheets taken separately are transparent.
It is also the material with the highest mechanical resistance known to mankind. [2] According to a
calculation, in order to pass through a graphene sheet, a high force concentrated in one point should be exercised.
Despite its resistance, graphene is also extremely flexible and can be stretched by about 20% without suffering
damage. It is also a good electrical conductor, much better than copper traditionally used in wiring, and is the
best heat conductor on the planet.
But perhaps the most remarkable property of graphene is its origin, as presented above. Graphene is
made up of graphite, and a pencil is made up of millions of graphene layers. These layers are easily "joined
together", so they slide from one another when a pencil is moved along the sheet of paper.
The discovery of graphene triggered a boom for material science. At the level of 2015 there were over
3,000 research papers on its properties and over 400 patent applications. Experts, however, trust this material and
are willing to follow the path, talking about an impressive number of unique combined properties in one piece of
material, which has not happened before, so there are so many researchers working on its analysis.
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4

From Graphite to Graphene – Necessary Step for the Future

Graphene is made by exfoliating and chemical processing of graphite. Every few months scientists
discover new and cheaper ways of mass processing graphene, such as: mechanical exfoliation, liquid phase
exfoliation, molecular assembly, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), and chemical synthesis on silicon carbide
(SiC). [3] The market of graphene applications is essentially driven by progress in the production of graphene
with properties appropriate for the specific application, and this situation is likely to continue for the next decade
or at least until each of graphene’s many potential applications meets its own requirements [4]. Currently, there
are probably a dozen methods being used and developed to prepare graphene of various dimensions, shapes and
quality. Methods of graphene production should be chosen according to the required quality and price in mass
production and taking into account the destination of the obtained graphene use in applications (Fig 2).
Methods

1

2

3

4

5

Total

Applications

Q+P+

Q+P=

Q+P+

Q+P+

Q+4P+3

Research, prototyping

(1)

Q-P-

Q-P-

Q-P-

Q-P-

Q-4P-4

Coating, composites,
inks, energy storage,
bio, transparent
conductive layers

Q=P+

Q+P+

Q+1P+3

Nanoelectronics

Q+1P-2

Coating, bio,
transparent conductive
layers, electronics,
photonics

Q-1P0

Electronics, RF
transistors

(2)

Q-P=

Q+P+

(3)

Q-P-

Q+P+

Q=P-

Q-P-

Q+P+

Q-P-

Q+P-

(4)

Q-P+

(5)
Where:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

is mechanical exfoliation
is liquid phase exfoliation
is molecular assembly
is CVD
is SiC
Q+ is better quality, Q- is lower quality, Q= is same quality;
P+ is higher price, P- is lower price, P= is same price
Fig.2. Graphene methods and applications related to quality and price

Among the methods, currently, an environment-friendly method to produce graphene is the one that
employs Vitamin C as the reductant and amino acid as the stabilizer [5]. This means the use of bio compounds
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for nontoxic production of graphene. Because this method does not use toxic reagents, it may allow the
application of graphene not only for electronic devices but also for biocompatible materials.

5

Graphene Based Applications – Environmental Pact to Change the World

The directions for developing graphene applications so far and in the near future would be as follows.
The electronics industry is convinced that graphene will lead to making gadgets that will make the present
smartphones look like toys from the era of steam trains.
Modern touchscreen screens use indium-tin-oxide (ITO), a substance that is transparent but carrying
electric currents. But this ITO is expensive, and gadgets made from this substance break easily when they are
dropped. Replacing ITO with certain graphene compounds could allow for the development of flexible screens
and TVs as thin as a sheet of paper.
Other researchers are looking at many ways to use graphene in medicine in the future.
It is also considered as an alternative to the carbon fiber body of boats and bikes. And the graphene use
in tires would make them much stronger.
Some even claim that the material will replace the silicon in computer chips. In the future a credit card
made from graphene could store as much information as the current computers.

Fig.3. Graphene environmental friendly applications
Our approach is based on the construction of the bee honeycomb that is similar to the graphene atomic
structure and like the world of bees the world of graphene is also a work in progress, starting with the central
element.
The graphene related literature presents many applications in different fields. We structured these fields
in six major classes, as presented in fig.3. For each class there are presented applications of graphene both for the
major field and the intersection between two major fields.
The scientist/artist Leonardo da Vinci said ‘Where nature finishes producing its own species, man
begins, using natural things and with the help of this nature, to create an infinity of species.’ [3]
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We need to weighted use nature help with measure. Do not exhaust in one second resources that are
created in millions of years. And through applications do not harm other resources. Applications based on
graphene should complement nature in its work, and not be an intruder.
Based on this approach the field of graphene applications that is now developing should focus on: the
fabrication of highly conducting, transparent polymer composites and other composites with metals and
ceramics, sensor fabrication, the production of field effect transistors, novel catalytic reactions, the assembly of
heavy metal filters, the generation of electrodes for Li-ion batteries, etc.
[2] presents a chemical approach of tuning the graphene sheet properties providing a path to a broad
new class of graphene based materials and their use in a variety of applications, such as graphene-polymer
composites preparation via complete exfoliation of graphite and molecular-level dispersion of individual,
chemically modified graphene sheets within polymer hosts. At only 1 volume per cent, this composite has a high
conductivity, sufficient for many electrical applications.
Graphene-based composites obtained by combining high-quality graphene with various metal and metal
oxides have proven to be a very promising approach used for developing clean energy devices. These new
graphene-based metal and metal oxides are expected to have an impact in three categories within the clean
energy arena: energy storage (supercapacitors), energy conversion (fuel cells), and energy production (hydrogen
generation via water splitting). [6]
Graphene and its derivatives are also promising candidates as novel functional materials as
semiconductor materials in transistors, liquid crystal devices, electrochemical biological sensors, batteries, solar
cells [7]. Graphene samples obtained by exfoliation in ethanol have been used in photovoltaic devices and as
sponge-like absorbents.
Graphene’s low capacitance is an important characteristic for biosensors or chemical sensors due to the
low ratios of signal to noise. [8]
Electrochemical sensors have an advantage over other biosensor transducer methods because they can
sense materials without damaging the surrounding system. [9] Further, initial studies also revealed a potential
biocompatibility and no obvious toxicity, making graphene based sensors a viable option for in vivo biomedical
applications.
Currently, biosensors are used in laboratories in order to measure pollution levels in ground, water and
so on. Due to the lack of toxicity of graphene based biosensors they could be easily and without negative impact
on the environment used for in situ pollution detection.
Graphene is a unique material because it displays high electron transport speed at room temperature, in
which electrons behave as massless particles without experiencing scattering. Therefore, the electronics
applications of this layered material are in the fabrication of ultrafast transistors [10] and nanometre-scale
electronic devices. [11]
Graphene is also used in sponge-shaped materials with high absorption capacities (up to 165 times its
own weight). This material is useful in removing organic contaminants such as oils and toxic organic solvents
from water due to its high selectivity, good recyclability or stability, lightweight nature, and robustness. Also,
the sensors based on DEG (directly exfoliated graphene) are very sensitive and selective for sensing water
vapours, CO2, and, in particular, ethanol. [9]
Ultracapacitors based on graphene are electrical energy storage devices that store and release energy by
nanoscopic charge. [12] The results obtained in the energy field related to graphene illustrate the potential for
high performance, electrical energy storage devices based on this carbon material.
For fuel cells, the graphene materials are normally used as the catalysts, to replace expensive platinum
catalysts, and catalyst supports; for batteries, are used as both cathode and anode materials; for supercapacitors,
are used as the electrode materials; and for solar cells, they are used as the dye sensitizers. [9]

6

Conclusions

Starting with 2004 when the two researchers Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov first obtained
graphene by mechanical exfoliation method, a breakthrough for which they received the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 2010, the procedures for obtaining graphene have evolved depending on the use and among them we mention
liquid phase exfoliation, molecular assembly, chemical vapour deposition, chemical synthesis on silicon carbide.
The evolution of the discovery of these methods and graphene applications seems to have a dynamic in
the next years, so the approach presented in the paper groups the graphene applications at present in six major
fields. The areas of interference of graphene applicability are also highlighted. We have identified suitable
methods for these applications, taking into account the quality and the price as parameters. Due to the chemical
structure of graphene based on carbon, its applications do not bring pollutants and are environmental friendly.
Also, some applications which are included in green energy production and energy storage (solar cells,
wind turbine blades, batteries etc.) can be considered as indirectly environmental friendly, through saving fossil
fuels combustion.
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Abstract
In order to determine the design optimization of the aeolian turbines with horizontal axis we proceed to
elaborate a mathematical algorithm related to certain geometry of the turbine blades and to characteristic curve
within a wide exploitation field. This optimal background consists on some mathematical iteration regarding the
extracting energy maximization from wind valorization. The optimization task outlines two aspects which are
taken into consideration: to find the so called “desirability curve” and thus the mathematical model which is
involved in establishing the optimal solution. Under certain conditions one obtains three approximations for
“desirability exploitation curve”. The aim of the study is to find the shape of that approximation curve which is
the closest to the “desirability curve”.
Keywords: Wind turbines, optimization, energy balance, blade geometry.

1

Introduction

It is well-known the fact that the wind power plays a significant role in the worldwide energy policy.
Wind turbine is composed mainly of a rotator fixed on a support shaft, comprising a hub and a moving blade
consisting of one or more blades. Active body of aeolian turbines which made the quantity of converted energy
is the blade [1]. The achieving of aerodynamic performances, kinematics and energy curves of the aeolian
turbines depend on the choice of certain geometry. Nowadays, the market studies and statistics highlights that
turbine blades represent about 25–30% of the turbine overall budget, and for this reason, its optimization is a
task research which worth all the efforts.
Turbine geometry optimization consists in selecting those forms that maximizing the exchange of
energy in certain given conditions (wind speed, engine revs). This is reflected with functional, structural and
geometry variables. Optimum performance is built through iterations “geometry-performance” in order to
maximize the energy extracted from the wind for exploitation. In the last years a major interest in renewable
energy resources has been observed. Many researchers have had to deal with optimizations process in wind
turbine field (see [2], [4], [8], [9], [10].
The physical and mathematical associated model involves the following components: site offer,
exchange energy in the aerodynamic engine, optimized geometry of the motor and the functional characteristic
curves of the engine in terms of optimized geometries [6], [7]. Thus, the development of a suitable mathematical
model is significant.

2

Material and method

The innovation and the new technology processes development worldwide tend to implement
mathematical models and mathematical descriptions of the physical phenomena and processes with computer
simulation tools instead of conducting expensive experiments and also some heavy one. The most important
roles of applied sciences and fundamental sciences are to search the accurate and the right theoretical description
for the process and program computer software to simulate the process behavior. Most often the theoretical
model is analyzed with optimization objectives.
Energy performance representation that produces a wind turbine, as a whole operating area, is
materialized by the characteristic curves that are operating in the optimization process. They are of two types
namely: operating (exploitation) curves, respectively dimensionless curves of the type of turbine [3].
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In the present paper one establishes the goal function regarding a mathematical model based on the
operating curves. This is an important aim generically called “desirability curve”, consisting in some steps by
means of which the optimization of the blades of turbines with horizontal axis is provided. Physical model of the
turbine is a theoretical concept, which allows evaluation analysis of characteristic parameters of wind turbines.
The theoretical model developed in this section has to do with aero electrical aggregates field designed for power
plant. We have to deal with wind turbines with constant speed by removing the boundary layer and aerodynamic
braking by splitting the palette.
The ones above are theoretically transposed by constructing an operating (exploitation) turbine curve
having a special allure which ensures maximizing extracting energy. In addition, it also required ensuring the
protection of the aggregate at values which exceed the operating limit. Achieving such an objective, generically
called “desirability curve” or “purposes function” one develops in several sequences, by successive adjustments
or corrections, starting with an initial geometry.
Designing the shape of the blades, starting with a power evaluation which can be used by the turbine at
a given wind speed. It follows obvious a maximization of this power. In the specialty literature of wind turbines
the evaluation has to do with Betz model.
In the present paper we proceed with the optimization of the first geometry by successive steps, by
adjustments of the geometrical measurements, in order to align the exploitation curve with chosen “desirability
curve”. In order to obtain the final version of the “desirability exploitation curve” we have to establish several
successive stages of optimization starting with an initial geometry. Obtaining it follows a logic scheme. During
this scheme, took place the adjustment of the previous geometry parameters.
It will be convenient to recall here some relations in order to find the appropriate operating
(exploitation) curves. With  the current value of the rapidity we can write
CPWT  CM 0    a     b    .
The study of this curve, using experimental results from literature, implies the evaluation of dependence of the
constants on type of turbine.
a  f  0  ;

b  f  0  ;

  f  0  ;
  f  0  .
We will use different values of the rapidity, for the constants computation, which depends on the type turbine.

3

Results and discussions

The performance of the wind turbine can be investigated through mathematical models and also verified
by experimental measurements. This paper provides a mathematical simulation on the computer of three
approximations for “desirability curve”, based on the model proposed in the work [3].
In order to establish the “desirability curve”, as case study, we have analyzed some reference curves of
several tested wind turbines and also confirmed as performing ones. These wind turbines were designed by
leading companies in the field. The analyzed exploitation curve are measurement curve, all these previous
specified turbines are currently in use in air power plants, which are located in various places in the world. For
an accurate comparison of their performance, the curves should be transposed into dimensionless forms
CPel  f ( ) through the following relation (1), using the power of the turbine  Pel  :
CP 

Pel
Pel

,
3
2
v


   S     v 3    D 2 1   d  
2
8
  D  

(1)

where we have used the following notations: S , the area swept by the turbine, D the diameter of the turbine, P
power turbine, ρ mass density of air [kg/m3], v wind speed [m/s], d hub diameter, uR peripheral speed at the top
of the pallet, C p power coefficient. The characteristic number, namely rapidity of the turbine, is defined by the
relation   u R / R , where n is the speed turbine [rpm]. The characteristic number associated to the turbine
optimal point is denoted by 0 and it is called the turbine rapidity. This number characterizes the type of turbine
and it represents, together with the position axis turbines, the main criteria for the characterization of the
turbines. The usual field of wind turbines is 0  1  12 and the turbines corresponding to the interval 0  1  4
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are considered “slow” in the rest of the field the turbines are considered “fast”. We accepted for computation a
value of 1, 23kg / m3 mass density of air.
The exploitation curves serve the evaluations of the annual energies, which are correlated with the areas
exposed to the wind and the rotations of the turbine. After the setting the form of exploitation curves it is
necessary to perform a transposition of them at maximum power of 300kW , thus obtained another curves, and
called transposed exploitation curves. Having in mind the relation of the power, the transposition process is
2

P 300  D300 
300

 , where D is the
P
D


power of the turbine transposed at the maximum power level, namely 300kW , and D 300 is the diameter of the
turbine transposed at the same maximum power level, 300kW .
The new exploitation curves are determined by transposition, for three special well known turbines and
the values are posted in Table 1. There is also the possibility for these curves to be expressed in dimensionless
form. Analyzing the allure of the transposed exploitation curves at the maximum power level, 300kW we chose
one of them and fixed it as “desirability curve”.
made by taking into consideration the ratio of squares of turbine-swept areas:

Table 1. The exploitation curves transposed at the maximum power level ( Pel 300 )
v[m / s ]
Type turbine
Bonus
MkII

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

0

31,5

104

181

243

288

298,5

300

285

256

241

8

30

73

135

212

274

300

282

256

230

216

0

39

93,5

176

233

283

300

295,5

286

273,5

0

300

D  30, 74m

Micon M750
D  26,52m

Nordtank 300
D  29,12m

The chosen allure is justified by the fact that this curve is intended to be more sensitive than those of
well-known and well-established worldwide turbines. We try to make a more efficient use of energy within a
functionality domain, namely 0  25m / s .
The operating (exploitation) “desirability curve” accepted in the form tabulated in Table 2, corresponds
to electrical power at the electrical generator terminals. By estimating some values of the mechanical
transmission efficiency  tr  0.97 and of the electric generator Gtr  0.95 it can be determined the power curve
given at the turbine shaft by the relation Pts 

Pel
where tr and  Gtr have been approximated as constant
tr Gtr

values in entire functionality domain.
Table 2. The “desirability exploitation curve” (First approximation)
v

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

25

Pel

8

40

107

182

250

292

298

295

292

288

267

0



13,6

9,1

6,7

5,3

4,5

3,7

3,3

3,05

2,6

2,4

2,3

0

1
CPts

0,323

0,482

0,542

0,471

0,372

0,273

0,185

0,130

0,091

0,068

0,048

0

As we can see in Fig. 1, the function Pts1  f (v) describes the allure of the finding exploitation curve for
the first approximation. It is computed in the case of a turbine having the diameter of 30m and running at a
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speed of 35rpm . We have marked the superior index by “1” to indicate the fact that this curve is the first
approximation of the “desirability exploitation curve”.
The finding curve corresponds to an engine with rapidity of 0  7 and a maximum value of the power
coefficient CPtsmax  0,545. Choosing for degree of reaction R , a value grater then zero, one obtains values for
power coefficient which are much over Betz model, limit which is 0,592. Therefore, we consider to be necessary
a new extension of our analysis regarding the “desirability curve”. In this sense we accept values for power
coefficient grater then imposed limit by the classic model and for degree of reaction we consider R  0,76 . This
value can be associated, by the theory of the new model, with a maximum power coefficient (corresponding to
the power at the turbine shaft) CPtsmax  0, 7.
Taking into consideration the ones above, we construct a new “desirability curve”, second
approximation, CPts 2  f ( ) by modifying the first approximation CPts1  f ( ) considering the
ratio

2
CPts
max

C



1
Ptsmax

0, 7
. The computed values are summarized into Table 3.
0,545
Table 3. Second approximation for “desirability exploitation curve”

v

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

25



13,6

9,1

6,7

5,3

4,5

3,7

3,3

3,05

2,6

2,4

2,3

0

2
CPts

0,416

0,609

0,695

0,603

0,481

0,353

0,241

0,166

0,121

0,089

0,074

0

In a “power-speed” plane, is plotted the “desirability exploitation curve” (second approximation)
Pts  f (v) , as we can see in Fig. 1. This curve, in comparison with the first approximation, is associated with a
geometry of turbine ( D  30m , n  35rpm ) which provides a better exploitation of the wind and more efficiently
in the low speed wind range ( v  11m / s ).
2

Fig. 1. Power distribution in the first and second approximation
Although these aspects represent a step forward for our work, this second approximation do not ensures
the power ceiling at the level established in the first approximation. This limit cannot be exceeded because of
considerations imposed by the mechanical resistance of the aero electrical aggregate assembly. Under such
conditions one generates a new allure for “desirability exploitation curve” (third approximation) retaining for the
speed interval 0  11m / s the curve given by the second approximation. In the speed domain 11  25m / s we
accept the shape of third approximation through which it was imposed the power turbine shaft limitation at the
value established in the first approximation case (2):
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Pts1max 

Pel max
 325, 2 kW
tr Gtr

(2)

In the speed domain 11  25m / s the power is closure to its maximum value and after that it must fall
down, such that, at 25m / s the power becomes zero. The sudden reduction of the power in the speed domain
22  25m / s is also achieved by the aerodynamic brake contribution.
The exploitation curve found in third version Pts 3  f (v) is retained as final solution for the “desirability
curve”. This third approximation, in terms of coefficient power, consists of the following set of data listed in
Table 4.
Table 4. Third approximation for “desirability exploitation curve”
v

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

25



13,6

9,1

6,7

5,3

4,5

3,7

3,3

3,05

2,6

2,4

2,3

0

3
CPts

0,416

0,609

0,695

0,603

0,475

0,348

0,238

0,166

0,113

0,078

0,054

0

According to the last version of the curve, we speak about an engine which can be theoretically
provided by a turbine with D  30m and 0  7 as rapidity. A certain geometric blade design ensures the energy
transfer both through the kinetic component and the static component in an expressed ratio of the degree of
reaction same R  0,76 .

4

Conclusions

Following the above algorithm to establish the optimization of the aeolian turbines with horizontal axis,
we succeed to obtain those aerodynamic outlines which determine a certain desire functional feature for various
applications.
We have to mention that, the above exploitation curves refer to the power at shift turbine. These are not
including the power losses in turbine bearings.
The optimal wind blade geometry can improve the overall turbine performance.
Finding the final approximation of the exploitation curves follows the maximization of the extracted
energy for exploitation.
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ABSTRACT
The safe operation of a hydrotechnical arrangement is one of the main requirements to be ensured. Until
the moment of putting into use, the hydrological data that led to the construction of a hydrotechnical arrangement
have changed. Thus climate change and the anthropic factor have led to the increase of the calculation and
verification flows and to the increase of the volumes of floods that such an accumulation has to face. A special
case is the hydro-technical arrangement located in the upper part of a hydrographic basin. To be able to say that
such an arrangement works safely it is necessary to check by calculation, under the current conditions, such an
arrangement.

1 INTRODUCTION
In order to meet the conditions of safe operation of a hydro-technical arrangement it is necessary to
check it by calculation.
A special case in this direction is considered the hydrotechnical arrangement whose dam is made of
local materials. This is because this type of dam is the most sensitive if the accumulation fails to deal with the
flood wave it is subjected to and the dam is discharged.
It is necessary first of all to check the capacity of the hydrotechnical arrangement to safely pass the
flood waves that would form in the case of the design and verification flow records. These would be calculated
under the current hydrological conditions. It is therefore necessary to perform a mitigation calculation of the flood
waves that transits the accumulation. [1], [2], [5]
Following this calculation can result two situations: a first situation, from which, following the
calculation of the attenuation, it results that the hydrotechnical arrangement transitions smoothly the flood wave.
In this case, only some operating conditions are required, which are mentioned in the operation of the
accumulation. The second case is the one in which the hydrotechnical arrangement does not have the ability to
pass the flood wave generated by rain and a flow corresponding to those of the verification. In this hypothesis,
detailed calculations can be made to tell if the build-up will crumble (it will create a dam through the dam) or not.
However, the current legislation in Romania does not accept the idea that the barrage of an accumulation will be
discharged.
This results in the need to redesign the water evacuators of the hydrotechnical arrangement. It is
necessary that they meet the current safety conditions. It is also necessary to adopt solutions that correspond to the
current situation regarding the quality, the land use or the property of the land.

2 MATERIAL AND METODS
Hydrological calculation. A first step that is required in assessing the safety status of a hydrotechnical
arrangement is the assessment of the site's current hydrological conditions. As far as the time when the work was
done, much of the hydrological factors have changed. Thus, due to the anthropic conditions, the change of the
drainage coefficient on the basin can be observed. Also, in recent years, there has been an increase in the intensity
of rain that can fall on a hydrographic basin. It has been found that this increase in intensity is even greater as the
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hydrographic pool corresponding to the accumulation is smaller. Recently, GIS technologies allow for the accurate
determination of geometric surfaces and geometric parameters for certain uses in the river basin. Using such GIS
methods, it is possible to accurately obtain flood flows and flood volumes in the hydrotechnics under study [3],
[4]
Hydraulic calculation. For the hydraulic check of the accumulation it is necessary to calculate the capacity
of the water evacuators (bottom drainage and large water tank). Another hydraulic calculation that is performed is
what to verify the accumulation attenuation capacity. This calculation is generated by the state equation that
specifies the volume of water at a time t. The water volume of the accumulation is given by the equation W (h)
(1):
!"($)
= 𝑄) (𝑡) − 𝑄! (𝑡, ℎ),
(1)
!&
The specific equation generating the characteristic curve of the volumes results from the integration
of the characteristic curve of the surfaces by h (2):
𝑊(ℎ) = ∫ 𝑆(ℎ)𝑑ℎ + 𝑊3
(2)
Result (3):
!"($)

=

!$

56 (&)758 (&)

(3)

9($)

Calculation of dam resistance in case of a spill. The downward slump due to erosion is started when the
speed exceeds the maximum allowed speed. At that time, a simple raw with a width twice as high as the height is
created along the downstream slope. The speed along the downstream slope is considered (4):
q = 3(H − H= )>.@
>
y = ((qn` )/(1.49(HIJ.K )L.M
(4)
`
O
n = aq
v = q/v
The extent to which the burst is eroded depends on the water's ability to transport the material. The
Meyer-Peter and Muller sediment transport relationships are modified by Smart (5):
I

QR = 3.64 ∙ (IUJ)L.W ∙ P ∙

IY/V
Z

VJ

∙ S>.> ∙ (DR − T)

(5)

where:
T = 0.0054 ∙ τ= ∙ D@L, for non-cohesive material
O`

T = aMW.bc (PI)=`, for cohesive material [6]
In the case of the need to size a large water tank, the calculation will be conducted as follows: The discharge
capacity through these windows is given by the relationship of the exhaust flow through a spill (6):
𝑄 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑏 ∙ g2 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝐻>.@
(6)
Calculating the energy dissipater is done using the formulas (7-9):
l
ℎk =
(7)
gWm∙(nop7$q )
V t∙lY

ℎkr = s
ℎk`` =

$q
W

(8)

m

us1 +

v∙lY
w.v>∙$qV

− 1x

(9)

3 CASE OF STUDY
The case study was carried out for the Razboieni hydro technical arrangement development, Neamt
County. It is located on the water course Vadutu Cornea, cadastral code XII.40.47.1, in the Siret basin. The water
course Vadutul Cornea has a total length of 10 km, with a total area of the 25 km2 hydrographic basin. The river
is the right tributary of the Valea Mare River, which in turn flows to Moldavia at Tupilati. The confluence point
of Vadutul Cornea and Alba Valley is located on the territory of the commune of Razboieni.
The hydro technical arrangement has the following technical data:
The dam is homogeneous, made of local materials, with a trapezoidal section, with the following
characteristics:
- Barrier length 98.80 m;
- Coronation rate -289,10 mdM;
- Maximum height 2,60m;
- Sloping tilts: upstream 1: 3 ; downstream 1: 3;
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Bottom drain:
Bottom drain of compound, reinforced concrete 1,50x1,80m, located in the left half of the dam, ensure
the downflow of small, large and small water.
Components:
- Spill monk - located in the left half of the dam body, is of reinforced concrete, rectangular section B
x b x h = 2,60 x 1,70 x 2,60 m. For access to water in the bottom drain box, the monk is provided on the front wall
with a window with b x h = 1,50 x 1,80 m. In order to evacuate the flood flows or to empty the accumulation, the
monk is provided with two rows of wooden hinges (through which the level of water in the storage can be adjusted).
The limnimetric key of bottom drainage is shown in the graph below. The access to the monk is made by a concrete
bridge of length of 5.50m.
- Horizontal body - the proper drainage, in a length of 15 m, is made of sectional concrete composed
of b x h = 1,50 x 1,80 m. For energy dissipation downstream of the drain, it is provided with an energy dissipater
with three windows and grills, the tiller having the role of fishing pit. Downstream of the dissipater is a rough
stone brush in the length of 1.5 - 2.0m (Table 1).
Table 1. Characteristic curves of accumulation:
Height (mbBS)

Surface ( mp)

Volume (mc)

287

0

0

287.30

4000

0

287.50

36350

4000

287.75

53900

15000

288.25

76000

55000

288.50

87000

80000

288.75

98000

105000

289.10

112000

142000

An update of the hydrological data corresponding to the Marine Hydrotechnical Planning has been carried
out, taking into account the current land use. The update resulted in the following data (Table 2):
Table 2. Max rates with different probability of overtaking
Probability (%)
1
5
Maxim flow (mc/s)
95,00 51,00
- The natural multiannual average flow rate in the dam section is 0.082m3 / s (Table 3).
Table 3. Hydrographs of the floods 1%, 5%
T
(hours)
Q1%
Q5%

0

0.5

1

2

2.5

3

3.1

4

4.5

5.5

7.5

10

15

0

2.22

9.51

40.63

64.84

95

92.12

72.57

62.84

46.1

20

7.5

2

0

1.25

5.37

22.95

36.63

53.67

52.04

41

35.5

26.04

11.3

4.23

1.13

Elements of Floods:
- Growth time (Tcr) = 3 hours;
- Total duration (Ttot) = 15 hours;
- Coefficient of form (c) = 0,26.
Flood volumes:
- Flood 1%: V = 1333800 mc;
-Flood 5% run: V = 753597 cm;
Corresponding to these flows and flood volumes, it is necessary to check the transit capacity of the
warriors. For this, a calculation of the flood wave attenuation was calculated by using a routine created in the
MATLAB program based on the theoretical formulas described above.
As a result of running a MATLAB sequence resulted that the dam would be discharged with a 34 cm
water blade for a period of 50 minutes (Fig. 1).
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Qa=f1(t)
100
90
80
70

Q [mc/s]

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

5

10

15

t [ore]

Fig.1 The Atmospheric Atmosphere in the current situation
It is not allowed in Romanian legislation to record the discharge of a dam. As a consequence, it was
necessary to design a spillway that can safely take over and transit the flood flow corresponding to the verification
flow.
To calculate the overflow, it is necessary to find the length of the overflow and the height of the overflow
load. The calculation was made by successive attempts, proposing one of these two dimensions and calculating
the other:
1. Load height on the 0.70m spillway. a 58 m spillway length was required. The 1% Attenuated
Accumulator Hydrograph follows: The 1% flood-level, attenuated by accumulation, is 2.09m, 1cm below the
crown.
2. The height of the overflow load 0.90m. a 40m spillway length was required. The 1% flood-level,
attenuated by accumulation, is 2.08m, 2cm below the crown. 3. Load height on spillway 1.00m. a 33 m spillway
length was required.
The 1% Attenuated Accumulator Hydrograph follows (Fig. 2):
Qa=f1(t)
70

60

Q [mc/s]

50

40

30

20

10

0

0

2

4

6
t [ore]

8

10

12

Fig.2. The influent and attenuated hydrograph in accumulation, corresponding to a 33m spillway
The 1% probability of flood level attenuated by accumulation is 2.04m, 6cm below the crown.
In choosing the length and load of the spillway, it was taken into account that the projected spill is intended
to have a reasonable cost, that it is desired to have a water level in the lake optimally from the fish point of view.
Finally, the solution was chosen with a spillway of 33m long and the overflow load of 1.00m. In order to facilitate
access over the spillway (seeing the wall) the slope of the connection with the crown was proposed to be 1: 3.
Calculation of the spillway energy dissipater. The calculation considered the use of a threshold energy
dissipater (10).
l
>.v>
ℎk =
=
(10)
)
)
gWm∙(nop7$q

g>w.MW∙(W.LM7$q

Solving the equation will result: h_c = 0.30 m (11):
V t∙lY

ℎkr = s

m

= 0.60

(11)

Because hcr> hc, the downstream foot traffic of the dam is fast. To determine the position of the jump, the
depth of the contracted depth is calculated.
The conjugate depth will result (12):
ℎk`` =

$q
W

v∙lY

us1 + w.v>∙$V − 1x = 0.75 𝑚
q

Will result height after leap:
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ℎ = 1,1 ∙ ℎk`` = 0,83 𝑚.
𝑙| = 5 ∙ ℎk`` = 3.75 𝑚

The length of the basin will be
The depth of the pool will result:

𝑑 = ℎ − ℎ)} − ∆𝑧 = 0.33 𝑚

Where:

∆𝑧 = 0.054 ∙ (

𝑞 W
) = 1.20 𝑚
ℎ)}

In conclusion, the energy dissipater will result in a length of 4.00m, with a depth of 0.35m, the width
of the spillway being 39.00m.
After the energy dissipater, a 5.0 m long risberm will be ordered from rockfill constructively (Fig.3).
A - A`

H
(m)

Concrete plate of the
spillway

0,30m

Pinned concrete
Support beam of the screen on the upstream slope

285.00
284.00

1,16m

5,22m

1,50m

0,20m

0,30m

0,40m

Support beams for the
spill plate

7,05m

0,20

Load-bearing beams at the
spillway

0,80

Plate at the spillway

0,40m

286.77

0,50m

0,40m

0,40m

0,40m

0,20m

287.00
286.00

spillway =288,10

1:2
0,50m

1,00m

288.00

0,80m

Embankment=289,10
289.00

Water guide
wall

1,00m

290.00

Energy
dissipating teeth

0,40m

6,65m

Fig. 3. Layout of large water discharger and power dissipater
When connecting the spillway with the natural bed, the level difference between the spillway energy
dissipater and the natural bed is 3.25m and the connection length is 25.30m. If a uniform channel slope is achieved,
this would result 12.8%, far above usual. In order to remedy this inconvenience, it was proposed to make two
drops (thresholds for dissipation) (Fig. 4).

2 x 1,70m falls
Power dissipator

283.37
local settlement of the
bed at the confluence
with the canal

Energy dissipating structures
285.07
spillway

286.77

288.10

Fig. 4. Layout of large water discharger, energy dissipater, and stairs

Corresponding to the 5% flow, 32.37mc will be discharged onto the spillway and the water blade
after the energy dissipater will be 1.23m. It took into account the dimensioning of a 1.70m pitch (13, 14):
l
ℎk =
𝑠𝑎𝑢 ℎk = 0,45
(13)
)
gWm∙(nop7$q

ℎk`` =

$q
W

us1 +

v∙lY
w.v>∙$qV

− 1x = 1.21 𝑚

(14)

Lb = 5 hc`` =6,03m
According to the results of the hydraulic jump, the next stage was projected at 9.00m from the first. As the
second step is identical to the first one, the calculations are repeated (15, 16):
…
h= =
or h= = 0,45
(15)
gW†∙(‡oˆ7‰Š )
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h``= =

‰Š
W

v∙…Y

us1 + w.v>∙‰V − 1x = 1.21 m

(16)

Š

Lb = 5 hc`` =6,03m
In conclusion, by the dimensioning of the two steps there will be a transit of flood flows downstream of
the dam without creating special problems in the proposed works. Constructively, in the confluence area of the
spillway, a local tunnelling will be made from rockfalls over a length of 20m (Fig. 5).

Cornea river

1,70m

0,40m

285.07

285.89

0,15m

1,70m

286.77

283.37

1,70m

Power dissipator

0,90m

0,40m
10,00m

1,70m

5,64m

0,40m

19,35m

5,86m

Concrete connection duct of the energy dissipator with the natural bed of Vadutul Cornea River

Connection channel covered with grass

Fig. 5. Layout of stairs

4 CONCLUSIONS
Climate and anthropic changes have led to a change in the pluvial and hydrological regime
corresponding to small and medium river basins.
Some of the most affected by these hydrological changes are the hydrotechnical arrangements in the
small and medium river basins of the rivers, where the possibility of flood wave’s occurrence corresponding to the
probability of calculation and verification is much higher than in the case of the hydrotechnical installations located
in hydrographic basins big.
One of the main challenges today is to ensure the safe operation of small hydrotechnical facilities
located in the upper basins of the rivers under the current conditions of climate change and anthropogenic changes.
This paper describes a way of approaching the analysis of the safety status of a hydrotechnical
arrangement. It is presented a method of hydraulic analysis and calculation of the flood wave attenuation as well
as a way of sizing the spill, the energy dissipater and a stepping down.
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Abstract
This paper presents comparison between recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) and natural aggregates
(NAT) main physical characteristics as density and water absorption. In this purpose it was developed an
experimental program, where the RCA was obtained from the demolition of a concrete with known properties,
with original equipment. The obtained RCA was dry, sieved and separated according to the granulometric
fraction.
Keywords: recycled concrete aggregates, density, demolition, water absorption, original equipment,
granulometric fraction.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recycling is defined as the process that changes materials into new products for preventing the waste of
potentially useful materials, reducing the consumption of fresh raw materials, the energy usage and the air and
water pollution.
Many of the large, existing buildings which don't have any historical importance, such as industrial
type, office buildings or apartments, have a reinforced concrete structure, and in many cases the demolition is the
economical option for them [1]. The resulted concrete is mainly used as coarse aggregate and filler in road
construction industry. Another option, but not so often choose, for the concrete resulted from the demolition
process is to be used as aggregates into a new concrete [2].
Using the RCA in construction field has begun immediately after the Second World War, when the
concrete resulted from damaged roads, started to be used as support layer for new roads [3].
In table 1, are presented the main standards used to determine the psychical properties of the recycled
aggregates (RA), especially RCA [4].
Table 1. Physical requirements for
recycled aggregates (RA), from
standards and norms

Density: it is well known that
RA has a smaller density than
the NAT, because of the cement
stone, ceramic residues and
other impurities. Lower density
leads to a lower workability of
the new concrete, and is
necessary a higher quantity of
water in the preparation process
compared with a NAT concrete.
Some studies established a real
density for RA of 2045 kg/m3
[5] up to 2620 kg/m3 [6], and a
bulk density of 1427 kg/m3 up
to 1568 kg/m3 [7].
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The higher density from RA is the density of RCA, because of the higher density of the cement stone
compared to ceramic residues.
At an international level there are standards that describe both procedure and values domain for the
RCA density. Apparent density is described around 1500 kg/m3 for coarse aggregates and around 2200 kg/m3
for fine aggregates.
Water absorption influences both the fresh concrete and the hardened concrete; as it is well known
using a higher water absorption aggregate, reduce the workability of the fresh concrete and also has a bad
influence for the hardened concrete. This higher water absorption for RCA compared to NA, is due to cement
stone, which has also a higher water absorption compared to natural stone. Some researches defined the water
absorption for RCA around 8,6%, being an important fact for cement hydration process. The recommended
values for water absorption are between 5% and 7% according to some international standards [8]; Asian
countries recommend a value of 3%.

2 RCA OBTAINING PROCESS
The RCA used into the experimental program was obtained after an industrial building demolition, with
a reinforced concrete structure as it can be seen in Fig. 1. The building was demolished using the top- down
method, in a mechanical way, with excavators.

Fig. 1. Demolished building and the RCA after initial crushing
After the demolition process were the resulted size was <500mm, the reinforced concrete was crushed,
as it can be seen in Fig. 1, using an original equipment until 1-16mm. The proposed crushing technique is
presented in Fig. 2 and used a jackhammer, a steel box with an evacuation system, a screen with mash size of 16
mm and steel roughened attached to the jackhammer.

Fig. 2. Crushing equipment
The obtained material was sieved and separated in seven fractions as it can be observed in Fig. 3. Also
it was separated into the same fractions a natural aggregate, with the purpose of comparison between RCA and
NAT density and water absorption.
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Fig. 3. Experimental program fractions for RCA and NAT

3 EXPERIMENTAL DENSITY AND WATER ABSORPTION
3.1 Experimental results for density
The real density ρ, was determined on a quantity of 10g from the crushed material with size smaller
then 1,25mm and for a NAT sieved also <1,25mm.
The results are the following:
NAT: ρ=2 550 kg/m3
;
RCA: ρ=2 450 kg/m3
For both types of aggregate RCA and NAT was experimental obtained the bulk density, according to
EN 1097-3:2002, an important characteristic of granular materials, being presented both in loose material as well
as in stiff material, for each grain size as in table 1
Table 1. Bulk density

3.2 Experimental results for water absorption
The water absorption coefficient (percentage from the dry mass), was determinate for the samples that
were pre-submerged in water 24 hours before (WA24) for both RCA and NAT, according to SR EN 1097-6:
2013. Applying the pycnometer method for all the fractions, from F1 to F7, sampled according to SR EN 9321:2003 and then reduced according to SR EN 932-2:2003, there were obtained the following values for the
water absorption coefficient (WA24), presented in table 2. The obtained results for WA24, both for NAT and
RCA, were graphic represented in Fig. 4, to have a better view of the variation for each faction.
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Table 2. Water absorption coefficient

Fig. 4. WA24 variation for RCA and NAT

4 CONCLUSIONS
For bulk density, in both cases loose and stiff, it can be observed that the values grow from the small
faction F1 to the larger factions, with a small exception in case of F7 faction. This grown can be observed both
for RCA and for NAT. It also can be observed that the stiff bulk density is approximately 10% bigger than the
loose bulk density, for each faction.
RCA presents a better tamping (15%) than NAT (10%), because of the grain shape; RCA has more
edges than NAT, and the differences between grain length and grain width which influence the grains settlement.
Also the bulk density has bigger values for NAT compared to RCA, suggesting that the sum between volume of
goals and the grain porosity is smaller for the NAT.
For the NAT, the water absorption coefficient is between 0,66% and 3,24% while for RCA the values
are bigger, from 2,09% to 10,77%, suggesting a higher porosity for RCA compared to NAT. The WA24 has
bigger values for the fine factions than for the coarse aggregates, being five times bigger for F1 faction than for
F7 faction both for RCA and for NAT.
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Abstract
One waterproofing method frequently used with historical buildings is to apply silicon emulsions or antihumidity creams on the building elements that have contact with the soil in order to interrupt the ascension of
water through the pores of the materials.
Although this procedure has been adopted worldwide, the effects of the solutions on the construction
materials have not been thoroughly studied.
This paper aims at determining the influence of the drainage solutions on the physical characteristics of
ceramic elements as the vast majority of the historical buildings are made of brick masonry.
Keywords: water absorption, apparent density, apparent porosity.

1

Introduction

The waterproofing treatments consisting of the impregnation with silane/ siloxane based emulsions are
used in the case of old constructions in order to create hydrophobic barriers to prevent capillary ascension. These
emulsions are conceived to “breathe”, being permeable to water vapours coming from the construction elements
and impermeable to water coming from the outside. The conclusions of one study [1] refer to the influence of titan
dioxide and zinc nanoparticles use in the recipe for silane/ siloxane based emulsions. Specialists argue that these
constituents improve waterproof characteristics and stabilise emulsion behaviour.
The problem of capillary water ascension from the soil into the construction elements is recurrent. Very
often the injection of humidity affected masonry with hydrophobic products is used as intervention method, as the
study shows [2]. The paper reflects the way in which organic solvent based products react as compared to water
based products and how liquid products are dispersed in the mass of the elements as compared to viscous products.
The conclusions of the experimental tests are as follows:
- water based products infiltrate the material pores better than organic solvent based products;
- creams cannot infiltrate water saturated elements because they do not become liquid, their infiltration
into the material pores is done only after water has evaporated [2].
The waterproofing solution for old buildings used worldwide is to apply or to inject silicone emulsions
and anti-humidity creams into the construction elements located in the proximity of the natural terrain. This method
seems to have significant results in order to reduce water migration into ceramic elements.
For this purpose, the testing of the effects of the waterproofing treatments on the physical characteristics
of ceramic masonry elements has been the basis for the experimental study.

2

Methodology

Nine cubes extracted from ceramic masonry elements, 60 mm on the side, and nine cubes also extracted
from ceramic masonry elements recovered from an old demolished building, 65 mm on the side, have been used.
As water proofing treatments two solutions were used: solution I and solution II. Solution I is an antihumidity silicone based cream [3], and solution II is a silane based paste with 80% active ingredients, as per
technical chart [4].
The specimens were dried in constant mass in a drying chamber ventilated at +105°C ± 5°C, then three
specimens of new brick and three specimens of old brick were distributed for solution I, the next three specimens
of new brick and three specimens of old brick were distributed for solution II, while the last three specimens of
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new brick and three specimens of old brick were saved as reference samples. All specimens were measured and
weighed and the initial data was registered.
The first specimen series, three specimens of new brick (CND) and three specimens of old brick (CVD)
were impregnated by brushing with two layers of solution I (Fig. 1a.), the next series (CNS, CVS) were
impregnated in the same manner with two layers of solution II (Fig. 1b.), while the last series was saved as
reference (CNM, CVM) (Fig. 1c.).

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Tested samples: a) Impregnation with solution I; b) Impregnation with solution II; c) Reference samples
After treatments were applied, the specimens were left to dry for 24 h in laboratory conditions. Then the
samples were laid on carriers in different basins, one for each series. Water was added up to ¼ of the specimen
height. They were then left in the water for 24 h, after which the water level was increased to ½ of the specimen
height. After another 24 h, the water level in the basins was completed to exceed the specimen height by 2 cm. this
procedure of progressive immersion ensures the replacement of air in the material pores with water, thus ensuring
saturation of the samples.
The specimens were left in water for 24 h in laboratory conditions and then they were taken out and the
water excess was removed by wiping the specimen with a wet towel. The mass of the samples in saturated state
were registered, then the following physical characteristics were determined: apparent density, apparent porosity
and water absorption capacity. Subsequently, the initial water absorption speed was determined in accordance with
SR EN 772-11:2003.
a)
Apparent density represents mass for the apparent volume unit, after drying at the constant
mass, and it is determined by the relation:
ρ!,# =

%&'(,)
*+,)

∙ 10/ [kg/m6 ], [5]

(1)

m89:,#= element mass in dry state, [g];
V!,# = apparent volume, [mm3];
ρ!,# = sample density in dry state, [kg/ m3].
b)
Apparent porosity represents the pore volume in relation to the apparent volume of the
specimen [6] and it is determined by the relation:
n> =

%? @%)
ρA

∙

B
CD

∙ 100 [%], [6]

(2)

mF = element mass in staturated state, [g];
m# = element mass in dry state, [g];
𝑉H = apparent volume, [mm3];
ρB = liquid density, [kg/cm6].
c)
Water absorption capacity of ceramic masonry elements is determined in accordance with SR
EN 771-1:2003/Annex C. Water absorption capacity is determined by relation 3 and it has 1% precision.
% @%
w% = K% & ∙ 100 [%], [7]
(3)
&

mL = element mass in saturated state, [g];
m8 = element mass in dry state, [g];
w%= water absorption capacity [%].
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d)
Initial water absorption speed of clay masonry elements is determined in accordance with SR
EN 772-11:2003. The specimens are dried to constant mass in the drying chamber ventilated to 105°C ± 5°C. The
specimens are left to cool at room temperature. After cooling down, the dimensions of the sides to be immersed
are measured and the gross surface is calculated.
The specimens are placed with the sides supported on the carrier device so as to be at the base of the tray
and they are immersed into water to a depth of 5 mm ± 1 mm for the duration of the test. For masonry elements
with extremely irregular sides, the level of the water will be increased so that the lower surface is in complete
contact with the water surface.
The timer is started and the water level is maintained constant for the duration of the test. After the
immersion time is over the specimens are taken out, wiped for water excess and measured then the initial water
absorption speed for each clay masonry element is calculated, with 0.1 kg/(m2∙ min) accuracy.
%?N,? @%&'(,?
cLM,F =
∙ 106 [kg/(mR ∙ min)], [8]
(4)
O? ∙P

t= 1 minute.
m89:,F = is the mass of the specimen after drying, expressed in grams;
mFU,F = is the mass of the specimen after being immersed for 1 minute, expressed in grams;
AF = is the surface of the specimen side immersed into water, expressed in mm2;
cLM,F = is the initial water absorption speed of the clay masonry elements, expressed in kg/(mR ∙ min).

3

Results

a) Apparent density
It was noticed that the values obtained for apparent density of the two types of ceramic elements, extracted
from new brick (CN), and extracted from old brick (CV), respectively, are approximately equal (Fig. 2).

ValApparent density
[g/cmc]

Apparent density [g/cmc]
1.81

2

1.80

1
0
Apparent density CN

Apparent density CV

Fig. 2. Apparent density
b) Apparent porosity
The results obtained for apparent porosity (Fig. 3) lead to the following conclusions:

Apparent porosity[%]

Apparent porosity [%

30.29
40
30

Apparent porosity CND

31.19

19.75
15.53
15.59
21.67

Apparent porosity CVD
Apparent porosity CNS

20

Apparent porosity CVS

10

Apparent porosity CNM
Apparent porosity CVM

0

Fig. 3. Apparent porosity
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Ø Specimens extracted from new brick (CNM) have an apparent porosity lower by approximately
49 % as compared to those extracted from old brick (CVM);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution I (CND) have an apparent porosity
lower by approximately 31 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, treated with
solution I (CVD) ;
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution II (CNS) ) have an apparent porosity
lower by approximately 21 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, treated with
solution II (CVS);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution I (CND) have an apparent porosity
higher by approximately 40 % as compared to those extracted from new brick, (CNM);
Ø Specimens extracted from old brick, treated with solution I (CVD) have an apparent porosity
higher by approximately 3 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, (CVM);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution II (CNS) have an apparent porosity
higher by approximately 3 % as compared to those extracted from new brick, (CNM);
Ø Specimens extracted from old brick, treated with solution II (CVS) have an apparent porosity
lower by approximately 54 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, (CVM);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution I (CNS) have an apparent porosity
higher by approximately 38 % as compared to those extracted from new brick, treated with
solution II (CNS);
Ø Specimens extracted from old brick, treated with solution I (CVS) have an apparent porosity
higher by approximately 58 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, treated with
solution II (CVS).
c) Water absorption capacity
The values for water absorption (Fig. 4) lead to the following conclusions:

Water absorption capacity [%]

Water absorption capacity [%]
17.54
13.08

20
15

Water absorption capacity CND

11.75
11.66

Water absorption capacity CVD

10.57

Water absorption capacity CNS

8.68

10

Water absorption capacity CVS

5

Water absorption capacity CNM

0

Water absorption capacity CVM

Fig. 4. Water absorption capacity
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick (CNM) have a water absorption capacity lower by
approximately 26 % as compared to those extracted from old brick (CVM);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution I (CND) have a water absorption
capacity lower by approximately 1 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, treated
with solution I (CVD);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution II (CNS) have a water absorption
capacity lower by approximately 18 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, treated
with solution II (CVS);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution I (CND) have a water absorption
capacity lower by approximately 12 % as compared to those extracted from new brick, (CNM);
Ø Specimens extracted from old brick, treated with solution I (CVD) have a water absorption
capacity lower by approximately 33 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, (CVM);
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Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution II (CNS) have a water absorption
capacity lower by approximately 34 % as compared to those extracted from new brick, (CNM);
Ø Specimens extracted from old brick, treated with solution II (CVS) have a water absorption
capacity lower by approximately 40 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, (CVM);
Ø Specimens extracted from new brick, treated with solution I (CNS) have a water absorption
capacity higher by approximately 35 % as compared to those extracted from new brick, treated
with solution II (CNS);
Ø Specimens extracted from old brick, treated with solution I (CVS) have a water absorption
capacity higher by approximately 11 % as compared to those extracted from old brick, treated
with solution II (CVS).
d) Initial water absorption speed
For the specimens treated with water proofing solutions I and II, respectively, the initial absorption speed
was determined to be 0, while untreated specimens obtained values of 0,57 [kg/(mp*min)], with old ceramic
elements, and 0,65 [kg/(mp*min)], respectively, for new ceramic elements (Fig. 5).

Initial water absorption speed[kg/(mp*min)]

Initial water absorption speed
[kg/(mp*min)]

0.65

0.57

0,7

Initial water absorption speed CND
Initial water absorption speed CVD

0,6
0,5

Initial water absorption speed CNS

0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1

0

0

Initial water absorption speed CVS

0

Initial water absorption speed CNM

0

0

Initial water absorption speed CVM

Fig. 5. Initial water absorption speed

Conclusions
Regarding the values obtained for apparent density for both new masonry ceramic elements and those
extracted from old brick, we can notice that they are very close. The apparent density of new elements should of
course be higher than that of old ones due to modern production technologies, but this aspect can also be caused
by the fact that the pores of old bricks are clogged because of the exposure of the construction elements to the
action of climatic factors.
Regarding apparent porosity, it is obvious that old ceramic elements have a much higher porosity than
the new ones, an aspect caused by modern technological processes.
The initial water absorption speed has been significantly improved, both for new bricks and for old bricks.
After the water proofing solutions have been applied they became practically impermeable.
The water absorption capacity has been diminished with the hydrophobic samples. The best results were
notices with the specimens treated with solution II.
Thus, both solutions have significantly improved the behaviour of ceramic elements to water action, but
it remains to be investigated whether these improvements are also maintained with brick masonry construction
elements. This is the purpose of further research.
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Abstract
This paper presents the constructive solutions for a water storage basin designed to supply a drip
irrigation arrangement. The water required for irrigation works will be captured from the surface of the cranberry
plantation for which the drip irrigation system it is proposed. Therefore on the surface of 230 hectares of
cranberry plantation it will be possible to control the amount of water that reaches the plant. In this way the
groundwater reserve is not affected and it is possible to set the water regime for the cranberry plantation.
Keywords: water storage basin, drip irrigation, cranberry plantation, irrigation water.

1 Introduction
The proposed constructive works follow the execution of an accumulation basin for rainwater collected
by a surface water system on the cranberry plantation site. The plantation surface that totalizes about 230 ha will
be disposed with a rainwater catchment system followed by a gravitational guidance into two small retention
basins made of concrete. The water collected by these upstream basins will be then pumped into a water storage
basin and from where it will be directed into the fertilizer station.

Fig. 1. Situation plan with designs of the water storage basin
Underground water was not intercepted in boreholes up to a depth of 7.0 m from the natural ground
elevation according to the Geotechnical Study. Taking into account the results of the soil permeability analysis
reports, the waterproofing solution of the basin can be done using the natural stratification of the land. The
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permeability coefficient in the drilling area F2 at a depth of 2.70 ÷ 3.00 m (ks = 8.04 x 10-10 m / s ÷ 5.98 x 1011 m / s) and in the drilling area F3 at the depth 3,40 ÷ 3,70 m (ks = 3,92 x 10-10 m / s ÷ 1,63 x 10-11 m / s),
allows the waterproofing of the basin using natural ground.
For the construction of the irrigation water storage basin, the semi-embankment constructive solution
was chosen, aiming to compensate as far as possible the volumes of filling from the digging works. The inner
part of the basin will be made in excavation with the slope of 1:5, and the perimeter dike will be made by filling
works with the slope 1:2,5.
The auxiliary facilities of the irrigation storage basin consist of a supply pipe PEHD with a total length
of 25 m and Dn = 315 mm and an overflow pipe PEHD, Dn 200 mm, Pn 6 and a length of 25 m.
The duct exits to the bottom of the dike and enters a C 2 fire-retardant concrete roofing furnace with a
cover plate and an interior viewing cap L = 120 cm, l = 120 cm, H = 130 cm and a wall thickness of 20 cm.
Inside the manhole is located the water metering system consisting of a Woltman WI200 Class A meter equipped
with reed relay for remote transmission [1]. Also here is provided the installation of a flat drawer valve for
closing the pipe. From this manhole the pipe enters into a hydrocarbs separator type SMA2-4 - 3.6 EN. The
separator outlet is connected to a reinforced concrete outlet. The two pipelines are located on the eastern side of
the storage basin, parallel to the channel Apa Mica.
On the inner surface of the basin there is provided a pile of tiles in the discharge area of the supply pipe
27.5 m long on the inner slope and 10 m on the radiator, 5 m width, 0.15 m thick and joints 2.5 cm. The 1.0 x 1.0
x 0.15 m tile pile will be provided with a 1:20 m tilting mean and 0.3 mx 0.2 m perimeter embedding spikes. The
distance between the two ducts inside tile pear is 3 m.

2

Materials and methods

2.1. Establishing the volumes required for the execution of the storage basin
To determine the total volume of water resulting from excavations necessary for the construction of the
accumulation basin, sections were draw and designed as shown in Fig. 2 Characteristic cross-sectional profiles of
the dike and in Fig. 3 Characteristic profiles through the water storage basin.
Characteristic data of basin the designed basin are presented blow:
- Total surface area: S = 4.8928 ha;
- Accumulated water volume: approximately 125,000 cubic meters;
- Foundation level CR = 148,50 m;
- Water level (maximum retention) Cla = 153.00 m;
- The dam crest level CC = 154.00
- Maximum height H max = 5.50 m;
- The dam crest width = 3,50 m;
- Width at the base of the dike: variable between a minimum of 9.71 m and a maximum of 59.74 m;
- Outside sloping slope: 1: 2.5;
- Inside slope slope: 1: 5;
- Interior trim protection: grassing;
To determine the total volume of water resulting from excavations necessary for the construction of the
accumulation basin, the following areas were calculated:
S waterlevel = 36035.54 sqm , s foundation = 20302.38sqm ; h = 4.5 m,

Vol water =

(

)

h
S waterlevel + s foundation + S lwaterlevel × s foundation = 125 079.24 m3;
3

The calculation of the terrain volumes required for the irrigation accumulation basin was carried out in 3
stages:
- Calculation of the volume of the vegetal layer;
- Calculating the fill volume for the body of the earth dam;
- Calculation of digging volume of irrigation water storage basin.
Calculation of the vegetation layer volume

Vold ,s = hd ,s × (! × L )

Vold,s – the volume resulting from soil decay work; hd,s = 0,30 m.

Vol d , s = 0.3 × 48930 = 14679mc

Calculation of the filling volume for the body of the earth dam
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Bi = b + m1 ×h i + m2 × hi = b + hi × (m1 + m2 ) ; Si = ( Bi + bi ) × hi mediumdam ,
2

16

Voli = Si × Li ; VolTOT = å Vol n
i =1

Fig. 2. Characteristic cross-sectional profiles of the dike
2.2. Calculation of the annual flow in the considered area
The flow of meteoric waters per year will be collected from the entire surface of the blueberry
plantation that will totalize 2,300,000 sqm when the investment will be finalized is theoretically calculated
according to the annual average precipitation in the area (592 l / sqm).
The annual precipitation flow rate on the surface studied according to SR 1846-2 from 2007 is:
Qcollected = Qannual x ∑Ф Sc ( l/s )
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Qannual = annual average precipitation = 592 mm
Ф = specific value for the running coefficient according to Tabel 2 subsection 4.3.1.2 from SR 18462/2017 = 0,15 [2,3].
Sc = the surface where is collected the rain water = 2.300.000 sqm
Qcollected = 592 x 2.300.000 x 0,15 = 204.240.000 l/ year = 204.240 mc/year
An estimation calculus was made to establish the meteoric water that can be collected from the 60 ha of the
existent blueberry plantation.
Sc = the surface where is collected the rain water = 60 000 sqm
Qcollected = 592 x 60.000 x 0,15 = 5 328 000 l/ year = 5 328 mc/ year
2.3. Calculation of the digging volume of the irrigation water storage basin was carried out in 2 steps:
Calculation of the excavation volume in the slope profile; this calculation refers to the excavation
volumes in the basin cuvette running at the inlet of the basin. This calculation is necessary because the digging in
the tiller is different from the full digging at the basin cuvette and is done at a different cost [4]. As the
calculation methodology, the same procedure was followed as for calculating the volume of fillings from the dig,
except that only the inner slope which in the characteristic sections has the form of triangular prisms has been
taken into account (shown in Fig. 2).
Calculation of the excavation volume at the basin tank: to perform this calculation, cross sections A-A, BB, C-C and D-D were used (shown in Fig. 3). The calculation method is similar to the above, the area of the
sections is calculated, then the average of the areas of the two adjacent sections multiplied by the distance
between the sections resulting in the volume of soil digested in the tank.

Fig. 3. Characteristic profiles through the water storage basin

3 Results and discussions
The results of the calculations of the filling volume of the dam at the foundation are presented in Table
1 below:
Table 1. Calculation of the filling volume of the dam at the foundation (without the vegetation layer)
Section

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
TOTAL

Average
ground
level
152,18
150,65
149,12
148,69
148,85
149,46
149,88
150,02
151,32
152,13
152,59
152,75
152,78
152,82
153,17
152,68
152,18

Dike
level

h
(m)

b
(m)

m1

154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00
154,00

1,82
3,35
4,88
5,31
5,15
4,54
4,12
3,98
2,68
1,87
1,41
1,25
1,22
1,18
0,83
1,32
1,82

3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5

2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
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m2

Bi
(m)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

17,13
28,64
40,08
56,73
42,13
37,53
34,40
59,74
23,62
17,54
14,11
12,88
12,63
12,33
9,71
13,42
17,13

234

Partial
volume
Voli
(mc)
2937,50
6480,27
3761,06
3937,30
6101,38
4957,76
4937,96
3989,01
2419,65
1391,86
227,86
205,86
206,05
166,55
195,91
367,17

Cumulated
volume
VolTOT
(mc)
2937,50
9417,77
13178,83
17116,13
23217,52
28175,27
33113,23
37102,24
39521,88
40913,74
41141,60
41347,46
41553,50
41720,05
41915,96
42283,13
42283,13

Scarified
surface
(mp)
1851,37
2780,61
1367,46
1402,75
2308,04
2083,49
2279,60
2049,79
1776,16
1369,92
270,95
261,82
268,72
248,25
272,07
374,70
20965,71

Number
of
layers

Flattened
surface
(mp)

8
14
17
17
16
14
14
11
8
5
4
4
4
3
4
5
-

9196,07
21012,79
12451,62
13096,28
20270,00
16494,30
16531,46
12336,29
7888,55
4582,91
757,82
686,12
686,72
546,54
635,00
1205,11
138377,59
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The volume of land required for the construction of the dam body is equal to the volume of soil
resulting from Table no. 1 multiplied by 1.31 compaction factor, resulting in 55 390 mc.

Vol DAMEXECUTION = 42283,13mc

VolTOTALDAMFILLING = 42283,13 × 1,31 = 55390mc

The results of the calculations of the excavation volume in the slope in dykes without the vegetation
layer are presented in tabular form below:
Table 2. Calculation of the excavation volume in the slope in dikes without considering the vegetation layer
Section

Average
ground
level
152,20
149,53
149,47
148,57
149,40
149,46
149,95
150,32
151,13
151,81
152,52
152,66
152,65
152,69
153,06
152,57
152,20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
TOTAL VOLUME

Foundation
level

H
(m)

m2

B
(m)

148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50
148,50

3,70
1,03
0,97
0,07
0,90
0,96
1,45
1,82
2,63
3,31
4,02
4,16
4,15
4,19
4,56
4,07
3,70

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

18,50
5,15
4,85
0,35
4,50
4,81
7,25
9,10
13,15
16,55
20,10
20,80
20,75
20,95
22,80
20,35
18,50

Partial
volume
(mc)
0
1491,50
202,48
20,90
18,08
125,78
219,33
213,75
397,66
1928,05
2933,67
617,87
626,69
935,98
1080,02
1090,87
868,69

Cumulate
volume
(mc)
1491,50
1693,98
1714,88
1732,97
1858,75
2078,08
2291,83
2689,49
4617,54
7551,21
8169,08
8795,76
9731,74
10811,76
11902,63
12771,33
12771,33

The results of the excavation volume in the basin without the vegetation layer are presented in tabular
form below:
Table 3. Calculating of the excavation volume in the basin without the vegetation layer
Section
A-A
B-B
C-C
D-D

Level 1
(maBS)

Level 2
(maBS)

152,46
152,49
151,71
151,83
150,63
150,99
149,56
150,02

152,49
152,42
151,83
151,91
150,99
151,39
150,02
150,48

Average
ground level
teren
(mMN)
152,48
152,46
151,77
151,87
150,81
151,19
149,79
150,25

Average reservoir
foundation
level
(maBS)
148,5
148,5
148,5
148,5
148,5
148,5
148,5
148,5

TOTAL

H
medium
(m)

L
(m)

3,98
3,95
3,27
3,37
2,31
2,69
1,29
1,75

35,55
37,31
71,03
35,4
71,07
54,48
62,19
53,71

Partial
Volumes
(mc)

Cumulated
volumes
(mc)

0
0
19043

0
0
19043

20034

39078

14626

53703
53703

The volume of excavation resulting from after the removal of the vegetal layer, is 14 679 cubic meters.
It will be used to cover the outer slope of the boundary dike, or it will spread over adjacent terrain because it
contains organic matter from the upper horizon of the soil layer. Vol d , s = 0,3 × 48930 = 14679mc
The total excavation volume (after pickling of the vegetation layer) required for the basin is the sum of
the volumes in Tables 3 and 4 respectively 66 474,33 mc. At this dredged volume at the basin's basin is added a
coiling rate of up to 20%, resulting in a soil volume of 66474 mc x 1.2 = 79768 mc.
VolTOTALBASIN = 53703 + 12771,33 = 66474mc , VolTOTALBASINDIGGING = 66474 × 1,2 = 79768,80mc
From this land a part is used for making fillings at the body of the dam, the difference of 24 379 mc,
being used to fill some depressions and creeks adjacent to the basin. The total amount of excavation (for the
basin and the removal of the vegetation layer) required by the beneficiary to make the investment is 81 153 cubic
meters. VolUNUSABLESOIL = 79769 - 55390 = 24379mc ,
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Fig. 4. Cumulated volume sections

Fig. 5. Analyzing the displacement
volumes required for the basin execution

4 Conclusions
The total volume of water required for the drip irrigation system can be accumulated by executing the
water storage basin with significant implementation costs for total digging volume of 81.153 mc and radiant
surface area of 20.302,38 sqm. The volumes of earth resulting from the excavation is used to build the basin by
using the material to create the perimeter dike and for achieving the waterproofing layer so there is no waste.
Using the local waterproof layering in the soil structure will significantly reduce the costs for
waterproofing the basin, also taking into account the limited water resource. All land, with the exception of those
with organic matter content greater than 3 to 6%, is usable for the construction of the accumulation basin.
Prior to the actual start of earthworks, the deforestation and removal of vegetation from the site will be
carried out. The excavated plant land with an average thickness of 0.3 m will be deposited outside the built
perimeter and will be reused in the plating of the outer slopes of the delimitation dike, or will spread to the
adjacent land because it contains organic matter from the upper horizon of the soil layer. The thickness of the
plant layer will be determined by surveys at the start of the execution.
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Abstract
Since ancient times, structures are not only useful, but also landmarks. From Rome’s Colosseum or
Pantheon, Pisa’s leaning tower, Paris’ Eiffel Tower or London’s Big Ben, all of these structures represents a city,
a country, a culture. With the technological advances, structures have become higher, organic and more daring.
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality TV and Radio Tower (Istanbul, Turkey) have rapidly become one of
the landmarks of the capital city of Turkey. To benefit of its height (approx. 580 m), the mast on top of the tower
will be sustaining more than 125 TV and radio transmitters. The shape and structure’s location renders it as a
special case when it comes to wind and rime loading. To evaluate the structural behavior under wind conditions,
an extensive wind tunnel testing was performed. Based on test results and structure’s behavior wind load values
were proposed. Furthermore, to limit the structural interventions on mast’s original structure, the antennae
supporting structure is to be attached using pretensioned bridle connections.
Present paper presents the results of a study conducted to evaluate the behavior of these connections
under imposed loads. Finite element analysis was implied to better understand the stress state and to assess the
capacity of these fixtures under various load cases.
Keywords: wind load, rime load, finite element analysis, pretensioned bridle connection.

1 INTRODUCTION
Wind is generally defined as big masses of air moving mainly horizontal and parallel with the ground
surface from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure. From a structural engineer’s point of view, wind is
related to the structural loading that it produces. It is also assumed to be a dynamic phenomenon, with random
speed and direction. The loading generated is not uniform and it is influenced by a large variety of factors.
Many researchers [1] – [8] have dedicated their efforts to describe the complex phenomenon occurring
when considering the wind – structure interaction. Even if it is a dynamic phenomenon, in current design
practice, wind load effects are defined by the equivalent steady gust model or by a pseudo-steady approach,
neglecting the influence of the correlation of the fluctuating pressures over the whole structure.
In a comprehensive study [9], most international codes and standards were compared. The study
provides an objective view regarding the guidelines and procedures for assessing the along-wind effects on tall
structures. ASCE 7-98 (United States), AS1170.2-89 (Australia), NBC-1995 (Canada), RLB-AIJ-1993 (Japan),
and Eurocode-1993 (Europe) are examined in this study. The comparisons consider the definition of wind
characteristics, mean wind loads, GLF, equivalent static wind loads, and attendant wind load effects. The
approach proposed by standards for usual structures may result in unconservative designs when the minima of
the wind loads on parts of the structure are more critical for a response considered.
This issue occurs when the wind load has to be combined with dead loads. Then, for the design an
extreme load pattern which causes the maximum interactive response has to be defined. These load patterns may
be obtained from wind tunnel tests by a conditional sampling technique [10]. One of the factors with the highest
influence onto the wind load is the height above ground. On this line, the wind load can generate high forces
onto structures like TV and radio masts. In order evaluate the structural behavior of structural components
accounting for wind-induced structural responses, an option is to evaluate the structural behavior under
laboratory conditions i.e. wind tunnels for reduced scale models.
Present study is related to the evaluation of connection details for an antenna supporting structure
connected to the principal tower structure of a TV tower located in Istanbul, Turkey. For ease of connection and
to limit the interventions onto the principal structure, a pretensioned bridle solution was considered. Since the
solution is not usual in steel structures, the computation of such connections is not a standard procedure. On this
line, its behavior and capacity was numerically evaluated.
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2
2.1

STRUCTURE, CONNECTION DETAILS AND LOADING
Structural details and wind tunnel testing

The structure under study is the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality TV and Radio Tower (Istanbul,
Turkey). The tower is situated on Küçük Çamlıca Hill. The construction began on 1 March 2016. It is being built
in concrete on a 21 m deep foundation. A steel mast of 145 m height for radio and television transmission will be
mounted atop the 220.50 m high concrete tower. The total height of the tower will be then 365.50 m with its top
standing 583.5 m above main sea level. It will be the highest structure in Istanbul. At the base, its cross section
has elliptical form with the main axes of 13 and 16 m, which become smaller upwards. Two observation decks
will be situated on the 33rd and 34th floors at 148 and 153 m height.
The tower will be capable of hosting 125 broadcasting transmitters. When completed, it will replace
most of the steel communications masts at the two neighbouring Çamlıca hills, which cause visual pollution and
are considered to be harmful to health. Fig. 1 presents a tower schematics, focusing on the area of interest.

Fig. 1. Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality TV and Radio Tower (Istanbul, Turkey)
As it can be easily observed the structure’s height renders it as unusual situation from the point of view
of wind and rime loads. On this line, an extensive wind tunnel study [11] was conducted to evaluate the windinduced structural responses of the proposed tower’s antenna/spire by directly measuring the responses on a
dynamic model which includes aero-elastic effects. Within the study, the main objectives were i) to confirm the
aerodynamic stability of the antenna/spire structure; (ii) to provide wind loading information for the overall
structural design of the antenna/spire and tower; and, (iii) to determine the wind-induced accelerations at the top
occupied floor of the tower.
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For this study, a 1:200 scale model of the proposed antenna/spire and partial tower (above a full-scale
height of 100 m) was designed and constructed. The test model was mounted on a turntable, allowing any wind
direction to be simulated by rotating the model to the appropriate angle in the tunnel. The wind tunnel test was
conducted for 36 wind directions at 10º intervals. The tests were conducted for a range of wind speeds,
corresponding to full-scale wind speeds from about the once-per-month speed to beyond the 1000-year speed, to
allow the measurement of responses ranging from commonly occurring accelerations up to the ultimate wind
loads. The model was instrumented with two accelerometers used to determine the X and Y components of the
wind-induced acceleration at an appropriate location near the top of the tower, corresponding to a full-scale
elevation of approximately 180 m.
In order to predict the full-scale structural responses as a function of return period, the wind tunnel data
were combined with a statistical model of the local wind climate. The wind climate model was based on local
surface wind measurements taken at Istanbul Ataturk International Airport.

2.2

Connection details

Each antenna is connected to three columns (details not available due proprietary solution). The
columns are attached to the tower principal structure via pretensioned steel bridles.
Fig. 2 presents the connection details.

Fig. 2. FM mast and connection details

2.3

Loading cases

Wind and rime loads onto the antennae were evaluated and the loading for one column was also
computed. In summary, the loads considered for one antenna in analysis are as follows:
 Antenna self-weight (SW):
99 kg
 Rime (R):
187 kg
 Frontal wind load (FW):
2.27 kN/mp (antenna surface 1.25 mp)
 Lateral wind load (LW):
2.27 kN/mp (antenna surface 0.90 mp)
Considering the antennae loading to be distributed equally to the three columns (details not available
due proprietary solution), the following loading scenarios were assumed:
 Case 1: 1.35 SW + 1.50 R
 Case 2: 1.35 SW + 1.50 R + 1.05 LW
 Case 3: 1.35 SW + 1.50 R + 1.05 FW
 Case 4: 1.35 SW + 1.05 R + 1.50 FW
 Case 5: 1.35 SW + 1.05 R + 1.50 FW
 Case 6: 1.35 SW + 1.50 R + 1.50 FW (exceptional)
 Case 7: 1.35 SW + 1.50 R + 1.50 FL (exceptional)
In order to reduce the number of numerical simulation, first load case (case 1) together with latest two
cases (exceptional) were evaluated first. The load values and combinations were considered based on test results
[11] and normative specifications [12] – [15].
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3

NUMERICAL MODEL

In order to better understand the behavior of the column – connection assembly, a full column length
(distance between two bridle connections) and the two connections was considered. Fig. 3 presents the details for
the considered assembly. To get reliable results and alto to limit the analysis time, planar shell elements were
considered for the beams and a structured 3d mesh for the bridle.

Fig. 3. Assembly details and mesh

3.1

Model definition and setup

The analysis was conducted in two steps i.e. i) bridle pretensioning and ii) application of considered
load case. The pretensioning force considered for the given setup is 15.5 kN (approx. 75% from bridle capacity).
All considered contacts were defined as frictional contacts (normal and frictional behavior) with a friction
coefficient of 0.15. Both rectangular hollow section profiles were fixed and both ends, while the load was
applied at the mid span of the circular hollow section profile.
Fig. 4 presents the loading cases and supports considered for analysis.

Wind
Vant
Self
weight
Rime

Wind

Self
weight
Rime
Fig. 4. Structural loading and supports
The stainless austenitic chrome nickel steel 1.4301 (X5CrNi18-10) was used for the assembly due to its
high resistance to corrosion in natural environments. For analysis, a bilinear simplification of the material
behavior curve was assumed with E = 200 GPa, fy = 230 MPa and Etan = 1.486 GPa.

3.2

Analysis results

Following the analysis, the equivalent stress maps were evaluated. Fig. 5a presents the equivalent von
Misses stress following the steel bridle pretesioning step (step 1), while Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c presents the
equivalent von Misses stress following the application of the load corresponding to exceptional cases 6 and 7.
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a.

Step 1 – Circular hollow section – pretension

Step 1 – Rectangular hollow section– pretension

Step 2 – Circular hollow section – case 6

Step 2 – Rectangular hollow section – case 6

b.

c.

Step 2 – Circular hollow section – case 7
Step 2 – Rectangular hollow section – case 7
Fig. 5. Equivalent stress map [MPa]
Further, the mid-section displacement was evaluated for the support column. Fig. 6 presents the
observed displacement for the considered exceptional cases i.e. frontal wind (case 6) and lateral wind (case 7).

a.

b.
Fig. 6. Support column mid-section displacement [mm] (scaled x25)

It can be easily observed that for the circular hollow section, the stresses are below the yielding limit
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(fy = 230 MPa). In case of rectangular hollow sections, the yielding limit is exceeded by about 1% on a localized
narrow strip. The local exceedance can be explained by the contact node detection and FEA contact solution.
Based on numerical simulation results, it was observed that no plastic deformation occurs in any of the
connection components. Moreover, the maximum observed deformation (2.66 mm), corresponds to a deflection
of L/750. Based on simulation outcome for exceptional cases 6 and 7, it was decided not to continue with other
loading cases (cases 1 to 5).

4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Present paper presents the numerical evaluation of a pretensioned bridle connection used to fix the
antennae support structure to the principal tower structure of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality TV and Radio
Tower (Istanbul, Turkey).
The tower behavior under wind loading was evaluated based on an extensive wind tunnel study using a
1:200 scale model of the proposed antenna/spire and partial tower. The tests were conducted for a range of wind
speeds, while the model was instrumented with accelerometers used to determine the X and Y components of the
wind-induced acceleration.
Based on the test results, on-site measurements and code provisions, the tower wind and rime loading
was computed. Using a comprehensive numerical model together with the evaluate loads, the behavior of the
antennae support structure to tower principal connection was evaluate.
Based on the analysis results, it can be said that the connection solution is suitable for intended used. No
plastic deformations were observed for the two steps analysis (i.e. pretensioning and loading). Also, no
significant local stress increase was observed following the loading step. The initial local stresses generated by
the bridle pretensioning are significantly higher that the stresses generated by the antenna self-weight, rime and
wind loads. The overall deflection of the support beam was observed to be below the L/750 value for all
considered exceptional analysis cases.
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Abstract
The service cupboards, located in communal areas of dwelling blocks of flats or student accommodation
facilities are a typical example of concealed spaces, where a fire could occur and develop. Requiring easy access
for maintenance, it is often the case that service riser cupboards are built on the main evacuation routes, within
the stairwells or in the common hallways. Therefore, the walls which separate the service area and the egress
paths are required to be fire rated so that in the event of a fire outbreak, all the building occupants should be
evacuated in safe conditions. This article purpose is to demonstrate that a proposed design solution meets the
standard fire regulations regarding the fire resistance of compartmentation walls, using performance based
design calculations.
Keywords: service riser cupboards, suppression system response time, fire resistance, ceiling jets.

1

Introduction

Any change in the system of the fire protection of a building will have an impact on the fire strategy.
After some refurbishment works being carried out for a student accommodation building, the walls which
separate the service riser cupboards and the stairwells have been replaced. The purpose of this paper is to assess
the level of fire resistance achieved by the new separation walls, which have not been certified by fire resistance
test evidence, taking into account the other, supplementary, fire protection measures installed in the building.
Based on the basic principles and calculation methods, the assessment method is an example of the application
of the simple engineering tools available in the fire safety literature in order to demonstrate compliance with the
regulations for fire separation walls.

2
2.1

Fire strategy
Riser cupboard wall construction

The student accommodation building is a nine story lightweight steel frame system, designed with two
staircases. Each staircase is destined to serve two clusters of 6 bedrooms. The access to the riser cupboards,
containing mechanical and electrical equipment, is from the main corridor. The walls separating the stairwells
and the service main risers are built as a structural system of 100 mm metal frame studs, with a mineral wool
insulation core, covered with two layers of cement plaster boards having the thickness of 9 mm and 18 mm
respectively.

2.2

Functional and safety requirements

According to the fire safety regulations, every building must be designed and constructed in such way
that in the event of a fire outbreak, the building load bearing capacity should not be affected for a certain period
of time, while all the occupants have been evacuated to a place of safety and any fire containment measures have
been initiated. All the compartmentation elements bounding the egress paths should be at least 30 minutes fire
resistant. The stairwells shafts are required to be 120 minutes fire rated [1], therefore the wall separating the
stairwells and the riser cupboards is required to provide 2 hours fire resistance from both sides.

2.3

Performance criteria

The people evacuation is usually considered safe when all of the egress paths are clear of smoke and
their structural integrity is maintained for a sufficient period of time.
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3

Calculation methodology

3.1

Assumptions

The service riser cupboards have a volume of 4.70m3 for the floors from 1 to 8 and approximately
5.20m at the lower levels. The amount of oxygen available for combustion would be limited in case of a fire
occurrence. For this analysis it will be assumed, in a pessimistic manner that a fire will develop with a medium
growth rate and with adequate ventilation to allow its growth. A sensitivity study is also carried out assuming a
slow growth rate. The heat release rate varies with the time squared and the growth rate is given by the
asymptotic coefficient alpha [2,3].
Alpert [4,5] correlations for ceiling jets have been used to estimate the required fire size to activate the
temperature detectors. Assuming the maximum radius from the centre of the fire to a detector head, being 1,5m
and the ceiling height, h = 3,0m, one can calculate the ceiling jet smoke temperature and the velocity using the
following formulae:
3

Where:
is the maximum temperature of gases above ambient temperature [ºC]
is the rate of heat released from the fire [kW]
is the radial distance from the centre of the fire plume impingement [m]
is the vertical distance between the fire source and the ceiling [m]
is the gas velocity [m/s]

3.2

Suppression system response time

A localized gas suppression system is installed within each storey riser cupboard. The gas suppression
system is activated in a similar manner to a sprinkler system, having the response time index RTI = 50 [m s]1/2 and
the activation temperature of detectors equal to 68°C. When the activation temperature is reached at the detector
head, the glass bulb breaks and the suppression media is released within the riser cupboard, extinguishing the fire
by the lack of oxygen. This type of suppression systems are considered to be effective in small enclosed areas such
as riser cupboards where the media is restrained by the walls within a smaller volume than a room.
If the temperature rise, of the smoke and hot gasses above the fire, is plotted in time, it can be
determined the moment when the detector actuates, using the following expression [7]:

Where:
is the detector temperature [ºC]
is the instantaneous velocity of the fire gases [m/s]
is the temperature of the fire gases [ºC]
RTI is the response time index [m1/2s1/2]

3.3

Maximum temperature from the ISO 834 standard curve

The principle of the fire resistance test method [6], is that an individual construction element as a slab or
a wall, exposed on one side to a fire following the ISO 834 fire curve [8], should maintain the loadbearing
capacity for a sufficient period of time, assessed as a fire resistance rating in minutes. The standard curve gives
the temperature variation in time as a logarithmic expression:
(4)
Where:
is the hot gas temperature [ºC]
is the time [minutes]
is the ambient temperature, assumed equal to 20 ºC.
To satisfy the fire resistance requires, the material around a steel-stud element should prevent the steel
from reaching 550ºC for the time required. Structural steel normally starts to lose loadbearing capacity around
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temperatures in the region of 550ºC- 620ºC. Therefore, in order to assess the wall assembly resistance in case of
a fire, it can be acceptable to maintain the steel profiles, within the wall, below the critical temperature range.

3.4

Thermal analysis of the wall assembly

3.4.1 Heat transfer analysis
Modelling the heat transfer through the stud wall assembly became a common practice in the last years,
as an alternative method to the expensive full-scale fire resistance tests. In case of steel-stud walls, the failure is
expected to be due to the covering layers protecting the steel. Because the steel has a high thermal conductivity,
the effect of the steel studs to the heat transfer can be neglected [9]. Therefore, it may be assumed a
unidirectional heat flow through the covering layers only, while modelling the heat transfer through the cross
section of the wall assembly.
Finite element method (FEM) is an approximate numerical method for calculating the behaviour of a
real structure under various conditions. The structure is approximated by a geometrical model, which is
subdivided into small “finite elements”, connected at nodes. FEM based software packages are used to calculate
the unknown values as temperatures or displacements at the nodes. The behaviour of the structure is then
approximated by the aggregate behaviour of all the small elements.
For the purpose of this analysis SAFIR [10] has been used to calculate the temperatures within the riser
cupboard wall. SAFIR is a finite element program, developed at the University of Liège (Belgium), which can
predict the temperature distribution inside the structural members.
The covering layers of the steel-studs have been modelled in SAFIR as shown in Fig.1. The wall has
been exposed to ISO 834 standard fire from the top side, corresponding to the inside of the riser cupboard. The
wall would lose its bearing capacity if the critical temperature is attained within the steel profiles. Therefore,
only the layers covering the steel profiles have been analyzed .The thermal analysis with SAFIR has been carried
out for 900 seconds (15 minutes).

Fig. 1. SAFIR model for thermal analysis

3.4.2 Air properties at ambient conditions
The properties of air at standard temperature and pressure are taken as:
 Density: ρa = 1.204 kg/m3;
 Specific heat: cp = 1.005 kJ/kg-K;
 Ambient temperature: Ta = 293 K = 20˚C.

3.4.3 Thermal properties
The properties for the covering materials of the steel-stud composite wall structure, used for thermal
analysis, are shown in Table 1, below:
Table 1. Thermal properties of the materials used for the steel covering
Material
Cement Particle Board [11]
Cement Particle Panel [12]
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Conductivity
k
[W/mK]
0.23
0.26
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Specific heat capacity
c
[kJ/kgK]
1000
840

Density
ρ
[kg/m³]
1200
1300
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4

Results

A fire occurring within the service riser cupboard will develop until the suppression system actuation.
Table 2 is a summary of the calculations results for the two possible fire scenarios considered here. It is shown
that the fire, in the worst case scenario, assumed to have a slow growth rate, can only develop for about 6
minutes, prior to the suppression media being released. If a medium growth rate it is assumed for fire, the heat
release rate is slightly higher, but the fire is detected after less than 3 minutes. In the last column of Table 2 it is
plotted the corresponding temperature on the ISO 834 fire curve at the time moments when the suppression
system goes off. If the riser wall was exposed to the standard fire curve, which would be the heating regime as in
a furnace fire test, the maximum fire temperatures, retrieved for each of the previously calculated suppression
response times are still below the critical temperature range for unprotected steel.
Table 2. Fire size at the suppression system actuation
Fire growth rate

Medium growth
Slow growth

Time to detector
actuation
tact
[s] (min)

Heat release rate when
the detectors actuate

[kW]
331
271

168 (2.8 min)
304 (5.6 min)

Temperature on ISO 834
fire curve at the
activation time
TISO
[ºC]
492
578

The time-temperature curves for the medium growing fire and the slow growing fire are plotted in Fig.2
at the left and right side, respectively. The dashed lines show the detector temperature rise in time.

Fig. 2. Temperature rise for medium and slow growing fires
Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 show the temperatures within the covering layers of the steel studs at different time
steps. It can be seen that the temperature at the bottom of layer remain close to ambient temperature even after
15 minutes of standard fire exposure at the surface layer. Therefore in the time period for which a slow growth
rate fire is considered to develop up until the gaseous suppression activates, the wall temperatures will be well
within tolerances with the plywood portion fixed to the steel supports remaining at little more than ambient
temperature both at this time and for a significant period thereafter.
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Fig. 3. Temperatures within the steel covering panels after 160 sec of fire exposure

Fig. 4. Temperatures within the steel covering panels after 400 sec of fire exposure

Fig. 5. Temperatures within the steel covering panels after 900 sec of fire exposure
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5

Conclusion

It can be concluded that for the affected service riser cupboards the addition of gaseous suppression,
together with the thermal performance of the wall build-up will give a level of confidence that a fire in these
areas would not grow to such an extent that the integrity, insulation and loadbearing of the wall adjoining the
stairwells would be affected.
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Abstract
The present paper represents the synthesis of results of an experimental program’s first phase which has
the objective of identification of the optimal way in which sheep wool can be used to obtain a thermal insulation
material. In this paper three different recipes are proposed, three solutions in which sheep wool can be assembled
such that the resulting element should have stable form and dimensions in order to determine the squareness,
flatness, and dimensional stability under specified temperature and humidity conditions. To bind the wool fibres,
one of the proposed solutions uses the wet felting technique and the other two solutions use a binder, hydrated
lime and adhesive, respectively. The results of this experimental program, presented in this paper, demonstrate
the particular qualities of sheep wool from the perspective of a thermal insulation material.
Keywords: sheep wool, insulation, dimensional stability, thermal conductivity.

1

Introduction

In Romania, at the moment, most of the obtained sheep wool is thrown away or burned, and from the
collected and processed wool a great percent is exported [1]. This fact is the main reason why this material was
chosen for closer investigation, considering that in recent years particular attention was paid towards
sustainability and durability of materials. To alleviate this problem of the agricultural sector, efficient and
optimal solutions should be found in which sheep wool can be used. Such a solution consists in producing a
thermal insulation material from sheep wool. Thermal properties and behaviour of wool were studied by several
authors [2], [3], [4], coming to the conclusion that the characteristics of thermal insulation materials based on
sheep wool are comparable with those of conventional materials’. Besides the role of a thermal insulation
material, sheep wool could be used as a geotextile, mainly because of its slow biodegradation [5]. Sheep wool’s
capability of absorbing formaldehyde, thus improving indoor air quality, was also studied [6].
The objective of this paper is to promote a new material based on sheep wool evaluated from the
perspective of squareness, flatness, and dimensional stability under specified temperature and humidity
conditions. This paper is meant to complete the article [7] elaborated within the same experimental program, in
which are presented the results of the determination of density, thermal properties, and water absorption with
promising results for the sample of wool without binder, for which the obtained value of thermal conductivity
coefficient was 0.033 W/mK.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Materials and Preparation of Test Samples

In order to realize the experimental program the following materials were used: sheep wool, hydrated
lime, and adhesive. The raw sheep wool, originating from a local shepherd in Sălaj County, before it could be
used for the determinations it had to be washed and cleaned. The clean wool was treated with boric acid (in
proportion of 5% of the wool’s weight) in order to protect the material against insects. The hydrated lime was
prepared from quicklime. The adhesive used is Novobond BD20K and it is a dispersion of polyvinyl acetate in
water.
The processing of wool was carried out manually, the material was washed, carded, and felted. First, the
raw sheep wool was washed with warm water and soap to eliminate traces of soil, grease, and dried plants. The
material was washed two times, then rinsed with clean water. During the rinsing process the fibres were treated
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with boric acid. The second step of processing was carding, which consists in disentangling the fibres. After the
fibres were carded the material was ready to be used for preparing the samples. Wet felting, which consists in
using water and friction to bond the fibres among themselves, was used in case of those samples where binders
were not used.
In order to realize the determinations three types of samples based on sheep wool were prepared and
studied as follows: wool without binder, wool bonded with hydrated lime, and wool bonded with adhesive. The
prepared samples are presented in Table 1. The samples noted with the “λ” index were prepared for the
determination of thermal properties (presented in the article [7]) and because of its dimensions (150x150 mm) on
these samples the determinations presented in this paper were not carried out, due to the prescriptions of the
standards for each determination, which requires the minimal dimensions of 200x200 mm.
Table 1. Prepared and tested samples
Name of sample
Wool without binder
Wool bonded with
hydrated lime
Wool bonded with
adhesive

Dimensions [mm]
200x200x30
200x200x50
150x150x16
150x150x30
200x200x30
150x150x30
200x200x30
150x150x30

Notation
W30
W50
Wλ16
Wλ30
WL30
WLλ30
WA30
WAλ30

To prepare the samples of wool without binder (Fig. 1) the wet felting technique was used, which
consists in bonding the fibres of wool by applying a solution of warm water and soap over the fibres and
moving, rubbing them. For the stability of the final product fibres were arranged after several directions. After
obtaining the desired dimensions of samples, these were rinsed with clean water and left to dry at 24°C.

Fig. 1. Sample of wool without binder; dimensions 150x150 mm (left) and 200x200 mm (right)
To prepare the sample of wool bonded with hydrated lime (Fig. 2) wool fibres were manually mixed
with lime paste until all the fibres were covered with the binder. The same process of preparation was used to
prepare the sample of wool bonded with adhesive (Fig. 2). After preparing the samples, these were left to dry out
for 7 days at 24°C. Quantities of binders used to prepare the samples are presented in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Sample of wool bonded with hydrated lime (left) and adhesive (right)
Table 2. Quantities of binder used for preparing one sample
Binder
Hydrated lime [ml]
Adhesive [ml]
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2.2

Methodology of the Conducted Laboratory Measurements

For the realisation of the experimental program the equipment from the laboratory of the subject of
Building Materials was used, from the Faculty of Civil Engineering of the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca.
On the prepared samples the following determinations were carried out:
• Squareness;
• Flatness;
• Dimensional stability under specified temperature and humidity conditions.

2.2.1 Determination of Squareness
The determination was performed according to SR EN 824 [8]. The principle of the method consists in
putting a metallic square with one of its arms on one side of the sample and measuring the distance between the
other arm of the square and the adjacent side of the sample (Fig. 3). The determination was carried out on the
samples W30 and W50, the other samples (WL30 and WA30) were cast using a mould, performing the
determination did not give relevant results. The samples were kept for 6 hours at a temperature of (23±5)°C
before testing. The determination was performed at a temperature of (23±5)°C.

Fig. 3. Determination of deviation from squareness on length or width (left) and on thickness (right) [8]
The methodology for determining the deviation from squareness on length or width consists in the
following:
• The metallic square was placed along the sample’s one side, with the right angle of the square
aligned on the adjacent side of the sample;
• The distance between the side of the sample and the square’s arm “ab” was measured at a
distance “c” from the angle of the square, where “c” is the largest side of the sample;
• The operations were performed for all the angles of the sample, which forms an angle less or
equal to 90°.
Determining the deviation from squareness on length or width, Sb [mm/m], is calculated with the
relation (1), as a ratio between the distance from the sample’s side to the square’s arm, ab [mm], and the largest
side of the sample, c [mm], as follows:
Sb =

ab
[mm m]
c

(1)

The methodology for determining the deviation from squareness on thickness consists in the following:
• The metallic square was placed on a plane surface next to one of the sample’s side;
• The distance between the sample’s side and the square’s arm “ad” was measured where the
deviation is maximum;
• The sample was turned upside down and the previous operations were repeated;
• The maximum measured value was considered as deviation from squareness on thickness.
Determining the deviation from squareness on thickness, Sd [mm], is calculated with the relation (2) as
equal with the distance between the sample’s side and the square’s arm, ad [mm], as follows:
S d = a d [mm]

(2)

2.2.2 Determination of Flatness
The determination was performed according to SR EN 825 [9]. The principle of the method consists in
measuring the maximum distance between the sample placed on a plane surface and the plane surface itself (Fig.
4). The samples were kept for 6 hours at a temperature of (23±5)°C before testing. The determination was
performed at a temperature of (23±5)°C. According to the standard, for the samples that present a deviation from
flatness in the direction of a single dimension (Smax [mm]), the maximum measured value in this direction is
considered to be the deviation.
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Fig. 4. Determination of flatness [9]

2.2.3 Determination of Dimensional Stability Under Specified Temperature and Humidity
Conditions
The determination was performed according to SR EN 1604 [10]. The principle of the method consists
in determining the variations of linear dimensions which occur when the samples were conditioned in a specified
environment for a given period of time. The samples were kept for 6 hours at a temperature of (23±5)°C and a
relative humidity of 50% before testing.
The methodology for determining the dimensional stability consists in the following:
• The initial length and width of samples (l0 and b0) were measured in three positions (l01, l02, l03
and b01, b02, b03), the initial thickness (d0) was measured in five positions (d01, d02, d03, d04, d05)
according to Fig. 5;
• The samples were conditioned at a temperature of (23±2)°C and a relative humidity of 65% in
the climatic chamber;
• The samples were placed horizontally in the climatic chamber at a distance of 30 mm between
them, in order to allow free air circulation around the samples. Duration of exposure was 24
hours;
• After exposing the samples in the testing environment, these were kept in the next 3 hours in
laboratory conditions (temperature of 23°C and relative humidity of 50%);
• The final length, width, and thickness (lt, bt, dt) of samples were measured in the same
positions as for the initial dimensions.

Fig. 5. Positions for determining the necessary dimensions [10]
The dimensional variations, Δεl [%], Δεb [%], Δεd [%], are calculated for the individual measurements
with the relations (3), (4), (5). The medium value for each dimensional variation is calculated from the results of
the individual measurements.
l -l
(3)
Del = 100 × t 0 [%]
l0
Deb = 100 ×

bt - b0
[%]
b0

Ded = 100 ×

dt - d0
[%]
d0

(4)
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3

Results

The results of the determination of squareness, flatness, and dimensional stability under specified
temperature and humidity conditions are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of determinations
Sample
W30
W50
WL30
WA30

Squareness
Sb [mm/m]
Sd [mm]
0.05
15
0.05
15
0
0
0
0

Flatness
-

Dimensional stability
Δεl [%]
Δεb [%]
Δεd [%]
0
-4.55
9.43
-2.27
2.38
1.91
0
0
0
0
0
0

3.1.1 Squareness
The determination was effectuated for all the samples made within the experimental program, which
had the dimensions required by the applicable standard. After analysing the obtained results, also presented in
Table 3, it can be seen that deviation from squareness was obtained only for two samples: the ones made without
binder, W30 and W50, these having a deviation from squareness of 15 mm on thickness and 0.05 mm/m on
length. The samples made with a binder, WL30 and WA30, did not show signs of deviation from squareness.

3.1.2 Flatness
After analysing the proposed samples, it was found that none of the samples presented deviation from
flatness on length or width, as it can be observed in Fig. 6.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 6. Evaluating the flatness on the proposed samples: a) WA30; b) WL30; c) W50; d) W30

3.1.3 Dimensional Stability Under Specified Temperature and Humidity Conditions
After analysing the obtained results, it can be observed that just the samples of wool without binder
present modification of linear dimensions, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. The samples of wool bonded with hydrated
lime, WL30, and adhesive, WA30, keep their original dimensions after the exposure in the climatic chamber.

Fig. 7. Variation of linear dimensions of samples of wool without binder W30 and W50
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4

Conclusions

The results of the experimental program presented in this paper highlights the particular qualities of
sheep wool from the perspective of a thermal insulation material. Besides the studied properties, obviously, it is
necessary to investigate other qualities of sheep wool, in order to affirm if this material is suitable for thermal
insulation. In the article [7], elaborated within the same experimental program, these proposed samples were
studied from the point in view of apparent density, thermal conductivity, thermal resistance, and water
absorption, with promising results for the sample of wool without binder.
On the basis of the conducted experiments presented in this paper, the following can be stated:
• From the proposed samples, the sample of wool bonded with hydrated lime (WL30) and adhesive
(WA30) did not present deviation from squareness or from flatness, also they had a good dimensional
stability under specified temperature and humidity conditions;
• From the proposed samples, the samples of wool without binder (W30, W50), from the perspective of the
conducted determinations, behave the most unfavourable, because these samples have deviation from
squareness and present dimensional variations.
On the basis of the conducted experiments presented in the article [7], the following can be stated:
• From the proposed samples, W30 has the lowest density (41.64 kg/m3), and the highest value was
measured for WL30 (607.75 kg/m3);
• The lowest value of thermal conductivity were measured for the samples of wool without binder, Wλ16
and Wλ30 (0.033 W/mK and 0.036 W/mK), and the highest value was recorded for the sample made with
hydrated lime, WLλ30 (0.075 W/mK);
• From the perspective of thermal resistance the highest value was obtained for the sample of wool without
binder, Wλ30 (0.909 m2K/W), and the lowest value was recorded for the sample of wool bonded with
lime, WLλ30 (0.413 m2K/W);
• Water absorption was the highest for the sample made with lime, WL30 (12.330 kg/m2), and the lowest
for the sample of wool without binder, W30 (3.829 kg/m2).
Analysing the results of this paper it can be stated that using a binder in the composition of the thermal
insulation material based on sheep wool it is advantageous from the perspective of squareness, flatness, and
dimensional stability. However, taking into account the results of article [7] for density, thermal conductivity,
thermal resistance, and water absorption it can be observed that using a binder in the composition of the sample
influences in a negative way the studied properties. In order to be able to determine the conformity of this type of
thermal insulation material based on sheep wool further investigations are needed. The research will continue,
these values being the first results of an experimental program which will develop in the following years.
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Abstract
The present work investigates the behavior of two types of wind turbines in order to establish the values
of power losses in turbine bearings and determination of disc friction losses. The computations clearly showed
that significant energy and power can be saved by selecting certain values for data input, namely rapidity of the
turbine, wind speed and the characteristic number associated to the turbine optimal point. The most wind
turbines are blocked when the wind speed exceeds certain values and limits, so there is a shutdown threshold. An
important influence due to engine speed is also taking into consideration.
Keywords: Power losses, turbine bearings, disc friction losses, wind turbines.

1

Introduction

Wind power is considered a renewable energy source. The terms wind energy or wind power describes
the process by which the wind is used to generate mechanical power or electricity. Wind turbines convert the
kinetic energy in the wind into mechanical power. This mechanical power can be used for specific tasks (such as
grinding grain or pumping water) or a generator can convert this mechanical power into electricity. Modern
commercial wind turbines produce electricity by using rotational energy to drive a generator. The wind power
industry is now growing remarkably. The wind turbines are made up of a blade or rotor and an enclosure called a
nacelle that contains a drive train atop a tall tower. Large wind turbines (producing up to 1.8 megawatts of
power) can have a blade length of over 40 meters and be placed on towers 80 meters tall. Smaller turbines can be
used to provide power to individual homes.
The performance of the wind turbine can be investigated through mathematical models and also verified
by experimental measurements. The achieving of aerodynamic performances, kinematics and energy curves of
the aeolian turbines depend on the choice of certain geometry. In developing of turbine blade geometry are used
improved contours (airfoil) chosen and positioned so that obtained performances for certain site-specific
conditions, to be optimal.
Between various types of wind turbines the rapid axial horizontal wind turbines are the most
development ones. Many studies are also elaborated taking in consideration the turbines with vertical axes. Such
a study was presented by the second author in a recent paper [6]. Similar studies can be consulted (see [5], [4],
[3]). For the horizontal turbine H2500 we can consult the paper [2]. In this context we also recall the paper [1].
The energy conversion process that turns wind power into electric power goes through three major
conversion steps which will be labeled here as the aerodynamic, mechanical, and electrical conversion. At each
step, some energy is lost and the final electric power is less than the total wind power we started with.

2

Material and method

In order to convert the power from mechanical to electrical the wind turbine activity depends on power
losses like mechanical, electrical and also the copper and iron losses.
The wind turbine, as a wind energy conversion system, is affected by several technical internal
parameters (rotor size, blade shape, electrical connection) and external factors (wind speed, air temperature and
density, turbulence, relative humidity and precipitation).
Important information used in modeling of line engine is represented by the mathematical models
designed for characteristic curves of different types and sizes of turbines. Highlighting the possibilities of
aerodynamic optimization it can be started from the analysis of a turbine placed in a stream of air with a velocity
v (upstream speed, undisturbed by introduced obstacle) which is usually identified by the two components of
aerodynamic forces, namely: component on wind direction (resistance force) and perpendicular component on
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wind direction. The wind regime is not stationary. The velocity vector is time dependent. The characteristic
curves of the engine are usually identified for optimized geometric structures, so not for any geometry.
In most of the large turbines, the turbine shaft drives a gear box which changes the blade's rotating
speed to a speed that better suits the generator (usually faster for a big turbine). Even the best gear trains have
friction and some energy is lost here. In addition there are large bearings supporting the shaft which also will
introduce a little friction.
By means of a mathematical model one obtains an analytical configuration for power losses in turbine
bearings and disc friction losses.
As a result of friction with the mass of air which surrounds the turbine, the turbine hub and the other
components involved in rotation have so-called” disc losses“. The mechanical turbine and transmission system
dissipates energy through friction in bearings, gears, seals.

2.1

Disc Friction Losses

Regarding the ”disc losses“ the phenomenon consists of the braking effect of a solid surface in a
rotation in a fluid mass.
A moment of friction can be identified, from which results dissipated power (1):
u2
dM fr  kC f    r  dS
(1)
2
Considering the symmetrical axis of the surfaces in rotation it results the used shape (2):
2
1
(2)
dM fr  kC f   
 2 r 4 
dr
2
sin 

where:
k − a constant which depends on fluid speed in the neighborhood of the surface in a rotation;
  mass density;
 C f a friction coefficient which depends on surface roughness and on Reynolds numbers;

  the angular speed of rotation of the solid;
R the radius of the area element regarding the turbine axis;
  the position of the area regarding the turbine axis (the area in the radial plane:   900 , the
cylindrical area with the axis on the turbine axis:   00 ). The angle depends on the radius. The integral
form for the involved area is (3):
r4
(3)
M fr  k     2   C f 
dr
sin 

For the present study we set a general mathematical model used as approximate solution, in which one
works with discs with perpendicular areas to engine axis (4), (5):
M fr  CM   

2
2

 R5

(4)

Pd  M fr 

(5)

where:
 CM is the global friction coefficient and
R is the equivalent radius of the rotation surfaces using
approximations: R  0,1D, CM  0, 01 , D – the diameter of the blade.
Finally, we get to the final form of the disc friction losses (6):

Pd  107   

2.2

3
2

 D5 .

the

following

(6)

Power Losses in Turbine Bearings
In order to obtain the form of the power losses in turbine bearings we start with the relations (7, 8):
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Ffr   FN ,

(7), (8)

M fr  Ffr r
where we have used the following notations:
  − friction coefficient;
 FN − normal forces in the bearing;
 r − radius of the bearing.

The normal force in the bearing has two components:
−
−

Axial force given by turbine;
The weight sustained by the bearing.

We also recall the approximations in this case. The axial force of the turbine can be evaluated from the
relation (9, 10):

PT  Fax  v;
Fax 
where

(9), (10)

PT
v

PT and Fax are respectively the power [W] of the turbine and the axial force [N].

The weight of the wheel assembly sustained by the bearing of the turbine can be globally evaluated by
the diameter of the turbine (11):
  D2

G  kG 
 lax  kG  kax  D 3
(11)
4
4
where
 kG − an equivalent specific weight dependent on construction and on the used materials;
 lax − equivalent axial gauge ( k ax  D ) which depends on turbine soundness, thus dependents on type

turbine.
The entire weight of the subassembly being in rotation process can be approximate for middle rapidity.
Solidity, based on rapidity, can be approximated by (12):

s

0, 222

0



0, 778

(12)

0 2

The influence of the solidity can be approximated by reference to the value 0  7 (13):
0, 222
s0
s7



0



0, 778

0 2

0, 048



4, 625 16, 208

2

0

0

(13)

Hence, the probable mass of the wheel assembly one estimates by (14):

 4, 625 16, 208  2
mw  6  

D
0 2 
 0

(14)

We get for related weight the expression (15):
 4, 625 16, 208 
2

Gw  N   58,86  
   D  m 
2
0 
 0

(15)

Finally the dissipated power in turbine bearings is determinate by the relation (16):

 P
 4, 625 16, 208  2 

Pl    r   T  59 
D 
0 2 
 0
 v
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3

Results and discussions

This paper provides a mathematical simulation, based on the model proposed in the work [5]. We
proceed to investigate the established models and operating applications. In this section a computing method for
power losses phenomena is explained. The comparative study refers to a number of two types of turbines. For
each one the wind speed is use as an input data.
One operates with well-known relations from general theory of wind turbines. The total wind power
flowing into the turbine is defined by the fairly simple wind power formula. The power into the turbine blades is
a function of the wind speed to the 3rd power, air density, and swept area of the turbine blades. For a given
turbine, the swept area is a constant, but the air density will vary with elevation and with barometric changes at a
given site and, of course, both wind speed and direction will vary over time. The power of turbine, captured from
the wind is expressed below (17):
1
PT     CPW (0 ,  )   R 2 v 3
(17)
2
and the characteristic number of turbine (tip speed ratio) is   u R / v, u R  R and  

 n [rpm]

, where  is
30
wind turbine angular speed (rad/s). The number  characterizes the type of turbine and it represents, together
with the position axis turbines, the main criteria for the characterization of the turbines. The usual field of wind
turbines is 0  1  12 and the turbines corresponding to the interval 0  1  4 are considered “slow” in the rest
of the field the turbines are considered “fast”. The power coefficient has the form (18):

CPWT  CM 0    a     b   

(18)

where a, b,  ,  are functions which depend on  . The recommended value for the constants  , 
are   2, 0 and   2,3 and the used mass density of air is   1, 2 kg / m3 . The study can be also developed for
other values of  ,  but there is a condition namely    . As a preliminary approximation it is also accepted
the approximation of the torque start coefficient CM 0 

0, 2

0 2

. The nonlinear loss curve on the machine line, for

both type of turbines, related to the disc friction losses Pd W  are plotted in the Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Loss curve related to the disc friction losses
The next step in our work has to do with the evaluation of the power losses in turbine bearings. In this
sense we have to mention our options for computing steps: for both turbines we have used the same value for the
speed, namely 38 rpm,   0, 01 , r  0, 05 and the parameters used in this section for turbines are pointed in the
Table 1.
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Table 1. The values of power losses in turbine bearings
v [m / s]
10

11

12

13

14

15

36,9

38,3

39,6

40,8

41,8

42,8

35

35,8

36,6

37,3

37,9

38,4

Pl1[W ] : 0  7
a  0, 0795; b  0, 0387
Pl1[W ] : 0  9;
a  0, 0493; b  0, 0223

Considering for the first turbine three fixed value of  , we get the following expression for the power
losses in turbine bearings (19):
0, 0041    a     b     1, 2  v 2  706,5
Pl  26,3  0, 0005  
2

(19)

Using Maple commands we plot (see in Fig. 2) the loss curves related to power losses in turbine
bearings for three values of the tip speed ratio considering the wind speed as independent variable.
The above formula for the power losses in turbine bearings allows a better understanding of the
optimization process of energy performance of the wind turbines. They are also permitted a good management of
the control and automation.

Fig. 2. Loss curves related to the power losses in turbine bearings

4

Conclusions

As it was presented in the above study, were compared and analyzed the influence of the rapidity on the
power losses evaluation in the case of a wind turbine. The presented data demonstrate the effect which occurs at
a certain changes for three values of rapidity. From established relations it can be predicted the power losses for
various speed distribution.
This study highlights the importance of certain parameters of wind turbine for different rapidity, in the
process of construction and development of such aero-electrical aggregates and their optimal functioning. The
results showed the accuracy of the model in wind turbines performance monitoring.
The optimization process of the construction of wind turbines is a continuing concern for researchers
and manufacturers in the wind power field, having as finally purposes, solutions capable of performing a
maximize economic efficiency of these aggregates. In order to fulfill this desirable objective it should be identify
certain way to improve the energy recovery, minimizing costs for technical solutions, high reliabilities and good
maintainability.
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Abstract
The research presents an experimental work on building materials. Based on the goals of sustainable
development, the mixtures proposed are based on hemp, hydrated lime and volcanic rocks. Three compositions
were made. Different tests were carried out on sound absorption coefficient, thermal conductivity, flexural and
compressive strength. The results obtained on the studied mortars show the potential that agricultural resources
can have in the mixture with lime and volcanic rocks.
Keywords: hemp, hydrated lime, sustainability, composite materials, physical and mechanical
properties

1

Introduction

Today people need to understand that the way in which they live their life can have serious
consequences on the next generation. After the Second World War, the development of the society was based on
getting the maximum profit, aspect which has contributed to excessive pollution and considerable reduction of
natural resources [1, 2].
The building industry has a significant role in human life, but not always a positive one. In the last
years, due to increased demand for housing/buildings, poor policies in the construction sector, but also the
indifference of construction manufacturers towards the environment, the building industry become the largest
consumer of energy and non-renewable raw materials, as well as also the biggest polluter of the environment [3].
Major actions need to be taken in this sector to improve the life of the people. As the Bruntdtland report
said, the building industry should be based on a development that satisfies the needs of the current generation
without compromising the chances of future generations to meet their own needs [4].
In this perspective, a new category of building materials has to be implemented on the construction
market, products which take into consideration the goals of sustainable development. Sustainable building
materials have three parameters to be respected: social, economic and ecologic.
The social parameters request that the building material has to be “healthy”, to maintain a clean air and
to not develop bacteria’s and mold. The economic parameters request that the building material needs to be
“accessible”, to be obtained easily and to be afforded by everyone. The ecologic parameters request the building
material to be “eco-friendly”, to respect the environment and not to contribute to the pollution of the air [5].
In order to obtain a building material which is designed and developed in an ecological and resource
efficient manner [5], the present study was focus on agricultural waste- industrial hemp hurds.
Biology defines the hemp plant, as an industrial plant which has an annual regeneration rate and a
pivotal root. The stem heights are ranging from 1-5 m, and the thickness varies between 0.5 and 6 cm. This plant
has a developed structure at the base, which decreases with its height. [6].
Hemp is recognized for its extensibility properties, high fibre lengths and spinning capacity, but also for
high torsional, tensile and frictional strengths which make it used in sectors. Hemp has also the ability not to get
rotten [7].
With hemp as a raw material for the proposed mixtures, the binder chosen to develop a material that
focuses on the goals of sustainable development, by obtaining an inexpensive product, which can be used with
low maintenance and easily decomposed at the end of lifecycle [5], was hydrated lime.
Lime has been a widely used binder in the construction sector since ancient times and is mainly used
for masonry mortars and plasters. Lime-based mortars are vapour-permeable finite elements, which allow the
structure to breathe. Construction lime is obtained from calcium carbonate CaCO3, which is found in limestone
quarries.
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Using hemp with lime, for the purpose of the present study, helped reach several objectives related to
the sustainability of building materials, such as: resource and energy efficiency; reduction of noise; improved air
quality, pollution prevention; reduction of the CO2 emissions; connection with the environment [5].
In the building industry, the mixture between hemp and lime is known as hempcrete, usually used as a
non-structural element: closure and partition walls, insulation, etc.
Therefore, the research was focused more on mortars, in whose compositions are found also the
volcanic rocks: perlite and vermiculite.
Volcanic rocks are known to be natural products. The perlite is obtained by expanding the siliceous
rocks at temperatures of 900oC [8] and vermiculite is the product of the exfoliation of the volcanic rocks from
the family of phyllosilicates at temperatures as high as the perlite [9]. In the construction industry, these rocks
are used to obtain porous materials that can withstand high temperatures and contribute to increasing the acoustic
and thermal insulation properties of the material [8].
In the scientific literature, there are numerous studies focused on the mixing of hemp and lime with
hemp concrete, but research on volcanic rocks in hemp and lime mixtures is almost inexistent. Therefore, the
present study aims to analyse the acoustic, thermal and mechanical properties of building materials based on
hemp, lime and volcanic rocks.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Raw materials and mix design

Hemp hurds, hydrated lime (SuperCalco M), perlite and vermiculite were used for obtaining three
composite materials. All the raw materials used in the research were bought from Romania. The hemp plant was
cultivated by HempFlax Romania and the hydrated lime was produced by Carmeuse.
The composition of the three formulas was based mainly on hemp and volcanic rocks. The mixing
proportions used for the mixtures were constant for hemp 40%, binder 13.3%, volcanic rocks 26.7% and water
20%. Therefore the ratio of raw material (hemp and volcanic rocks) to binder was 5:1. The ratio is expressed in
volumes.
The variation was made only on the type of volcanic rocks; this can be observed in the Table 1, which
presents the ratio of the mixtures in volumes.
In Fig. 1, are represented the volumes of materials used for each mixture, the hemp and binder are in the
same amount. For the volcanic rocks the first formula has two parts of perlite, the second one two parts of
vermiculite, and the third one has one part vermiculite and one part perlite.
Establishing these formulas aimed at observing and understanding how volcanic rocks influence the
mixture of hemp and lime. It is important to specify that the volume of water is higher than that of the binder,
with a ratio of 1:1.5 binder-water, in order to get a homogenous material with mechanical compaction.
Table 1. Mix design (ratio)
Hemp
Hydrated lime
Mixture
(C)
(V)
3
1
1
3
1
2
3
1
3

a. C3+V+P2+A1.5
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Perlite
(P)
2
1

Vermiculite
(V)
2
1

Water
(A)
1.5
1.5
1.5

b. C3+V+V2+A1.5
Fig.1. The raw materials used for the mixtures
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2.2

Methods and equipment

All the formulas were maturated under laboratory conditions, where the air temperature was 22oC ± 2oC
and the air relative humidity 50% ± 5%, for 90 days after the mixtures preparation.
The sound absorption coefficient test of the composite materials was performed according to [10] on
two types of samples, F 28mm and F100mm, in the range of 50-6400Hz.
The device for testing the sound absorption coefficient was the Kundt Tube using the transfer function
method. The sample F 28mm tested for acoustic performance determines the sound absorption coefficient values
on the frequency range between 500-6400Hz and the sample F100mm in the frequency range of 0-1600Hz. With
the help of Pulse soft, the values obtained on the sample 28 and 100mm were standardized on a single curve of
values in the frequency range of 50-6400Hz.
The thermal conductivity coefficient was tested using the Fox 200, on specimens of 150x150x30mm
according to [11] by using the thermoflux-meter method. Reported to the thermal conductivity, the density of the
material was determined for each sample.
The mechanical resistances tests were carried out on prism samples of 40x40x160mm. Each mixture
was tested at 3, 7, 14, 28 and 90 days, according to [12]. The equipment used was the hydraulic press
(compressive strength) and the device for flexural strength.
In Fig. 2, are shown all the devices used for acoustic, thermal and mechanical parameters.

a.Kundt tube 28/100mm

b.Fox 200

c.Hydraulic press

d.Device- flexural
strength

Fig.2. The equipment used for the tests

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Sound absorption coefficient

According to the data obtained and shown in Fig. 3, the values of the sound absorption coefficient of the
three mixtures based on hemp, lime and volcanic rocks range between 10-40% in the frequency range of 506400Hz. The most performing mixture among those analysed is based on vermiculite, V+C3+V2+A1.5. Thus, it is
observed that vermiculite records higher acoustic properties compared to perlite, perlite and vermiculite, over the
entire frequency range, Fig. 3a. This formula presents a 37% of acoustic absorbance near the frequency of
700Hz.

a.

Sound absorption coefficient in the frequency range of b.Sound absorption on standard frequency bands
50-6400Hz
Fig.3. Sound absorption coefficient
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It should be noted that on the standard medium frequency bands, Fig. 3b, the situation is more
favourable to the composition with perlite-vermiculite, V+C3+PV2+A1.5, which is a more performing material
than the others. On the low frequency, the mixture based on perlite is more performing and the weakest is the
composition with perlite and vermiculite. The situation is different on high frequencies, where at the 2000Hz
frequency; all materials have the same absorption of 14% and at the 4000Hz frequency the influence of
vermiculite V+C3+V2+A1.5 is more efficient.
According to a previous study [13] where the ratio of binder-water was 2:1 and the hemp-binder ratio
was 3:1, the sound absorption coefficient of V+C3+A0.5 reported to V+C3+PV2+A1.5, is lower at the frequency of
500Hz, but is higher at 1000Hz, due to the presence of volcanic rocks. At the frequency of 700Hz, where the
mixt of hemp, lime and vermiculite is the most absorbent, the sound absorption coefficient is almost 10% higher
than the basic formula V+C3+V2.
Other studies from the literature present the values of the sound absorption coefficient only on mixtures
based on hemp and lime, which are not very concluding for the composite materials with volcanic rocks.

3.2

Thermal conductivity

The thermal performances of the studied composite materials are related to the density and thermal
conductivity of the material. Reported to the basic formula without volcanic rocks which is presented in study
[13] relative to V+C3+A0.5 (ratio expressed in volumes 1:3:0.5 binder-hemp-water), the value of the density is
706.34kg/m3 and the thermal conductivity arrives to 0.167W/mk.
As an observation, in study [14], it is highlighted that the value of the thermal conductivity coefficient is
decreased if the porosity of the composite increases. This is possible due to the presence of the air in the material
which is considered a very good insulator. For this reason, the materials presented in this research have in their
composition volcanic rocks.
As expected, the addition of perlite, vermiculite and perlite-vermiculite, but also the increase of water
help the mortars to improve the thermal performances, density, Fig. 4a, and conductivity, Fig. 4b, with almost
50% more than the basic formula V+C3+A0.5.

a.

Density of the materials

b. Thermal conductivity of the materials

Fig.4. Thermal properties of materials
An evaluation of the impact of volcanic rocks on the compositions is presented favourably for perlite.
The composite material based on this volcanic rock has a density of 377.2Kg/m3 and a thermal conductivity of
0.081W/mk. The difference between perlite formula and vermiculite is 0.016W/mk.
Moreover, the presence of vermiculite improves the acoustic insulation behaviour, but it decreased the
thermal performance of the hemp based material.
This aspect is also reported in study [14] where the author reaches the same conclusion about the impact
of perlite and vermiculite on thermal conductivity coefficient. The explanation for this fact is that the water is
retained in the layers of the perlite during the process of preparation which helps the thermal performance of the
material increase.
Another study [15] on materials based on hemp-perlite-binder (binder=lime+cement+metakaolin)
presents the thermal conductivity coefficient ranging between 0.094-0.11W/mk.
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3.3

Mechanical properties

The mechanical characteristics of the three mixtures are not very high level. This can be explained by
the fact that the purpose of the materials was to improve acoustic and thermal insulation.
Regarding the compressive strength, Fig. 5a, the values obtained present as more efficient the
composite material based on hemp-vermiculite. This material exhibits higher values throughout the test at 3, 7,
14, 28 and 90 days compared with the other mixtures.
The situation for the flexural strength, Fig. 5b, is the same as for compressive strength. The composite
material based on hemp-vermiculite-lime has obtained the highest values. The results obtained can be explained
by reporting the raw material (hemp and volcanic rock) to binder at 5:1, and also the volume of water to the
volume of binder which is 1.5:1.
The main findings of this work were compared with previous studies on the mechanical resistances of
hemp based materials [15] and [16]. It was noticed that [15] for the materials based on hemp-perlite-binder
(lime, cement and metakaolin), compression strength ranges between 0.11-0.57N/mm2 and flexural strength
between 0.03-0.20N/mm2. In study [16], a formula based on 60% binder (hydrated, hydraulic and pozzolanic
lime) with 20%hemp and 20% water obtains compression strength 0.3N/mm2.

a.

Compressive strength

b. Flexural strength
Fig. 5. Mechanical performances

4

Conclusion

The study demonstrates that the mixture between hemp, lime and volcanic rocks can be a solution for
obtaining sustainable materials for the building industry.
The physical and mechanical performances of the hemp-volcanic rocks based materials analysed in this
study show that the acoustic insulation behaviour of the hemp-lime composite materials can be improved with
the addition of vermiculite. On the other hand, the use of vermiculite in the mixtures will also improve the
mechanical performance of the materials proposed. In the case of perlite reinforcement of the hemp and lime
mixtures, the thermal performance of the new composite materials will be improved considerably.
To improve this research, new mixtures are suggested to be studied where the recommendation is to
increase the amount of binder. A numerical method will also better help understand the way in which hemp
works in composition with lime. However, more research is still needed to be completed to obtain a sustainable
building material with the same characteristics as the synthetic building materials.
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Abstract
Glued laminated (glulam) timber is a modern solution to achieve special architectural structures with
large span. Has many advantages over solid wood because it eliminates the deficiencies relating to the size and
form of solid wood elements, natural defects, moisture, quality control and dimensional accuracy.
The current paper presents different projects designed and builded in Romania. All the cases debated
represent the authors experience in use of glulam timber for simple structures and also for structures with large
span used for civil, sports and industrial constructions.
Keywords: glulam, glued laminated timber, wooden arches, large span beam, roof framing.

1

Introduction

This paper presents some types of civil construction for commercial, recreation and sport activities, in
which the authors were implicated in design and expertise.
Glulam is an increasingly used material on the Romanian construction market due to the many advantages
it offers, such as, for example, ease of making structural elements in different shapes, sections and large openings.
Also, glulam-like structural elements do not require special finishes, they remain apparent, their pleasant aesthetics
being appreciated. Glulam was patented in Germany in 1906 but was first used in England in 1857 [1], reaching
today to be used around the world.
Some advantages of glulam are: easily shape in different forms and sections, special esthetic appearance,
low self-weight along with high resistance, easy and quick assembly on site, good thermal insulation, resistant to
corrosive environments, good resistance to fire as long as there is no direct and constant flame etc.

1.1

Civil Constructions for Recreational Activities

Due to the good behaviour of wood in aggressive environments, structural elements made of glulam are
most suitable for swimming pool type constructions or aquatic and wellness parks.

1.1.1

Aqua-Park and Wellness Nymphaea Oradea

Nymphaea complex consists of 6 buildings with one level. The wood used is glulam GL24 h. C1 building
have different resistance structure on areas, consisting of beams with 240 x 1000mm and 200x600mm sections
attached to concrete structure or to wooden struts with 200x600mm section. The wooden elements are connected
by concrete through metal parts and by wooden elements through metal parts or wooden screws.
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Fig. 1. C1 building
C2 and C3 buildings are made using glulam frames consisting of beams with 200x400mm section and
struts with 200x400mm section. Behind the beams was a tense canvas.

Fig. 2. C2 and C3 buildings
The dome of C4 building has 24 radially-spaced arched beams with 50 m aperture. The beams are made
of glulam GL24h with 18 x 88 cm section, an inner radius of 33.9 m and a length of 25.31 m. The beams stand on
the upper end on a wooden ring with 80 x 40 cm section and 622 cm in diameter. The glulam ring is strengthened
with two perpendicular inner beams with 4 18 x 48 cm section. The lower ends of arched beams stand at the bottom
on a circular reinforced concrete structure. The arcs are stiffened through 4 rows of beams with 20 x 20 cm section.
The contouring of the structure is done in 5 zones with wooden frames with 20 x 20 cm section. The cover sheet
is supported by 50 x 100 x 250 mm to 500 mm rulers. The joints between elements are done with metal parts. The
arcs are fixed to the base by means of metal plates ST1 400 x 600 x 20 mm and 8 M20 bolts and a 400 x 460 x 10
mm metal plate placed in the wooden beam and fixed with 12 bolts Ø20 x 16.

Fig. 3. The dome of C4 building
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C5 building is made of beams and posts with an aesthetic and partial structural design, with beams with
160 x 1000 mm section and posts with 160 x 500 mm section.

Fig. 4. C5 building
C6 building is made of beams and posts with an aesthetic and partial structural design, with beams with
160 x 1000 mm section and posts with 160 x 500 mm section.

Fig. 5. C6 building
The bridges have 5.0 m or 8.0 m openings with curved beams having 100x200mm respectively 120 x 240
mm section, with girders having 100x100mm section.

Fig. 6. Inner bridges
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1.2
1.2.1

Civil Constructions for Commercial Activities
Mall Dermatina Timisoara

Scaffolding structures made of glulam have been made for 12 skylights with different shapes and sizes
and placed on different locations.
Skylights 1 and 2 were made using 29.3 m and 36.7 m curved beams having 180 mm widths and different
heights.

Fig. 7. Skylights with curved beams
Skylights 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.2, 6 are made in the form of frames with 5.02 m straight beams
having different spans and poles with variable height.

Fig. 8. Skylights with straight beams
The structure of the skylights is made of glulam beams GL24h. The envelope is made with ETFEE foil
for curved surfaces and polycarbonate for flat surfaces. The fastening of the wooden elements is done with metal
screws and the wooden structure on the metal structure with metal parts.

1.2.2

Supermarkets Lidl in Dumbravita and Piatra Neamt

The project refers to the roof of the building, which is made with glulam beams instead of precast concrete
beams. The roof has two openings of 21.7 m and 11.15 m respectively, and 11 spans (8 of 6.2 m and one of 5.3;
5.45 and 7.65 m respectively). The beams stand on reinforced concrete poles. The beams are made of glulam
GL24h with 160 x 1600 mm and 160 x 840 mm sections. The longitudinal roof has pillars with 120 x 325 mm
section arranged at 2.7 m between axes. The longitudinal contouring is made with diagonal beams having 160 x
160 mm section. The fastenings of the wooden elements on the building structure are made with metal parts.
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Fig. 9. The Lidl supermarket

1.3
1.3.1

Civil Constructions for Sport Activities
Indoor Swimming Pools for Polo and Training in Arad

The project developed in Arad consists of two swimming pools, one for polo and another for training.
The construction was developed vertically on a single level, the roof structure being different for the two basins.
Thus, at the polo pool was used a structure with glulam arched beams for the roof, and at the training basin a
structure with two-sloped glulam beams.
The polo pool has 48x42.18m in plan dimensions and has a roof structure consisting of 8 arches having
6.0 m span and 48 m opening, made of glulam GL24h. The arcs are made with a constant section of 180 x 1040
mm, with a curvature radius of 27.0 m, articulated on the lateral structure. Between transversal beams, on
longitudinal direction, are placed beams with (140, 160 and 180) x400mm sections, having 258.9 cm span.
Countervailing is done in marginal traverses with metal diagonal Ø26 (Ø28). Attaching on the basin structure is
made using metallic joint with Ø56 bolt.

Fig. 10. The roof structure of polo pool
The training pool has 18.4 x 32 m in plan dimensions and has a roof structure consisting of 5 two-slope
beams, having 160 (180) x 1250 (1800) mm sections and 6.0mspan. On the lateral walls are two glulam beams
with 120x280(400) mm section trapped on the structure. Between transversal beams, on longitudinal direction, are
placed beams with 120x280 (400) mm and 160x400mm sections, having 236.2 cm span. The beams are simply
leaning on the walls of the building. The beams are made by glulam GL24h.

Fig. 11. The roof structure of training pool
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2

Conclusions

Glued laminated timber with homogeneous or combined structure, takes advantages from solid wood like
low density, thermal insulation, light shaping and implementation work, etc. and cuts out a number of
disadvantages like limited range of size, strength reductions due to defects etc. The experience of using glulam
shows the possibility to make linear and other types of elements to cover large spans. So this material can be used
for normal construction such as roof framing or for buildings with large spans and great architectural design.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the rehabilitation solution and the sustainability estimation as part of the
rehabilitation process of an old building. The sustainability study consists of an estimation of the initial
embodied energy and kg CO2 greenhouse gases emissions as a result of the building materials, transportation
and equipment involved in the production stage (which represents only a few of the parameters of the
environmental criterion that the authors have analysed in this paper) and also some of the economic and social
criteria aspects were considered.
In conclusion the study could be a starting point for highlighting the importance of a sustainability study
as a phase in designing the rehabilitation of an existing building in the context of reducing the effects of climate
change in order to achieve the 20-20-20 EU energy targets and in line with the longer term perspective, set out
by the EU leaders in the Energy Roadmap 2050: Roadmap For Moving To A Competitive Low Carbon
Economy in 2050.
Keywords: rehabilitation, sustainability, CO2 emissions, embodied energy, environmental criteria,
economic dimension, social criteria.

1 Introduction
Old buildings is important to be rehabilitated because of preserving the of the real estate heritage of our
community. It is important and how these rehabilitation works are done because, besides keeping of historical
facades (Fig 1) and ensuring functions, rehabilitation must be sustainable.
The buildings sector, i.e. residential and commercial buildings is the largest user of energy and CO2
emitter in the EU and is responsible for about 40% of the EU total final energy consumption and CO2 emissions
[6]. Initial sustainability meant to support, to endure or to maintain. In time this notion has become more and
more complex. This concept is a link between environment protection, social and economic development [7].

2 Building Rehabilitation
The building that we study is located in the central Campus of University of Oradea, a public institution
near the western border of Romania. The historical nucleus of the University of Oradea was built between the
years 1912-1914 with the intended destination of Gendarmerie School. Buildings dating from this time, require
rehabilitation and reconversion / re-functionalization [5]. This building was built in the early 20th century
between 1920 and 1925, having as initial destination the military barrack. The P + 1E construction has two
almost identical wings, developed on both sides of the central area that includes main access to the building, the
staircase connecting the levels and several annexes. The structure resistance is made up of retaining walls of
normal brick masonry (40-55 cm), with reinforced concrete floors having a perimeter century provided at both
levels. The roof is made of wood and galvanized cover.
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Fig.1. Facade

Fig.2. Ground floor

Fig.3. Floor
The proposed modifications do not affect the stability of the construction and consist in repair and fitting
works that ultimately lead at the obtaining of a modern educational space, on the parameters required by the
current norms. Thus, according to the project elaborated by SC NOVA PROIECT SRL [15], SC ABED NEGO
SRL executed repairs of the exterior and interior plasters, changing the existing floors and bringing them to the
same level, the sanitary groups were renewed, the wood carpentry changed with PVC profiles, tinsmith elements
as well as damaged elements of the roof. In order to rebuild the building, partition walls were dismantled in the
area of the sanitary groups, on the corridor area on the ground and the floor, a passage in a load-bearing wall
from the right wing was made and spaces have been recomposed with 10 cm walls (Fig 2 and Fig 3). The
designed solution for heating system is ecological 100%, exclusively with earth’s energy based on underground
source heat pumps.

3 Sustainability Model
For the sustainability estimation, the authors used Bob-Dencsak model [7], [8]. According to this model
for a sustainability index obtained by calculus greater than 80 the sustainability level is very good, for an
sustainability index between 60-80 is good, for 40-60 calculated value is acceptable and insufficient for less than
40 for sustainability index value [7], [8].
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The calculation formulas for the sustainability parameters from the environmental economic and social
aspects were given in paper [7] and were only used into a new case study applying to rehabilitation of an existing
building.

4 Case Study
The case study for estimation the sustainability index is referring to a building that now is the location
for the Visual Arts Faculty, University of Oradea, located in Oradea, University street, Romania, with a gross
floor area of A = 475 sqm.
It was considered a 75-year life cycle of the rehabilitation works (t = 75 years).
Table 1. Values of sustainability parameters [7]
Benchmark
Name

wi min

Value

wi opt

20 points 100 points

(calculated or
estimated)

Score

pi

wi

weight
factor %

piwi

ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA
En1 (MJ/sqm/y) Initial embodied nonrenewable energy in original construction
materials

180.00

60.00

91.70

78.87

2.50

1.97

En2. (MJ/sqm/y) Non-renewable embodied
energy in all facilities of building operation
(HVAC)

1.100.00

450.00

3264,87

20

6.50

0.13

En3. (MJ/sqm/y) Non-renewable embodied
energy in construction materials used for
maintenance, renovation and replacement
works

40.00

15.00

-

-

2.00

-

En4. (MJ/sqm/y) Embodied non-renewable
energy in building materials after end of life

35.00

10.00

-

-

1.00

-

0.00

25.00

0

20

2.00

0.40

20.00

6.00

2.33 120.97

2.00

2.42

G2. (kg CO2eq/sqm/y) GHG emissions from
all facilities in the building operation
(HVAC)

93.00

40.00

214,72

20

4.00

0.8

G3. (kg CO2/sqm/y) GHG emissions from
construction materials used for maintenance.
renovation and replacement

3.00

1.00

0

0

1.00

0

G4. (kg CO2/sqm/y) End of life GHG
emissions

1.90

0.60

0

0

1.00

0

29.00

95.00

0

0

1.00

0

0.00

50.00

100

100

1.00

1.00

2.000.00

900.00

130.63

100

2.00

2.00

En5. (%) Use of renewable energy sources
G1. (kg CO2eq/sqm/y) Initial GHG emissions

G5. (%) Heat island effect of the roof
MR1. (%) Re-use of existing materials,
products and structural elements, if
available
MR2. ( kg/m3) material efficiency
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MR3. (%) Use of materials with recycled
content
MR4. (km) Use of local resources
CS1. (%) Waste from construction and
demolition process sent off the site
CS2 (%) Dust produced during construction
CS3. (dB)
construction

Noise

produced

during

LW1. Construction on contaminated land
LW2. (%) Ground occupancy percentage
LW3. (l/p/d) Potable water consumption by
building occupants
LW4. (%) Use of grey and rain water

0.00

30.00

0

20

2.00

0.40

60.00

5.00

15.00

85.45

1.00

0.85

5.00

50.00

0

20

2.00

0.40

20.00

100.00

100.00

100

1.00

1.00

105.00

70.00

98.8

34.17

1.00

0.34

Yes

No

No

100

2.00

2.00

>30

30.00

22.87

100

2.00

2.00

180.00

90.00

0

0

2.00

0

0.00

30.00

0

20

1.00

0.20

TOTAL e = 15.91
ECONOMICAL CRITERIA
C1. (euro/sqm) Initial cost

650.00

300.00

172.63

100

5.00

5.00

40.00

5.00

11.69

84.71

5.00

4.23

C3. (euro/sqm/y) Maintenance and Repair
Cost

25.00

5.00

0

20

3.00

0.60

CP1. (man x h/sqm) Total time for the
construction of the building

120.00

55.00

22.06

100

2.50

2.50

6.00

15.00

47.6

100

2.50

2.50

0.40

0.90

0.88

96.8

1.00

0.97

3.00

10.00

10.00

100

2.00

2.00

0.00

Yes

Yes

100

2.00

2.00

0.00

Yes

0

20

2.00

0.40

25.00

75.00

75.00

100

3.00

3.00

70.00

95.00

84.00

64.8

2.00

1.30

C2. (euro/sqm/y) Operational cost

CP2. (euro/h) Production rate
CP3. – Ca Construction Schedules
PM1. (no. of documents) Initial documents
PM2. (no. of documents) Documents of
maintenance and operation
PM3. Monitoring of performances
Ef1. (years) Long service life
Ef2. (%) Area efficiency

TOTAL c = 24.50
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SOCIAL CRITERIA
-

4.00

-

20

1.50

0.30

2.08

70.56

1.50

1.06

0.80

-

-

1.00

-

Yes

No

-

-

2.00

-

0.30

0.80

0

50

1.00

0.50

RsI

RsIV

RsIV

100

10.00

10.00

1.000.00

6.000.00

-

-

4.00

-

5.00

1.00

1.00

100

1.50

1.50

30/50.

5/10.

5/10

100

1.50

1.50

30.00

5.00

-

-

1.50

-

AA3. Adaptability constraints imposed by
structure

No

Yes

No

20

1.00

0.20

AA4. Adaptability to future changes in type
of energy supply

No

Yes

Yes

100

1.00

1.00

Cf1. PPD, PMV Thermal Comfort

Cf2. Noise and acoustic Comfort (DnT/LnW)
Cf3. (%)Visual Comfort (ADF)
IAQ1. (%)VOC concentration in indoor air
IAQ2. CO concentration in indoor air
IAQ3. Effectiveness of ventilation in natural
or mechanical ventilated spaces
Sa1. Protection against earthquake
Sa2. - Nf (mm) Protection against flood
Sa3 – Protection against fire
AA1. (Min) Access to public transport
systems and proximity to user specific
facilities
AA2. Lifetime homes

<15

<6

-

35

47

30.33

70

58

77.30

0.50

3.00

0.30

TOTAL s = 16.06
The quantification of the criteria was made also using Bob - Dencsak model [8]. For each parameters are
given a minimum and an optimum benchmark used to calculate the score wi of this parameters by interpolation
[7]. Some of the parameters [8], [9], [10], [11] are taken at minimum value of the score as we analyse an existing
building or some of them are not applying in this case.
The sustainability index [7], [8] is the sum pi· wi for environmental, economic and social criteria:
BSI = e + c + s = 15.91 + 24.50 + 16.06 = 56,47
This calculated value for sustainable index is situated between 40 and 60 so according to the used model
is ACCEPTABLE.

5 Conclusion
Rehabilitation of the old buildings must take into account of a socially and economically important
aspect: changing buildings functions or reconverting them. It must also be done in accordance with regulations
of the European Union [1-5], so that they meet the essential requirements of thermal and water proof insulation
performance, as well as energy-savings [12], [13].
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The results were obtained by analysing a large number of factors, allow us to identify the strengths and
the weaknesses of the rehabilitation design and to make changes where is necessary for obtaining a sustainable
solution for another similar design work (like: another building material for the rehabilitation, another
technology for realisation of the rehabilitation work, etc.). Due to the quantification of the parameters, it is easy
to see which of them can be increased or can be lowered by value, depending on the possibilities, and it can act
to increase this index from the rehabilitation design phase.
In conclusion the study could be a starting point for highlighting the importance of a sustainability study
as a phase in designing the rehabilitation of an existing building in the context of reducing the climate changes.
A new generation of skilled engineers and other sustainable energy professionals is needed across Europe
to increase the use sustainable – intelligent buildings [14].
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Abstract
By means of the research project regarding the energetic impact of sloped ground reinforcement
solutions, the focus is set within the energy consumption of said reinforcing structures, within the concrete
support walls and within the reinforced soil support walls.
The construction materials that are utilized in these constructions have different energy consumption
within their manufacture and in their commissioning.
Keywords: technology, research projects, energy, circular economy

1 INTRODUCTION
New engineering constructions that have the role of support or reinforcement, such as support walls, are
found within the fitting of sloped ground areas, of terrestrial communication ways, hydro technical fittings,
waterways or port channels.
The new concepts that have appeared in the past few years in accord to the materials and construction
industry has lead to the development of new materials. The development and production of said materials have
had the following considerations as a baseline [9]:
replacing the prime components that are necessary for the production of said materials
time required of the commission
the necessity of modifying some characteristics
the consumption of traditional raw materials
the water and energy quantities embedded within the material
the emissions that result from the production technological process and the exploitation period
Through the measures that have been adopted by the European Commission in November 2016, it is
also wished that an eco-friendly construction design would aim towards reaching the goal of clean energy usage.
Reaching this EU objective of clean energy production and consumption imposes the reduction in
harmful gas emissions, such as the carbon dioxide reduction by a minimum of 40% by the year 2030, through
means of increased energy efficiency and further investments in the renewable energy industry. [15][7]

2 SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
Support structures can be defined as being construction structures that have the purpose of holding back
the ground or soil, within the field of excavations or fillings, in relation to a vertical wall used in deep excavation
or a bank or slope. [1]

2.1 Concrete Support Walls
Massive constructions, boasting large lengths, the support walls are developed in order to provide
stability support for large bodies of sloped ground that cannot be managed by traditional means.
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Fig.1. Heavy support wall section [1]

Fig. 2. Corner support wall section [1]

Concrete is the primary material used in building construction, regardless of social or industrial
character, buildings that contribute directly towards economic growth. [14]
Within the concrete production industry at EU standards, for one euro that results as added value (VAT)
there are 2,8 Euros that are generated within the economy [7].
Concrete represents the base material in developing certain engineering constructions with support roles
such as heavy support walls.
In the composition of concrete there are certain aggregate components found, such as cement, water and
additives, of which's production implies a significant energy consumption as well as a significant emission of
harmful gasses.[13][2] Cement that is meant as binding for aggregates and water is produced within the EU by
means of dry production method with a 50% reduction in energy consumption in regards to the wet production
method.
The entire technological production workflow of comprising elements that are necessary for concrete
production consists of a significant energy consumption as well as the emission of harmful gasses, as showcased
in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Technological workflow for obtaining concrete [9]
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2.2

Reinforced Soil Support Walls

The development of new concepts within the field of constructions and within the construction
materials production industry has lead to the unveiling of new materials commonly referred to as geosynthetics.
These materials, obtained from highly durable polymers and boasting a high level of stability have outstanding
properties such as initial stretching resistance and resistance in the lengthening phase of the fitting process or the
general resistance of the material during its operational period due to the elemental exposure of the area in which
it is to be used.[11][12]
Geosynthetics are of the following cathegories:
geotextiles,
geogrids,
geomembranes or
geocomposites.
and are composed of synthesis polymers such as:[3]
polyester(PETP),
polyamide(PA),
polyethylene (PE) or
polypropylene(PP). [3]
The reinforced soil support walls are developed by having multiple successive layers of soil and
geosynthethic material which serve as reinforcement, taking over the stretching efforts or forces.[3][5] The
alternation of the soil and geosynthetic layers within a support wall that is mainly executed out of reinforced soil
is outlined within figure 4.

Fig.4. Reinforced soil support wall section [5]
In the development of a reinforced soil support wall, a major role is outlined by the two component
materials, such as the reinforcement and the soil itself, which have a different energy consumption embedded
within their production.
In relation to the construction and the general characteristics of the ground found in the respective area,
the costs and needed energy for using the soil as a construction material can be minimal. From an economics
standpoint, there can be savings between 30% and 50% for support structures built out of reinforced soil vis a vis
their classic counterparts that are built out of concrete [6].
In picking the solution of providing support for sloped ground areas by means of reinforced soil support
walls, the energy that is embedded within the construction as well as the emission of harmful gasses over an
extended period of time must be taken into consideration. An outstanding importance is also outlined by the
problems of pollution that is the direct result of the raw material production but also the reduction in natural
material needs of the construction.
Characteristic for the structures built out of armed soil in regards to cost elements as ecological
parameters are:
the energy embedded into the component materials
the quantity of structural soil
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the water consumption of the technological process of material production
the emission of harmful gasses both during the construction process and during the operational
timeframe.
Comparative studies regarding the embedded energy economy within classic concrete support structures
and those based on reinforced soil with a height of 6m are outlined in figure 5a, 5b and 5c.[4]

a)
Figure 5.a Reinforced soil support wall section[4]

b)
Figure 5.b Concrete support wall section [4],
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Figure 5 c.- Graphical representation of a comparative study for ecological parameters [4]

3 CONCLUSIONS
The designing solution that is adopted for support structures of sloped terrain is important also when
viewed through the prism of energy consumption and the impact it has upon the environment in the following
fashion:
within the fabrication process of the materials used for construction;
the energy used over the entire lifespan of the construction;
at the partial intervention over the support or the complete demolition of the construction.
The necessity of ecological design in the field of support structures is more and more prevalent.
The concept of circular economy has as its source the necessity of realizing considerable savings in the
field of natural resources and energy consumption in the production of construction materials. This concept has
lead to the development of fabrication technologies in which fuel, as a natural source, has been replaced with the
fuel obtained by burning different types of waste material. [10]
The ratio that was published by the European Environment Association in January 2016 has outlined
the amendments required for the basis of creating a circular economy in regards to raw material savings. [7]
Each link of the production process, beginning with the design of a certain product, continuing with the
production process, ending with its introduction within the consumption pipeline must have an implementation
of business models and new technologies. These will lead to a greater lifespan of the end product and the
recycling of different waste products will reduce the consumption of raw materials as natural resources. [8]
In Romania, the cement and concrete producers undergo major efforts that are essential in applying the
principles of circular economy. In the production of concrete components, the producers can use waste materials
within the technological workflow, thus replacing the need for natural fuel. Different sorts of waste material can
be used as raw materials within the construction material industry. Concrete represent the construction material
that is completely recyclable.
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Abstract
Waste management contributes to limiting the polluting action of various waste, whereas recycling has
a dual benefit by reducing the costs of obtaining new products and decreasing pollution by finding ways to reuse
waste. The building industry is polluting for the environment by both waste and greenhouse gases emitted during
different stages of specific technological processes. Recent researches demonstrated the risk of depletion of
natural resources used in building industry and the need for preserving them. The concept of ecological concrete,
eco-concrete or green concrete is a new idea and involves less used energy and fewer CO2 emissions resulted
from its obtaining. Its production targets mainly three major objectives: reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
reducing the use of natural resources, and the use of waste. An applicable stuff to achieve all three major goals
for ecological concrete development is Poly-Ethylene Terephtalate (PET) waste.
The purpose of this paper is to review the mainly uses of PET waste in building industry. Discussions
are focused on the effects of replacing some of conventional concrete components with products derived from
PET waste. The PET granules can replace partially or totally the mineral aggregates from concrete. PET
aggregates are with positive effect on the concrete ductility, plastic shrinkage cracks, permeability and resistance
to carbonatation. Mineral aggregates replacement by PET granules has negative effect on compressive strength,
tensile strength, and elasticity modulus of concrete. Cement concrete with PET fibres produced from PET bottles
waste has an improved plastic shrinkage cracking behaviour, a better resistance to freeze-thaw cycles, and salt or
sodium sulphate environment. PET bottles waste can also be used as resin in polymer concrete. Polymer
concrete made with recycled PET resin can be used in different pre-cast applications as drains for acid waste,
underground vaults and junction boxes, sewer pipes, power line transmission poles, transportation related
components.
Keywords: PET aggregate, PET fibres, PET resin, pollution, concrete.

1

Introduction

The environmental pollution is a global concern that affects health of the entire ecosystem, with
medium and long-term effects. It is mainly related to human activities, reason why waste management and
recycling activities play an important role in environment protection. Waste management contributes to limiting
the polluting action of various waste, whereas recycling has a dual benefit by reducing the costs of obtaining new
products and decreasing pollution by finding ways to reuse waste.
The building industry is polluting for the environment by both waste and greenhouse gases emitted
during different stages of specific technological processes (aggregate and cement extraction and processing,
brick production etc.). About 7-8% of man-made CO2 emissions are due to the cement industry, every ton of
produced cement releasing one ton of CO2 into the air [1]. Moreover, cement dust contains traces of heavy
metals that are with a negative impact on the exploited area and its inhabitants [2]. In addition, the reckless use
of natural resources to obtain aggregates and cement affects landscape, and the specific flora and fauna in the
areas of extraction.
The past decades emphasised with the idea to build as much as possible, and as best as possible from
structural point of view. Recent researches demonstrated the risk of depletion of natural resources used in
building industry and the need for "sustainable development" for preserving them, and protecting and
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maintaining a healthy environment [3]. Moreover, the sustainability is inversely proportional to the buildings
wear [4], [5]. As building industry has a continuouly increasing trend, many researches were developed in order
to reduce the concrete costs, to improve its properties and to reduce the environmental pollution risks by
“saving” some of the depleting raw materials, replacing them with various natural, industrial or postconsumer
waste [6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13]. For example, replacing 15-35% of cement with fly ash in the concrete
mix increases resistance, improves sulphate action, reduces permeability, reduces the amount of water required,
and improves workability [6]. Approximately the same benefits were reported with the use of ultrafine silica or
of ash from liquid fuel as additional material in concrete [14]. The use of steel fibers of 1-50 mm length and with
a weight of 1% up to 3% of the concrete quantity provides a significant improvement in flexural strength, such
associations being used for structural elements in seismic risk areas [15], [16]. Besides, the use of construction
waste as a source of aggregates for the production of new concrete became more commonly in recent years, the
recycling of concrete being a relatively simple process which involves the breaking of existing concrete and
shredding it to a certain desired level [17].

2

Are there ways for ecological concrete production?

Certainly, yes! The concept of ecological concrete, eco-concrete or green concrete is a new idea and
involves less used energy and fewer CO2 emissions resulted from its obtaining. Eco-concrete production may be
cheap due to waste used as partial replacement of cement or aggregate. Its production mainly targets three major
objectives: reducing greenhouse gas emissions, reducing the use of natural resources such as limestone, shale
stone, clay, natural river sand or natural rocks, and the use of waste (saving in this way a significant area of land
that would be used for their storage). All of these respect the recent recommendations of the Construction
Products Regulation no. 305/2011 [18], rectified in 2013, which introduced additional requirements as basic
demands for building work, such as the sustainable use of natural resources, including recycling [19]. An
applicable stuff to achieve all three major goals for ecological concrete development is Poly-Ethylene
Terephtalate (PET) waste.
The purpose of this paper was to review the mainly uses of PET waste in building industry. Discussions
are focused on replacing some of conventional concrete components with products derived from PET waste.
This paper is important in the context of expected increasing demand for conventional concrete up to 2019, of
4.5% per year and up to 5.2 billion tons [20]. The discussed topic is of interest through its integration into the
concepts of ecological design and energy efficiency in the building sector. The benefits of applying such
measures are important, replacing a part of aggregates used for concrete obtaining leading to natural reserves
preserving and energy consumption decreasing for their extraction and processing. It is also important to limit
the exposure of ecosystem from those areas to various toxic particles resulting from the processing of raw
materials.

3

Raw materials replacement from concrete composition with PET waste – a
part of ecological design in the construction field

PET is a plastic based on polymers. Broadly speaking, plastics based on polymers are of two types:
thermoplastic, which can be melted through heating and hardened by cooling, and thermosetting, which cannot
be melted or softened through heating. PET is part of thermoplastic category, together with polyethylene (PE),
polystyrene (PS), polypropylene (PP) and high density polyethylene (HDPE). PET is a material with high
mechanical strength and toughness, with hydrolytic, chemical and solvent resistance, used on a large scale in
packaging, for drinking bottles production, as precision mouldings for office and domestic appliances,
automobile parts and electronic devices [21].
PET is widespread all over the world and represents an important source of waste. Direct disposal of
this kind of waste is harmful for the environment because of its no or very hard self-degrading property in time.
Moreover, the burning method cannot be applied because of chemical gases released into the air which conduct
to a higher environmental damage [22]. Thus, researchers from all over the world studied different methods for
re-using them in another ways. A sustainable alternative was to mix PET waste in concrete.
To make an idea of the amount of PET waste, in 2012 were recycled more than 60 billion PET bottles
only in Europe [23]. Recycled PET is used as fibres in textile industry, for the production of clear sheets, pellets,
flakes and strapping tapes used in packaging industry [23], but are not allowed to be used for production of food
contact containers [24].

3.1

PET aggregates

Shredded PET granules belong to lightweight aggregate category; this material has the advantage of
cheapness on its production comparing to artificial lightweight aggregates as expanded polystyrene, expanded
perlit or expanded clay. Using the shredded PET bottles waste as aggregates in concrete is the most economic
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and active way of diminish their pollutant effect on the environment. The PET granules can replace partially or
totally the mineral aggregates from concrete and, because these represent the major component of concrete as
volume, it results in a real benefit in the waste disposal and decrease of the environmental damages caused by
post-consumer PET [25].
PET aggregates are with positive effect on the concrete ductility, plastic shrinkage cracks, permeability
and resistance to carbonatation. Water absorption of mortars with PET granules is very low [26]. The abrasion
resistance of concrete with different types of PET aggregates is better than that of plain concrete due to the high
toughness and good abrasion behaviour of the plastic; it depends on the compressive strength of concrete and on
the PET properties. Shape and texture of PET-aggregates influence the water-cement ratio and the slump of fresh
concrete, which in the end modify mechanical properties of the cured concrete [27].
Mineral aggregates replacement by PET granules has negative effect on compressive strength, tensile
strength, and elasticity modulus of concrete [25], [27]. This happens due to weak mechanical bond between PET
granules surface and cement binder. A mortar made with 0-4 mm PET granules instead of sand and with blastfurnace slag as 50% replacement of cement quantity, having the water-binder ratio of 0.45, can be classified as
structural lightweight concrete from density and strength properties point of view. Thus, it results a reduction of
the dead weight of structural members made by concrete and, in this way, the seismic risk will be also reduced
[25].
Jahidul Islam et al. (2016) developed a research on the effects of the coarse mineral aggregates
replacement with shredded PET aggregates. For a 20% mineral aggregates replacement with shredded PET and a
0.42 water/cement ratio, they obtained a compressive strength smaller than the reference concrete with only 9%,
a significantly high workability and a smaller density of the concrete. Thus, this type of concrete is adequate for
structural purposes [19].
Janfeshan Araghi et al. (2015) studied the effect of 5% sulphuric acid on crushing load, weight loss and
ultrasonic wave velocity of a concrete with 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% of PET granules as mineral aggregate
replacement. The erosion test showed a decreasing of the mentioned concrete properties, but the values were
smaller as the PET percentage increase, so the concrete with PET granules is adequate to be used in
environments under sulphuric acid attack [24].
Azad (2017) analyzed reinforced concrete beams made with recycled PET waste as 15% sand
replacement. The beams were reinforced with steel rebar and designed to fail in flexure. The results revealed a
decreasing compressive strength with 12-21%, a slightly reduction of ultimate load capacity, stiffness, mode of
failure, and load deflection response almost the same with those of normal beams. The authors concluded that
the investigated concrete is suitable for structural applications [20].

3.2

PET fibres

Another way of using PET bottles waste is as PET fibre in fibre reinforced concrete. Fibres like glass or
polymeric ones (nylon, aramid, polypropylene, polyethylene, polyester and PET) are used as a discrete
reinforcement in concrete. A cement mortar with appropriate PET fibre ratio and adequate mix proportion has
very good alkali resistance and higher toughness than the reference material without fibres. Another benefits of
PET fibres adding are: higher resistance against shocks and impact forces, improved strength, better workability
in case of the smaller size of PET fibres [28].
Cement concrete with PET fibres produced from PET bottles waste has an improved plastic shrinkage
cracking behaviour, a better resistance to freeze-thaw cycles, and salt or sodium sulphate environment [21]. But
the fibre volume which can be incorporated into concrete is between 0.3% and 1.5%, this resulting in small
amounts of PET bottles waste recycled [25].
Marthong & Marthong (2016) studied the behaviour of a reduced-scale exterior beam-column
connection made by reinforced concrete with 0.5% and 1.0% by weight PET fibres adding. As result, PET fibres
improved the damage tolerance, load resisting capacity, tensile strength, lateral stiffness degradation, ductility
and energy dissipation of the specimens. Also, they delayed the crack formation and growth in the joint region of
beam-column connections. The delayed bond failure means a better displacement ductility of the beam-column
connections. There was obtained only 2% decrease of concrete compressive strength for 0.5% PET fibre, but a
23% for 1.0% fibre addition. Better results were obtained for flexural strength in the same percent of 0.5% of
PET fibre adding [28].
Ochi et al. (2007) obtained a moderate increase of concrete compressive strength for up to 1.0% fibre
volume fractions, a decreasing of its elastic modulus along with increasing of the fibre content and an increased
post-cracking residual strength and toughness [29].
Borg et al. (2016) analysed the flexural strength and plastic shrinkage cracking of concrete with
different types of shredded recycled PET fibres, straight and deformed, with two lengths, 30 mm and 50 mm.
The reported results revealed a post-crack residual strength direct dependent on fibre volume fraction and on
fibre deformation, a good influence of the PET fibres in restraining crack development (especially in the case of
the longer and deformed fibres, for 1.0% by volume fibre addition). The authors proved that the alkaline
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environment from the inside of concrete has a negative effect over time (150 days) on the PET fibres (0.5% 8.5% decreasing of concrete compressive strength) [23].
Fraternali et al. (2011) observed that concrete with 1% PET filaments industrially extruded from
recycled PET bottle flakes have improved thermal resistance, mechanical strength and ductility comparative to
plain concrete. The authors concluded that the recycled PET fibre-reinforced concrete is highly competitive over
polypropylene fibre-reinforced concrete from compressive strength and fracture toughness point of view. They
also consider that the reduced thermal conductivity of recycled PET fibre-reinforced concrete allows the
obtaining of structural elements and improves the energy performance of buildings [30].

3.3

PET resin

PET bottles waste can also be used as resin in polymer concrete (concrete obtained by a partially
replacement of the cement with polymer). The polymer is usually obtained from virgin resins which are very
expensive. By using waste of PET bottles for resin obtaining, it results a high financial benefit, even if this
method is also expensive [25], [26]. Polymer concrete is characterised by higher compressive and flexural
strength [21].
Polymer-containing concrete is a new and complex concept in the form of polymer modified concrete
which is presented as a composite material consisting of two solid phases: aggregates (discontinuously dispersed
through the material and the binder) and a polymeric phase (used in appropriate amounts). Polymer concretes
have the advantages of excellent mechanical and chemical resistance, a short maturation, good thermal and
acoustic insulation properties, reduce the appearance and spread of cracks, increase the flexibility of the material,
but all with high production costs [31]. The use of such concrete is increasingly diversified, considering precast
concrete elements for buildings, bridge panels, dams, reservoirs, basements, lining material in the food and
chemical industry, box culverts, hazardous waste containers, trench lines, floor drains, and in the repair and
overlay of damaged cement concrete surfaces such as pavement and bridges [32], [33]. The use of polymers for
such purposes has been more and more desirable lately, both because of the proven effectiveness as a binder in
the production of high quality concrete, but also due to the reduction in production costs (normally the
production of quality concrete requiring quantities of binder of 1000 kg/m3 but can be reduced by the different
additions to 650 kg binder/m3) [34]. From recycled PET waste can be obtained by glycolysis unsaturated
polyester resin [35]. This recycled resin represent a viable alternative for virgin resin normally used as binder for
polymer concrete obtaining.
Mahdi et al. (2013) developed a research on polymer concrete with recycled resin from post-consumer
PET bottles. The authors used two groups of initiator promoter combinations: one group was formed by Methyl
ethyl ketone per oxide and cobalt naphthanate, and the second one, by Benzoil per oxide and N, N-diethyl
aniline. They used also 2 glycol ratios for polymer concrete, 1:1 and 2:1. The reported results showed that the
initiator from the first group led to better results for compressive strength, elasticity modulus and rupture
modulus of polymer concrete due to intense cross linking of polymer chains. Polymer concrete with glycol ratio
of 1:1 had a higher rupture modulus than that with glycol ratio of 2:1. The best bond strength was obtained by
the polymer concrete made with the first group of initiator and with the glycol ratio of 1:1 [35].
According to the research developed by Jo et al. (2008), the compressive strength of polymer concrete
made with a resin based on recycled PET and recycled concrete aggregate increases with increasing resin content
and, regarding the acid resistance, the polymer concrete with a 9% resin content was almost unaffected by HCl
[33].
Polymer concrete display, in general, excellent mechanical properties, but it has to offer also a high
flammability resistance. Guerra Tonet & Proszek Gorninski (2013) developed an innovative polymer concrete
composite with recycled PET resin as binder and with the addition of flame retardant waste in different
percentages. The results showed a 85% decrease in flame propagation times and increased mechanical resistance
with around 10% for a 60% addition of flame retardant. After exposure to fire, SEM analyses revealed that the
polymer matrix developed stronger adherence to the inorganic elements in a film-like mass, which may be acting
as protection to the flames, reducing their propagation. This research shows the possibility for using
environmentally-friendly materials in polymer concrete obtaining without compromising its properties, but
improving them [36].
Polymer concrete made with recycled PET resin can be used in different pre-cast applications as drains
for acid waste, underground vaults and junction boxes, sewer pipes, power line transmission poles, transportation
related components [35].

4

Conclusions

Concrete with PET waste represents a promising construction material considering the financial and
environmental benefits. Various researches on concrete with mineral aggregates replaced by PET aggregates
revealed smaller compressive strength but also smaller density, which means lighter buildings. The properties of
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concrete with polymer fibres depend on the fibres quality and quantity, their dimensions and shape, and their
bond with concrete matrix. Using the shredded PET bottles waste as aggregates in concrete is the most economic
and active way of diminish their pollutant effect on the environment.
PET waste using in concrete production has real perspectives in building industry due to its structural
properties along with the building seismic risk reduction and a positive effect on the environment depollution by
their recycling.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to model the occurrence of flood waves using modern software as a result of
accidents occurring at the earth dams. Worldwide, catastrophic damage occurs due to floods.
In recent years, due to climate change, there has been record rainfall on large areas. The rainfall led to
recording historical flows on rivers in Romania. Expansion of settlements and the various uses of land have
resulted in the need for technical works to protect anthropogenic activities from flooding. The dams are one of the
works that can be made for flood protection.
In some cases, floods occur not only through extreme meteorological phenomena such as heavy rainfall
or sudden melting of snow, but also due to possible damage or destruction of flood defense works such as dams
or embankments built from earth or local materials. To reduce the damages, it is necessary to draw up hazard and
flood risk maps as a result of catastrophes following the breakdown of dams or embankments. These maps can be
drawn based on hydraulic modeling with the help of specialized software. In the present paper we will simulate
the emergence of a flood waves as a result of breaking dam from earth using the Mike 11 software. We will present
the necessary steps to create a predictive hydraulic model, as well as the main parameters on which the evolution
and development of the breach over time through the body of the dam depend, with direct analysis of modeling
results.
Keywords: Hydraulic and hydrological modeling, flood hazard, flood risk, dam breaks, breach.

1

INTRODUCTION

Currently, the modeling of various extreme events such as earthquakes, floods, landslides, hurricanes,
etc., by using specialized software knows a remarkable development, and practically, these new engineering
methods of investigation and prediction of potentially dangerous phenomena has become indispensable in the case
of current modern research, also in the designing or operation of special hydrotechnical constructions with role in
the mitigation of any adverse effects. [3]
A very useful tool for the study of phenomena related to free surface water runoff is represented by
hydraulic modeling, reflected in physical and mathematical models. Currently, hydraulic modeling is successfully
applied worldwide, both in scientific research and in engineering. [4, 7]
Catastrophic floods have been recorded over time and due to the occurrence of very dangerous phenomena
such as the breaking of earth dams or the dredging of the dykes. These floods as a result of accidents occurred to
these types of hydrotechnical structures are among the most dangerous since they usually release very large
volumes of water in a very short time. Therefore, can register particularly high damage and loss of life because in
some cases the population is not warned in time, being caught in the path of catastrophic flood.
In case of large dams located downstream of important targets, it is a good idea to simulate such accidents
to predict in time the disastrous effects of the resulting flood wave. [6]
History has shown us how dangerous and what damage has been caused by such accidents. Hydraulic
modeling is a very precise tool currently available to specialists in the field to simulate different hypotheses and
draw the necessary conclusions to avoid damage and loss of human lives. In most cases, these flaws occur due to
structural defects appearing in the dam body. Calculation of structures can be done by analytical (exact) or
numerical (approximate) methods. Since the amount of calculation that it involves numerical methods is very high,
there can’t be a reasonable use of these procedures, unless the use of computer programs. [5,7]
With a one-dimensional hydraulic model (Mike 11), we will simulate the production of a flood wave due
to the breaking of an earth dam. The occurrence of the breach through the body of the dam will be done considering
certain hydraulic conditions and certain geotechnical parameters in the dam body. Changing these parameters,
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using the hydraulic model, we can see based on the results which ones most influence the development of the
breach and thus the occurrence of the flood wave.

2

METHODOLOGY
The software used for one-dimensional modeling in non-permanent movement is Mike 11.

MIKE 11 is professional engineering software for simulating flow, sediment transport and water quality
in rivers, canals and other water bodies. The MIKE 11 hydrodynamic module (HD) uses an implicit, finite
difference scheme for the computation of unsteady flows in rivers and estuaries.
The mathematical equations underlying modeling, are the Saint-Venant equations in one-dimensional,
two-dimensional and three-dimensional system (Eqs. 1, 2)[1, 3, 4]:
•
For one-dimensional system:
Continuity equation:

Momentum equation:
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where: y - the water local depth; A - the cross section area; B - the width of the water surface; Ζ - water level
(compared to baseline); h - the local water depth (m); zb – thalweg local level (m); ζ is the amount of h and zb (m);
u - flow velocity (m/s) and cf - the coefficient of friction (dimensionless).
MIKE 11 software is designed as an interface that includes several editors as [1], [2], [3]:
•
Simulation editor;
•
Hydrodynamic editor;
•
Rivers Network editor;
•
Advection - dispersion editor;
•
Cross section editor;
•
WQ, ECO - Lab editor;
•
Boundary editor;
•
Sediment Transport editor;
•
Rainfall - runoff editor;
•
Flood Forecasting editor, etc.
Simulation of the breach through the body of the dam is done using the Dambreak Structure module in
the Structures section of the Mike 11 program.
The breach can be modeled in two different ways [1]:
- as a failure of the crest (breach-structure) or
- as piping failure of the dam (pipe failure structure) followed by breach failure.
A dambreak structure is a dam in which a breach can develop. The flow through a dam breach may be
described in MIKE 11 through the use of the energy equation or alternatively a calculation method as implemented
in National Weather Services (NWS) DAMBRK program. [1]
In our case, the simulation of the breach will be done by taking into account the MIKE 11 Energy Equation
method.
In this mode we have to choose the initial and the final breach shape. The Engelund-Hansen sediment
transport formula is used to calculate the sediment transport in the breach (Eqs. 3, 4, 5).
Ф = 0,1

'
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*
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where θ is the dimensionless total bed shear stress, and Φ is the dimensionless sediment transport rate:
Ф=

+,
-(/01)34 5

(4)

qt is the total bed material transport per unit width and f is the friction factor (Eqs. 5), defined as:
𝑓=2

(
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where, uf and u are the friction and current velocities, respectively.[1]
During the development of the breach the trapezoid increases in size and changes shape as in Fig. 1.
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WB
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Fig. 1. The parameters of the breach geometry
where: (HB) is level of the breach bottom, (WB) is width of the breach bottom and (SS) is side slope of the breach.
As a first step, the flow resistance in terms of the total dimensionless shear stress is calculated, based on the
Engelund formulation. This is then compared to the critical shear stress. If the computed shear stress is greater
than the critical one, then the sediment transport is calculated, otherwise it is set to zero. By application of the
sediment continuity equation in the breach, the change in breach level dHb in a time interval dt is given as:
4:;
4<

=

+,
=; (10>)

(6)

where, Hb is the breach level qt is the sediment transport rate (m2/s,) ε is the porosity of the sediment Lb is the
breach length in the direction of flow, t is time. [1]
Thus, depending on the hydraulics which in our case is the water level at the dam, initial and final breach
and failure mode chosen is based on parameters of erosion in our case, the model will calculate the evolution
breach through the dam.
The breach will evolve to the final chosen level and the maximum width, if any, will evolve to a share
and width less than the final one, or will not evolve at all if the necessary conditions are not met.
Other initial conditions that need to be pre-set are:
- the location of the dam, if it is of the front or side type, the geometry of the dam, such as the level, width
and length of the crown as well as the talud slopes upstream and downstream.
As far as the development of the dam is concerned, the geotechnical properties of the material in the body
of the dam matters. These varied over a range as follows:
- Grain Diameter: Representative grain diameter of the dam core material.
- Specific Gravity = 2.5 - 2.7: Relative density of the dam core material.
- Porosity = 0.3 - 0.5: Porosity of the dam core material.
- Crit. Shear Stress=0.03 - 0.06: Critical shear stress of dam core material used for sediment transport
estimation (Shields criteria).
- Side Erosion Index: Multiplication factor used to calculate breach width erosion rates from breach depth
predictions. [2]

2.1

CASE STUDY

The case study has been made on the Volovat River, and four tributaries i.e. Pastoaia, Adaseni, Zoitani
and Rachita. Volovat River is located in the north-east of Romania and flows into the Prut River according to Fig.
2.

Fig. 2. Research location
The created model is a hydrological and hydraulic coupled model. It has already been calibrated and
validated based on two known events. Practically, let go of the rain recorded on the basin and measure the flow
from the gauging station from Manoleasa locality. If the simulated flow is equal to the measured flow then the
model is considered validated. Keeping hydrological and hydraulic parameters constant and setting the boundary
condition from another event if the simulated flow becomes approximately equal to the one measured at the
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gauging station then the model is validated and it can be used to simulate any probability event. In figures 3 and 4
we can see the calibration and validation of the model.

Fig. 3. Overlapping registered hydrograph
over the simulated for CN = 83 for the event in
April 2008 highlighting the model calibration

Fig. 4. Overlapping registered hydrograph over
the simulated for CN = 83 for the event in July
2010 highlighting the model validation

Simulation of the dam break was made on an earth dam located on the Volovat River at km 33896. The
dam is about 5 m high. It has a length of 230 m and is located at 127,773 mdM with a width of 3 m at the crown.
The upstream and downstream slopes are 1/2. It was assumed that the formation of the breach begins when the
water level reaches close to the crown of the dam, the initial width of the breach being considered 0,5 m and the
final one being chosen 4 m. The side slopes of the breach were also chosen 1/2. The simulation was made in
unsteady movement with the flow variation depending on the rain characteristics. Thus, we varied the parameters
of the material from the dam body and observing the evolution of the breach depending on them. The program
also allows viewing the final shape of the breach.

3

RESULTS

Simulation of the breach through the dam body was generally made for different materials, namely clay,
dust and sand, taking into account the particle diameter limit. The other parameters were kept constant and varied
in a first phase only the diameter of the granules. Parameters that were kept constant for the beginning were:
Specific Gravity = 2,6; Porosity = 0.3; Critical Shear Stress=0.035; Side Erosion Index=0
In the Figure 5 it can be seen in longitudinal profile how the water level reached the level of the dam crown starting
with the formation of the breach. For a diameter D = 0.005 mm (clay) we can see the variation of the water level
in the lake (Fig. 6) as well as the final shape of the breach (Fig.7). For a diameter D = 0,05 mm (dust), the variation
of the water level in the lake (Fig. 8) and the final shape of the breach (Fig.9) are observed. For a diameter D = 0.5
mm (sand) the variation of the water level in the lake (Fig.10) as well as the final shape of the breach (Fig.11)
could be is seen. Figure 12 shows the downstream flow rate (Q = 19.20 mc / s) for D = 0.005.

Fig. 5. Maximum water level in the lake

Fig. 6. Variation of water level (D=0,005)

Fig. 7. The final shape of the breach (D=0,005)
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Fig. 9. The final shape of the breach (D=0,05)

Fig. 10. Variation of water level (D=0,5)

Fig. 11. The final shape of the breach (D=0,5)

Fig. 12. Downstream flow (D=0,005)

Depending on Figures 6, 8 and 10, which shows the variation of water level in the lake can be seen that
while the grain diameter increases, the water level decreases more slowly, so the breach is more difficult to form.
The same is evident from the evolution of the breach according to Figures 7, 9 and 11 where, for dust, the breach
reaches the same values but in a longer time than in the case of clays, i.e. 123.96 m. For the sand, the breach
evolves very little reaching only 126.05 m at the base. Analyzing the value of the downstream flows, they decrease
with the grain diameter increase having the values of 19.20 mc / s for clay, 10.31 mc / s for dust and 3.26 mc / s
for sand.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper was to model the breakdown of an earth dam and analyze the breach formation
and evolution under certain hydraulic and geotechnical conditions using Mike 11 one dimensional hydraulic
model.
Regarding the influence of the material parameters in the dam body, following the results as a value, the
greatest influence has the particle diameter. The larger the diameter of the particle is, the breach tends to form
harder over time or not form for larger diameters but considering also the value of the level in the lake. For a given
diameter and having Specific Gravity = 2.5 means the minimum value and Critical Shear Stress = 0.06, i.e.
maximum value, the results are the same, even if we modify the porosity between the extreme boundaries.
For the average values of these two parameters and modest diameters, the increase in porosity influences
the results in the direction of faster breach evolution, but not with very high values. An increase in downstream
flows due to a faster breakdown of the dam will occur for larger porosities, lower Specific Gravity or lower Critical
Shear Stress and vice versa. Following the value of the results, it was observed that if the average diameter of the
particles in the dam body allows the formation of a breach, it often develops up to its final dimensions chosen by
the user. However, the downstream values may vary depending on the extreme values of the other parameters, but
not with extraordinary differences. Another method of calculation is the one in which the user can create a time
series in which he predicts the time function itself and the depth of the breach.
Geometric parameters such as particle cohesion or internal friction angle cannot be entered in the
calculations. The breach develops by taking into account its initial and final geometrical dimensions predefined
by the user. Its evolution depends most on the particle diameter chosen. In conclusion, the program can simulate
a dam break in order to analyze the effects of the flood wave for a user-guessed breach rather than to analyze how
the breach develops, taking into account the main geotechnical parameters of the material in the dam body.
As a result, it is recommended to use the dam breaking module of the Mike 11 software to study the
negative effects of flood waves resulting from dam accidents or to prepare hazard and flood risk maps.
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Abstract
The issue of reducing energy consumption of the residential homes, public buildings and so on,
represent a main problem of the present days. So, all over the world new types of thermal insulation materials are
developed, tested and used. Their thermal conductivity it is the most important feature that it is taken into
account by the researchers, but also characteristics such as fire resistance, durability, mechanical strength are
also considered. This international trend can be seen also in Romania.
Thermoconfort Plus panels are newly thermal insulation materials used in our country. These panels
prove to have better thermal insulation characteristics than the classic material used for building insulation that is
the polystyrene. The paper presents the advantages of using such panels compared to the classical material.
Keywords: durability, thermal insulation, fire resistance, low thermal coefficient, sustainable building.

GENERALITIES
The reduction of the energy consumption into the buildings, it is one of the main subjects in the field of
our days civil engineering and building materials research. There have been tested different insulation materials
all over the world such as: the polystyrene (the most used one), the mineral wool, glass wool, different mixture
of cement with polystyrene granules, polyurethane granules mixed with cement or other binders, polyurethane
foam sprayed on the facades and so on. The used materials should provide good thermal insulation, good dew
points, safe behaviour to the fire and finally, to have a good durability
Thermoconfort Plus panels are made of PIR (polyisocyanurate) or PUR (polyurethane) foam that it is
manufactured between two sheets of polypropylene, thus their impermeability it is assured.
The panels are cut on the edge at an angle of 150/750, so their junction it is almost perfect. This leads to
minimum thermal deck formation. Due to their low thermal conductivity coefficient (W/mK) the
thickness of the panels used for thermal insulation when compared with the classical solution of polystyrene
boards it is diminished to half (Fig. 1).

Thickness (mm)

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ʎ (W/mK)
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
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0

polystirene
wool
thermoconfort

1

2

Fig. 1. Thermal conductivity coefficient for different insulation materials
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1

Technical Characteristics and usage of the Thermoconfort Plus PIR Panels
[1]

The manufacturer of these type of thermal insulation panels it is the company JORIS IDE GROUP from
Buzias, Timis. The following characteristics of their product in comparison with the most used expanded
polystyrene 100 EPS 100, are presented in table 1.
Table 1. Technical characteristics
Characteristic

Thermoconfort Plus PIR Polystyrene 100 EPS100

Thermal conductivity ʎ (W/mK) 0.022

0.036

Reaction to fire

E

E

Long term water absorption

0.9%

2-3%

Water vapour permeability ()

37.52

30 - 70

1.1

Use of THERMOCONFORT PLUS Panel for a complete house insulation

The Thermoconfort Plus Panels were used as part of an experimental research for the insulation
purposes at a residential building near Timisoara town. So, the whole insulation was made with this type of
panels and finally, the thermovision scan was made and some conclusions are drawn be the authors of the
present research.
The panels war used for insulating the ground plate, the exterior walls, the timber boards of the roofing
system were replaced with Thermoconfort Plus panels, such an important economy regarding the total cost of the
roofing system was obtained. This was possible due to the important load bearing capacity provided by this type
of the panels, compressive and tensile strengths being over 100kPa. Figures 2 to 10 present steps of erecting the
experimental ground floor house.

Fig. 2. Ground slab insulation
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Fig. 4. Wall insulation

Fig. 5. Placing 6 cm thickness insulation under the
screed

Fig. 6. Placing 10 cm thickness insulation over the
ground floor concrete slab

Fig. 7. Using 10 cm thick Thermoconfort Plus panels
for roof insulation

Fig. 8. Using 10 cm thick Thermoconfort Plus panels
for roof insulation

Fig. 9. The experimental designed house
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2

Thermic Evaluation of the Designed House

Using a thermovision camera it can be observed that the thermal insulation realised with Thermoconfort
Plus panels leads to a maximum 20C loss on the exterior walls. A bigger heat loss can be seen around the
windows and doors, this it is due to deficit adjustment of these ones (Fig 10 and Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. Thermovision photo of south facade

Fig. 11. Thermovision photo of north facade
If we take into consideration the thermalvision measurements made on other thermal insulation
materials, like polystyrene (fig. 12) or of mineral wool (fig. 13) it can be seen that the loss of the temperature it is
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of 4 degrees in the first case solution, respectively of 2- 5 0C , in the second one. Also, it can be difficult for the
builders to realise a continuous layer of thermal insulation when they are using these types of materials, so, there
will appear joints between the adjacent panels (see figures 12 and 13).

Fig. 12. Thermovision of a polystyrene facade

3

Fig. 13. Thermovision of a mineral wool facade

Conclusions

Thermic sustainability of the buildings it is a compulsory conditions in the present days. Using
materials that assure a better thermal insulation providing also a better durability leads to significant reduction of
the total energy consumption for heating the living/working place [2].
Thermoconfort Plus panels proved to be more suitable for building insulation due to their low thermal
coefficient, increased fire resistance, increased impermeability and significant load bearing capacity.
Furthermore, these panels are not damaged by insects or animals (rats for example), so they can be stored in
normal conditions, that it is in the natural medium, for a long time period, if it is necessary.
All the countries in EU started to concentrate their efforts for obtaining models for low energy
consumption buildings aiming new building materials [3], [4] and performant installations systems. Studying
and experimental measurements made on real model buildings it is the most adequate mean of research in order
to obtain accurate results. So, the presented experimental results into the current paper, can be the begging of
furthermore measurements for establishing the best thermic insulation material for Romania’s buildings [5].
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Abstract
Spatial articulated structures draw the attention of structure designers, being often a challenge.
This paper addresses the issue of their real behavior, respective the behavior and calculation of real
nodes, which greatly deviate from the ideal joint, in order to achieve the balance of spatial articulated structures.
For different types of specific structures, we are dealing with the way of determining the forces in the
bars of spatial articulated structures, of the binding forces, taking into account that any complex articulated
structure can be reduced to a simple tree-tripod type.
The examples at the end of the paper demonstrate the applicability of the studied method.
Keywords: spatial articulated structures, binding forces, triangle, stresses in bars, nodes, tripod tree,
wooden, dome.

1

Introduction

Spatial articulated structures are made up of straight bars with ends considered to be interconnected by
ideal spherical joints (no friction) in a number of points called nodes.
Similarly to planar articulated structures, external loads are considered to be applied only in nodes.
In the context of these simplifying hypotheses it results that only axial stresses from loads occur in the
bars of spatial articulated structures.
However, it should be noticed that real nodes, which greatly deviate from the ideal joint, change in this
case the stress state as compared to the planar articulated structures (where only secondary M and T parasitic
forces are generated) leading to significant bending moments especially in the case of arches and articulated
domes.
In this case, a more accurate calculation can be obtained by considering the pattern of RIGID node
structure (spatial frame).
Fastening a spatial articulated structure to the ground or fixed constructions is achieved by supports that
are generally of the following types:
simple pendulum (simple support)
double support (equivalent of two simple pendulums)
triple support (equivalent of 3 simple pendulums)
The abutments mentioned above can be molded by infinitely rigid pendulums tied to the ground by
spherical joints.
In order to obtain a correct fastening, the number of these abutments must be correct and they must also
be judiciously located.
Generally, they are correctly positioned if there cannot be found a straight line, a point or a plane
against which the binding forces give a NULL moment, while the external loads lead to a time different from
zero that cannot be balanced in this way.
The articulated spatial structure may be free, that is, detached from the ground to represent a STABLE
GEOMETRIC UNIT in itself, or non-free, if this geometrical stability is due to an excess of external abutments.
In the case of spatial free structures for their fastening to the ground, it is necessary to block the 6
degrees of freedom of a body in space with at least 6 simple connections and for those which are not free their
number will obviously be greater than 6 (at least equal to 6 plus the degrees of mobility number).
The equilibrium of the articulated spatial structures is expressed analytically by writing for each of its
nodes (including the supporting ones) a set of 3 equations of projection of the forces considering a non-planar 3axis system corresponding to the respective Varignon's type of forces (equilibrium spatial competing forces)
from these nodes.
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Noting with:
N - number of nodes
B - number of bars
R - number of connections to theexterior (equivalent to simple supporting pendulums). The following
condition is required for the system to be statically determinate:
3N = B + R
(1)
For the relationship (1) to be sufficient, the B + R connections must be positioned correctly in order to
avoid critical constructions or fastening.
If 3N> B + R, the system represents a mechanism (the number of connections is insufficient to block
the degrees of freedom belonging to the system), and if 3N <B + R, the system is statically INDETERMINATE,
as there are more connections than the minimum number that ensures the stability of the geometric configuration
of the structure.
Such an approach involves access to an electronic computer even for relatively simple structures given
the large number of unknowns.
However, manual approaches are possible taking into account the particularities of composition and
loading of the concrete structures to be solved. [1, 2, 3]

2

Materials and methods

2.1 Types of structures, stability conditions of geometric configuration
Statically determinate spatial articulated structures can be generated from the simplest, geometrically
stable plane shape, which is the TRIANGLE.
It has 3 nodes and 3 bars. A new node not included in the plane of the initial triangle can be stably
bound (by 3 new bars) to its corners (nodes), generating a pyramid having a triangular base.
Still joining, following the same procedure, new triangular pyramids, their vertices representing the new
nodes, the tripod tree articulated structure is generated. For this type of structure (Figure 1 a, b) it is important to
number the nodes strictly in the order of their attachment to the structure.

Fig. 1. The tripod tree articulated structure [a]
The generation mode presented leads to the relationship:
B = 3N – 6
(2)
Here, the number of nodes is denoted by N and B is the number of bars, and -6 is the deficit of the
initial triangle which represented the starting point (with only 3 Nodes and 3 Bars).
Writing the relationship (2) in the form:
3N = B + 6
(3)

Fig. 2. A typical structure a tripod tree connected to the ground by six non-parallel bars
In this case 6 can be understood as the number of simple connections needed to block the free structure
(having N nodes and B bars) from the ground.
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A typical structure a tripod tree connected to the ground by six non-parallel bars, respectively without
intersecting any right line, becomes a spatial simple statically determinate truss, figure 2a.
Any other statically determinate articulated structure that complies with the relationship
3N = B + 6 or more generally 3N = B + R and cannot be deduced by the generation mode described
above, will go into the category of Complex Spatial Lattice Structures.
In practice, the use of case-type structures (generated according to the presented methodology) is
preferred. By transforming some bars of the structure are removed and replaced with additional supporting bars.
Figure 3 shows several examples of such transformations.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Fig. 3a, b, c, d, e, f. Several examples of transformations
Thus, tower b from figure 3 is the transformation of structure a by removing diagonals and replacing
them with supporting bars, whose placement has also been modified.
The SCHWEDLER dome (figure 3d) was obtained from structure c by replacing the double supporting
pendulums with spherical joints, after removing horizontal bars from abutments.
Finally, the so-called PLANAR STRUCTURES consisting of two parallel plane arrays of truss bracing,
are also remembered to form an efficient spatial carrier to cover large areas where no internal poles are allowed
(for example in aircraft hangars , sports halls etc.). Their geometry is extremely varied depending on the type of
networks, the relative position between them, the lattice mode, etc. They are generally statically indeterminate
and their solving involves use of electronic computers (the gym in Târgu-Mureş and Oradea). [1, 4, 5, 6]

2.2 Determination of binding forces
In order to determine the binding forces and the stresses in bars of the spatial articulated structures, the
methods presented in solving planar trusses, which will be developed to express the balance of the force spatial
systems, will be applied. It has been shown that free spatial structures require 6 simple connections for a stable
fastening to the founding environment. By isolating the body by sectioning, figure 4, the binding forces can be
determined by writing.
Σ x = 0Σ y = 0Σ z = 0
(4)
The 6 equations of static equilibrium specific to the spatial force system:
ΣMx = 0ΣMy = 0ΣMz = 0

(5)

Apparently, in case of certain connections such an approach leads to a 6-equation system with 6
unknowns. However, it can be shown that even in the most general case this system of 6 equations can be
reduced to 3 times a system of 2 equations with 2 unknowns, which is much easier to solve.
Indeed, in 3 directions of unknown stress one can build a
ruled surface that is pricked by the 4th direction in two points.
Through these two points cone can consider 2 different straight lines
(from the two generator families of the ruled surface) to which only
the two unconsidered stresses 5 and 6 and the external forces will
give moments, thus generating a system of 2 equations with 2
unknowns. By doing similarly, by cycle, the other pairs of equations
can be established. However, the elaboration particularities of
concrete structures sometimes allow a convenient gradual
determination of the binding forces. As a rule, it will be possible to
determine the axes to which most of the connecting forces (5) give
the null moment determining from one equation the sixth binding
Fig. 4. Isolated body
force, etc.
For example, in the case presented in figure 5, the load P can be reduced with the joint A with a P force
and a Pa torque. Force P generates N 1 and N2 stresses and the Pa torque is balanced by the torque produced by
the N4 and N6 stresses equal to each Pa / b.
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Fig. 5. Example. Reduction of load P
A moment equation in relation to axis I-I eliminates all unknowns except for N2 which can be deduced
from:

Pb + N2 x

xL=0

N2 = - Pb

=-N

From the moment equation in relation to axis II-II it follows that N1 = - N6, and the one in the relation:

with axis III-III, which remove the unknowns N3 and N4, can be written:

The moment equation relative to the IV-IV axis leads to the conclusion N3= -N4 and the projection
equation along the horizontal axis II-II finally allows determination of N3 and N4.

In this case, the equivalent load method could have been applied as well. It would have reduced at
point O to one P face, a Pa moment around the axis III-III and a Pb moment around the vertical axis by O. P
would generate only anti-symmetrical N3 and N4 components; the Pb moment after the vertical axis could be
balanced only by the N2, N5 torque projected along the axis III-III had to be balanced by the N1, N6 torque.
In this way, it would have been considered that an anti-symmetrical load-bearing symmetrical structure results
in anti-symmetric reactions. In the case of non-free spatial structures (ground-bound by more than 6 simple
connections), the determination of the binding forces is complicated because the calculation of the reactions
must alternate with the determination of stresses.
For example, in the case of non-free TRIPOD TREE consoles, the binding forces can be calculated
only after determining the stresses in the bars, running the structure in the opposite direction of its generation.
Eventually one can try to apply the virtual mechanic work method, if by cutting the analyzed binding bar, the
resulted mechanism is not too difficult to follow. In connection with the determination of stresses in the bars
by the general method of nodes isolation, an important indicator of formation complexity, represented by Bm,
the average number of concurrent bars in one node should be considered. This indicator can be evaluated from
the relationship B = 3N- R, and noticing that each bar connects two adjacent nodes, therefore:

Considering a FREE structure, connected to the ground by R = 6 simple connections, having for example
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N = 30 nodes it results:

This shows that there will generally be few chances to find nodes with only 3 bars with unknown
stress from which to initiate manual recursive resolving of the structure (in other words, there is a need to
use the bar exchange method). However, this shortcoming can sometimes be diminished, eliminating, after
careful consideration, the INACTIVE bars (with a null stress). Their identification is based on the note that
in the bars of a tripod not-loaded into the node, the stresses are NULL. By eliminating these bars,
calculations are simplified. In Figure 6 a, b, c the inactive bars are represented as dotted.

a

b

c

Fig. 6. The active and the inactive bars of a tripod
The main general and specific methods for determining stresses in the bars of spatially articulated
structures are also presented [1, 2, 5, 6, 8]. These, being lightweight structures, their foundations can be made of
recyclable materials.

3

Practice

Moreover, lightweight structures such as these can be supported on reinforced concrete slabs, which can
be made of recyclabled concrete materials obtained from concrete elements. It is well known that the cement
industry is an important energy consumer and also a CO2 releaser. The wooden articulated spatial structures
respond to the concentrated policies of, eco-materials usage, sustainable constructions, recycle and reuse (RRR)
of various waste, including C&Dw [9]. Sustainable constructions, environmental protection, and waste
management are notions that complement and complete each other. It is vital for us to understand the nature of
our actions and most importantly the consequences derived from our actions. It is very popular nowadays to talk
about recycling, and we can even say it is trendy to be an environmentalist. But behind fashion trends and
beyond a certain need for compliance due to rules and regulation, have to be aware of the fact that this matter is
one that concerns us all [10]. The concept of sustainable development and of energy savings can be promoted
only under the condition of gaining its acceptance among sufficiently large segment of the society. Education is
one of the main factors in behaviour change [11, 12].
The realization of representative, very large, permanent constructions confirms the economic efficiency
of these structures (figure 7):

a
b
c
d
Fig. 7. Solutions in practice: Geodesic dome from East of Cluj-Napoca city: a - foundation, b - grand
floor, c - roof, d- facade [1]
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4

Conclusions

Light wood constructions are a new type of ingenious and performing constructions, which have
experienced a wider spread in the world over the last two decades - eexplainable by its high efficiency and
outstanding architectural plasticity. Lightweight articulated spatial wood structures have the advantage of easy
adaptation to complex architectural configurations and shapes, while ensuring a pleasant environment, adequate
thermal and sound comfort. Their dimensioning can be easily accomplished by simplifying and adapting static
schemes, taking into account the actual behavior of the nodes in spatially articulated structures. Being
lightweight structures, their foundations can be made of recyclable materials.
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Abstract
The solar house (Ecohomes concept) is considered to have the greatest energy efficiency. Future energy
savings will certainly compensate for the initial investment. This type of dwelling also has the least impact on
the environment.
This paper presents a house that uses Trombe walls, situated in Oradea, Apateului Street and is the
property of Sorin Drăgan. The dwelling is in the study and planning phase.
More precisely, the house uses solar energy for heating and cooling. The building itself, made of
materials which absorb and store heat from the environment, will function as a huge heat- generator.
All of these principles may be applied regardless of the house’s design. The major assets of such a house
are low maintenance costs, the negligible effects on the environment and its autonomy from conventional energy
providers.
Keywords: glass, Trombe walls, sun, energy, masonery.

1 SUMMARY
Buildings contribute to shaping our lives, influence our activities and the way we feel about ourselves or
perceive the environment. Therefore, buildings should be socially, economically, aesthetically and functionally
convenient and at the same time environmentally friendly, i.e. sustainable.
The orientation of the house with its north-south long axis is important, ant the slope descends slowly
from west to east. The interior was designed by taking into consideration the orientation of each room as well as
the specific activities are to take place there.
The configuration of the terrain provides protection from bad weather, and if not, it is recommended that
a line of trees be planted. Otherwise, the building will be exposed to cold winds during the winter, which lead to
heat loss. Solar energy reaches earth’s surface regardless of the season or weather conditions, even though it is
partially reflected back into space or absorbed by clouds, dust, water vapours, etc. The amount of energy which
reaches the building also depends on the season, time of the day, weather conditions and pollution of the area
which the house is situated.

2 Preamble
Solar energy, at its highest reaches earth in the afternoon and during the summer, when solar radiation
falls perpendicularly to the ground; at his lowest, it reaches the earth during the winter, in the morning and in the
evening.
Solar energy is reflected by light colours, absorbed by dark colours and passes through transparent
materials. The density and composition of materials also influences these three characteristics.
Solar energy passes through glass, but it is
trapped inside as heat. [3] This is also known as the
greenhouse effect. (Fig.1)

Fig.1. Southern façade
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Solar energy can be trapped using building materials with high absorbency and storage capacity, such as
concrete, stone and earth, if the surface of the materials is dark, the effect is enhanced. (Fig.2)

Fig.2. Ground floor

Fig.2. Ground floor
The heat can be kept inside by means of an appropriate insulation on all sides of the building, including
the ceiling and the foundation.
Warm air has the natural tendency to "spread out" into the atmosphere in order to equalise the
temperature.
The higher the temperature differences are, the faster the movement of the air will be. This phenomenon
can be used to our advantage, because, during the summer, the cold air in the rooms facing north will cool down
the rest of the house, too, whereas during the winter, the warm air in the rooms facing south will warm up the
rest of the rooms, too. (Fig.3)

Fig.3. First floor
The sun shadow studies have been carried out using the grid of radiation angle (height of the sun at the
geographical latitude 45°N at various times, over the course of the year). The results have determined the
orientation of the heat-absorbing walls and the breadth of the eaves.
At this stage, the shape of the heat-absorbing facade, as well as the whole shape of the house was
decided. [4]
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Fig.4. Detail of the thermal storage Trombe wall
The two Trombe walls have the following surfaces: axis 1-10.86 m2, axis 3-12.60m2, which totals 23.46
m . During a good solar day in the winter, the heat amount incident on the two Trombe walls is: 1kWh/m2 x
23.46m2 x7hours = 164.22 kWh
The calculation prerequisites for the thermal storage system are:
- The incident amount of heat on m2 of vertical surface on a good solar day is
1kWh/m2x7hours=7kWh/m2day.
- For the northern latitude of 45°, the result is an average per hour of
7kWh/m2day/24hours=0.291kWh/m2 per average hour on a sunny day.
- The thermal storage system allows for a 75% storage of the incident solar energy, i.e.: 0.218 kWh/m2
per average hour on a sunny day.
- out of the winter days total, only approximately 19% are sunny; it is therefore possible to take into
consideration the amount of absorbed heat corresponding to a winter average (the average of the sunny and nonsunny hours) 19%x0.218kWh/m2 =0.041 kWh/m2
The calculation prerequisites of the heating load:
In order for the value of 0.041/ kWh/m2 per average winter hour to represent 50% of the heating load of
the heated construction area assigned to 1 m2 of solar collector, the medium losses of the respective construction
area must be 0.082 kWh/m2hour per average winter hour.
Taking into consideration the medium inside temperature of +16°C, the medium outside temperature of
+2°C, the outside conventional calculation temperature of -15°C and the inside calculation temperature of
+18°C, the nominal heating load corresponding to the building volume assigned to 1 m2 of solar energy
collecting surface Qv =0.198 kWh/m2hour (nominal) can be calculated.
The calculation prerequisites of the thermal protection degree of the building were also specified by
project. Summing the solar gains during one year, which are due to this passive collecting system, we obtain the
following result: 1640 kWh which are collected thus: 328 kWh during the winter, 656 kWh during the spring
(March, April), 656 kWh during the autumn (October and November).
2
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75% of the collected solar energy is stored, i.e. 1230 kWh, which represents the energy savings during
one year.

3 Conclusions
The energy savings allowed by the use of the Trombe walls are significant.
The correct ventilation of a well-insulated solar house is essential, as warm air can become noxious if
stored for too long in a perfectly airtight space. The allowance of fresh air is useful both for ventilation purposes
and to ensure the proper degree of air humidity.
The costs of a solar house do not exceed by more than 10% the costs of a normal house, however, the
heating load, as well as the price of the bills, diminishes by 10 times.
Moreover, precisely because of its low energy demand, a solar house may be easily turned into an energyindependent dwelling by means of photovoltaic panels or other sources of renewable energy. This way, the
services of energy providers are no longer needed.
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Abstract
In order to increase the efficiency of photovoltaic panels production, various solutions are adopted that
are useful to the beneficiary and have many advantages in terms of increasing the production of electricity from
the sun's radiation, longer lifetime over the long term by maintaining a constant temperature in the operating
regime of the system.
Keywords: technology, solar cell, positioning.

1

INTRODUCTION

With the current global warming problems and endangering humanity from pollution, alternative
solutions are sought and adopted to reduce the effects of pollution. From changing the type of lighting from gas
to ice, by introducing filters to reduce pollution from cars and factories to the introduction of restrictions on
materials to be used in construction.
Regarding electricity production, where the pollution was constant, mainly in the cold season where it
is necessary and the agent finished for domestic water and heating the dwellings. In this case, the solutions for
the production of renewable energy from the wind system using wind energy and photovoltaic energy that is
from the radiation of the light have been adopted. In the field of wind energy, the production systems have
reached very high efficiency, but in the photovoltaic system the efficiency on the panel in ideal conditions is up
to 18% but in reality the data is quite different.
Thus in this paper we have identified the problems, we have brought a constructive solution and made
an experiment with which we were able to collect the data through different structure and system approach.

2

IDENTIFIED PROBLEM

As photovoltaic panels are exposed all the time in sunlight, they far exceed the optimal operating
temperature or ambient temperature. The optimal operating temperature of the photovoltaic cell is 25 degrees
cell temperature and a radiation of 1000 W / m2, as presented in fig.1, this is the standard of measurement of the
photovoltaic panels on the basis on which the values of their electric power production are attributed.
The vast majority of photovoltaic panoramas are not geared to the sun's trajectory, which degrades a
radiation capture more reflected by what is directly on the photovoltaic panel. These results in a decrease in
electricity production compared to a system that would always position the PV system with the solar system on
the perpendicular axis with it at every moment. [1]
Even if they were geared to the sun, there is a very important factor that influences the electricity
production, namely the photovoltaic cell temperature. The technical data provided by the manufacturer regarding
the power of the panel is made according to an international standard by measuring the power of the panel. [2]
As an example, a park of photovoltaic panels, which is installed on the periphery of Targu Jiu, with an
installed power of 1000KW / h, during the summer, when the sun is very strong with a very high amount of
radiation, the maximum peak of the production electricity does not exceed 800KW / h, and in winter when the
temperatures are low, the amount of radiation is much lower than in the summer, the power peak is 1300 KW / h.
This determines the influence of temperature on electricity production, which plays an important role in
increasing or decreasing electricity production. If during summer there was a photovoltaic cell temperature
below 20 degrees Celsius, the power would be almost double the current. In the summer, on a July day, the
temperature on the photovoltaic cell is over 55 degrees Celsius, while the laboratory measurements are assigned
a temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. [3]
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Fig.1. Standard condition for photovoltaic cells
Due to the very high temperature fluctuations occurring on the photovoltaic panel, the profile of the
aluminium on which it is fastened, the profile lamination appears, with small cracks in the joining areas between
the photovoltaic panel and the frame. Through those small capillaries, water can enter to the photovoltaic panel
and that produces short-circuiting, and the whole range of photovoltaic panels will no longer work. [4]
Another problem is the dust and misery left by the traveling birds, which opt for a whole percentage of
the entire production of electricity, which is a disadvantage and requires periodic cleanliness. This clean up
requires workforce or automated systems that do all the work instead of the service staff. [5]
Optical dirt on the photovoltaic cell can reach up to 100% opacity, but with internet communication
systems it can be seen very easily on the inverters if there are several strings that are problematic and go directly
to the area with the problem.

3

MECHANICAL STRUCTURES

The mechanical structure chosen is one of orientation of 2-axis photovoltaic panels, using 12V powered
motors with worm gear reducers as shown in fig.2.

Fig.2. Motor for panel orientation
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For the main axis of rotation present in fig.3 was used transmitted on the toothed belt with the speed
reduction factor, a reducer. This rectifier can accurately position of the photovoltaic panel on the sun's transition
between sunrise and sunset. This movement must be done daily with a frequency of 15-30 minutes for a lower
electricity consumption and maximum benefit.
It is necessary to orient the photovoltaic panel, because only the position of the photovoltaic panel
perpendicular to the sun can be used to control the maximum amount of energy that it can produce.

Fig.3. Front view of orientation system
The position of the panel on the second axis present in fig.4 which changes once a month or with the
change of the season a few degrees to be perfectly perpendicular. In this situation, the engine was mounted
directly to the shaft head by means of a metal coupling, in this case the engine is embedded in the upper metal
structure and the axle is fixed to the central sprocket for which the axle 1, the primary axis, is rotated.

Fig.4. Back view of orientation system
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For the opposite side of the motor, two tee-off beads have been used to rotate the shaft inside the
profiles to reduce wear and ease of dismantling of the whole system
This structure has been adopted for incorporating more than one solution, ensuring a complete capture
of the entire amount of solar radiation throughout the entire day, ensuring a clear surplus of the photovoltaic
panel and a constant temperature close to the values given by the manufacturer.
The benefits of 2-axis orientation is also a hail prevention solution, which is the worst thing that cannot
be repaired, the destruction is total and irrecoverable, and if the photovoltaic panel is out of warranty or the
warranty does not cover the hail damage by putting the whole row of panels in a plane perpendicular to the axis
of the ground, the angle of contact between the hail and the panel decreases, so that the risk of them being
broken is reduced. With this system the percentage of destruction of photovoltaic panels can be significantly
reduced, or even totally removed.

4

RESULTS

During the test, temperatures were recorded on each individual assembly and the collection of voltages
on each one, which would then be entered in the tables and the graphs with them. [6]
As can be seen in Series 2 of Chart in fig.5, which is represented by stationary photovoltaic panels,
there is a growing temperature and easy cooling to the evening, while those that benefit from constant cooling is
a costly temperature, even if the outside temperature rises to 35 degrees Celsius.

Fig.5. Chart for photovoltaic panel temperature

Fig.6. Chart for voltage
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In Chart from fig.6, we can see the decrease in the measured voltage on the fixed and no cooling panels
as compared to the solar panels. In the use of the system that orientates after the sun, we have opted for up to
4.93V compared to the fixed system where the maximum voltage was 4.2V.
One of the disturbing factors was temperature and orientation to the sun. It can therefore be seen very
well that there are small differences between these 2 measured voltages but at a much larger scale the differences
are directly proportional. By simply orienting and maintaining the steady temperature, a 15% increase was
achieved.
In fig.7 it is highlighted how the blue lining is represented by the 2-axis self-cooling system is much
more efficient.

Fig.7. Chart for current

5

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the comparison of the two photovoltaic panels systems, the 2 axis orientation has a much
higher production than the one on one axis, the percentage being up to 40% better.
The 2-axis guidance brings more benefits to the ability to control, capture and prevent possible damage
caused by nature.
Also for those who already own photovoltaic park parks with such a system can extend the life of the
panels, the increase in the production of electric energy that comes in and the nationwide increase in electricity
production that helps to eliminate the use of nuclear power stations, hydroelectric power stations, and only those
on the wind and photovoltaic.
Through the use of green electricity production systems we protect the environment, with the
production being done by hydro, wind and photovoltaic systems. With only photovoltaic and wind power
systems, with intelligent storage system at national level for back-up power, there is a real chance that the Earth's
ecological system will return to normal again.
With this washing and cooling system, the production capacity of photovoltaic panels will be increased
and longer use over time.
Through the use of green electricity production systems we protect the environment, making it through
hydroelectric, wind and photovoltaic systems.
With the introduction of automated production systems and electric cars to a greater extent, energy
consumption is steadily increasing and its utility is growing.
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Abstract
Semi-rigid multi-story steel structures emphasize a specific seismic behaviour in many components of
their seismic responses. Present contribution focuses on the amount of dissipated seismic energy via the semirigidity of beam – column connections of several types (top and seat with web angle and end plate) and
mechanical composition. The dissipated energy is emphasized by the hysteretic bending moment – relative
rotation relationship at connection level. Presented numerical results are obtained via seismic time history type
elastic linear analyses conducted on multi-story steel frames equipped with beam – column semi-rigid
connections of several mechanical compositions. Analytical relations of constitutive bending moment – relative
rotation Mr - Θr associated to cyclic behaviour are assumed for each type of connection. Dissipated seismic
energy at semi-rigid beam – column connections is presented graphically for a limited number of cases.
Keywords: semi-rigid steel frames, seismic energy dissipation.

1 Introduction
Semi-rigidity approach of steel frame type structures has evolved from its starting phase as an
unavoidable erection deficiency to its current well defined state of semi-rigid steel structures placed between
pinned frames and moment resistant frames [1], [2]. The immediate consequence of this new semi-rigidity status
has been a huge number of studies associated to structural analysis methodologies and design provisions [3], [4],
[5]. As expected, seismic analysis and seismic design provisions of semi-rigid steel structures enjoyed a special
focus [6], [7], [8]. Approximately the same period the semi-rigidity established its clear-cut state, seismic
protection of structures located in seismic areas has been increasingly developed theoretically [9], [10] and
practically [11], [12]. The need of dissipating energy seismically induced into structures has proved both, a
necessity and a practical possibility [13], [14].
Viscous damping proved to be an adequate approximation for the process of seismic energy dissipation,
while the hysteretic behaviour model has been largely accepted as a constitutive relation beside the static
admissibility and kinematic compatibility. Enclosed area of hysteretic loop currently enjoys the role of assessing
the effectiveness of added viscous damping via passive seismic protection. Hysteretic behaviour- as a model of
constitutive relationship of cyclically loaded structural systems - is, also, common in expressing the bending
moment – relative rotation relation of semi-rigid connectivity [15], [16]. Hysteretic behaviour of semi-rigid
connections of beam – column steel frames is an indubitable proof of energy dissipation at the level of joint
zones. The advantages of semi-rigid versus rigid connectivity extended to include the capacity of semi-rigidity to
dissipate seismic energy [17], [18], [19].
Present contribution proposes new instrument of assessing the semi-rigidity of steel frames: the amount of
seismic energy dissipated by steel semi-rigid frames via hysteretic behaviour of beam – column connections
seismically acted upon. While the monotonically loading of semi-rigid connection is expressed by the well –
known bending moment – relative rotation Mr - Θr curves associated to the mechanical setting of the connection
(Fig. 1), in the case of cycling loading, the constitutive Mr - Θr relationship takes a hysteretic shape (Fig. 2).
Computed results do not aim at the numerical values of the amount of dissipated seismic energy via semi-rigidity
at the beam – column level of multi-story steel frames. Instead, the results emphasize the well-known fact that
seismic input energy is dissipated by semi-rigidity and, mainly, the large spectrum made up of values of
dissipated seismic energy associated to several types of beam – column connections. The two types of
connections analysed are of medium stiffness (top and seat with web angle – TSW) towards more rigid case of
end plate. Focusing on the phenomenon of seismic energy dissipation rather than on its numerical values, the
paper limits itself to the hysteretic results of computed Mr - Θr relationship.
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Fig. 1. Monotonic semi-rigid Mr - Θr
constitutive relationship

Fig. 2. Hysteretic semi-rigid Mr - Θr
constitutive relationship

Seismic energy dissipation emphasized by hysteretic behaviour (in bending) at the level of beam –
column connections is not related with damping of any type (inherent, added, viscous, etc.) present in steel
multi-story frames located in seismic areas. The amount of dissipated seismic energy is entirely related to the
behaviour of cyclically loaded semi-rigid connections. While semi-rigidity of steel multi-story frames leads to
dissipation of induced seismic energy, the hysteretic constitutive relationship Mr - Θr can provide for grading the
limited number and types of semi-rigid beam – column connections from the point of view of the amount of dissipated
seismic energy. Such an approach to semi-rigidity leads to the conclusion that fully rigid beam – column connectivity
does not provide for seismic energy dissipation. The cracks in welded beam – column connections of steel multi-story
structures acted upon by Northridge 1994 express the lack of dissipation capacity of seismic energy of rigid
connectivity. Several comparative cases of hysteretic Mr - Θr constitutive relationship are presented: top and seat
connection versus end plate connection (Fig. 3) and to cases of end plate connections of different make up (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Hysteretic loops
Top and seat vs. end plate

Fig. 4. Hysteretic loops Three cases of end plate connections

The objective of present contribution is to analyse several types of beam – column semi-rigid
connections of steel multi-story frames from the point of view of associated bending – moment relative rotation
Mr - Θr relationship and to assess the semi-rigidity as a means of seismic energy dissipation capacity. Linear
elastic seismic time history analyses are conducted on a six bay five story steel planar frame equipped with two
types of semi-rigid connections at beam – column level. The two types of connections are top and seat with web
angle (TSW) and end plate (EP). Each of the two types of semi-rigid connections are, in their turn, of several
rigidities associated to the mechanical characteristics of the component elements (beam, angles) and their
geometrical dimensions (width, thickness). They are referred to as TSW1 to TSW6 and EP1 to EP3,
respectively. In each case of connectivity, an analytical Mr - Θr relationship has been adopted. Initial stiffness
has been computed according to usual recommendations of the literature [1], [3], [4]. The input seismic energy is
associated to both, the seismic action and the structure loaded in accordance to its serviceability of office
building. The presented results refer to the dissipated energy via semi-rigid connections exclusively.

2 Analyzed structures. Seismic actions. Semi-rigid connections
Analysed planar frame (Fig. 5) has been design according to Romanian design provisions of steel multistory structures located in seismic areas. Seismic action is the recorded North – South component of March 1977
Vrancea earthquake (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Analysed frame

Fig. 6. Vrancea 1977 N-S recorded accelerogram

Two types of semi-rigid beam – column connections have been considered: a top and seat with web
angle (TSW) connection (Fig. 7) and an end plate (EP) connection (Fig. 8). The TSW type has been considered,
in its turn, in six cases of rigidity while, the EP type – in three cases of rigidity. The differences in the stiffness of
the same type of connections has been obtained by considering different cross sections of steel laminated
components of beams and connection elements (angles).

Fig. 7. TSW connection

Fig. 8. EP connection

All beam – columns connections have been considered similar from the point of view of their
mechanical composition. A set of linear time history seismic analyses have been conducted and [19], [20] for
each type and case of connectivity. The objective of comparing the dissipation of seismically induced energy by
the hysteretic behaviour of beam – column connections has been achieved by a step – by – step computation of
Mr - Θr relation.

3 Numerical results
Graphical representation of the computed numerical results has been adopted for its suggesting power.
Arrangement of the diagrams aims at comparing the amounts of dissipated seismic energy via semi - rigidity of
beam – column connections in a few cases of such connections:
- Three cases of EP connections of different rigidity (Fig. 3)
- A case of TSW versus a case of EP (Fig. 4)
- Two cases of TSW of different high and close to each other rigidity (Fig. 9)
- Two cases of TSW different low and close to each other rigidity (Fig. 10)
The numerical results do not aim at their values, but intend to prove the possibility of dissipating
seismic energy via semi-rigidity at beam – column level. The hysteretic form of the constitutive Mr - Θr
relationship also, emphasize clearly the differences in the amount of seismic dissipated energy (via the enclosed
area of the associated hysteretic curve).
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Fig. 9 .Two cases of TSW high rigidity connections

Fig. 10. Two cases of TSW of low rigidity

4 Conclusions
Dissipation of seismically induced energy into semi-rigid multi-story steel structures is accountable via
hysteretic bending moment – relative rotation Mr - Θr relationship at connections level. Presented computed
results emphasize clearly the amount of dissipated energy even in the cases of close to each other connection
rigidity. Low level rigidity are capable of dissipating larger amounts of seismic energy than stiff semi-rigid
connections. Simple numerical procedures may be applied to express numerically the amount of dissipated
energy in each case.
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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to highlight the vulnerability of masonry buildings built before 1900. The
collapse/pre-collapse states of these buildings prove this fact. One of the important problems facing older
buildings or historic monuments is the ascendant humidity that occurs upward because the water migrates into
the walls from the soil. The experimental researches have been made upon two historic buildings - kula type,
from Campulung-Arges Region, Romania. The investigations include two patrimony buildings (kulas): Sultanica
Kula (from Suici, Arges Country) and Druganescu Kula (from Retevoiesti, Arges Country). These masonry
buildings are in advanced state of degradation. The comparative analysis of these buildings shares some of the
input parameters of this study (the building period, the materials used and the area in which they are located).
There were experimentally determined the humidity of the affected zones. The seismic vulnerability was taken
into consideration, too. Methods used are non-invasive and they are based on visual inspection, historical
analysis of the buildings, area`s seismicity studies, building`s walls humidity measurements and data about
building management. The important conclusion illustrates that the causes of massive degradation in walls
affected by the ascending humidity led to visible changes in the properties of materials, resulting the crumbling
bricks. Cracks appeared in the foundation after major seismic movements and the poor management of the
building goes raising humidity, aggressive degradations and creep masonry. The data obtained from the in-situ
measurements and their interpretation will be useful for achieving in the future the descriptive statistics with the
kulas from the southern part of the country.
Keywords: massive masonry, degradation, capillarity humidity, long-term behaviour.

1

Introduction

A major issue, worldwide, is the maintenance, consolidation and rehabilitation of heritage buildings.
Due to the need for conservation is necessary to follow next parameters: seismic safety, vulnerability to
environmental factors, hygrometric behaviour and the way of maintenance and exploitation of heritage buildings
in the massive masonry. These parameters are included in assessing operations of these buildings and in
decisions which are to be taken for eventual rehabilitation.
Many Romanian heritage buildings are made of massive brick masonry and built in the past centuries.
In addition, most have sustained over time the effects of several factors that have caused degradation, but have
also been subjected to a large number of powerful earthquakes. These buildings can endanger the lives of a large
number of people, owners, sometimes visitors and other people in their neighbourhood. Under these
circumstances, the consolidation and maintenance of masonry construction represents a major interest to the
groups of specialists from Romania and Europe [1].
Taking into account previous studies, the causes that lead to critical collapse situations may be: strong
seismic movements; foundation soil, unauthorized interventions over time; climatic conditions that lead to
material degradation to the friability stage; improper maintenance [1].
All these factors are analysed in this study to determine their contribution in structural degradation.
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2

Comparative Analysis for Campulung- Arges Region Patrimonial Buildings

The term kula derives from kule, which in Turkish means tower. The wide currency of the term in the
Balkans does not necessarily point to a Turkish origin for this type of residence. The kule it is a type of buildings
that sprang up and were necessary in a particular socio-political context of the eighteenth century. This context
changed in the next century, leading to the adaption of the kule to the function of residences without any military
function, but more often than not to their gradual abandonment. This explains the precarious conservation or
dereliction of many complexes of this type. In general, the kule are regular, square or rectangular structures,
made from brick or stone, with two or three storeys, and which have the appearance of massive, monolithic
volumes [8].
Druganescu Kula (from Retevoiesti, Arges Country) Fig.1 -AG-II-m-B-13777.01- the votive
inscription placed by the the proud owner: “this kula was built by Gh. Druganescu, collector of duties, in the
year 1822” [8]. On a square-shaped layout, the one-meter trick walls made of layers of river stones and bricks
were three floors high. The cell is covered with cylindrical vaults. At the upper levels, there are living rooms. On
the north side of the kula there is an extension, bonded with an extension to the sanitary access, accessible from
the 1st-floor level. The windows of the kula were enlarged. The walls are kept at all levels on the cellar-facade.
Overhead main access is a stone carved stone.

Fig.1. The Druganescu Kula over time
Sultanica Kula (from Suici, Arges Country) Fig.2 - AG-II-m-B-13807.01- In the 18th century, the
Brătienii boyars built a construction, disappeared after a fire in 1913. On the same estate at the end of the 18th
century, the Bratians build a mansion with fortified elements, called the Sultanica Kula.
The building itself provides more reliable information about the phases of its construction than any
documents. The oldest part, a kula with a compact, rectangular ground plan, on two levels, was surrounded by
thee later annexes, the newest being situated on the west side. While still standing on the inside, the two-floor
kula had four rooms on the ground floor, two of them with cradle vaults, with one main entrance under the
lookout tower [8]. The building itself provides more reliable information about the phases of its construction
than any documents. The oldest part, a kula with a compact, rectangular ground plan, on two levels, was
surrounded by thee later annexes, the newest being situated on the west side.

Fig.2. The Sultanica Kula over time
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2.1

Seismic Vulnerability

From a seismic point of view, the localities where the two analysed buildings are located are included in
the calculation area "Intermediate earthquake zone VII ½. Thus, peak accelerating values: ag = 0.25, Tc = 0.7
sec., freezing depth - 1.50 m, average frost days with temperatures lower than 0 degrees Celsius is approx. 110 120 days / year.
Fagaras - Campulung is located in the eastern part of the Southern Carpathians. It is characterized by
shocks that can reach up to Mw ~ 6.5, the strongest earthquakes recorded in Romania. The last major earthquake
occurred on January 16, 1916 (Mw = 6.4) and was followed by an important microseisms activity. The focal
mechanisms are the lateral sliding type and normal bending, indicating an extension field. The most important
earthquakes were listed in Table 1 for the most important seismic areas of Romania, namely Fagaras-Campulung
and Vrancea. [6]
Table 1.The most important seismic areas of Romania
Year

Epicentre
Fagaras-Campulung

Magnitude

1826

Fault South-Transilvana

5,5

1832

Depression Lovistei

5,9-6,0

1916

Cumpana- Piscu Negru

6,4 (intensity max. VIII-IX)

1919

-

4.1

1923

Depression Lovistei

4,8-5,0

1969

Campulung - Muscel

5,2 (intensity max. VI)

2004

Campulung - Muscel

4,3

Year

Epicentre

Magnitude

1838
1893
1894
1901
1908
1940
1945
1977
1986
1990
2004

Vrancea
Vrancea
Galaţi
Marea Neagră
Vrancea
Vrancea
Vrancea
Vrancea
Vrancea
Vrancea
Vrancea

7.5
7.1
7.1
7.2
7.1
7.4
6.8
7.2
7.1
(6.9, 6.2, 6.1)
6.0

The Făgăraş - Campulung area is the second major seismic area of the country, according to the
Vrancea region. Although the major implication in Romania's seismicity is caused by the sub-subterranean
earthquakes in Vrancea, it is important to take into consideration the other sources of earthquakes in different
parts of the country. These sources are not negligible; the Fagaras-Campulung region is the only seismic area on
the current territory of the country, known from instrumental data, that it can generate earthquakes with
magnitudes above 6.0 degrees to a maximum of around 6.5 degrees for crustal earthquakes, fig.3. [7 ]

Fig. 3. Map with the seismic crustal activity (from the Romulus Catalog) in the South of Romania, on
the background of the tectonic map (Tari et al., 1997)
Of the mechanical actions that overlap with earthquakes with cumulative but difficult to quantify
effects, contributing to the serious damage to monuments, the following should be retained in order of
importance: foundation on macro porous soils susceptible to soaking fig.3; foundation on slopes subject to
landslides, generally slow but active; the uninspired settlement on the foundations of some missing monuments,
probably due to the strong earthquakes of the past [1].
Built in 1822, Druganescu Kula is in an advanced state of degradation. Seriously damaged by
earthquakes and water infiltrations, the building presents a series of degradations in the pre-collapse stage:
groups of damage in the masonry in the area of the openings for doors and windows. The roof is almost lacking,
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leaving the penetration of precipitations that have accelerated damage to the interior of the floors that are
strongly damaged the same and some elements of resistance as beams. Evidence of the alarming deterioration of
the monument from year to year is the images in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Fig.4. The critical condition of the Druganescu Kula
Regarding the second building, Sultanica Kula, it benefited in 2015 from a small program by which
the local authorities succeeded securing it from collapse. So have been started work on replacing the roof and
creating a new one with materials similar to the original one. Also, metal rods have been added to increase the
resistance of the building. However, there are a lot of traces of weather and earthquakes from the past. There are
conjugated damages in masonry in the area of openings for doors and windows and cracks in exterior masonry,
especially in the area of the central body, fig.5.

Fig 5. Various stages of degradation from Sultanica Kula

2.2

Environmental Factors

The properties of resistance and reliability - deformation - degradation of construction materials must
be investigated with great care because they determine a large percentage of the evolution of the analysed
structure to collapse. Thus, the hydrothermal behaviour of the massive masonry constructions is a topic of great
interest, having a substantial contribution to the degradation of the historical monuments. Moisture is the main
agent (of physical origin) of the degradation process of masonry. This factor, by means of soluble salts, air
pollution, and biological agents, is a catalyst that favours degradation in the structure of masonry, infiltration,
penetration, percolation and water stagnation and leads to the weakening of the mechanical resistance of bricks,
bonding mortars, and plasters [9].
The natural hydrological circuit can affect the monuments only when there are created no conditions
for leakage, infiltration or penetration of water into walls in brick [2]. Because of these imperfections, the
meteoric waters reach the level of the masonry structure as a result of gravity, capillary absorption and
hydrostatic pressure to a level more or less visible and directly proportional to the amount of infiltrated water [3].
The main enemies of the discovered ruins are wind, rain and frost, which wash and damage the properties
of the plaster, but also erode the masonry and can lead even to a progressively collapse. Research has shown that the
best time to examine a building is from five to five years, this being the best way to ensure that defects are discovered
before major damage occurs that would lead to the partial or even total collapse of the structure.

3

Case Study - Practical

The humidity measurement was performed along to perimeter on all sides of the building so it could
determine the area considered to be the most relevant for the degree of humidity. The measurements were made
with the MF-50 VOLTCRAFT hygrometer, which is a capacitive humidity meter with direct display of the
moisture index in percentages for building materials such as plaster, concrete, wood, brick. This method of
measurement is a non-invasive method and therefore useful for historical monuments [9].
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Measurements have also been made for the outside parameters of the building - air temperature, air
humidity, wind speed, sunlight. Measurement of moisture at the surface of the façade was performed starting
from the base of the wall and continuing in height with measurements at +80, +120 and +170 [m] respectively on
the north, south, east and west facades. The data are revealed in the graphs of fig 7. The two analysed buildings
are located in the same climatic zone, they have a continuous foundation under the walls, and the resistance
structure is made of masonry having the same material components. Collecting and drainage of rainwater on the
roof are of great importance, but unfortunately, the buildings under consideration have been found to have no
drainage collectors and drainage of rainwater.
II)

I)

100,00

100,00
50,00

h=170cm
h=80 cm

0,00

N
S
E
W
h=80 cm 89,30 92,00 87,00 30,00
h=120cm 85,00 32,00 83,00 28,90
h=170cm 60,00 28,10 81,00 69,00

50,00
0,00

h=170 cm
h=80 cm

N
S
E
W
h=80 cm 46,80 98,00 51,80 46,20
h=120 cm 14,90 24,00 32,70 28,30
h=170 cm 36,20 21,10 26,20 24,20

Fig. 7. Humidity values [%] measured for Druganescu Kula I) and Sultanica Kula II)

4

Discussions

The following table (table 2) summarizes the data obtained from the in-situ measurements and their
interpretation in order to achieve in the future the descriptive statistics with the kulas from the southern part of
the country.
Table 2. The comparative analysis of the factors that affect the degradation of the analysed constructions
Factors / input
parameters
LMI (Historical
Monument List) Code:
Building construction
Constructive system

Land foundation
Landslides
Seismicity

The superstructure

Druganescu Kula
(Retevoiesti, Ag)

Sultanica Kula
(Suici, Ag)

AG-II-m-B-13777.01

AG-II-m-B-13807.01

1822
Compact, square shape, the building has
three levels. The cellar is covered with
cylindrical vaults

end of the 18th century
Carrying masonry building. It has two levels.
The central core, with a compact rectangular
shape, has cylindrical vaulted rooms.
Neozoic complex, neogen, superior pilocene,
Neozoic complex, neogen, superior
sandy-clay complex, specific to the
milicocenus, inferior pilocene
predominant meadow area. Stratification is
uniform.
In the area there are no problems of geotechnical instability of the land. There are, however,
some areas affected either by landslides, torrents, lows or big slopes, or floods.
The area where intermittent earthquakes
The area where intermittent earthquakes
occur VII ½
occur VII ½
§
The monument in its present form
recorded three constructive phases: the
initial phase representing the erection of
§
There are three levels: on the ground
the edifice, Kula type; the intermediate
floor there is access to the upper levels;
stage - consisting of the addition of the
§
On the north side of the cellar there is
northeastern and southeast sides and the
an extension, which shelters a sanitary
final stage, marked by the addition of
annex
the south-west building wing
§
The floors are partially and even totally
§
The original nucleus has massive walls
damaged;
and semi-cylindrical vaults,
§
Heavily damaged cover;
characteristic of the 18th century
§
There are no windows, doors;
§
There are a group of conjugated
§
Precolaps state
damages in the masonry of the walls on
each facade.
§
Falling plaster.
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Infrastructure damage
Climate
Humidity
Sheltering
Building management

Rehabilitation over time

5

Between Climatic Areas II and III
Average 70%
Medium
Private property right now.
It's not in the public circuit
§ in 1965-67 it was painstakingly restored;
it was given a new shingle roof, floors
and casements.
§ Research was carried out and exhibits
assembled for a local museum, which
only survived until 1988. The kula was
then abandoned to the ravages of the
weather and neglect.

The infrastructure is well preserved.
Climatic Areas II
Average 70%
Medium
in 1971-1980 it was transformed into a
museum, 10 years later was closed
§
§
§

In the 1960s it benefited from repair
works.
In 1992 and in 1999, minor safety work
was done.
In 2015, the local authorities started a
project to secure the building, benefiting
from a new roof and small repairs

Conclusions

The analysis of the obtained data led to the conclusion that the level of moisture in the walls of the
masonry depends on the age of the construction - the accumulation of moisture during the winter season does not
dry in the summer season, and with the passage of time the masonry elements degrade massively as can also be
seen in the photographs taken on the most affected facades of the three buildings. In addition, an essential
element is the shelter of buildings where the air currents influence the drying effect of the walls and the shading
of these walls. (at building II the southern façade is the most affected due to the high shading degree and the
shelter of this facade which does not allow drying during summer).
The following important conclusions regarding the degradation factors involved can be extracted:
• Although the two patrimony buildings have a number of common elements (construction period,
construction system, materials, foundation system, seismicity), there are large differences in the degradations
suffered;
• The seismic vulnerability obtained resulted in cumulative damage from the strong seismic movements
that existed during the life of these buildings;
• All three buildings suffered the most damage after the earthquake of March 4, 1977 due to the special
mechanism of this powerful seismic movement;
• Buildings I and II have a different level of degradation from the wrong management of the building
(the failure to restore the roof to building I allowed the infiltration of water leading to the degradation of the
resistance materials);
• Some of the degraded areas of the buildings have been severely affected by capillary humidity due to
the cracks in the infrastructure that favoured this phenomenon. All cracks of foundation led to this phenomenon.
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Abstract
Previous researches investigated the behaviour of back-to back cold formed C beams-to-SHS column
joints under monotonic and cyclic loading [1]. An experimental program was carried out in order to evaluate the
structural performance of such joints in cold formed low rise multi-story steel framed structures. The
experimental results served to build and to calibrate finite element models. Mechanical properties of the analysed
joints were estimated by numerical simulation in Abaqus FE software. The numerical investigation focused on
the behaviour of back-to-back cold-formed C beams connected to an SHS column subjected to static loading,
considering two connection types. The first connection type consisted of two diaphragm plates which were
welded to the column and bolted to the beam through 5 x M20 bolts each. The second joint configuration was
composed of T-stubs placed at the lower and upper flanges of the beam. Each T-stub was bolted to the beam
using 5 x M20 bolts and 4 x M20 hollo-bolts for the connection to the column. The model calibration was
carried out by comparing two main aspects between the experimental results and the built FE model: the loaddisplacement curve and the failure mechanism of the joint. The calibrated models showed good correlation with
the experimental results, enabling further evaluation of the mechanical response for similar joint configuration
using parametric study of geometrical variables. Preliminary results shows good agreement between analytical
and experimental results
Keywords: back-to back cold formed C beams, FE analysis, hollo-bolt connection, diaphragm
connection, low rise multi story structures.

1 Introduction
The popularity of cold-formed members used as structural, load-bearing elements in constructions is
constantly increasing due to several advantages: lightness, high material strength, ease of prefabrication, short
erection time, as well as a good strength to weight ratio. This also explains the increased interest in research
carried out about the behaviour of cold-formed profiles as load-bearing structural elements in the past few years.
As it was shown in previous investigation [1], the analysis results and design of a steel structure depends quite
significantly on the behaviour of the connections. Dubina [2], Lim [3], Dundu & Kemp [4], Kwon et al. [5] and
Ahamed, Hazlan & Mahendran [6], Bučmys and Šaučiuvėnas [7], all these studies provided evidence of the
crucial importance of joint performance on the global response of frames, which are semi-rigid and in almost all
cases with partial strength.
The current research investigates with FEM the feasibility of using back-to-back C300/3 profiles as
structural beams, combined with SHS200/12.5 columns. The investigation is based on the global analysis of a
four-story reference building and the experimental testing of two types of beam to column connections subjected
to monotonic as well as cyclic loading. The analysed joint types are presented from a FEM perspective, by
creating a calibrated FE model in Abaqus software, simulating the experimental procedure [1].

1.1

Joint configuration modelling

Two joint configurations were analysed between the 2xC300/3 beam and SHS 200/12.5 column. For the
first connection two 10 mm diaphragm plates (S235) were welded around the column with 5 mm fillet weld on
each side and then fixed to the beam’s flanges through 4 x M20 bolts each and 1 x M20 bolt to the beam’s web,
as presented in Fig.1. A similar connection type was investigated by Bagheri Sabbagh et al. [8] from a FEM
perspective, considering only hot-rolled members. Because the welded diaphragms limits the execution
tolerances, a second connection type was developed based on hollo-bolts, which are often used for connections
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of tubular sections. The hollo-bolt usage brings the advantage of increasing execution tolerances, but due to the
increased hole diameter, necessary for hollo-bolt application, there is a much higher section area loss than in case
of normal bolts. This type of connection was also investigated previously by Wang and Wang [9], Tao et al. [10],
as well as Tizani et al. [11]. The hollo-bolt joint was composed of two 10 mm T-stubs (S235) with 8 mm
stiffeners placed at the upper and lower flanges of the C profiles. Each T-stub was fixed with 4 x M20 hollo bolts
M20 grade 10.9 to the column, with 4 x M20 bolts to the beams flange and with 1 x M20 bolt to the beam’s web,
as depicted in Fig. 2. By using hollo bolts, the possibility of deformations induced by the on-site welding is
eliminated, this way maintaining the desired execution tolerances of the beam elements. The first connection
type is referred to as DCBC – Diaphragm Connection for Beam to Column joint (Fig. 1), while the second one is
denoted as HBBC – Hollo Bolts for Beam to Column joint (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. DCBC connection type

1.2

Fig. 2. HBBC connection type

Experimental set-up for joint testing

The sketched configuration of the experimental test set-up in Fig. 3 was previously described in detail
[1]. The column specimen was restrained at both ends with pinned supports, while a horizontal displacement was
applied at the top of the cantilever, using a hydraulic actuator. In order to prevent stability loss due to the load
application, the beam element was laterally restrained at the level of the load.
The stress-strain curve for the C profile was obtained from coupon tests, considering the corner regions
(Corner 1 and Corner 2 in Fig. 4) and the flat web part (Flat in Fig. 4) of the profile. Due to strain hardening, the
corner regions experienced an increase of the yield stress.

Fig. 3. Sketch of experimental test set-up

2

Fig. 4. Experimental stress-strain curve for the used
C-profiles

Finite element calibration and study of the tested joints

The laboratory experiments presented in [1] were simulated by developing calibrated 3D models using
the finite element software Abaqus [12].
The analysis type conducted was a nonlinear quasi-static displacement-based simulation using explicit
dynamics. In order to reduce the computation time of the model, the mass scaling option was used. As a
simplification the cold-formed C profile was considered as having a homogeneous material model in the FE
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model. This way the stress-strain curve obtained for the flat web part of the profile was used for the material
definition of the whole section (see Flat in Fig. 4). Because de collapse mechanism was produced only in the
cold-formed elements, the steel material for SHS column, plates and bolts were considered without plastic
behaviour. Shell elements were considered for the column and for the beam, while the connecting plates and the
bolts were modelled as solid elements. The two ends of the column were hinged and the beam was restrained at
the load application point in every direction beside the direction of the applied load, in order to prevent out of
plane deflection. The displacement was applied monotonously at the end of the cold formed C beam, similarly
to the experimental procedure [1], while the reaction force was also measured in the same location.

Fig. 6. Load-displacement curves FEM vs. test
monotonic

Fig. 5. Load-displacement curves FEM vs. test
monotonic

2.1

DCBC specimen analysis

Fig. 5 shows the load-displacement curve computed by FEM model. Comparing with the experimental
monotonic test results, a good correlation between the simulation and experimental results can be observed.
The calibrated FEM model showed similar failure mechanism at similar load levels as those detected
during the experiment [1]. The Fig.s below (Fig. 7-9) are presenting similarities between the deformations
observed in the analysis of the virtual model and during the laboratory test.

Fig. 7. Overall view of the final stage
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.
Fig. 8. Detail: Plastic deformation of the web and flange

Fig. 9. Detail: Bolt slippage and bolt-hole elongation

2.2

HBBC specimen analysis

A complex and a simplified modelling method of the hollo-bolt connection was tested in order to
simulate the experimental results. The simplified hollo-bolt model was created by defining two reference points
which were connected to each other, as presented in Fig. 10 - a. The reference points were coupled separately to
the edge of the hole in each element, where the SHS profile was defined as shell and the gusset plate was
considered as a solid element. The connector had an axial nonlinear behaviour defined using available load
deflection curve of the Hollo-bolt [13].
The complex model of the connection (see Fig. 10 - b) consisted in the explicit modelling of the blind
bolt using solid elements for the SHS column, including the preloading effect and bolt-hole tolerance. However,
no significant change was observed in the load-displacement behaviour. Thus, the simplified modelling was
deemed more advantageous due to the reduced computation time, compared to the explicit model.

b) Explicit modelling

a) Simplified modelling
Fig. 10. Modelling of the Hollo-Bolt connections
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The differences of the load-displacement curves at initial load levels, presented in Fig. 6 arises due to the
bolt and hollo-bolt slips which were not fully captured. Further refinement of the model may be necessary for a
better overlapping of the behaviour curves.
Similar to the previous connection type, the FEM model and the experimental results were in good
agreement. This can be seen in the Fig.s below (Fig. 11-14) presenting deformations as observed in the virtual
model and during the laboratory test.

Fig. 11. Detail: Displacement of the beam from the gusset element in tension

Fig. 12. Deformed shape

Fig. 13. Local deformation of the flange
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Fig. 14. Detail: Local plastic deformation in web and flange

3

Conclusion

The article shows the comparison between experimental and calibrated 3D FE models results. The
results showed good correlation, the observed FE failure mechanism obtained from the non-linear analysis were
similar to those obtained by experimental testing of the joints. The introduced material properties were obtained
from coupon tests, thus taking into consideration material imperfections. However, geometrical imperfections
were omitted at this step of the investigation, which might account in some extent for the differences between the
numerical and the experimental results. The calibration of the 3D models was necessary in order to enable
further research regarding the analysed joint types based on FE analysis. The design procedure of these types of
joints could be simplified by developing parametric models for the joint moment resistance determination.
Developing and applying the component method for such joint configuration and combining this with a
parametric study, all the necessary mechanical characteristics for structural analysis will be determined. This will
be followed for further research objectives.
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processing of the data
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Abstract
At present both positioning (measuring / tracing) and data processing systems are automatic. Particular
importance is given to the way in which these data are measured, retrieved, processed, stored and transmitted in
various forms to other storage, processing or interpretation systems. All of these systems must be related to each
other and it is especially necessary that the data used or processed be of the same type.
Automation has been achieved by expanding standard applications of measurement tools or by
deploying new applications that use basic elementary techniques that are pre-installed by the manufacturer.
Depending on the domain of utility, new techniques and methods are used to create programs dedicated to a
particular type of application.
Keywords: Operating system, data types, relational databases, unrelated databases, optimization.

1 Development environment
The development environment or the integrated development environment is defined as a program or,
most of the times, a set of programs that help write programs. In a development environment, a number of paths
are required and mandatory. A development environment is specific to a programming language. Starting from
the basic components of a development environment (source code editor and debugger) based on compilers or
interpreters, the programmer writes programs or software. After their creation, the programs are tested and only
afterwards the different types of reports or notifications that are to be submitted in a documentation are prepared.
The programmer communicates with the computer using a programming language that contains a set of
commands and actions. Serving intercom between user / programmer and computer is created through an
interface. The exchange of information is done by physical or logical dimensions. These are the data. They can
be analog (continuous) or digital (discontinuous) signals.
The chosen writing program used for didactic purposes is Visual Studio in C # (“C Sharp”) programming
language [1]. This choice was made because Visual Studio allows work with other languages or can also develop
applications in other languages than in C #. Visual Studio is used on a computer with Microsoft Windows
operating system. This is a composition or a combination of information of different types (data) to the current
IT technology. This implementation on such an infrastructure is intended to be created so that processes that are
running operate at a certain yield that achieves the purposes and objectives set.
The "windows desktop" software architecture was used for the purpose, using "windows forms"
technology, a "Net Framework" [1] class library. Applications must adapt to the demands of a storage system
against the requirements of some code requirements write this application.
A major problem that occurs when writing and maintaining a program is the type of data used. In
different applications, the data is taken from the measurement tools. In the field of special engineering
constructions (galleries, tunnels, subway) the data are received using special tools such as: total stations, laser
scanners, inclinometers, tassometers, etc. These tools provide different data / information. All data must be
converted into a secure system. One of the goals of this application is to transform the data obtained from
measurements (in different formats) for automated processing.
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1.1 Description of application
The program reads the types of data used for measurements, which are converted into the same unique
system. Input data are different depending on the instruments they measure: total stations, laser scanners,
inclinometers, tasometers, etc. Measurements are converted to the same data system to compare their results over
time over a "zero" reference period. The imported data must be of the same type and can be imported according
to Fig.1.

Fig.1. File selection window for import and Coordinate reads.
Data can also be used after processing and storing and communicating with the outside or other
peripheral devices that can make it easier to work (to draw coordinates or highlighting reports).
All data can be stored on a server. After certain filtering processes, data can be transmitted and accessed
on different websites. With the help of the server, functionality is provided for other programs or even for other
tools or devices.
1.1.1 Example of the architecture and structure of the source code for reading .dxf files:
Description
This chapter aims to:
-to exemplify a way to read an enlarged file with the extension .dxf within the application;
-to convert the file lines into an easy to understand format for using information in comparisons and
reports;
-to store the information in a database.
Reading the larger file (limits and challenges)
- Reading larger text files is a challenging task so the implementation that reads characters from a byte
stream of the System.IO.StreamReader.StreamReader object was chosen.
-Actual reading is done by scrolling the line-by-line text file until the end of the file has been
encountered.
Limitations:
-As a result of tests, storage in memory, in an array or in a list of objects (the list of objects and the
objects themselves will be treated in the following rows), all of the information in a file consumes a quantity
large Random Access Memory.
Challenges:
-The challenge is that a file contains millions or tens of millions of lines, and complications arise from
using the memory of the reading system;
-For example, a 2.15 GB file saved in a list of objects consumes about 6GB of memory;
-6GB of memory is a large amount, without taking into account that it does not include their storage in
persistent structures (tables in the database).
Solving the challenge:
-The object in which the line is read by line is reinitialized line by line, so there was no need to optimize
this process. It is in order to optimize reading speed; To solve the problem with memory loading, it was decided
to use an object called Point (the description is dealt with in the following subchapter);
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-when reading the text file, it can be said to have created a point in memory (the x, y, z of the variables
of the point have been populated) it is transferred to a list containing such points;
-When the list reaches a certain number of N records then these records are saved in the database and
the list is reset and the memory is released;
-The N number of recordings is a parameter and can be changed depending on the system's potential on
which the application is running. Depending on this number of N records, the time spent on data storage will
also increase, as for a small number of N records, several "INSERT" operations will be performed in the
database.
Transforming the file lines into an easy to understand format:
-Transforming the .dxf file lines is done within the application ("in code" in the programmer's
language);
-It was decided to use a Point object;
-When reading a point is completely it is added to a list of points.
Description of used objects:
Object Point:
-It has as main properties the coordinates of a point x, y and z;
-It also contains the "Completed" Boolean property. When querying this property, the program checks
that the three coordinates are completed.
-This object must be common to all types of imports regardless of the data input format.
Object_dxfLinetoPoint:
-It aims at receiving a line of text and inserting it into a point coordinate depending on the sequence in
which the file has been reached;
-The object is only used to convert lines from .dxf files;
-In this class, the Completed property of the point is interrogated. If it returns True, then the point is
entered in the dot list.
Object list of points:
-The object used is System.Collection.Generic.List;
-It is a member of the _dxfLinetoPoint object;
-This type of storage has been chosen because it is a collection of generic data. In the future, objects
other than the Point object can be used to adapt the application.

2 Storing information in the database
In the view of data storage, will be used Microsoft SQL Server [2] relational database system. This
relational database management system developed by Microsoft is widely used in medium-sized applications.
You can also use an unrelated dictionary database (tree structure). This database system is used for large data
capacities and for faster processing. This type of database is more unpopular but harder to create and use.
Theoretically, unrelated databases are created for better optimization and are systems that depend only
on processor memory and speed that runs and interacts with a multiuser (Unix) operating system family. [2], [3], [4].
- The storage of information is done using the "System.Data.SqlClient" [2] library. It provides the
classes required to interact with the data server.
- Storing information requires the following additions:
- A work session identifier and data reader. Because data entry will be done in data chips corresponding
to the same file, a file identifier must also be stored;
- A preprocessing of each point because once saved the points must be validated before the actual
import.
Steps to Populate Database:
- Create a connection within the application and open it;
- Opening a transaction to treat any errors that are being handled or not in data prepropping and
importing;
- Data Preprocessing. This step can handle errors such as "Incomplete Point" or "Invalid Point". Given
that an error can cause a mistaken analysis of points, rollback will be done only on the data block (rollback =
concept used in the use of transactions) and the file identifier will be marked with a field reflecting this fact - that
the import is compromise;
- If data processing does not bring you any error then the data will be saved in the database. And in this
step, untreated errors can be encountered, and rollback will also be done;
- If everything went successfully, then the open transaction will support the "commit" operation
(concept used in the transaction);
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-Both preprocessing and saving data will be treated in a stored procedure to encapsulate the validation
and rescue algorithm at the database level;
-Changing the stored procedure can be done independently of the source code of the application and
may be subject to validation / insert changes etc. in the database structure without the need to recompile the
application.

3 Transmission Systems
Data transmission is effectively part of a complex system. The masterpiece makes it pass through the
information both in time and space. The data / information is issued by a source (based on an emitter) and
reaches a user (based on a receiver). This may be the processing computer. If we refer to the nature of the output
signal, transmission systems can be classified into:
- analog transmission systems;
- numerical systems;
- hybrid systems (using numerical techniques and some analog techniques).
When transmitting data, the source alphabet (symbols containing information) must be taken into
consideration, the transmission speed and the transmission of special type data called "symbols".
The higher the information capacities, the higher the transmission speed and the processing capacity. A
transmission system must be interactive, meaning that the two-way transmission has a high level of interactivity.

3.1 Assessments / reports
Evaluations and final results of processes / activities can be expressed using reports in several variants:
- text files;
- "reporting services" reports. This is a component of SQL Server used in various types of reports
(tabular, graphical, etc.) [3], [4].

4 Conclusions
When designing such a project, account must be taken of the flexibility of the entire system created, the
costs of its implementation, the management and maintenance facilities (including transmission systems), the
data entry / exit capability, the permissiveness of other techniques for its development , generation of reports that
will connect to the data server, etc.
Intercommunication with other systems that use the same data types or that can convert data into the
same data types and the development of a management system that allows for easy and easy implementation is
to be ensured.
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Abstract
This paper presents the variations of some chemical parameters (ammonium, nitrites, nitrates,
phosphates, chlorine and sulphates), based on the recorded average annual values in 2012-2014 periods. For this,
12 wells of the underground body RODL09 were monitored by Dobrogea-Littoral Basin Water Administration
Constanta. The statistical parameters such as Mean, Standard deviation (SD), Skewness and Kurtosis were
calculated. The correlations between various parameters were worked out and the significant correlations among
the parameters were determined. The variations in water quality were evaluated using a hierarchical
agglomerative clustering, named VARHCA, using the 1.4.16 TANAGRA version.
Keywords: groundwater body, water quality, chemical parameters, hierarchical agglomerative
clustering.

1 INTRODUCTION
The groundwater is an important source because, unlike the surface waters, the groundwater is usually
less or not polluted and can be potable with minimal measures, sometimes only with disinfection or without any
processing.
The main problems affecting water quality: inadequate waste water treatment, inadequate control of
industrial waste water discharges, loss and destruction of catchment areas, deforestation, uncontrolled
modification of agricultural crops and farming practices. They generate leakage of nutrients and pesticides [1].
One of the important groundwater pollutants is the nitrate, coming from land fertilization [2].
The monitoring of the groundwater quality from RODL09 water body is realized by the “Romanian
Waters” National Administration [3], [4], [5].

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Study area
RODL09 (“RO”- the country’s code, “DL”- the hydrographical region of Dobrogea-Littoral and “09”the water body number from the hydrographical area mentioned above) is an aquifer water body with free level
located in North Dobrogea and has an area of 2730 km2 [4].
Among the features are: water use for water supply of the population and zootechnics, medium global
protection degree and agricultural and zootechnical polluters.
The groundwater body is porous-permeable, being located in current and sub-alluvial alloys (assigned
to Holocene), loessoid deposits (Pleistocen superior-Holocenus), loess (Pleistocene medium-Pleistocene
superior), and the boundary between loess / loessoides and the altered terminal part of Preambrian-superior,
Paleozoic (Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous) and Mesozoic (Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous) deposits [4].
Due to the lithological structure, the geomorphological characteristics and the structural-tectonic
conditions, this water body presents large variations of quantity and quality, both horizontally and vertically. The
effective infiltration ranges between 3.15 - 15.75 mm / year, resulting in a medium or unsatisfactory degree of
protection [4].
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Fig. 1. The underground water body RODL09

2.2 Experimental part
The quality of groundwater is determined by sampling of the works performed (hydrological drilling,
wells) and by their physico-chemical analysis in specialized laboratories.
For the chemical evaluation of the groundwater body RODL09, twelve wells were monitored by
Dobrogea-Litoral Basin Water Administration Constanta, with a frequency of two measurements per year.
Table 1. Number of monitored wells on body RODL09
No. bore well
Well 1
Well 2
Well 3
Well 4
Well 5
Well 6
Well 7
Well 8
Well 9
Well 10
Well 11
Well 12

Name of bore well
CEAMURLIA DE JOS F1
ISACCEA
M.KOGĂLNICEANU
MACIN ORD.II
MIHAI BRAVU
SARICHIOI ORD.II
SARINAFUS
SATU NOU (TULCEA) ORD.II
SLAVA RUSA
TRAIAN (TULCEA) ORD.II
TULCEA F AKER
TULCEA AQUASERV

The analyzed parameters presented in this study are: ammonium, nitrites, nitrates, phosphates, chlorine
and sulphates.
The allowable maximum value for each parameter is done by Ordinance 621/2014 – Regarding
approbation of the limit values for Romanian groundwater, which has both unique national limit values, and
limit values that are applicable to individual water bodies in Romania (provided in Appendix 2) for NH4, NO2,
PO4, Cl, SO4 and HG53/2009 – Regarding approbation of the national plan for protection of the groundwater
against pollution and degradation with nitrates and pesticides (Table 2).
Table 2. Allowable Maximum Value
Parameter

NH4

NO2

NO3

PO4

Cl

SO4

Value (mg/l)

1

0,5

50

0,5

250

250
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results represent the recorded average annual values of some chemical parameters (ammonium,
nitrites, nitrates, phosphates, chlorine and sulphates) in 2012-2014 periods from 12 wells of the underground
body RODL09.
The following graphics represent the variations of the analyzed chemical parameters. In the next figures
the red line corresponds to the allowable maximum value.

Fig. 2. The variation of the NH4 parameter in 20122014 periods

Fig. 3. The variation of the NO3 parameter in
2012-2014 periods

In Fig. 2 it can be observed that for the ammonium indicator, there were recorded increased levels in all
studied period at well 11 - Tulcea Aker (about five times the allowable maximum value, the other measured
values are much lower compare to the allowable maximum value of 1 mg/l.
Concerning the nitrates (Fig. 3), there were recorded excess levels in all years (up to about two-three
times the allowable maximum value) at the well 12 (Well 3). Also the concentrations exceed the limit at well 2
and well 9. The other values are below the allowable maximum limit.
Regarding the resulted nitrites and phosphates analysis, it can be observed that they are below the
considered limit value (0.5 mg/l); therefore, there are no issues (Fig. 4).
In the studied period, the all values are below the allowable maximum limit of 250 mg/l, excepting the
sulphates quantities which exceed the limit value at well 1 and well 10 and chloride, only in 2012 at well 10.

Fig. 4. The variation of the NO2 and PO4 parameters in
2012-2014 periods

Fig. 5. The variation of the SO4 and Cl parameters in
2012-2014 periods

The statistical software Data Analysis Toolpak in Excel was used for the descriptive analysis,
correlation coefficient and TANAGRA for the multivariate statistical analysis of the data.
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Table 3. General descriptive statistics of the physico-chemical parameters

Mean±
Std dev

NH4
(mg/l)
0.58±
1.45

NO2
(mg/l)
0.03±
0.04

NO3
(mg/l)
34.82±
33.53

PO4
(mg/l)
0.11±
0.09

SO4
(mg/l)
113.71±
105.21

Cl
(mg/l)
135.76±
104.41

Maximum

5.88

0.20

142.03

0.38

653.75

433.14

Minimum
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.04
3.19
8.81

0.01
3.35
12.05

3.45
1.66
2.65

0.02
1.30
1.31

35.91
4.11
20.44

44.66
1.64
1.87

Out of a total of 15 correlations between water quality parameters, 2 were found to have a significant
positive correlation (NH4 with NO2, r=0.504 and SO4 with Cl, r=0.723). The negative (inverse) correlations were
found in 11 cases (Table 4).
Table 4. Correlation matrix of heavy metals in groundwater samples
NH4
1
0.504
-0.277
-0.238
-0.114
-0.213

NH4
NO2
NO3
PO4
SO4
Cl

NO2

NO3

PO4

SO4

Cl

1
-0.271
-0.108
-0.055
-0.066

1
-0.148
0.013
0.048

1
-0.124
-0.264

1
0.723

1

Cluster analysis (CA) was used to group the similar sampling sites (spatial variability) and to identify
specific areas of contamination (Casado-Martinez et al., 2009; Chung et al., 2011; Rath et al.,2009; Simeonov et
al., 2000; Sundaray et al., 2011;Yang et al., 2009) [6].
The most common approach is Hierarchical clustering, where the clusters are formed starting with the most
similar pair of objects and forming higher clusters in a step-by-step fashion.
The aim of clustering variables is to divide a set of numeric variables into disjoint clusters (subset of
variables). A subset of variables is summarized by a latent component which is the first factor from the principal
component analysis. This is a kind of "centroid" variable which maximizes the sum of the squared correlation
with the existing variables.
The number of clusters, the number of variables in each cluster, the variation explained in clusters and the
total variation explained (value and proportion) are presented in Table 5. The eigenvalue related to the latent
component is 4.4376 and the total variance explained by the clustering process is 73.96% (Table 5).
Table 5. Cluster summary
Number of
variables
3
2
1

Cluster
1
2
3
Total

Eigenvalue

Variance

1.7145
1.723
1
4.4376

0.5715
0.8615
1
0.7396

The small values of this ratio indicate a good clustering (Tabel 6). In our dataset, VARHCA detects 3
groups. The variables seems well assigned to their groups. The largest 1-R² ratio is 0.6113 for NO3 in the first
cluster.
Table 6. Cluster members and R-square values
Cluster

1

2
3

Parameters

r² with the latent
component of the own
group

NH4

0.6654

0.031

0.3453

NO2
NO3
SO4

0.6598
0.3893
0.8615

0.0043
0.0011
0.0153

0.3417
0.6113
0.1406

Cl
PO4

0.8615
1

0.0696
0.0436

0.1489
0
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The table 7 displays the cluster structure i.e. the correlation of each variable with the latent component to
clusters. In our dataset, we obtain a good association between variables and their cluster. Only one cluster
(cluster 3) is itself correlated.
Table 7. Cluster correlations - Structure
Parameters

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

NH4

0.8157

-0.1762

-0.238

NO2

0.8123

-0.0655

-0.1082

NO3

-0.624

0.0324

-0.1484

PO4

-0.1106

-0.2089

1

SO4

-0.0853

0.9282

-0.1239

Cl

-0.1499

0.9282

-0.2638

The six variables were grouped into three statistically significant clusters. Cluster 1 comprised NH4, NO2
and NO3, Cluster 2 consisted of SO4 and Cl, and Cluster 3 contained only PO4. The pollutants are derived from
anthropogenic sources like agricultural runoff (as livestock waste and fertilizers), domestic wastewater,
discharges of livestock farms and random settlements [6].
In the fig. 6 is represented a tree diagram, named dendogram, which illustrate the arrangement of the
clusters produced by hierarchical clustering.

Fig. 6. Dendrogram of cluster analysis of water quality parameters

4 CONCLUSIONS
According to the analysis results for different parameters from RODL09 body, the nitrate content
exceed 20% and the ammonium, chlorides and sulphates less than 20%. The chemical state of the groundwater
from water body is poor.
In this study, one of multivariate statistical techniques was used to investigate the groundwater quality
of the RODL09 body. To identify the relationship among the variables and their possible sources, the cluster
analysis grouped the six variables analyzed to three clusters [6]. The ammoniums, nitrites and nitrates are part of
Cluster 1, the sulphates and chlorines are part of Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 contained only the phosphates.
The pollutants sources are anthropogenic: agricultural runoff (as livestock waste and fertilizers),
domestic wastewater, discharges of livestock farms and random settlements.
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Abstract
Since the radio frequency band becomes overcrowded, over the last decade there have been done
intense efforts worldwide to find different ways to communicate data wireless. One state of the art VLC
technology that recently emerged is Li-Fi - the wireless data communication piggybacked by illumination.
Important steps forward have been already made in the technology industry for developing an accurate and
reliable system as indoor positioning system (IPS) using visible light band of the electromagnetic spectrum for
wireless communication. Underground positioning system (UPS) implemented in mining wearable equipment is
of particular importance to workers since fast data interpretation is possible using light. This paper presents the
visible light communication (VLC) technology implemented in mining underground specific environment for an
accurate positioning using IPS and information for underground navigation and real time warning and alarming
system based on augmented reality (AR) principles.
Keywords: VLC, IPS, Li-Fi, mining, AR.

1 Introduction
The Visible Light Communication (VLC) concept is not a novelty for most of us, being already
implemented worldwide in different areas. It has been, for the first time, launched and demonstrated by the Japan’s
M. Nakagawa Laboratories in 2003 [1] and, as a result of their research, a VLC ID System Development Kit was
available on 2012 [2]. Since they sold very fast the VLC ID Developed Kit, the concept proved to be viable for
many applications in different areas. Significant other quick implementation of VLC as an ISP has been done in
France by Oledcomm Company on 2012 in museums and offices as well as in Lille Carrefour supermarket on 2015
[3]. Acuity Brands demonstrated on 2014 both at Lightfair and Lux Live in London ByteLight Indoor Positioning
System (IPS) using LED lighting based on intelligent drivers from eldoLED. Using Lumicast VLC technology
from Qualcomm, a smartphone was able to determine its position relative to LED ambient light fixtures to within a
10 cm radius, as well as deliver an accurate orientation of the direction the user was facing. Using strictly lightbased signals received from the ambient fixture, the system offered greater accuracy than had previously been
publically demonstrated using commercially available lighting fixtures, driver technology and smartphones.
The Japanese company Outstanding Technology in Tokyo launched on 2016, CommuLite, a positioning
information platform for smartphones/tablets using LED lighting. Position information is obtained with a higher
accuracy since the service range can be adjusted in units of several tens of centimetres by the light distribution
design. In addition to guidance, since the irradiation range can be limited by the design and control of the light
distribution of lighting equipment, it is also possible to combine with a security system, such as setting the
access authority attached to the place. The USA’s company, Qualcomm presented in 2016 its developed IPS
project based on VLC Lumicast. Qualcomm and Acuity Brands collaborate to commercially deploy this project
in more than 100 US retail locations.
In 1968, Ivan Sutherland developed a visualization system, considered to be the first step in making
Augmented Reality (AR) possible [4], and in 1990 Tom Caudell coined the AR along with the development of a
Boeing software that showed technicians how to position the cables while assembling them for planes. This
concept primarily underlined that „artificial objects can be introduced and manipulated in the real world”. It was
for the first time developed as a technology applied in the military field, especially in aviation (viewfinderdisplay of the pilot's helmet) [5].
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2 Positioning Systems’ Technologies
While Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is quite useful navigation tool outdoor where there is
sufficient line-of-sight (LoS) to the satellites, the signals from the GPS satellites are less accurate indoor (about 2-3
m). GPS signals are not traceable underground and therefore they are useless for mining underground positioning.
An assisted GPS (A-GPS) device communicates with 4 or more satellites to determine anywhere on
earth its exact location coordinates (latitude and longitude). Although it works on the same principles as a GPS,
the sources of triangulation information are radio signals from satellites and assistance servers. As long as the
device has a clear LoS to the satellites, it works in any weather. Even if an A-GPS device determines location
coordinates faster because they have better connectivity with cell sites than directly with satellites, the location
determined via A-GPS are slightly less accurate than GPS.
There is a variety of wide-area hybrid location alternative technologies to GPS for positioning and
therefore, the market has shifted significantly over the last years being oversupplied with new smart devices,
technologies and companies. There are also alternative location technologies capable of supporting both indoor
and outdoor location, not needing to hand off to another technology when moving anywhere between, being
designed to meet ubiquitous consumer. The precision IPS are primarily developed and optimized for the indoor
environment that usually consist of dedicated beacons or location units and/or the processing of signal. The
smartphone OS vendors Google and Apple, as well as GPS manufacturers like Broadcom, offer the cellular
technology referring to all forms of cellular positioning and location technologies. The wide area Wi-Fi location
is currently used to augment GPS in challenging environments, while also providing indoor location without the
need for dedicated infrastructure.
iBeacon, as well as Eddystone, based on the Bluetooth low energy (BLE) proximity sensing is used as an
application of IPS. iBeacon is also used to transmit a Universally Unique Identifier (UUI) picked up by a
compatible application. The identifier together with several other bytes sent are used to determine the device's
physical location, track the owner’s movement, or trigger a location-based action on the device (such as a check-in
on social media or a push notification) [5]. With the help of an iBeacon, a smartphone's software can approximately
find its relative location to an iBeacon indoor. Under development at the Bluetooth SIG, Bluetooth proximity
positioning technologies from companies like Wireless Werx as well as the Bluetooth 4.0 location protocol layer,
iBeacon is a solution that requires some form of dedicated infrastructure to support positioning [6].
Although not strictly a positioning technology - there are ways to create a tracking solution using Near
Field Communication (NFC) that is seen as core link between location and end-user engagement.
Audio location is an old technology that has received significant interest of late. Following the success of
Shopkick, other companies such as Sonic Notify are also looking for different ways to use audio signal to identify a
devices location. Company NextNav deployed their own network for urban and indoor location services with
unparalleled positioning and vertical accuracy as well as Boeing’s new indoor location technologies.
Li-Fi aka VLC is an optical wireless networking technology that uses visible light pulses from light
emitting diodes (LEDs) to transmit binary data. VLC technology is one-way communication while Li-Fi enables
two-way communications over multiple frequencies for mobile and networked connections. It is efficient in
terms of the speed of data transfers and security, while also providing accurate transmission. It is one of the most
recent developments of IPS. Recently, the adoption of VLC technology especially in the retail industry is
enabling retailers to augment customer experience by bringing digital channels to physical stores, such as
enabling location-based interaction on mobile devices, which can drive in-store sales.
Smart LED technology is known for generating important energy savings and overall improvement in
lighting quality. Because LED lighting can be rapidly modulated or fast turned on and off, adding an intelligent
driver, (such as the eldoLED driver) are able to power LEDs in a manner that produces Morse code-like light
patterns at a very high rate that can be perceived by human eye as a continuous light. Intelligently driven LED
lights (such as those enabled ByteLight Services from Acuity Brands), relay on image sensors to provide a
highly effective method to enable location and navigation within indoor environments.
AR technology improves human sensorial perception by overlaying virtual elements (graphics, audio, or
text) on real-world elements, in real-time. AR was originally considered an annex of Virtual Reality, both of
them being part of Media Reality. It connects the real world with elements created by computer, but generated
by sensory inputs (audio-video, graphics or GPS data). By contrast, virtual reality replaces the real world with a
simulated one [7].

3 UPS for Environments with High Explosion Hazard
The Underground Positioning System (UPS) consists of a very useful tool both for a better orientation
and a real – time notification of the end–users. VLC technology offers incomparable value and precision unlike
other IPS technologies. It is especially suitable in environments where radio frequencies’ use is limited or
forbidden. A suitable solution for explosive underground environments might be the VLC technology that uses
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the existing LED light fixtures as transmitter element and the Front Sight (FS) of a Smart Helmet (SH) as both
VLC receiver and AR device for location transmitters and navigation information display.
The FS of a VLC receiver embedded SH offers a great opportunity for fast data wireless communication
since they sense the overhead LED lighting beacon, transforming it into an underground location waypoint. These
LED based waypoints allow end-users both to find their precise underground location assisting them in navigation
to other specific locations and to be aware in real time of the important environmental parameters in underground
hazard locations. The positioning signals are decoded by the SH with both the FS and VLC Receiver.
The pinpoint accuracy it delivers is vital, since other IPSs are not as reliable as this one and can only
locate to within several meters (6 to 10 meters) [8]. Furthermore, VLC works quickly to initially locate an end
user. Due to fast communication speed, its low latency means a person can be positioned within 1/10 of a
second, and that position is updated as often as five times per second [9]. Orientation is also provided by
displaying direction where the worker/visitor is facing, another necessary detail for quickly and easily navigating
to the right location.

Fig. 1. UPS based on VLC system – LED as Tx and SH with the FS and VLC Rx technology embedded
With VLC embedded into the framework of the LED underground lighting system in the existing main
galleries’ ceiling, installation and activation are simple additions that provide high value to the mining company.
Hybrid IPS based on VLC and AR is clearly the best performing technology to enable underground
location services. LED light fixtures spread positioning signals using rapid modulation of light in a way that does
not disturb their main functionality of illumination.
LED lighting systems as well as other technologies, can deliver proximity solutions. When the end-user
passes through a special zone, the FS displays its position as well as useful information of that specific zone or
“micro-fence.” At that phase, FS display gives the opportunity to directly engage the end-user with an alert, a
notification regarding a real time event such as high methane level alert, dropping the ceiling or accidents, a
message designed to create safety notification with great value for the end-user. Thus, proximity notification is
considered to be a significant means of increasing safety in underground areas. Further than proximity solutions,
underground positioning solutions can be more refined, delivering better accuracy with real-time attributes.
Positioning can display the user’s location on a floorplan, just like a moving blue dot on a map. This level of
detail can enable “you are here” applications, wayfinding, turn-by-turn solutions and more.
The Rx LED and FS are both embedded in SM being supplied by the same battery of the miner’s lamp.
The FS’ transparency allow end-user to view at the same time the environment and data displayed.
Each LED fixture transmits its N-S and E-W coordinates, as well as the depth measure related to the
zero point located at the mine surface. While collecting all these data, a 3D spatial mine representation is created,
mapping the mine’s underground spaces where the end-users are localized. The graphical representation of the
miners’ location is done in any graphic interface for GPS location, by the symbol of a pointer or a circle .
The gas sensors detect and transmit the gas level results to the surface control centre every 2 seconds.
The values stored in a database will be transmitted, via existing illumination network to the specific local VLC
LED lighting fixture, to the FS to display them. The FS display will show in real-time the information received
with the evolution of gas concentrations and/or temperature level. These information, the end-user location and
gas concentration values, are very important data especially during rescue missions of injured persons or just for
regular work environmental monitoring. The display will show additional information regarding closed routes,
location of first aid points or the distance to destination, location name and real time. Also, the positioning of the
N-S, E-W axes or the elevation of the route through the galleries will be represented.
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Fig. 2. Orientation and environmental data shown on the FS display

4. Experimental Setup
For general purpose illumination there are two types of LEDs commonly used: the first one is a
phosphorus-based type, containing a blue chip and a phosphor layer, and the second one a multicolour type,
consisting of three or four independent chips. For illumination purpose, phosphorus LEDs are preferred due to a
simpler design and lower cost, while priority is given to multicolour LEDs for high speed data transmission
applications as they allow wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [10]. We used in our experimental project,
the phosphorus LED as part of the transmission (Tx) module.

Fig. 3. The VLC experimental setup

4.1 Tx LED Lighting Fixtures and their Roles in UPS and AR
To allow the LED lighting fixture to fulfil the role of a positioning infrastructure, VLC signals have to
be transmitted in a way to ensure that they do not compromise the primary necessary function of lighting. The
most important factors that have to be taken into consideration are the impact on human vision, energy
efficiency, support for a wide-ranging of dimming levels and compatibility with the existing hardware in the
fixture. Since LEDs are semiconductor devices, the output light can be modulated at high frequencies of MHz
order, using specific frequencies modulation techniques, as a safety measure to avoid the light flicker to be
perceptible by the human eye, while at the same time sending data at rates required for positioning [10].
The UPS Tx LED lighting fixture module with signal specification describes the coding and modulation
used by LED light fixtures to transmit positioning signals. The signal is designed to be implemented in firmware
that can run on low-cost microcontrollers present in LED fixture drivers available on the market today.
The VLC signal sends by each LED transmit a unique identifier (ID) which distinguishes one fixture
from all other fixtures in the lighting system. The ID is stored internally in the driver. The map of locations of
the LEDs in fixture and their IDs are created at the time when system is build and is stored on a remote server.
To determine their own position, the wearable VLC Rx device consisting of FS on SH must sense the LED
fixture ID received through the VLC signal.
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Fig. 4. Tx and Rx front sides and their electronic diagrams

4.2 The SM FS as VLC Receiver and its Role in UPS
Due to the ID received from the LED fixture, the end-user wearing the SH with FS can determine its
position to within a few meters. Due to the incoming light signals, the ID of fixture is decoded and the end-user’s
position is determined relative to fixture as well as position in underground gallery. Here is important to establish
how to build user interfaces for augmented reality, based on the best practices for AR user interface design [11].
The graphical display on the FS’ screen is divided into seven areas of interest. It displays in real time
useful data to run a task, as for example, to save miners blocked in a gallery following an accident (a methane
explosion or celling drop). The bottom-left is a general overview of the affected area and the additional elements
(explosion site, rescue team location, blocked galleries, location of first aid materials, and so on). On the bottom
right there is a side view of the route, with the elevation of the access gallery to the scene of the accident. In the
central area there is a detail, in 3D representation, of the route to be followed, with additional information related
to the location of the rescue team member (the distance to the accident site and the depth at which it occurred).
A top-of-the-line view of the route, showing directions of travel, is shown in the upper left. On the right side of
the screen are displayed information taken from sensors that monitor the concentration of gases from the points
where the rescue team was located (this information is taken from the Monitoring and Control Centre of
Underground Gas Concentrations and personalized transmitted by VLC to each miner from underground,
according to his/her location). The top-left shows the name of the place where the miner is located, and the righthand side shows both the current time and the moment when the accident happened. The colours used to display
the different information are as follows: red indicates first-rate information (explosion site, blocked galleries,
dangerous gas concentrations); blue indicates the location, route to be followed and first aid points or
accepted/safe values of gas concentration; yellow represents galleries and high level of gas concentrations at
warning stage; orange displays gas concentrations from warning to hazardous values.

5. Experimental Results
5.1 Optical Signal to Noise Ratio
During our experimental test, we noticed that the optical signal experiences mainly attenuation. In
addition, due to interactions with other sources of light, walls and big objects there were experienced other signal
disturbances such as: power reduction, dispersion; polarization and unbalanced amplification. These factors lead
to random noise, which causes disturbances and in some special conditions the VLC signal can be jitter.

Fig. 5. Signals Tx and Rx on oscilloscope

5.2 The Electrical Behaviour of the LED Correlated with its Optical Behaviour
Electrical characteristics of the LED, such as impedance and resistance were strongly influenced by the
applied frequencies, the bias values and the alternating signal amplitude. Through these measurements, a specific
bias value has been determined. Coupled with the optical Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) measurements, this
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frequency, bias, alternating signal amplitude dependent impedance shows a close correlation between
visual/optical and electrical responses of LED. In order to achieve a high data rate transmission, orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing OFDM shall be implemented to optimize the transmission power for high
illumination.
Equalizer can be used to remove Multi User Interference (MUI) and Inter Symbol Interference (ISI).
Signal processing techniques such as filtering can be implemented to remove noises or shadows. SNR can be
optimized to improve the signal strength.

Fig. 6. SNR related to frequency for a LED at 1m distance

CONCLUSIONS
The VLC technology specific for underground hazardous areas is an efficient alternative to radio based
IPS, GPS and any other hybrid IPS technologies developed so far worldwide. In this experimental stage we
succeeded to demonstrate de VLC communication between the LED lighting fixture and the Rx module thus
allowing a fast identification of the end-user’ position. Further enhancements of the project are the FS and SH
device with the VLC Rx attached as well as a map customization for specific environments with high explosion
hazard as underground coal mining spaces where the methane presence limits or even forbids the use of the radio
frequency signals for communication. The VLC transmitter (Tx) module consists of a PCB that controls the
electrical input, output, gain and bias of the LED and the VLC receiver (Rx) consists of the SH with the FS and
miner’s lamp embedded. The future work shall permit positioning signals to be transmitted by LED light fixtures
to the SH by VLC so that the end-user, wearing the SH with FS can benefit of the important data acquired from
sensors’ network underground and displayed on FS.
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Abstract
In this paper is presented a new method of collecting data that are part of a smart road traffic monitoring
system in the context of a smart city. Starting from the real case of an intersection in the city of Petrosani our
research expanded to creating a model for road traffic monitoring and metering system using several categories
of interconnected sensors based on a LoRa wireless network, which can be customized to any configuration of
intersections in any city. There is presented the main principle of this system and the mathematical model as well
as a simulation in the MatLab environment. The results will later serve in the traffic flow management process.
The need for a road traffic monitoring system lies in the fact that these days, the number of cars has increased
exponentially, but the streets and the entire transport infrastructure have not been created to allow rapid
adaptation to their increasing number. Due to the constraints of the roads system infrastructure, more and more
problems are being observed regarding traffic jams that eventually lead to material losses (time and money
implicitly). In the context of a smart city, a road traffic monitoring system is the first step to be taken into
account in order to implement solutions for the decongestion of car traffic arteries in order to reduce all the
negative factors that impact also on the environment and implicitly on the lives of the citizens.
Keywords: inductive loop, piezoelectric sensor, LoRa network, modelling, simulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Smart City is an urban environment that offers a new level of innovative and interactive services for the
entire society and creates the framework for sustainable development for urban activities such as transport,
electricity distribution, health care, environmental monitoring, water distribution and response to emergency
situations. Smart City uses information and communication technology (ICT) and IoT (Internet of Things) in an
efficient and secure way. IoT is the network of physical objects that have an IP address to connect to the Internet
as well as the communication between these objects and other systems. Intelligent road traffic management
systems are an increasingly necessary requirement for a sustainable city development once in terms of reducing
the negative effects of transport on citizens from cities as well as by trying to reduce inconveniences that reside
with increasing the number of vehicles that are using poorly developed and undersized road infrastructure.
Although the car industry continues to evolve, road accidents remain a major problem without a viable
and easy to implement solution. On average, every minute a person dies in a traffic accident [1]. In addition,
based on statistics provided by the Paris Economic Cooperation and Development Organization [2], hospital
bills for the treatment of injured people from road accidents, material damage and other costs can amount to
1.3% of the gross domestic product of mankind [3]. Considering only the United States, the total annual cost of
these costs amounts to approximately $ 200 billion [4]. And, very importantly, the losses that matter most are not
represented in these statistics and can’t be measured in money - human lives. The problem highlighted in the
paper is an interdisciplinary one, combining in particular the field of computers and information technology with
that of transport, mathematics and physics. Given the fact that these disciplinary areas are dynamic, there are
many possibilities for approaching and a broad horizon to refine a specific method of implementing a compact
and reliable road traffic management system.
Purpose of this paper is to find the optimal architecture based on distributed systems of wireless sensors
combined with algorithms suitable to detect abnormal situations (traffic jams and dangerous situations resulting
from overtaking) of road traffic aiming flow conditions and ensuring a high level of security for traffic
participants. It also attempts to extract in real time a dynamic mathematical model, able to reflect the real
situation at a given moment of a traffic road. Over the years, the use of cars has increased exponentially
throughout the world. Because of this, traffic conditions are getting heavier and more wasteful of time and
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money. As the urban transport report of the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (UMR) [5] indicates, there are 5.5
billion hours of traffic delays and 2.9 billion gallons of fuel scattered in urban areas of the States United because
of traffic jams between 2000 and 2010 [6].
The UMR predicted that the cost of traffic jams will increase from $ 121 billion (in 2011) to $ 199
billion (in 2020). Many accidents also occur at pedestrian crossings due to problems with traffic light control
systems and driver inattention. By strengthening traffic management operations, the security and efficiency of
transport systems will increase [7].
The same increase in car traffic can be seen in less developed countries, as shown by the Botswana
Transport Ministry report [8]. Botswana, with a population of 1.70 million in 2001, has a population of 2.31
million today and an 8% increase in annual traffic, this growth trend will remain in the years to come. Under this
scenario, the entire fleet of cars using the public highway network is expected to grow exponentially. The fleet of
cars that is present in this country is over 300 cars per 1,000 inhabitants in 2017, well above the approximate
figure of 90 cars per 1,000 inhabitants. These data were collected by invasive or non-invasive methods on the
streets of the country, and the results suggest a massive need for funding in transport infrastructure. Proper use of
these huge investments requires a systematic planning of needs-based development - first of all. This needsbased development includes the will to expand the required transport capacity, provide additional road
infrastructure, improve current roads, prioritize the various stages of improvement and forecast them on the basis
of the data from the traffic information collection [8].

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

As in the whole world, and in Romania, more precisely in Petrosani, there is an increase in the number
of cars that overloads the undersized transport infrastructure. Viable solutions to solve this problem have not yet
been found; in fact, it has not been attempted until now to create a traffic management system based on a road
traffic monitoring system [9].
For the fluidization of road traffic on Bulevardul 1 Decembrie 1918 in Petroşani, the area of Jiul
commercial complex (fig.1), two inductive loops are used in the two directions for obtaining traffic values in
order to determine if the green traffic lights are set accordingly.

Fig.1. Map of Petrosani City. Marking the monitored intersection. (Google Maps)
The Traffic Monitoring System is also accompanied by a system for recording the average speed of cars
crossing that road junction. The road junction is the intersection with Nicolae Bălcescu Street connecting the
Petroşani Central Market and the Jiul shopping center. From the commercial center of Jiul there is a connection
to the university street behind the complex, but there is another access path through the front of the complex,
which connects directly to Bulevardul 1 Decembrie 1918. This exit is often made difficult by the number the sea
of cars crossing Bulevardul 1 Decembrie 1918.
Figure 2 presents the schematic diagram of the monitoring system implemented in the current research.
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Fig.2. Sensor positioning at the monitored intersection
To transmit the information gathered from the sensor system, a network of LoRa (Long Range wireless
network) wireless transmission devices is used [10]. A LoRa network covers 15-20 kilometres.
LoRa is in fact a CSS (Chirped Spread Spectrum) radio modulation format initially developed by
Semtech. Figure 3 shows how to deploy a LoRa type network. A LoRa network is structured on 4 levels. The
lowest level is represented by sensors and transducers used to monitor different processes. Collected data is
transmitted to a central LoRa device called a concentrator or gateway through a radio connection.

Fig.3. Constructive principle of LoRa networks
The gateway device is connected to a computing server through a classic internet connection. The
computing server can then be accessed through an application and can obtain data on the monitored processes.
The disadvantage of such a distance of communication is a reduced power [11] and a lower bit rate, about 0.3 to
50 kbps. Selected frequency is 868 MHz in Europe. LoRa uses a broad-spectrum modulation and transmits
channels between 7 and 500 KHz. The data is stored in a database for both the real-time display of recorded
traffic and the optimization of traffic light times based on collected data and predictions.

3

TRAFFIC MODELING AND SIMULATION

Further we’ll consider as significant functions for traffic monitoring and management: the total delay,
stop rate and average queue length at the start of green.
For these it was developed a mathematical model based on transition functions and further a simplified
mathematical model.
For total delay (D), the mathematical model based on transition functions is as follows. The total delay
transfer function (D) has the following form:

D  D u  D0
Where the uniform component of total delay is:
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D u  0.5*q a

1  u 
*T *
c

2

1 y

, for X  1

D u  0.5*q a *Tr , for X  1
And the overload component is:

(3)

D0  N 0 *X
Where N 0  0.25*Cq *t*(Z  Z2  12*

(2)

(4)

X  X0
)
Cq *t

(5)

N0 represents the average overflow queue.
There are used the following notations:
qa - arrival flow rate;

Tc - cycle time;
Tg - green time; Tr – red time; Tr  TC  Tg ;
C q - capacity;

t – time;
u – green time ration, u  Tg / Tc ;
y – flow ratio, y  q a / q s ;
X – degree of saturation, X  q a / Cq ;
X 0  0.67  (qs *Tg ) / 600 - degree of saturation below which the average overflow queue is
approximately zero;
Z – oversaturation queue, Z  X  1 ;
The simplified mathematical model for total delay (D) is:

D  0.5* qa * Tc

1  u 
*

2

 NO * X
(6)
1 y
The simplified mathematical model represents a very good approximation of the transition-based model.
To validate this simplified model, we performed the MatLab simulation of the above models. We represented
graphically the average delay, which is d  D / qa .
For average delay we have obtained in Matlab the graphs from figure 4. On the left, is observed the
graph for the mathematical model based on transition functions and in the right the graph for the simplified
mathematical model.

Fig.4. Average delay in seconds as function of x
For the stop rate (h), the mathematical model based on transition functions is:
h  f *(h u  h o )
Where the uniform component of stop rate is:
Cq *t
Z2  12(X  X 0 )
h o  0.25*
*(Z 
, X  X0
q s *Tq
q a *t

h o  0, X  X 0
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And the overload component is:

hu 

1 u
, X 1
1 y

(10)

h u  1, X  1
(11)
We used the notation f for correction factor to allow partial stops (in our case f=1). The simplified
mathematical model for stop rate (h) is:
NO
1 u
h  f*(

)
(12)
1  y q a *TC
In figure 5 there are presented the resulted graphics for the transition function approach and the
simplified model.

Fig.5. Stop rate as function of x
For the average length of the queue at the beginning of green (Nr), the mathematical model based on
transition functions is:
N r  N1u  No
(13)
where:
N1u  q a *Tr , for X  1
(14)
N1u  C q *Tr , for X  1

(15)

The simplified mathematical model for the average length of the queue at the beginning of green (Nr) is:
N r  q a *Tr  N O
(16)
In figure 6 there are shown the plots for average queue length at the ending of red light both based on
transition functions and simplified model.

Fig.6. Average queue length at the beginning of green in vehicles as function of x
As can be seen in the three figures above, the MatLab simulation results for simplified mathematical
models are roughly the same as those obtained for mathematical models based on transition functions for
average delay, stop rate and average length of the queue at the beginning of green.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The novelty of this papers consists of its applicability oriented approach taking into account that, at the
moment, Petroşani does not have a road traffic management system and, in the last years, there has been an
exponential increase in the number of vehicles, especially in traffic road jams due to the poor dimensioning of
the road transport infrastructure. This paper shows how to create a road traffic meter system on various road
arteries using classic invasive techniques, then forwarding data retrieved through LoRa technologies to a central
command and control point from where they can be seen in the first phase the number of vehicles at a given
moment on a traffic artery and then by implementing a homogeneous control system, it is possible to make
different decisions regarding the fluidization of the auto traffic, based on collected data. These decisions that
need to be taken after the data analysis relate in particular to changing the green times of the various traffic lights
on a main road to make the whole traffic fluent without any congestion caused by the poor synchronization of
the traffic lights equipment. Further development of this system will also be related to the monitoring of
pollutants in the city of Petrosani that are amplified by congestion on the traffic roads. In this sense, it is also
proposed to install environmental quality sensors that monitor all environmental parameters and then send the
data also through the LoRa technology. Data on the quality of environmental parameters will lead to a spatial
map showing the different levels of pollution and possible generating factors. Another further research is the
application of the developed model for other different cases in order to completely validate the approach
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Abstract
The frame structures with eccentrically braced frames (EBF) are used world-wide and is the alternative
to the centrically braced frames (CBF). The dissipative elements of eccentrically braced frames are characterised
by the forming of plastic hinges, situated at the extremities of frame elements, preferably in the beams. The
strength and ductility of EBF is directly related to the strength and ductility of the links. The seismic energy is
dissipated by means of elasto-plastic bending cycles (for the long link).
This paper presents numerical studies with the objective to investigate the behaviour of 2D steel and
composite eccentrically braced frames under seismic loading with active links which yield in bending.
For a comparative analysis between the behaviour of eccentrically braced frames with steel sections and
the ones with composite sections (without connection in dissipative zones), when are subjected to seismic loads
a series of nonlinear static analysis – push-over were carried out for both types of structures.
Keywords: plastic hinge, steel, composite sections, numerical analysis.

1 Introduction
Considerable research has been undertaken on EBF’s since 1970’s, beginning with pseudo-static tests
on one-third scale three story EBF [1], [2], followed by a five-story one-third scale model tested on shaking
table. The tests with short shear yielding links showed that EBF’s are very ductile and stable frames for resisting
seismic loading. However, the architectural openings available by using short links sometimes are not sufficient.
As a consequence, long links with flexural yielding were developed and tests were carried out by Engelhardt and
Popov. All the experimental work done to date has demonstrated the superior seismic performance and led
EBF’s to be among the popular seismic-resistant steel framing systems. [3]
In case of EBF’s with composite beams, the current practice recommends a complete detachment
between steel beam and concrete slab in the dissipative zones. The lack of connection between the concrete slab
and the steel beam in dissipative areas does not lead to a behaviour similar with a pure steel beam. The presence
of the reinforced concrete slab has an important influence on development of plastic hinges in beams. [4], [5]
The distinction between the behaviour of composite beams with and without connectors over the plastic
zones hasn’t been underlined in almost any of the existing studies. Appears the need to obtain characteristic
curves that best describe the phenomena occurring in plastic hinges of composite steel-concrete cross-sections
under cyclic loads and some specific prescriptions that can be used in current design practice. [5], [6]
For a comparative analysis between the behaviour of eccentrically braced frames with steel sections and
the ones with composite sections (without connection in dissipative zones), when are subjected to seismic loads,
a series of nonlinear static analyses (pushover analyses) were carried out for both types of structures. The
structures were modelled as 2D frames with 4 stories. The software SAP2000 was used to create the numerical
model.

1

Description of numerical analysis

The nonlinear static analysis (pushover) is a method used to evaluate the post-elastic capacity of
structures. This type of analysis assumes incrementally imposed displacements up to the development of plastic
hinges. As the displacements continue to increase, plastic hinges will be progressively developed until a failure
mechanism will be reached (global or local).
The recording of horizontal forces and top displacement of structure generate a graphic called capacity
curve of structure or pushover curve. This curve is not associated with any earthquake, being a characteristic of
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structure. The capacity curve highlights different characteristic bending moments from post-elastic behaviour of
structure and provides information about the resistance and ductility of structure.
The N2 method implies determination of target dis-placement using a nonlinear static analysis. The
procedure involves obtaining the base shear force – displacement capacity curve, with the characteristic points
marked representing the requirements for displacement according to limit states. The requirements are
determined by displacement spectra for inelastic seismic response. General safety condition is: demands ≤
capacity. [7]

2

Modelling parameters for the structures

The analysed structure was located in Bucharest, characterized by the following features: ag=0,30g; Tc=
1,6s; Snow load: S0,k=2,00kN/m2; Live load: Q=3,0kN/m2 , Dead load: G=4,5kN/m2.
The structural behaviour factor q = 6.0, which represents the energy dissipation capacity of structure is
taken from Tab. 6.3 (SR EN 1998) for a high seismicity area (H): q = 5αu/α1, where αu/α1 =1.2 for EBF. [8]
The reinforced concrete slab (C25/30, Ø12/15 - PC52) was modelled with steel multi-layered non-linear
type of elements, which can be modelled the concrete in the slab, but also the reinforcement. For both materials a
nonlinear behaviour has been defined.
Finer mesh was used in the potential plastic zones, where development of plastic hinges is expected.
The type of mesh chosen for slab influences the result regarding the needed forces for development of plastic
hinges. Different ways of meshing were studied until the optimum one, both in terms of results and analysis
time.
The modelling of composite beams is quite challenging. The connection between the concrete slab and
steel beam was modelled using link elements – available in software SAP2000. It has been chosen a version with
fixed links, where the connection of concrete slab and steel beam is in centroid. A distance of 30 cm between
links was chosen taking into consideration different ways for layout of the links.
Initial design was made with modal spectrum analysis (SR EN 1998), after which nonlinear static
analyses – pushovers and nonlinear dynamic analyses – time history were performed, in order to evaluate the
development of plastic hinges in dissipative zones and the capacity curve. Two type EBF structures were
analysed: steel structure (S_4) and composite structure (C_4).

Fig. 1. EBF_S_4 (left) and EBF_C_4 (right)
For the steel structure – EBF_S_4, the beams of the frame are as follows: HEB280 for the first two
levels, HEB300 for second level, HEB260 respectively for the last level.
Table 1. Description of the structures P+4E
Name

Marginal
columns
HEB240

Braces

Beams

EBF beam

Type

EBF_S_4

Central
columns
HEB400

HEB220

IPE400

Steel

EBF_C_4

HEB400

HEB240

HEB220

IPE400

HEB280
HEB300
HEB260
HEB280
HEB300
HEB260

Composite

For EBF_C_4, after performing the push-over analysis using the same sections as for steel structure
EBF_S_4, in which was added the contribution of concrete slab, yield mechanism is formed in columns and
braces at first level of the central frame.
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After performing the push-over analysis, the base shear force – displacement capacity curve (global
force – top displacement) was obtained. From capacity curves the target displacements have been determined for
both structures.
Next the results obtained in pushover analysis, the results for N2 method and the local and global
checking for this method are presented. The target displacements for both types of structures (with steel beam
and composite beam) were determined for the following limit states: Serviceability limit state SLS); Ultimate
limit state (ULS); Collapse prevention limit state (CPLS).

3

Pushover analysis results

The obtained target displacement values for structures with steel beam are: 6.74cm for SLS, 18.60cm
for ULS, respectively 31.20cm for CPLS.
For the frame with composite beams are: 4.61cm for SLS, 9.22cm for ULS, respectively 19.60cm for
CPLS.
The obtained values are presented in the following graphics:

Fig. 2. Target displacements SLS – EBF_S_4 left, EBF_C_4 right

Fig. 3. Target displacements ULS – EBF_S_4 left, EBF_C_4 right

Fig. 4. Target displacements CPLS – EBF_S_4 left, EBF_C_4 right
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From the graphics presented above it can be observed that the requirements for target displacements are
higher for steel frames than for composite frames (6.74cm vs, 4.61cm for SLS, 18.60cm vs. 9.22cm for ULS,
respectively 31.20cm vs. 19.60 cm for CPLS).

Fig. 5. Capacity curve for EBF_S_4 left, EBF_C_4 right
From these two force-displacement curves it can be observed that the contribution of concrete slab in
case of EBF_C_4 is significant even if the dissipative zones are not provided with shear connectors. The
maximum value of the force exceeds the value of 3000kN for a 33.0cm displacement compared with the steel
frames, where the maximum value for the force is 2300kN and the ultimate displacement is approx. 32.0cm.
The following table presents the development of plastic hinges in the link. It was taken into
consideration the following characteristic moments: development of first plastic hinge, the displacement for
ultimate limit state (ULS) and the formation of failure mechanism.
Table 2. Development of plastic hinges
ULS

Collapse

DE=9.41cm> DTSLS

DTULS=18.6cm

DU=32.8cm> DTCPLS

DE=6.3cm > DTSLS

DTULS=9.22 cm

DU=31.2cm>DTCPLS

EBF_C_4

EBF_S_4

Development of first PH

The requirements for target displacement, calculated by using N2 method for all 3 limit states are
reached for both types of structures (steel and composite).
In case of EBF_S_4 the first plastic hinge is developed after as achieving the requirements for
serviceability limit state and plastic hinges are developed in links from the first four levels. For the requirements
specific to ultimate state it can be observed that failure mechanism is formed in the link from the second level,
by failure of both plastic hinges. The collapse mechanism occurs by failure of dissipative zone from beam of
second level.
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In case of composite frame EBF_C_4, the first plastic hinge is formed after reaching the requirements
of SLS. For the requirements of ultimate limit state, the plastic hinges are developed in links of the first 4 levels.
The collapse mechanism occurs by failure of dissipative zone from beam of the first level.
The obtained values for inter-story drift are presented in the following graphics:

Fig. 6. Inter-story drift for SLS and ULS

Fig. 7. Inter-story drift for CPLS and Collapse
The values for the drift are within the values specified in the design norms in all the three limit states. Is
was take into account the values from SR EN 1998, which provides a maximum value for the drift of 0.75% for
SLS, 2.5% for ULS and 5% for CPLS provided by the FEMA356 (in SR EN 1998 does not exist requirements
for CPLS). [8], [9]
The maximum value for the inter-story drift is reached to the second level for all the three limit states.
(SLS, ULS, CPLS)

4

Conclusions

The difference in behaviour between two types of eccentrically braced frames, steel and composite, has
been studied. The contribution of the concrete slab is significant in regards to the global behaviour of structure,
even in the situation when shear connectors are not present in the dissipative zones.
From the push-over analyses it can be observed that the requirements for target displacements are
higher for steel frames than for composite frames. The energy dissipation is done through the development of
plastic hinges for both types of structures.
The push-over analyses showed that in case of composite beams to lower values of the inter-story drift,
plastic hinges are formed later, which leads to a stiffer structure. The values for inter-story drift are within the
limit values provided by norms for both types of structures in all the three limit states.
The drift values are within the code limits, but the composite structure is noticeably stiffer. All the
frames present a safety reserve of at least 20%.
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Abstract
Churches constitute an invaluable cultural heritage, but unappreciated in terms of acoustic
characteristics. In a place of worship, the spoken and sung messages alternate continuously, requiring different
acoustic conditions in order to obtain optimal acoustic comfort. Every active participant to spiritual life must be
able to understand the message transmitted regardless of the form under which it is received (speech or music).
In order to be able to achieve this goal, the inner acoustics of churches must meet certain performance criteria. It
is not enough for the sound to reach every active participant, it is more significant to consider the form in which
it is received. Thus, through proper acoustic design, both the spoken and the sung words must be correctly
understood. The choir also needs to be able to understand and hear its own words so that the interior space of the
church could be completely and uniformly dressed by the sounds of its members. These aspects in terms of the
proper acoustic characteristics required for the two main types of sound sources, the discourse of the priest and
the music of the choir, represent a challenge that, unfortunately, has reduced studies made by the specialists in
the field. This article presents a complex study of the interior acoustics within a church that presents geometric
shapes specific to the Orthodox architectural style as well as solution for the improvement of the existing
acoustic environment.
Keywords: Church acoustic, reverberation time, Sabine formula, acoustic measurements, acoustic
rehabilitation.

1

Introduction

Church acoustics has not been studied well enough in its historic evolution [1]. Scientific studies on the
acoustics of churches were not conducted until the mid-1900s [2].
Church architecture is the main factor to which the acoustic quality can be attributed [3]. The acoustic
conditions of a certain room should provide a sound environment suited to the activities developed within that
room, particularly in places intended for words and music performances [4]. For humans, speech tends to be
more effective for communicating intellectual substance, whereas music tends to be more effective for
communicating emotion [5].
There is an acoustical conflict historically applicable to any worship space i.e. designing a “live”
reverberant space for worship, singing, and all forms of instrumental music including pipe and/or electronic
organ vs. an acoustically “dead” space suitable for sermons and the spoken word [6].
Nowadays, architects and designers build new churches primarily considering the architectural shape to
emphasize the iconographic message without sufficiently investigating the acoustic climate [7].
The measurement of Reverberation Time (RT) is a quite important estimation of the sound quality in a
closed environment. From this measurement, in fact, one can gain information about intelligibility of signals and
amount of reflection energy [8].
Comparing the reverberation time results obtained by means of the measurements and various empirical
equations with the norm recommended values, it leads that many of the churches should need a treatment.
This paper presents the implemented methodology used for the acoustic field characterization in order
to describe the existing conditions for speech and music events of an orthodox church.
A corrective acoustic rehabilitation solution was proposed, having in view both aesthetic appearance
and economic demands [9].
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2 Church description
“The Descent of the Holy Spirit” church situated in Cluj-Napoca municipality has a length of 28.65 m
and a width of 10.10 m. The height is 7.20 m, reaching 16.00 m in the tower area (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Main façade of the “The Descent of the Holy Spirit” church
The delimiting surfaces of the church, walls as well as the church superior side, are fresco painted
(Fig. 2). The walls are finished at 1 m from the floor with marble tiles. Both the ground floor and the balcony are
finished with granite. The windows are of glass type (stained glass) with a wooden profile. Doors are made of
solid profile. Auditorium seats consist of wooden chairs and benches covered with pillows.
The capacity of the church is about 100 persons.

Fig. 2. Interior view of “The Descent of the Holy Spirit” church

3 Reverberation time evaluation
3.1

Reverberation time obtained by measurements

The acoustic measurements of the reverberation time values were made according to the SR EN ISO
3382-1:2009 [10] specified requirements in unoccupied state condition.
Two methods of measuring the reverberation time are described in SR EN ISO 3382-1:2009 standard:
the interrupted noise method and the integrated impulse response method [10]. In this research, the interrupted
noise method in the frequency range of 125 Hz to 4000 Hz has been implemented.
The measurements were performed with Brüel&Kjaer equipment and software type, consisting of:
(1) Hand-held Analyzer, type 2270, (2) omnidirectional sound source, (3) sound power amplifier, (4) dedicated
software which manage the collected data from measurements.
The acoustic measurements were performed in two cases: with and without seating system consisting of
chairs and benches (Fig. 3).
In order to eliminate the degree of uncertainty, the measurements were made by keeping the same
positions for the sound source and microphone.
Two positions for the sound source were taken at the location of the natural source: priest and choir
positions at 1.5 m from the floor level and six for the microphone at 1.2 m above the floor following an uniform
distribution of the receiving points in representative positions for the listeners (Fig. 4).
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The distances between the microphone positions, microphone and sound source positions, microphone
and sound source related to the delimiting surfaces were chosen according to the provisions stipulated in the SR
EN ISO 3382-1:2009 [10].

Fig. 3. Acoustic measurements: with and without seating system

S2

M1
6.00

1.50

4.05

6.00

M5

6.20

M4

M3

M6

8.30
5.30

7.55

S1

M2

Source 1-Altar (the priest position)
Source 2-Balcony (the choir position)
M1-M6 -Microphone positions for S1/S2

Fig. 4. Sound source and microphone positions

3.2

Reverberation time obtained by calculations

Sabine’s formula, which is the most traditional one for calculating reverberation time [11], was
designed by Wallace Sabine in 1900 and is defined as [12]:
V
[s]
(1)
RT = 0.163
A
where:

V – volume of the room, in m3;
A – ∑Si×αi, the equivalent absorption area, where Si the area of each material and αi the absorption
coefficient of these materials as function of frequency, in m2.
In order to characterize the acoustic of the church, the reverberation time formula proposed by Sabine,
were calculated in the situation in which the studied church is provided with seating system consisting in rows of
benches and chairs.
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4 Results and discussion

2,50
2,00

2,01
2,27
1,82

2,33
2,75
2,78

3,00

2,72
3,13
3,10

2,85

3,50

3,51
3,60

4,20
3,95

3,84

4,00

3,43

Reverberation time [s]

4,50

4,55
4,40

Reverberation time values were obtained in different measurement configurations made with and
without seating system and by using Sabine formula (Fig.5).
5,00

1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00
125

Sabine

250

500
1000
Frequencies [Hz]

Measurements-without seating system

2000

4000

Measurements-with seating system

Fig. 5. Reverberation time values
Based on Fig. 5, the highest recorded values of reverberation time were obtained at low frequencies by
using Sabine formula and at medium-high frequencies by using acoustic measurements in the seating area
unfurnished situation. Generally, the lowest were recorded through acoustic measurements in the seating area
furnished situation. The existence of the seating system led to a reduction in the reverberation time values
induced by the addition of new sound absorption values given by benches and chairs.

5 Acoustic optimisation proposal

1,20
1,13
0,93
0,80

1,20
1,03
0,88
0,80

1,20
1,28
1,02
0,80

0,80

1,20

1,26

1,60

1,93
1,52

0,90

0,80

1,20

0,80

Tf/Tm

1,50

1,41

1,80

1,81

2,10

1,20

2,40

2,21

Analyses were developed by comparing the reverberation time results with the admissible limits
specified in norms [13]. A mean reverberation time (Tm) of 1.6 s, chosen according to the volume of the room
and the predominant performance was established. The ratio between the determined reverberation time values
(Tf) and the mean reverberation time (Tm) should respect the norm admissible limits when 50% and 100% of the
seats are occupied [13] (Fig. 6).

2000

4000

0,60
0,30
0,00
125
Tfmax/Tm

250

500
1000
Frequencies [Hz]
Tf(50%)/Tm

Tf(100%)/Tm

Tfmin/Tm

Fig. 6. Reverberation time values compared with norm stipulated limits – existing conditions
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1,40

1,41
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Based on norm requirements [13], from Fig. 6 analysis, it can be concluded that the admissible limits
are not fulfilled.
Even with the presence of the seating system, the intelligibility conditions need to be improved with a
corrective acoustic solution.
The choice of the acoustic solution was made in accordance with the studies made in the first stage of
the research project named “Innovative sound absorbing materials based on waste materials used for the acoustic
panel’s realisation” [14]. The proposed solution is based on Ideatec commercial perforated tiles with 1.94%
perforated surface, diameter 8 mm, applied in order to improve the existing quality of sound in the church. The
perforated plasterboard in combination with 4.0 cm rock wool provides excellent acoustic properties [15].
As possible, the materials proposed for the acoustic rehabilitation has followed the avoidance of the
surfaces covered with frescoes, being place by replacing the existing marble tiles from the inferior side of the
walls, which surface area was 120 m2.
According to the specific norms [13], in order to check the suitability of the proposal, the situation when
50% and 100% of the seats are occupied was verified (Fig. 7).
1,60

0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00
125
Tfmax/Tm

250

500
1000
Frequencies [Hz]
Tf(50%)/Tm

2000

Tf(100%)/Tm

4000
Tfmin/Tm

Fig. 7. Reverberation time values compared with norm stipulated limits – acoustic rehabilitation
By applying the proposed solution the values of the reverberation time are within the admissible limits
in both cases 50% and 100% state of occupancy.

6 Conclusion
The purpose of the presented case study was to identify an optimization solution in order to improve the
acoustic comfort conditions on “The Descent of the Holy Spirit” church from Cluj-Napoca municipality.
The reverberation time considered one of the several important criteria used in acoustic quality
evaluation was determined through acoustic measurements and Sabine’s empirical formula. The acoustic
measurements were made with and without seating system. It was found that the admissible limits presented in
norm [13] aren’t satisfied.
A corrective solution based on perforated tiles with excellent acoustic properties were proposed. After
the acoustic optimisation the new values of the reverberation time range in norm [13] admissible limits in both
cases 50% and 100% state of occupancy.
In the case of orthodox churches and not only, it is essential to ensure the acoustic comfort conditions
from the project stage. The acoustic rehabilitation is a difficult process, because it is hard to imagine an orthodox
church without fresco painting that usually covers the entire inner surface of the church, and sometimes, as in the
case of the Romanian churches in northern Moldavia, even the outer surface.
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Abstract
Sound pollution nowadays is an important environmental problem. To reduce the level of noise
pollution, research is being done to find the most effective solutions. At present, the reduction of the noise level
on the propagation paths is achieved by the use of soundproofing and sound absorbing panels. Panels installed
for sound insulation may be affected by vibrations in their structure. Vibration level control is necessary because
they have negative effects on the entire system. Vibrations are transmitted to the soundproofing panels, reducing
noise attenuation. This problem occurs especially in industrial areas where machinery produces significant
vibrations. In this paper we will see how the vibrations produced by belt conveyors used in various industrial
branches influence the performance of sound protection panels.
Keywords: Sound panels, vibrations, diminishing degree of attenuation, reduction of performance.

1

Introduction

Vibrations are unwanted movements that produce high noise or mechanical stress. Vibrations have
negative effects on the environment, people, cars and buildings.
In order to control the vibration level, the frequency and amplitude of the vibrations must be known.
These elements have a negative effect on the good functioning of machines, machines and on the performance of
sound protection panels used to protect the environment.
The machine and machine vibrations during their operation have different causes, such as the nature of
the process, the operating principle, the operating mode, the various errors in the construction and assembly of
the components and, last but not least, the degree of wear and tear of the components.
Vibration of equipment is transmitted to other equipment via support systems.
Vibrations produced by belt conveyors are structural vibrations. These are generated by creating the
wave effect that is propagated in the metal structure of the reduced rigid. [3]
The sound insulating and sound absorbing panels used to reduce the sound pollution produced by belt
conveyors can be placed directly on the metal structure of the conveyor belts. This method of locating has been
chosen because the belt conveyors may be non-stationary, and with the movement of the belt conveyors the
movement of the panels will also be achieved. Also, this method was chosen in order not to influence the way
the panels were placed by the geographical conditions.
Panels installed on the metallic structure of tape conveyors for sound insulation may be affected by the
vibrations in their structure, the vibrations of the belt conveyors being transmitted to the panels through their
gripping system.
In this case some areas become a radiant noise source reducing the sound attenuation level of
soundproofing and sound absorbing panels.

2

Theoretical considerations

Soundproofing panels used in noise shielding acts as a monopartition.
Isolator panel can be modelled as a homogeneous tile referring to a system of axes Oxyz and normal
wave radiation directly enters a vibratory motion in the direction Ox simultaneously bending wave propagation.
Considering excitement bending waves in one direction, the bending moment M = MZ to give the
appearance of a strong variable in the direction Ox:
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(1)
in which:
(2)
It is the plate rigidity per surface unit where: E - Young module's;

– coefficient of Poisson.

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the forces occurring in a homogeneous plate
The equation of motion of the unitary wall element after the division with surface plan yOz (dA = l dy)
is:
(3)
Where

, and after using the expression (1), becomes:
(4)

Provided that particular air wall surface sp to not detach is:
(5)
Integrated which leads to expression:
(6)
Replacing (4) in (3), we obtain:
(7)
from where,
.
(8)
This raises a bending wave which is transmitted along the axis Oy.
These bending waves occur due to vibrations make sound-insulating panels where they fall on different
angles of incidence θ, which make it appear a phase shift in the direction Oy. The phase angle difference is due
to the road
Speed v of air particle in contact with points will be expressed as follows:
(9)
In this case results:
(10)
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Fig. 2. Transmission of bending wave in a homogeneous plate
Expression (7) become
(11)
It has specific nature wave impedance containing reactant:
 Inertion ω m
 Mechanical compliance
It will be considered critical if the pressure is transmitted entirely through wall, so p1=p2.
So:
(12)
Wave velocity bending the wall is:
(13)
Introducing (12) in (13) equation become:
(14)
Which leads to integrated overall solution:
(15)
From expression (13) results that speed CB flexural wave is dependent upon the angular frequency ω,
and condition p1=p2 imposed equation (11), result:
(16)
So, for the critic case will result critical velocity of pressure waves which induce wall where bending,
forming integral to transmit sound pressure through the wall:
(17)
The lower critical frequency is obtained for

(waves parallel with the wall)
(18)

In case of wall h=d,
(19)
To avoid sound transmission through the wall without damping aims throwing minimum frequency
within the audible frequencies. [1], [2], [3], [4]

3

Results and discussions

Sound and sound absorbing panels can be used to reduce the sound pollution of different industrial
branches. The characteristics of these panels can be influenced by the wear and tear of machinery and equipment
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used in industry. In order to study the influence of vibrations on the characteristics of the sound panels we have
made a study of the vibrations produced by the belt conveyors. Belt conveyors, especially those used in open
pits, generate noise and vibration. In order to reduce the noise pollution produced by belt conveyors, sound
panels can be used directly on their metallic structure.
In order to determine the influence of the vibrations produced by the belt conveyors on the
soundproofing panels, we made measurements using the MSR145 multiparameter instrument. This tool allows to
measure several parameters such as: acceleration on the three axes x, y, z. both in 2G and 10G, temperature,
humidity, pressure. [3]

Fig. 3. MSR145 multiparameter instrument
The vibration measurement device was placed on the metal structure of the belt conveyors. In order to
better interpret the obtained results measurements were taken both with the loaded and empty belt conveyor.
With the MSR 145 multiparameter we were able to determine amplitudes on the three axes x, y and z in
both cases.
Figures 4 and 5 show the values of the acceleration amplitude on the three axes generated by the metal
structure of the belt conveyors. Amplitude values are measured when the belt is empty and charged with tailings
or coal.

Fig.4. The acceleration amplitude values on the three axes generated by the metal structure of the belt conveyors
when the belt is working empty
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Fig. 5. The acceleration amplitude values on the three axes generated by the metal structure of the belt conveyors
when the belt is loaded
The maximum amplitude values recorded on the three axes generated by the metal structure of the belt
conveyors are shown in Table 1. Measurements were made when the belt was empty and loaded. The amplitudes
recorded in the case of empty belt conveyors have higher maximum values compared to those of loaded belt
conveyors. This is due to the pressure made by the material conveyed on the belt to reduce the vibrations.
Table 1. Maximum amplitude values on the three axes generated by the metal structure of belt conveyors in
empty and loaded operation
Operation of the belt
The maximum amplitude The maximum amplitude The maximum amplitude
conveyor
on the x-axis
on the y - axis
on the z - axis
Empty
2,344
1,361
2,334
Loaded
2.302
0,639
0.844
The amplitude of vibration expressed in terms of acceleration can be expressed in dB using the
relationship:
(20)
where:
LdB – signal level in dB
L1 – the vibration amplitude expressed in terms of acceleration
Lref – the reference level corresponding to 0 dB
The maximum signal level expressed in dB obtained during the operation of the empty and charged
band conveyor has values between 75,93454dB and 87,22367dB. The values obtained are shown in Table 2.
These values increase the sound level on the panel. The panel must have the ability to attenuate the level of noise
produced by several sources.
Table 2. Signal level expressed in dB generated by the metal structure of belt conveyors in empty and charged
mode
Operation mode of belt
Maximum signal
Maximum signal level
Maximum signal level
conveyor
level expressed in dB expressed in dB on the
expressed in dB on the
on the x-axis
y - axis
z - axis
Empty
87,22367
82,50168
87,22367
Loaded
87,06663
75,93454
78,35137
To protect against rainfall, some belt conveyors have a metallic roof attached to the structure. In Figure
6 are the acceleration amplitude values on the three axes.
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Fig. 6. Acceleration amplitude values on the three x, y and z axes generated by the roof cover used for rain
protection
From the measurements made it can be seen that the vibrations produced by the belt conveyors can be
transmitted to the soundproofing and sound absorbing panels. This transmission of vibrations leads to reduced
performance of soundproofing and sound absorbing panels.
In this case, it is necessary to find solutions for reducing the vibrations generated by the belt conveyors.
By not using vibration mitigation methods, the panel structure should be recalculated for higher noise
sources.
The belt conveyor vibrations are transmitted to the sound absorbing and soundproofing panels through
the metal structure. To reduce the effects of vibrations, it is necessary to use materials that will not allow the
transmission of vibrations from the source to the panels. Reducing the degree of vibration transmission can be
achieved by using insulating materials such as rubber, cork, anti-vibration gripping systems, etc. [2]

4

Conclusions

Vibrations produced by belt conveyors have significant values.
The maximum signal level expressed in dB obtained during the operation of the loaded and empty band
conveyor is between 75.93454dB and 87.22367dB.
The vibrations produced by the belt conveyors are transmitted to the sound panels used to reduce sound
pollution.
If the panels are located directly on the vibration source, their characteristics will have negative impact.
To mitigate the effects of vibrations on sound panels, it is necessary to use materials that prevent the
transmission of vibrations from the source to the panels.
Reduction of vibration transmission can be achieved by using insulating material.
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Abstract
Hybrid steel-concrete shear walls are used widely in medium and high-rise buildings placed in seismic
areas, representing an alternative solution for lateral load resisting system, and offer a number of advantages
such high resistance, structural and architectural flexibility, stiffness and ductility. This current paper presents
results of an experimental program developed at the Politehnica University Timisoara dedicated to the behaviour
of elements for structures placed in seismic areas, which are susceptible to damage during earthquakes. The
article proposes a modern approach for strengthening of hybrid steel-concrete shear walls using high
performance steel Fibre Reinforced Cementitious Composite (FRCC) material. This material was applied in the
shape of a thin jacketing for composite steel-concrete shear walls with partially encased profiles. The
experimental specimens represent 1:3 scale steel-concrete composite elements which were tested up to failure in
as-build condition, strengthened and then retested to failure in a cyclic loading procedure, simulating the effect
of an earthquake. The paper details the technology and the performances of a strengthened specimen.
Keywords: Steel-concrete shear walls, steel fibre reinforced concrete, strengthening, high performance
steel fibre reinforced cementitious composite.

1

Introduction

During the last decades high-tech developments have been made in concrete research, high and ultrahigh performance concrete and grouts using steel fibres was invented (FRC, FRCC, UFRCC), trying to exclude
the arranged longitudinal and transversal steel bars of an traditional reinforced concrete used in structural
elements. The fibre reinforced concrete can be defined as a composite material, consisting in a simple concrete
matter reinforced by a minimum percentage of discrete steel fibres embedded random and discontinuous in the
concrete mass. The mechanical properties of the mixture can be influenced by the geometry and the
arrangements of steel fibers, which can be used in a simple concrete mixture, self-compacting concrete formula
or in ultra high performance concrete. This kind of materials, were developed in order to increase the mechanical
characteristics, durability and resistance of structural members. The use of FRC materials may be an alternative
solution also to increase the shear and bending capacity of damaged elements. In most cases, strengthening
elements using FRCC significant increase in bearing capacity has been achieved, at least with 25% higher than
the reference elements. This kind of researches are limited on the topic of structural strengthening using FRCC
materials, few results being highly visible and dealing with strengthening of slabs, beams, columns and masonry
elements but not with structural concrete walls. Most studies in the field of strengthening reinforced concrete
elements using FRCC describe the performances which can be obtained by the high tensile strength of the
material, if this is applied in a relatively thin layer in sections with the largest stress rate on the elements. Studies
like this was performed by Lampropoulos [1] and Xiuling [2], whose experimental programs prove that the
material has great potential and efficiency in strengthening of concrete beams and columns. The results obtained
after testing the strengthened specimens shown an important increase of bearing capacity with 30% higher than
the initial performances of the beam and columns. The main objective of the current research is to investigate the
performance of the FRCC strengthened steel-concrete shear walls.
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2

Experimental program

The results presented hereinafter are part of an experimental research program, performed on composite
steel-concrete hybrid walls with the intention of studying their performance and behaviour in comparison to that
of similar reinforced concrete shear walls. The walls have been designed in accordance with existing codes
Eurocode 2 [3], Eurocode 4 [4] and Eurocode 8 [5]. The study contains traditionally reinforced concrete walls
(RCW) serving as reference and various hybrid steel-concrete shear walls (CSRCW - composite steel concrete
shear walls with encased steel profiles and reinforced concrete [6]; CSFRCW - composite steel fibre reinforced
concrete shear walls made from steel fibre reinforced concrete and encased steel profiles [7]). Through this
specific variations in the design and detailing of the specimens, extensive assessment of the performance of the
approached systems on various levels have been made.
The main objective of this research is to study the performance of three strengthened composite steelfibre hybrid shear walls. The strengthening approach was applied on the CSFRCW specimens. Specimens were
strengthened with 2x25 mm thin jacket of FRCC, and then retested to full failure. The results obtained by
completing the experimental program on one strengthened specimen (CSFRCW - 4) are presented within this
paper (Fig.1).

2.1

Experimental specimens

The experimental specimens’ geometrical characteristics, before strengthening, are 3000 mm height,
1000 mm width and 100 mm thickness. Specimens are representing a three storeys and one bay element from the
base of a lateral resisting system made by shear walls, being thus reduced at a 1:3 scale. After strengthening,
walls have same height, 1050 mm width, but 150 mm thickness. The specimens were build-in a heavily
reinforced concrete foundation with 1500 mm length, 400 mm height and 350 mm width. The foundation block
has highly reinforced in order to avoid any circumstances regarding the failure at the level of embedment. The
encased steel profiles were connected with the concrete web by headed shear connectors with =13 mm diameter
and 75 mm length placed at every 150 mm on the length/height of the profiles. The reinforcement placed on the
edges of the web panel consists of 810 mm vertical bars and 8/75 mm horizontal stirrups. Sectional
parameters of the steel sections encased in CSFRCW specimens could be observed in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of encased steel sections
Specimen label
CSFRCW-1
CSFRCW-2
CSFRCW-3
CSFRCW-4
CSFRCW-5

Steel shape
2
2
3
2
2

Encasement level

bf [mm]

tf [mm]

hw [mm]

tw [mm]

fully
fully
fully
fully
partially

70
70
70
70
70

5
7
7
7
7

70
56
56
56
86

5
7
7
7
7

CSFRCW - 4
CSFRCW - 1

2,5

15

10

CSFRCW - 2

CSFRCW - 5

2,5

100
10

15

105
100

2,5 10 2,5

2,5

CSFRCW - 3
105
100

CSFRCW - 6

2,5

100
10

2,5 10 2,5

2,5

15

105
100

2,5 10 2,5

100

FRCC

Fig.1. Details of experimental specimens strengthened with FRCC
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2.2

Materials

Structural profiles correspond to S355 (fyk= 355MPa) steel quality and were made from welded steel
plates. The reinforcement was produced from S500C (fyk= 500MPa) steel grade. The compressive strength of
disperse concrete was corresponding to C30/37 class (fck= 43.06 MPa). For disperse reinforcement of the
concrete, hooked steel fibres were used with a minimum tensile strength of 1100 MPa, based on the supplier's
data. Steel fibres had 60 mm length and 0.8 mm diameter. For strengthening the damaged specimens a selfcompacting high performance steel-fibre reinforced cementitious mortar was used (FRCC). FRCC is a bicomponent grout, being manufactured by a specialised company and are a commercially available product. The
material comprises of brass coated steel fibres which has 13-15 mm length and 0.2 mm diameter and a pre-dosed
powder grout produced from ultra high-strength cement, aggregates and special admixtures. The mixing formula,
consist to a maximum of 6.5% steel fibre weight of the pre-dosed grout. The mechanical properties of FRCC
were established based on the tests made on 3 cubes and 6 prismatic samples. The compressive strength of the
material was close to 121 MPa and the tensile strength indicates values from 5.46 MPa up to 9.57 MPa. The
samples were keeping up for hardening in the same environment as the walls. The mechanical properties of this
material indicate higher value than a usual concrete or grout used predominantly for structural members.

2.3

Test set-up and testing protocol

The specimens were tested under constant vertical load (100 kN) and quasi-static reversed cyclic lateral
loads. The specimens were anchored with steel bolts and connecting devices in the main reaction floor of the
laboratory (Fig.2). The vertical force was provided by a hydraulic jack placed at the top of the walls. The lateral
loads were applied alternatively left-right, using two hydraulic jacks placed at 400 mm below the top of the
specimens. The recommended ECCS [8] short testing procedure was used for cyclic tests. The tests were
performed in displacement control mode. Minimum four cycles were performed before the elastic limit of the
elements was reached. For monitoring the behaviour of the specimens, displacement and pressure transducers
were used. The experimental test was performed at the laboratory of Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Civil Engineering, at Politehnica University Timisoara.
Rod

Hydraulic
cylinder

Jack support

Transverse
reaction frame

+3.40
+3.00
250

200

150

100

50

0

0

50

100

150

200

250

Hydraulic
jack (500kN)

CSFRCW_R
specimen

250

±0.00

Bolts

Bolts

1000

250

400

Rigid plate

Transverse
brace

3000

Lateral
reaction frame

RC foundation

Anchorage bolts

Rigid floor

Fig.2. Test set-up

3
3.1

Experimental results
CSFRCW group of specimens

The experimental study made on the CSFRCW group of specimens were performed by E. Boita [9] a
PhD. student from Civil Engineering Department, who was studying the possibility of replacing totally or
partially the traditional rebars placed in the field of composite walls with a minimum percentage of steel fibbers
mixed in the cast concrete volume. CSFRCW tested specimens shown brittle failure modes. Actually, leads to
the conclusion that the FRC concrete mixture was not able to supply the tension resistance of the missing
traditional reinforcements. The failure of specimens was triggered by central diagonal split. All the cracks
developed at 15 cm from the edge of the wall, distance which are corresponding to the internal face of the
structural steel profiles embedded in the inner core of the walls. All the CSFRCW specimens reach maximum
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value of drift 30-40 mm at failure. No crushing of the compressed concrete zone was observed. No tearing of
steel profiles in tension was observed. The tested specimens showed a prevailing shear failure mode and a low
rate of dissipated energy. This kind of behaviour is not recommended in seismic areas. At the end of the tests, the
specimens showed an advanced state of degradation as are illustrated in figures below (Fig.3).

Fig.3. Distribution of cracks and propagation direction in the CSFRCW group of specimens (from the left to
right: CSFRCW-1, CSFRCW-3, CSFRCW-4)

3.2

Strengthening procedure using FRCC material

Tested specimens (CSFRCW group) shown a highly state of degradation after the end of the tests,
having multiple cracks oriented in random directions, and multiple areas of crushed concrete. The strengthening
procedure was performed in two different phases. In the first, a preliminary repair of the specimens was needed.

Fig.4. CSFRCW - 4 wall before/after strengthening with FRCC
The damaged concrete zones were removed and remade with new high strength repairing mortar. The
small cracks were filled up by injecting liquid epoxy resin. The second stage of the strengthening consisted in
jacketing of the specimens with the FRCC material, by applying a 25 mm thin jacket on the entire perimeter and
height of the walls. The structural connection of the FRCC jacket with the concrete foundation block was
ensured by chemically anchored steel rods (512 mm) which were distributed on the two long sides of the walls.
Rods were having 600 mm length, 100 mm inside in foundation and 500 mm outside of it and were made from
S355 (fyk= 355 MPa) steel grade.
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3.3

General behaviour of the strengthened specimen

Test performed on the strengthened wall reveal a ductile behaviour with increased rate of dissipated
energy and yielding in tension of the encased steel profiles before the failure of specimen encountered. From the
beginning of the test, cracks developed was oriented in a random direction being multiple on the area of the wall.
All the cracks have been monitored on opening and marked on each step of loading procedure. Comparative with
the initial situation where the visible cracks started developing only at 15 mm level of drift and at a distance of
15 cm from the edge of the wall (which corresponding to the internal face of the steel profile and vertical bars)
first cracks started developing on the edge of the strengthened wall in the first cycle of loading, then extending to
the centre forming a group of inclined cracks, on the first 20 mm level of drift, with a maximum 0.15-0.20 mm
value in opening (Fig. 6). This fact shows that the jacket of FRCC is active from the first cycles of loading and is
having a good rate dissipation of induced energy. The elastic limit of the wall before strengthening was reached
at 21.84 mm value of drift which correspond to 195.8 kN value of lateral force, while after strengthening, at this
level of induced force, wall behaviour still keep the slope of an elastic stiffness. After the elastic limit were
reached, on the initial situation, existing cracks lead to a brittle failure of the steel fibre reinforced concrete,
stiffness of the wall being reduced drastically for the last two cycles of loading. The strengthened wall has failure
in the same manner (shear failure), but at a higher value of drift and lateral force. The failure diagonal crack of
strengthened specimen was having another path than the initial situation, this thing reveal that the FRCC jacket
has perfect adhesion to the fibbers reinforced concrete. The behaviour of both specimens under the loading
procedure could be better observed under the hysteretic curves placed below.
400
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200
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100

100
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0
-60

-40

-20

0

20

40

-60

-40
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-300

20

40
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-200
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-200
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-400

Lateral force [kN]

-80

400
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CSFRCW-4

20 mm drift

CSFRCW-4

20 mm drift

CSFRCW-4
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CSFRCW-4
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Fig.5. Hysteretic curves of experimental specimens before/after strengthening with FRCC
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Table1. Lateral forces and drift - different characteristic stages
Initial cracking
Specimen

Element yielding

Limit stage

Failure stage

CSFRCW - 4

Pcr
[kN]
136.6

Δcr
[mm]
15

Py
[kN]
195.8

Δy
[mm]
21.84

Pmax
[kN]
244

Δmax
[mm]
39.96

P85%
[kN]
174.6

Δ85%
[mm]
40.95

CSFRCW- 4 -FRCC

93.8

5

299.6

27.27

380

67.5

269

48.28

4

Conclusions

Based on the performed study, specimen showed a good behaviour, under a cyclic load procedure, after
strengthening using FRCC material. The strengthening solution was successfully, even if the failure modes of
the specimens was similar, the initial characteristics of the wall, in terms of load bearing, was being restored,
moreover with a significantly increased rate of energy dissipation, ductility and stiffness. The strengthening
solution could be also a possible option at choosing best solutions for retrofitting damaged structural members.
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Abstract
The current study presents a part of an experimental program developed to study the seismic
performance of precast reinforced concrete wall panels with and without openings. The analysed specimen
openings presented in this paper implied small window opening, large window opening, and opening
enlargement from small opening to large opening.
The developed research implied besides the seismic behaviour study, the determination of other
characteristics also, like the energy dissipation, stiffness degradation, strain analysis and numerical modelling.
The specimens presented in this paper refer to a precast reinforced concrete wall panel (PRCWP) having a small
window opening (L1) and tested unstrengthened (T), a precast reinforced concrete wall panel (PRCWP) having a
large window opening (L3), and a precast reinforced concrete wall panel (PRCWP) having a small window
opening enlarged to a wide window opening (L1/L3) and tested unstrengthened (T).
The conclusions of the study revealed that the presence of large opening dimensions in walls leads to
significant reductions in the lateral resistance of the specimens, lower energy dissipation, and significant
stiffness reductions, compared to the presence of smaller opening dimensions in walls.
Keywords: cut-out, reinforced concrete, wall, numerical analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION
In order to understand the behaviour of precast reinforced concrete shear wall panels, the authors
focused the research on experimental, theoretical and numerical investigation, and searched the latest
documentation available in literature having similar research directions.
The current living standards implied modifications on these structures by creating new openings in
walls or enlarging the existing ones. These openings are usually made due to architectural reasons, to facilitate
access or paths for new installations. Depending on the opening type, the global structural behaviour of the
reinforced concrete shear walls can be significantly altered by means of strength, stiffness and ductility.
The presence of openings in reinforced concrete walls attracted the interest of several researchers, such
as Popescu et a. [1], Li et al. [2], Mosoarca [3], Guan et al. [4], Wang et al. [5], Hara T. and Doh J. [6], Takehara
et al. [7], Fragomeni et al. [8], Demeter [9] and others.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SPECIMENS AND TEST SETUP
The part of the experimental program presented in this study consists of three 1:1.2 scaled elements of
PRCWP (10, 11 and 16), designed and casted according to a Romanian Project Type 770-81 [10], [11].
The reinforcement of the PRCWP (11-L1-T) specimen with a small window opening (L1), consists of
horizontal bars, vertical continuity bars, welded wire mesh in the left and right piers, a spatial reinforcement cage
in the coupling beam, four inclined bars at the corners of the opening, a vertical bar each side of the opening on
its height, and a wire mesh in the parapet.
The PRCWP (10-L1/L3) specimen having an initial small window opening and enlarged to a large
window opening (L1/L3) has the reinforcement corresponding to the narrow window specimen (11-L1-T), but
reduced according to the wider window opening dimensions.
In the case of the PRCWP (16-L3-T) specimen having a large window opening (L3) contains horizontal
rebars, vertical continuity bars, welded wire mesh in the left and right piers, a spatial reinforcement cage in the
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coupling beam, four inclined bars at the corners of the opening, a vertical bar each side of the opening on its
height, and a wire mesh in the parapet.
The specimens were manufactured at the constructional site, whereas the cut-outs were performed at the
Reinforced Concrete Laboratory.

2.1 Material properties
Material tests were performed on concrete and steel rebars used for specimens. The results shown the
following classes for concrete: C20/25 for PRCWP (16-L3-T) and C16/20 for PRCWP (17-L3/E3-T). The steel
reinforcement type used were smooth (OB37) and ribbed (PC52) hot-rolled bars and cold-drawn ribbed welded
fabric (STPB). The properties of the concrete in the web panel specimen are given in Table 1 and the measured
steel strengths are given in Table 2.

Element

Table 1. Properties of the concrete in the web panel specimen
No. of
fcm,cube (N/mm2)
fck
(N/mm2)
samples

Class of concrete

PRCWP (11-L1/L3-T)

3

27,26

18,78

C 16/20

PRCWP (11-L1-T)

3

27,26

18,78

C 16/20

PRCWP (16-L3-T)

3

34,11

23,17

C 20/25

Table 2. Measured steel strengths
Re-bar type

Production / surface

OB

hot-rolled / smooth bar

PC

STPB

hot rolled / ribbed bar

cold-drawn / ribbed wire

Φ (mm)

fy (MPa)

ft (MPa)

ft / fy

6

400

550

1,38

8

425

507

1,19

8

424

553

1,30

10

450

564

1,25

14

395

584

1,48

16

385

613

1,59

4

618

667

1,08

Note: fy - yield strength of reinforcement; ft - tensile strength of reinforcement.

2.2 Testing methodology and test set-up
During the experimental tests, the specimens were laterally loaded, reversed cyclic - displacement
controlled. The displacement control was set to a drift ratio of 0.1 %, namely 2.15 mm. Two cycles per drift were
performed. In addition to the horizontal loading, vertical loads were also applied. These axial loads were
composed of a constant part, which was used to simulate the gravity loading condition at the base of the wall
specimen, and an alternating part, which was used for restraining the rocking rotation of the elements.
The behaviour of the specimens during the experimental tests was monitored by the pressure
transducers (P), displacement transducers (D) and strain gauges placed onto the reinforcement bars (G). Detailed
data related to the testing methodology was presented in [12].

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Force–drift ratio response and observations
The response of the tested specimens is shown in Fig. 1 as load-drift ratio hysteresis loops. A
significant reduction in lateral resistance was obtained for the specimens having large opening dimensions,
namely PRCWP (10-L1/L3-T) and PRCWP (17-L3/E3-T) compared to the one with smaller opening dimension
PRCWP (11-L1-T).
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Fig.1. Load–drift ratio hysteresis loops

3.2 Failure details of the specimens
Among the experimental tests, the specimens exhibited specific failure details, like the development of
a significant number of cracks in all the regions of the panels, inclined cracks in the piers and concrete crushing
(Figure 2).
During the experimental test, specimen PRCWP (10-L1/L3-T) developed cracks in the spandrel, piers,
wings, corners of the opening, bottom right corner of the panel, cast-in-place mortar and most of the parapet.
Concrete crushing was observed in the left corners of the opening. Failure of the specimen was attained at a 0.65
% drift ratio.
The specimen PRCWP (11-L1-T) exhibited cracks in the spandrel, piers, parapet, wings, spandrel-pier
connection region (near the opening), parapet-pier connection region and in the cast-in-place mortar. Concrete
crushing took place at the parapet – left pier connection region, parapet and in the right wing.
The specimen PRCWP (16-L3-T) developed cracks in all the regions of the wall panel, mostly in the
piers and pier-parapet region. Concrete crushing took place at the bottom corners of panel, and in the wings at
the bottom part. Failure of the specimen was attained at a 0.57 % drift ratio.

Fig.2. Failure details of the specimens

3.3 Energy dissipation
The cumulative energy dissipation was obtained by the continuous integration of the load-drift
hysteretic response using the iterative equation presented in detail in [13].
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A comparison between the cumulative dissipated energy (CED) per half-cycle versus the drift ratio
within each test performed is presented in Fig. 3.
It can be observed and concluded that specimens having large opening dimension like PRCWP (10L1/L3-T) and PRCWP (16-L3-T) have a lower contribution in energy dissipation than a specimen with smaller
opening dimension like PRCWP (11-L1-T).

Fig.3. The cumulative energy dissipation of the specimens

3.4 Stiffness degradation
The stiffness versus drift-ratio diagram is represented in Fig. 4. As we expected, the wall specimens
having large opening dimensions, namely PRCWP (10-L1/L3-T) and PRCWP (16-L3-T) developed higher
reductions in the initial stiffness of the wall compared to a wall with smaller opening dimensions, like PRCWP
(11-L1-T).
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STIFFNESS DEGRADATION
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Fig.4. The stiffness versus drift ratio diagram of the specimens

3.5 Numerical analysis for the prediction of the shear response
The numerical analysis was performed using the ATENA 2D software [15, 16]. The used material
models, FE mesh, loading, boundary conditions and type of analysis is similar with the one presented in detail in
[12, 13]. Figure 6 represents the analytical and experimental load-drift ratio response of the wall specimens.
Similar shapes of the experimental curves with those of the numerical models were obtained. The results
obtained and presented in this paper indicate that the numerical model is an efficient instrument for analysing the
behaviour of precast RC panels of different characteristics.

Fig.6. Experimental versus numerical load-drift ratio curves

4 Conclusions
A number of three, 1:1.2 scaled precast reinforced concrete wall panels were analysed in the current paper. A
list of the main conclusions which can be drawn within the limitations of the current research, is given below:
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the general behaviour of the specimens consisted in significant cracking, cast-in-place mortar and
concrete crushing;
it can be reported a significant reduction in lateral resistance of the specimens having large opening
dimensions, namely PRCWP (10-L1/E3-T) and PRCWP (16-L3-T) compared to the one with smaller opening
dimension PRCWP (11-L1-T);
the wall panel with smaller opening dimension PRCWP (11-L1-T) was found to dissipate more energy
compared to the specimens with larger opening dimensions, PRCWP (10-L1/E3-T) and PRCWP (16-L3-T);
the wall panels having larger opening dimensions, namely PRCWP (10-L1/E3-T) and PRCWP (16-L3T) developed a significant stiffness reduction compared to the specimens having smaller opening dimension
PRCWP (11-L1-T), as we expected.
the model developed using Athena software provided similar behaviour and values with the
experimental test, so the model can be used for further parameter analysis.
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Abstract
An important problem in construction science represents rehabilitation of structures placed on difficult
soils. In these cases the construction degradation may appear due to the structural problems, or due to the soil
failure under the building, either due to both soil failure and structure. This paper presents the rehabilitation of a
monument building, built in 1870, located in County of Arad - Romania, placed on Revolution Avenue No.55.
This construction is seated on a shrinking and swelling soil and presents severe structural degradation, being
characterized according to the current norms through a high risk of collapse from seismic actions. Consolidation
solutions have been proposed both to the construction structure due to the structural weaknesses of the resistance
structure owed to the period when it was built, as well as consolidating the foundation soil by injecting a
suspension of cement-bentonite in the ground under foundations.
Keywords: Soil Injection, Soil Consolidation, Structure Consolidation, Cement, Suspension, Masonry
Structure, Shrinking and Swelling Soil.

1 INTRODUCTION
One of the difficult foundation soils defined in speciality literature is represented by those that present
shrinkage and swelling properties (abbreviation in Romania language in PUCM). These types of soils are known
as shrinking fields, expansive or active soils, having the property to exhibit large volume changes when their
water content changes [1].
Due to seasonal climate change, the moisture content of soil at the upper layer changes. The depth of
expansive soil to which its moisture content changes periodically by the seasonal climate change, is called active
zone [2].
When the weight of a structure resting on the active zone is less than the swelling pressure of soil, the
structure will heave and may experience differential deformation [3].
Many constructions are executed on this kind of soils. As a result of swelling due to moistening and to
shrinkage due to drying, it may appear the risk of degradation or breaking foundation, phenomenon accompanied
by the appearance of fissure in walls or cracks in masonry structural walls [4].
Soil stabilization has become one of the useful solutions to treat the soft soils to achieve the required
engineering properties and specification so that structures can be secure. The treated soil has greater strength,
reduced compressibility and lower hydraulic conductivity than the original soil. The use of admixture such as
lime, cement, oils and bitumen is one of the oldest and most widespread method for improving soil [5].

2 CASE STUDY
The present paper has the object to present the infrastructure rehabilitation of a damaged building,
realized from masonry, located in County of Arad, placed on Revolution Avenue, Nr.55, which shows
significant damages, as a consequence of soil failure under a section of the building, as well as the structural
weaknesses of the resistance structure [6].
As shown in Fig.1, from the visual inspection of the cracks, it can be concluded that the part of
construction situated between axes B 1-3 and E 1-3 as seen in Fig.2, was affected by strong soil failure, with
more pronounced tendency at the blind wall E 1-3.
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Fig. 1. An oblique crack from the blind wall, positioned on the section B-D row 1

Fig. 2. Section affected by strong soil failure between B1-3 and E 1-3
According to the "Seismic Design Cod - Part III - Provisions seismic evaluation of existing buildings,
Signs P100-3/2008" from the analysis of the building resulted that the damaged part of the building falls within
the RS I seismic risk class, characterized through a high risk of collapse from seismic action.
The presentation of the main causes of degradation or the seismic structural design are not the subject of
this paper, they are detailed in the article [7].

3 STAGE OF REHABILITATION
The infrastructure consolidation work was executed by S.C. MANYKON HOUSE S.R.L., starting in
august 2016 and cost around 21000 EURO. Due to the economic and social factors the rehabilitation of the entire
building was divided into 2 parts.
The first part is represented by the rehabilitation of the construction infrastructure. This includes work
such as strengthening the foundation soil by injecting a cement-bentonite suspension, the consolidation of the
basement which involved the execution of isolated foundations along the damaged section of the building, as
well as the execution of an reinforced concrete frame linked to the existing structure through flat beams with
dimensions of 5x30cm up to the ±0.00 level of the building. The second part is represented by the rehabilitation
of the superstructure, which involves continuing the execution of reinforced concrete frame, linked to the
existing structure through flat beams with dimensions of 5x30cm on the entire height of the building, like the
consolidation of walls with cracks and fissures [8].
1st stage. Cutting and uprooting the two trees
One factor that contributed to the degradation of the construction was the existence of two trees: one is
a walnut about 15m in height located near the section 1-2, which is found at the distance of 1.9 m from the
building and a tree located at about 7 m from the building.
One of the important sources for the generation the drying of soil by absorbing moisture from the
ground is represented by placing vegetation near the construction, through the effect of dewatering process
produced by trees [9].
2nd stage. Injection of cement-bentonite in the ground under foundations
Soil consolidation consisted in makeup 144 points of injection of a cement-bentonite suspension under
the existing foundations, to increase the bearing capacity and to decrease the deformation capacity.
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The injection points were disposed across the entire damaged part of the structure, as shown in Fig.3,
but also in the basement of the building. The injection was done at the level -4.00 m from the floor level by
introducing into the soil some metal pipes drilled at the bottom of one meter below the base of the foundations.

Fig. 3. Layout of injection tubes on the outside of the damaged part
Injection was performed continuously at a constant pressure of 3 atm. In the process of preparing the
suspension for injections, it was used a special type of cement CEM II/A-M (S-V) 42.5R having a minimum
composition of 80% Portland cement clinker and up to 20% mixed mixture, a combination of blast furnace slag
(S) and silicon fly ash (V).
3rd stage. Execution of isolated foundations under the new columns of the reinforced concrete frame
There were executed 5 isolated foundation connected to each other through a 30x50 cm foundation
beam. These were disposed at the level of the existing foundations along the part of the damaged building, as
shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Plan layout of isolated foundations
A problem encountered during the execution of isolated foundations on the section of the building block
E 1-3, damaged due to the difficult foundation soil was the excavation at the level of the existing building
foundations. It may have occurred the risk that the damaged building would lean even more due to removing the
building equilibrium once with the removal of a significant amount of ground.
For the safety execution of the foundations, 2 blocks of concrete were placed at about 6 m of the
building, each incorporating a U200 metal profile. At each level of the building metal beams U200 were
connected to the structure through joints. To support the building, were used same U200 metal profiles,
connected to the metal beams on the building and to the metal profiles embedded in the concrete blocks.
4th stage. Realization of reinforced concrete frames
Above the isolated foundations were executed 5 columns of reinforced concrete (30x30 cm) connected
at the top by a reinforced concrete beam (30x45cm). They are linked to the existing structure through metallic
connections 16mm, placed inclined in the building. As shown in Fig.5, the execution of the reinforced concrete
frame has stopped at the ground floor level for economical and social reasons.
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Fig. 5. The reinforced concrete frame
5th stage. Linking the concrete frame to the existent structure through flat girdles
To stabilize the entire ensemble of the building, the reinforced concrete frame is connected to the
existent structure through flat girdles 30x5cm (30 cm wide and 5 cm trick) consisting of 3 bars 14 linked 20 cm
between them with clasps 8, placed at each level.
As shown in Fig.6, for their realization it was necessary to break the floors and the walls of the building.

Fig. 6. Layout of flat girdles

4 CONCLUSIONS
The effect of dewatering produced by trees has been eliminated once with cutting and uprooting the two
trees. Strengthening the foundation soil was made by injecting a cement-bentonite suspension. The injected
solution will create a way in the form of strips, which extend first horizontally, then vertically, creating lenses of
hard material that increases soil resistance and decrease its permeability. Before starting the injection process a
laser was mounted and it was observed that during the injection the construction was raised with 2 cm.
The last and most important conclusion, is represented by the fact that after 2 years after the execution
of the soil intervention by injecting with a suspension of cement-bentonite as well as connecting the building
basement to the existing structure with the help of a reinforced concrete frame that charges a load on the new
system of the isolated foundations, the construction did not register any other degradation.
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Abstract
In current day structural design it is a common practice to use composite structural elements in order to
combine the benefits of each material used. Eccentrically Braced Frames (EBF) are dissipative systems very well
suited for seismic areas due to the formation of plastic hinges in the link elements. A composite steel-reinforced
concrete beam integrated into the eccentrically braced frame can combine the benefits of the reinforced concrete
slab and those of the steel beam. In order for the element to work as a composite one, the design of the
connection between the two materials is of crucial importance.
The current study is focused mainly on the analysis of a finite element model of an eccentrically braced
frame with a composite beam and a short link dissipative element, which is modelled based on pre-existing
experimental tests performed within the CEMSIG laboratory at the Politehnica University of Timişoara. The
numerical analysis is performed using finite element software Abaqus [1] and is performed in two steps in order
to establish optimal design parameters which can affect the composite behaviour of the EBF: 1.Calibration of
shear connection and 2.Calibration of global composite EBF response.
The analyses were performed considering both monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. The results are
presented in terms of Force-Displacement response curves and judged in function of the parameter’s influence
on the behaviour of the structures.
Keywords: Finite Element, Connectors, Composite.

1

Introduction

The design of steel structures considers as a general philosophy that the main concern, in case of
structural design for ultimate limit state, is the limitation of deformations. This is important to be considered in
order to avoid significant second order effects and other instabilities [2]. The formation of a plastic mechanism is
aimed and controlled by design in such a way that the plastic hinges will appear in the elements with ductile
behaviour. In such cases the ductility of the dissipative zones is of great importance, in order to allow for a
plastic redistribution of forces [3].
The composite action of the different materials being used can sometimes bring overall advantages for
the structural element. In the current case, of composite steel - concrete beams, the connection of steel profile
with the concrete slab by means of connectors can enhance the resistance and the rigidity of the composite
system. In the case of short link elements high shear deformations can occur and in this particular case the
composite behaviour is not fully discerned. The current seismic norms [4] will offer only design considerations
for the shear resistance and ductility of steel element, by requiring that the area above the dissipative element
will have no connection between concrete slab and steel beam.
The numerical study will analyse the difference in local and global behaviour of the EBF with
composite beam when the link area is disconnected or connected to the concrete slab by means of steel
connectors. The first part of the study is focused on analysing the necessary parameters for the optimal definition
of the connection between the two frame components: reinforced concrete slab and steel beam. The second part
of the study is focused on creating the EBF model with composite beam, based on existing experimental results
and assigning the parameters obtained during the first part of the study.
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2

Calibration of shear connection

The shear connection between the steel beam and the reinforced concrete slab was considered by
modelling a push-out test in accordance to Annex B of Eurocode 4 (Fig. 1). The calibration of the numerical
model is based on a previous research performed at the CEMSIG Research Centre in Timisoara involving 16
specimens under push-out testing, 11 loaded monotonically and 5 cyclically. A parametric experimental study
was performed considering different types of steel profile flange thicknesses, connectors and different concrete
classes. The full report can be found here [5].
The PT-16/I-M specimen (Fig. 2) was chosen for numerical calibration because it included similar
connectors to the composite EBF system. The specimen considered a HEB260 steel profile, C25/30 concrete
class and a total of eight connectors of 16 mm diameter. The experimental specimen proved standard force-slip
behaviour with good ductility and reaching resistance values of up to 800kN.

Fig. 1. Push-out test specimen Eurocode 4 Annex B
Fig. 2 presents the numerical push-out model with reinforcement bars, steel connectors and steel profile.
The two concrete slabs on each side of the steel profile were positioned on two rigid body plates in order to
simulate the reaction table from the experimental test. The concentrated load was applied on the top of the steel
profile as described in Annex B of Eurocode 4 and similar to the experimental loading. The analysis was
performed using displacement control up to a displacement of 8mm, as resulted from experimental testing.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. a) Push-out numerical model; b) Reinforcement and connectors;
Fig. 3 presents the numerical model and the deformed shape of the steel connectors at the end of the
analysis. The reinforcement bars were considered as an embedded region in the concrete slabs and the
connectors were introduced in cylindrical holes in the concrete in order to better simulate the experimental
behaviour. Studded Nelson shear connectors were modelled as during the experiment (Fig. 3). Solid finite
elements with a mesh size ranging from 5mm for connectors and adjacent concrete areas to 20 mm for the steel
profile and exterior areas of concrete slabs were assigned.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. a)+b) Steel element with connectors - Deformed shape; c) Concrete state at the end of analysis.
A general frictionless contact was assigned to the whole model and an additional penalty contact was
assigned at the base of the model in order to simulate the friction between specimen and reaction table.
Additional friction was added between the different steel and concrete elements. A parameterisation of the
tangential friction coefficient was performed with values ranging between 0-0.5 and the value 0.35 proved to be
accurate in reproducing the experimental behaviour of the specimen.

Fig. 4. Push-out calibration curve
Fig. 4 presents the calibration curve between experimental specimen PT-16/I-M and the numerical finite
element model. The numerical curve accurately follows the experimental one with similar stiffness and
resistance values. The connectors present a deformed shape as expected with high stress and strain values present
in the connector rod specifically at the base close to the steel profile. The concrete presents slight crushing at the
inferior part of the holes where the rod of the shear connectors applies pressure to the concrete material.

3

Calibration of global composite EBF response

The second part was focused on the numerical model of an eccentrically braced frame with a composite
beam. The model is part of a more extensive numerical study [6] regarding the behaviour of steel and composite
EBF with short link elements in seismic areas, which addresses different parameters that could influence the
global behaviour of EBF, such as: the length of the dissipative element, the slenderness of the dissipative
element, the stiffness of the dissipative element, the disposition of shear connectors and composite connection
between the steel beam profile and the concrete slab. The numerical study has an experimental basis [7] which
served as a starting point for modelling and calibrating the pure steel EBF to which the connectors,
reinforcement and concrete slab were later added.
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The global geometrical dimensions and cross-sectional properties were assigned according to the
experimentally tested EBF specimen. The material properties were assigned according to concrete cube and steel
coupon tests characteristics during the experimental study, whilst taking into consideration true stress-strain
values. In case of concrete, a damaged plasticity material model was used, based on the initial material test
compressing values, and equating both tension and compression parameters. In the case of the steel elements two
different material behaviours were assigned. The frame components which were expected to remain in the elastic
domain were assigned an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour and the potentially plastic steel areas were assigned
a multi-linear post-elastic behaviour, considering five different back-stresses. More detailed information
regarding the geometrical and material properties can be found in the initial study [6].
The frame components were modelled as solid elements. The reinforcement was inserted as an
embedded region into the concrete slab. The connectors were modelled as solids inserted in the concrete slab by
creating cylindrical holes in the concrete at the exact positions of the shear studs. Finite elements with a mesh
size ranging from 5mm for connectors, link element and adjacent potentially plastic areas up to 25 mm for the
other steel frame components and concrete areas were assigned. The interactions between different materials
were assigned according to the previous parameters obtained from the push-out test analysis.

Fig. 5. Reinforced concrete slab layout, including connectors and reinforcement bars
Fig. 5 presents the disposition of the reinforcement and the connectors along the length of the composite
beam. The reinforcement bars are 12mm in diameter and the material is PC52 steel. The shear studs are 19x100
Nelson connectors and are placed in two rows along the whole length of the beam, including over the dissipative
link element.
Fig. 6 presents the front view of the frame: Fig. 6a) shows the undeformed shape of the frame and Fig.
6b) shows the deformed shape of the frame, including the von Mises stress distribution (present predominantly
in the link area).

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Eccentrically braced frame with composite beam and reinforced concrete slab: a) Undeformed shape; b)
Deformed shape.
The loading in the case of the EBF was cyclic using displacement control, with a concentrated load
being applied on the top left corner of the frame, on the left column. Because of the dynamic effects of loading
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the column had a slight tendency to rotate, so 2 rigid body plates were placed, one on each side of the column, at
a distance of 2mm from the column flange. The ECCS cyclic loading protocol was used [8].

Fig. 7. Beam steel profile with short link element and shear stud connectors
Fig. 7 presents distribution of the connectors along the superior beam flange including the link area and
also the von Mises stress distribution in the profile and shear studs.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8. Deformed shape: a) Numerical model-link area; b) Numerical model-concrete área; c) Experimental
specimen-link area.
Fig. 8a) presents the deformed shape of the link area at the end of analysis with a plasticization of the
dissipative element and also high values of stress at the base of the connectors superior to the dissipative
element. In Fig. 8b) the stress concentration around the holes in the concrete can be observed, where the
connectors were pressed against the concrete material, similar to the results from the push-out analysis. Fig. 8c)
presents the deformed shape of the composite link element after experimental testing.

Fig. 9. Calibration curve between experimental test and numerical analysis.
The failure of the numerical model is similar to that of the experimental specimen, by complete shear of
the short link element, though the state of the connectors inside the concrete slab cannot be verified completely.
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The parameters used proved satisfactory, with regard to reaching good initial stiffness and corresponding
resistance values during cycles, although the overall behaviour of the composite experimental specimen proved
hard to replicate accurately. This was partly due to the fact that the mesh of the concrete slab increases runtime
significantly and makes performing parametric studies more difficult. The comparison between responses,
experimental versus numerical, can be observed in Fig. 9 with an approximately 15% difference between ForceDisplacement response curves. Further parameters will be considered in order to fine-tune the numerical result.

4

Conclusions

After the current numerical investigation several conclusions can be stated:
Firstly, a numerical model can quite accurately reproduce the behaviour of a structure or sub-assembly,
when the details regarding the experimental test are well defined.
The definition of material properties is of the utmost importance, especially when considering multiple
materials or material behaviours.
When modelling complex structures it is a good idea to initially establish the necessary parameters and
their values by performing similar but simpler analyses on a smaller level, as in this case, the push-out analysis.
When considering the interaction between concrete and steel, it is very important to consider the friction
between the materials, which might be different in other cases than presented previously, depending on the onsite execution of the concrete slab.
The additional finite elements resulting from the concrete slab will also result in additional runtime,
hence it is suggested that the numerical model be simplified as much as possible. Several solutions include using
a larger element size for the components which would remain in the elastic domain, modelling these components
by means of wire features or even shells instead of solids, correlating the loading scenario with step time and
mass scaling definitions.
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Abstract
Seepage through an earth dam is a major factor to be taken into account both in its design and in
operation. The sealing of the dam is often realized with a core, located in the center of the section, or a sealing
mask that is found upstream. The commonly used material for this purpose is clay.
An important factor represents knowing the place where the infiltration curve exits the sealing mask
because it is considered the separation boundary between two computing zones. The mathematical expression
found for the distance where the separation boundary of the two zones is located, has the advantage of
facilitating the calculation of infiltrations using classical methods, without using graph-analytical methods to
determine it. It also facilitates tabular calculation, where infiltrations can be calculated for different water values
in the storage lake.
Keywords: seepage, earth dam, infiltration, sealing mask.

1

Introduction

Seepage through an earth dam is a major factor to be taken into account both in its design and in
operation. The sealing of the dam is often done through a core, located in the center of the section, or a sealing
mask that is found upstream. The commonly used material for this purpose is clay. [1]
The advantage of a dam with sealing screen is that the piezometric level is significantly lower. This
leads to the possibility of executing the downstream slope with a higher slope, because a large part of the dam
body works in dry conditions (Fig. 1). [2]

Fig. 1. Earth dam with sealing mask

2

Content

Calculation of seepage through a dam with a sealing mask are treated differently because, as can be
seen in Fig. 1, the infiltration curve has a discontinuity with a sharp drop downstream of the sealing mask. The
classic methods of calculation divide the cross section of the dam into two areas where the calculation is made
distinctive.
For schematizing, it is assumed that inside the screen, the water flow perpendicular to the downstream
side of the screen. The separation boundary (BD) between the two computing zones is located at point B,
described as the point of intersection of the perpendicular (AB) drawn from the point where the water level
meets the upward slope (A) on the lower surface of sealing mask. (Fig. 2) [2][3]
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Fig. 2. Delimiting calculation zones
If we will consider a coordinate system (XOZ) with datum at the upstream toe of the dam, the
separation limit of the two zones (BD) will be positioned at a distance x from the datum and will vary according
to the level in the lake, H.
Is make next graphic constructions (Fig. 3):
extends the surface of the water until it crosses the lower surface of the mask (F);
from point (A), a perpendicular line descends until it meets the lower surface of the mask, resulting the
point G;
from point (B) is drawn perpendicular to the line (AG), resulting the intersection point M. The line segment
length (MB) will be denoted by (p).

Fig. 3. Graphic constructions
Therefore, the distance from the origin to the line (BD) is:

x  xa  p
where:
xa – the distance from the datum to the point of intersection of the water level with the upper surface of the
mask:

xa  H  m1
H – water level.
The unknown in this case is (p), which varies depending on the water level (H).
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2.1

Determining the value of (p)

The two sides of the mask have different slope, m1 and m2, by extension they intersect at the point O'
having the coordinates (S; Z).
If the calculation relations for the abscissae of the two support lines (OO') and (OE) are written,
depending on the slope, the following calculation system results:

 x1  Z  m1

 x1  d  x2
x  Z  m
2
 2
By equating the first two equations and making replacements, the following expression is obtained:

x2 

d  m2
m1  m2

The point (O') is given by the relation:

d  m2
x
m  m2
d
Z 2  1
Z 
m2
m2
m1  m2
For ease of reasoning, the previously made graphics construction is isolated (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Graphics construction for determining the value of (p)
The length of line segment (AF), denoted (r), can be determined by:

r  (Z  H )  (m1  m2 )
Depending on the slope m2, it follows that:

e

1
r
m2

The line segment (GF) being hypotenuse in the GAF triangle, it is obtained:

c  r

m2 2  1
m2 2

The line segment (AB), denoted by (t), is the height for the GAF triangle, resulting in the expression:

t

r e
r
t 
c
m2 2  1

The line segment length (GB), denoted as (f), being the altitude for the GBA triangle, is the following
calculation relation:
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f  e2  t 2  f 

r
m2  m2 2  1

By making the replacements, the calculation relation for (p) is:

 d

 H    m1  m2 

d  H   m1  m2 
m  m2

p 1
 p
2
m2  1
m2 2  1
Finally, it follows that the distance x at which the boundary of separation of the two compartments lies
relative to the origin is:

x  H  m1 

d  H   m1  m2 
m2 2  1

The most of the calculation relations contain in their mathematical expression a distance (L) (Fig. 2),
defined as the distance between the boundary of separation of the two zones (BD) and the point of the outflow
on the downstream slope of the dam (C). As can be seen, this distance varies inversely with the variation in
water storage level, (H).

3

Conclusions

The mathematical expression for the distance where the separation boundary of the two zones is
located, deduced with previous reasoning, has the advantage of facilitating the calculation of infiltrations using
classical methods, without using graph-analytical methods to determine it. It also facilitates tabular calculation,
where infiltrations can be calculated for different water values in the storage lake.
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Abstract
The sustainable development, although not a new idea, is more and more actual. The development of
any area must be based on the principles of the sustainability in order to be successful.
Mining is in a difficult situation nowadays. As all the mono-industrial areas, the Jiu Valley faces a lot of
challenges, which is to find its way under the conditions created after 1989. Even after 18 years, the best way to
follow hasn’t been found. Still, energy is needed and will continue to be needed, and coal is one of the important
sources of energy.
Due to its position and the landscape, Jiu Valley has a valuable opportunity to enter as an important
actor in the industry of tourism.
We consider that there are some possibilities to develop this old-mining area, and we try to show what
can be done and what measures have been undertaken in order to ensure the future of the Jiu Valley.
Keywords: mining, power plant, ski, opportunity, development.

1. Introduction
The main industry Jiu Valley was and remains the mining industry. Activity levels have fallen, many
restructuring measures have been taken and it seems that a sustainable solution has finally been found.
On the other hand, pollution has also fallen and therefore the conditions for tourism have improved.
Because the Jiu Valley is a mountainous area, one could consider various winter sports.

2 A development concept for the Jiu Valley
In order to achieve a realistic and effective development of the region, the environmental needs must be
harmonized with the economic needs of the society. The harmonization of all these requirements must be done
using a regional development concept.
In order to achieve the integrated approach for the development of the Jiu Valley, we consider useful to
apply a logical frame (see Table 1).
A development concept for the Jiu Valley can be expressed as follows:” The Jiu Valley is to be taken
into consideration as a single administrative unit, the social, economic and environmental rehabilitation process
will be unitary implemented and under these circumstances the tradition and the novelty, with new ideas,
interpenetrate for a sustainable development”.
Table 1. Logical framework for development of the Jiu Valley region
Intervention logic

Overall
objectives

► Development of alternative
activities in the Jiu Valley to
create new jobs as the number
of jobs in the mining sector is
decreasing.
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Objectively
verifiable
indicators of
achievement
► New jobs and
new business will
be created

403

Sources and
means of
verification

Assumptions

► Register of
Commerce
► Labour Agency
►
Information
from the press

► The desire of the
inhabitants of the Jiu
Valley to continue
their lives in the
same region after the
wane of the mining
industry
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Intervention logic

Specific
objective

► Ecologisation of the
surfaces affected by the
industrial activity
► Elucidation of the legal
status of the lands
► Rehabilitation of the access
ways and utilities
► Aggressive publicity for
the Jiu Valley
► Use of the usefull minerals
inthe sterile heaps
► Use of the mine gas from
the active as well as from the
closed mines

Expected
results

► The companies working in
the Jiu Valley will thrive and
thus new jobs will be offered
to the population
► New business will be
created
► The health of the
population will be better due
to a clean environment
► Evidence of all the surfaces
that need ecologization, as
well of the negative effects
that need to be removed
► Evidence of the re-usable
buildings and of the works to
be done in order to rehabilitate
them
►
Evidence
of
the
transportation
ways
(e.g.
roads) that need rehabilitation
works
► Evidence of the utilities
(water, power, sewerage) to be
rehabilitated
► Evidence of the available
accommodation and of the
improvements that need to be
done

Activities
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Objectively
verifiable
indicators of
achievement

►
Ecologized
surfaces handed
over to the local
communities / to
the nature
► Enhancing the
purity of the air
► m3 of gas used
for the economy
► direct income
from the use of
the mine gas
► Length of the
access
ways
rehabilitated
►
Various
buildings
and
areas
made
available
for
business
► Number of
new business
► Number of
new jobs

Means:
►
Companies
specialised
in
civil engineering
and building
► Support from
the
local
authorities

404

Sources and
means of
verification

► Environmental
reports
► Reports from
the CNH and local
authorities
►
Information
reports from the
Register
of
Commerce

► Reports of the
Register
of
Commerce and the
Labour Agency
►Reports of the
local authorities
►questioning the
inhabitants of the
Jiu Valley
►
Available
statistics.
►
Evaluations
done by the actors
interested
and
involved

Assumptions

► Allocation of
important funds to
implement
programmes
concerning
the
ecological
issues
and rehabilitation of
the infrastructure
Risks:
► Posibility of
finance shortage
► Lack of unity in
actions

►
Good
effective laws
►
Correct
complete
information of
public outside
Jiu Valley

and
and
the
the

►
Agreement
between
the
interested
actors
(companies,
business
persons,
local authorities) in
order to carry on a
joint actions
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3 New opportunities for the mining industry in the Jiu Valley
Mining is no longer self-contained, but has been integrated into the context of energy. The coal mine Jiu
Valley consisted of seven mines, but three of them are under closure and will be closed by 2018. The other four
must produce the necessary coal for energy production.
The main idea was the foundation of the energetic complex Hunedoara. The Hunedoara Energy
Complex consists of the Mintia Power Plant (next to Deva, the capital of Hunedoara County), the Paroşeni
Power Plant (in the Jiu Valley) and four mines: Lonea, Vulcan, Livezeni and Lupeni.
The Energetic Complex Hunedoara is a joint stock company, state enterprise. This company was
designed to generate about 5% of Romania's electrical energy. The maximum output is 1,435 MW and was
meant to be the most important electricity supplier in the center and north-west of Romania. The planned annual
production is about 5 TWh. The two power plans and four mines will function as a single unit. The headquarters
of the complex is located in Paroşeni.

4 Tourism - alternative economic activity in Jiu Valley
The Jiu Valley region lies between mountains and, of course, this offers opportunities for tourism. The
location of the town of Petroşani is approximately in the middle of Romania (Fig.1), and is accessible from the
north and south by road and rail.

Petrosani

Fig. 1. The location of the town Petroşani
The distances from the other cities are shown in Table 2:
Table 2. The distance between Petroşani and other cities or towns in Romania
No

Town 1

Town 2

Dist.

1.

Petroşani

Alba Iulia

132 KM

48. Petroşani Moldova Noua

246 KM

2.

Petroşani

Alexandria

299 KM

49. Petroşani

Negresti Oas

408 KM

3.

Petroşani

Arad

262 KM

50. Petroşani

Neptun

605 KM

4.

Petroşani

Azuga

314 KM

51. Petroşani

Ocna Sibiului

171 KM

5.

Petroşani

Bacau

458 KM

52. Petroşani

Oradea

302 KM

6.

Petroşani

Baia Mare

373 KM

53. Petroşani

Orsova

159 KM

7.

Petroşani

Baile Felix

293 KM

54. Petroşani

Piatra Neamt

424 KM

8.

Petroşani

Baile Govora

164 KM

55. Petroşani

Pitesti

217 KM

9.

Petroşani

Baile Herculane 147 KM

56. Petroşani

Ploiesti

358 KM
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No

Town 1

Town 2

Dist.

10.

Petroşani

Baile Olanesti

173 KM

11.

Petroşani

Baile Tusnad

12.

Petroşani

13.

Town 2

Dist.

57. Petroşani

Poiana Brasov

299 KM

365 KM

58. Petroşani

Predeal

308 KM

Bicaz

383 KM

59. Petroşani

Pucioasa

325 KM

Petroşani

Bistrita

332 KM

60. Petroşani

Putna

558 KM

14.

Petroşani

Botosani

535 KM

61. Petroşani

Radauti

528 KM

15.

Petroşani

Braila

536 KM

62. Petroşani

Resita

169 KM

16.

Petroşani

Brasov

285 KM

63. Petroşani

Rimnicu Sarat

462 KM

17.

Petroşani

Bucuresti

343 KM

64. Petroşani Rimnicu Vilcea

155 KM

18.

Petroşani

Busteni

315 KM

65. Petroşani

Risnov

290 KM

19.

Petroşani

Buzau

427 KM

66. Petroşani

Satu Mare

401 KM

20.

Petroşani

Calafat

248 KM

67. Petroşani Sfintu Gheorghe

321 KM

21.

Petroşani

Calarasi

462 KM

68. Petroşani

Sibiu

143 KM

22.

Petroşani

Calimanesti

140 KM

69. Petroşani

Sighisoara

234 KM

23.

Petroşani

Caransebes

115 KM

70. Petroşani

Simeria

79 KM

24.

Petroşani

Cimpina

350 KM

71. Petroşani

Sinaia

322 KM

25.

Petroşani

Cimpulung

271 KM

72. Petroşani

Singeorz Bai

368 KM

Petroşani

Cimpulung
Moldovenesc

456 KM

Slanic

386 KM

27.

Petroşani

Cluj Napoca

231 KM

74. Petroşani Slanic Moldova

432 KM

28.

Petroşani

Constanta

569 KM

75. Petroşani

Slatina

210 KM

29.

Petroşani

Corabia

284 KM

76. Petroşani

Slobozia

465 KM

30.

Petroşani

Covasna

379 KM

77. Petroşani

Sovata

276 KM

31.

Petroşani

Craiova

161 KM

78. Petroşani

Suceava

490 KM

32.

Petroşani

Curtea de Arges 254 KM

79. Petroşani

Techirghiol

580 KM

33.

Petroşani

Dej

288 KM

80. Petroşani

Timisoara

222 KM

34.

Petroşani

Deva

89 KM

81. Petroşani

Tirgoviste

303 KM

Petroşani

Drobeta Turnu
Severin

132 KM

Tirgu Jiu

51 KM

36.

Petroşani

Eforie Nord

580 KM

83. Petroşani

Tirgu Mures

242 KM

37.

Petroşani

Eforie Sud

585 KM

84. Petroşani

Tirgu Neamt

434 KM

38.

Petroşani

Fagaras

218 KM

85. Petroşani

Tirgu Ocna

423 KM

39.

Petroşani

Focsani

477 KM

86. Petroşani

Tulcea

622 KM

40.

Petroşani

Galati

563 KM

87. Petroşani Turnu Magurele

310 KM

41.

Petroşani

Giurgiu

399 KM

88. Petroşani

Urziceni

402 KM

Petroşani

Horezu

121 KM

Valenii de
Munte

361 KM

43.

Petroşani

Hunedoara

74 KM

90. Petroşani

Vaslui

539 KM

44.

Petroşani

Iasi

539 KM

91. Petroşani

Vatra Dornei

413 KM

45.

Petroşani

Mangalia

614 KM

92. Petroşani

Zalau

310 KM

46.

Petroşani

Marasesti

477 KM

93. Petroşani

Zarnesti

277 KM

47.

Petroşani

Miercurea Ciuc

333 KM

94. Petroşani

Zimnicea

339 KM

26.

35.

42.

No

73.

82.

89.

Town 1

Petroşani

Petroşani

Petroşani

The average distance is about 335 km.
Under these conditions, the Petroşani mayor decided to develop the project "Development of ski resort
in the tourist region Parâng" within the program "Ski in Romania". As part of this project, a cable car will be
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built. The starting point will be in the south of the Town Petroşani, the middle stop at the Hotel Rusu and the end
point at Slima.
There are 17 ski pistes (the total length of 23.7 km). The ski slopes are to be equipped with cable
transport facilities, access routes, lighting, and snow cannons. Seven snow groomers and ticket systems were
also purchased.
The children will play in a "children's town". At the end station, a performance center will be built. In
the town Petrosani an administrative center has to be built.
The general description of the cable cars:
Cable car TG Petroşani - Parâng, length 8.2 km, transport capacity 1500 pers./hour, consisting of two
parts:
o
o

Part 1 (TG1) - Petroşani exit - middle station Hotel Rusu, length 5008,81m, level difference
578m, 27 columns, transportable 1.000 pers./hour, speed 6m/s.
o Part 2 (TG2) - middle station Hotel Rusu, terminus Poiana Zăpezii (Slima), length 3260.71m,
level difference 464m, 19 columns, transportable 1.000 pers./hour, speed = 6m / s.

Chairlift T3: departure Hotel Rusu, four seated armchairs, length 2052m, transportable 1200 pers / hour.
Chairlift T4: length 2038m, transportable 2400 pers / hour.
Chairlift T5: length 780 m, transport capacity 1200 pers / hour.
Chairlift T6: length 1263m, transportability 1200 pers / hour.
Chairlift T7: length 961m, transport capacity 1200 pers / hour.
Chair lift T8: transport capacity 2400 pers / hour.
Chair lift T9: transport capacity 1300 pers / hour.
Other components of the project are:
the Petrosani administrative center - will consist of administrative offices, houses, shops,
medical center;
the tourist services center Poiana Zăpezii (Slima) - will include a shop, a ski and sledge rental
center, a restaurant, a medical center
two hotels
ticketing system
Snow generating plants: include water intake, pumps, two reservoirs, 30 snow cannons.
Water network - total length 23.387 m.
Sewage System.
The total value of the project is 337,597,044 RON (about 77,253,328 EUR), 10.28% of the investment
has already been carried out.

4 Conclusions
Although the mining industry in the Jiu Valley, Romania, is on the wane and, as a result, the economic
situation is very difficult, there are enough possibilities for the local community to continue the development “at
home”. New activities must be developed. The core issues are the ecologization and making clear the legal status
of the land, in order to attract new investments. The position of Jiu Valley at the crossing of important national
routes is an advantage that must be carefully put in use in order to ensure the sustainability of the region.
Mining has been integrated into energy production, mining and power plants have become more
environmentally friendly, and on this basis tourism can continue to develop.
The beautiful landscape has been valued and the mountains prepared for tourism. These two directions
are to be followed to offer an economic development of the Jiu Valley. Of course, both need high investment,
but without investment there is no success.
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Abstract
The present paper focuses on the use of translation in helping learners to acquire, develop and
strengthen their knowledge and competence in the English language. Teaching English is a challenge for any
teacher, professor or academic staff, no matter where, in which environment, or to whom it is taught; teaching
Technical English is no exception. It has always been a question whether teaching through translations is
effective and applicable or is ineffective and unsuccessful. In specialized literature there were many opinions
against or for teaching English using translations. While translating, students are incited to notice differences in
structure and vocabulary, to strengthen grammatical competence, to shape their own way of thinking and to
correct common mistakes that could otherwise remain unnoticed. Students can make the best out of their
learning, if they are encouraged to use translation skills properly. In this paper we wanted to find out the
students’ opinion regarding the advantages and disadvantages of teaching through translations so we carried out
a questionnaire asking students from the Faculty of Electrical Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, and Faculty of Civil Engineering, Cadastral Survey and Architecture, registered in the academic year
2017-2018, at the University of Oradea.
Keywords: ESP, translations, language teaching.

1

Introductory part

We, as English for Specific Purposes lecturers persist and keep enriching our classes with innovative
and creative approaches to both ELT (English Language Teaching) and ESP (English for Specific Purposes).
Like us, many ELT teachers professing to use the “Communicative approach” to ELT claim that translation can
– and – should be used in class to reinforce students’ self-directed learning and improve all four language skills.
The Grammar Translation Method, which relied not on everyday communication but, having as chief
purpose that of enabling the student to simply read and write in a foreign language, adopted as method the idea
of making students memorize grammar rules and lists of words (presented in parallel, in the target language and
in students’ mother tongue). Given the limitation of this method, specialists in the field of language learning
started to focus more and more on learners’ communicative needs and even suggested the limitation of situations
that relied on translation from the target language into the students’ mother tongue.
The Direct Method and Situational Language Teaching actually eliminated the idea of using learners’
mother tongue in the process of learning the foreign language. Krashen was among the most prominent
opponents of using mother tongue in the foreign language classroom. [6] Other researchers have also supported
the idea that the foreign language should be used as extensively as possible, since learners’ exposure to the target
language is generally limited anyway. Besides, the most relevant benefits were observed to be obtained when
students’ communicative needs were addressed.
L1 (mother tongue) may be used to answer quicker questions relating to the correspondence of concepts
or specific grammar aspects in the target language and in students’ mother tongue and L2. The translation of
longer texts from one language to another may be a method of improving understanding as regards both
correspondences and dissimilarities between languages. To these, Atkinson also added the idea of the
“humanistic element” (i.e. allowing learners to express clearly what they want to say in the foreign language or
to get validation as regards their learning experience through the use of the mother tongue), which is relevant in
the case of beginner or intermediate students.[1]
Newson argued that using translation as a teaching and testing tool has four disadvantages. Translation
(1) encourages thinking in one language and transferring to another, with accompanying interference; (2)
deprives teacher and learner of the benefit of working within a single language; (3) gives false credence to the
idea that there is a perfect one-to-one correspondence between languages; and (4) does not facilitate achievement
of generally accepted aims such as spoken language emphasis, controlled introduction and mastery of graded
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structures and lexicon, situationalized language, communicative language use, learner-centered instruction, and
seeing different world views. Grading translations is also difficult and contains some pitfalls. Careful text
selection is seen as critical to good translation instruction, and can be guided by a few simple considerations.
Several classroom techniques have been found to be successful, including: oral translation drills; random
selected translation of parts of a text; translation of short, varied passages rather than one long passage; group
translation work; and work on common translation problems.[10]
From the turn of the twentieth century onwards, it has been generally assumed that L2 (second
language) should be taught without reference to the learners' L1 (first language). Carreres put forward some
arguments against using translation as a language teaching tool:
• Translation is an artificial exercise that has no place in a communicative methodology. Also, it is
restrictive in that it confines language practice to two skills only: reading and writing.
• Translation into L2 is counterproductive in that it forces learners always to view the foreign language
through their mother tongue; this causes interferences and a dependence on L1 that inhibits free expression in
L2.
• Translation into L2 is a purposeless exercise that has no application in the real world, since translators
normally operate into and not out of their mother tongue.
• Translation, particularly into L2, is a frustrating and de-motivating exercise in that the student can
never attain the level of accuracy or stylistic polish of the version presented to them by their teacher. It seems to
be an exercise designed to elicit mistakes, rather than accurate use of language.
• Translation is a method that may well work with literary-oriented learners who enjoy probing the
intricacies of grammar and lexis, but it is unsuited to the average learner. [2]
The motivation against using translation is founded on obliging learners to share their precious L2 use
time with the L1; this is not a productive use of the opportunities given by the class. [12]
Despite the previous arguments against teaching translation, there are strong arguments for teaching
translation. The following section will disprove the arguments against teaching translation.
From an opposite perspective, translation, misconceived and overused, could be seen as a victim of the
grammar-translation method, rather than the source of its evils. The problem was not translation as such, but a
teaching methodology that separated language from its communicative function. Indeed, translation itself as it
takes place in the real world is essentially linked to a communicative purpose. As Duff puts it, “translation
happens everywhere, all the time, so why not in the classroom?” [3]
Others’ opinion is that translation is not a suitable exercise in the initial stages of learning [9].
Learners of a foreign language refer to their mother tongue to aid the process of acquisition of L2 or, in
other words they “translate silently”. In light of this, translation into L2 can help them systematize and
rationalize a learning mechanism that is taking place anyway. As for the contention that learners will never need
to translate into L2 in their practical life, in many cases this is the expression of an ideal situation rather than a
description of actual practice. It is arguably true that one needs native command of the target language when
translating a text. However, in reality EFL learners need to translate into L2 to prepare them for what they might
find outside the classroom. [14]
The way translation is taught makes a difference. Malmkjaer argues that translation, if taught in a way
that resembles the real life activity of translating, can bring into play the four basic language skills and yield
benefits in L2 acquisition. He adds that some recent thinking on language learning has stressed the potential of
translation as a means of language learning, if the process is regarded as the development of multi-linguistic
competence. [8]
Many researchers support the idea that translation is a motivating activity. Carreres conducted a
questionnaire and came to the conclusion that learners overwhelmingly perceive translation exercises as useful
for language learning. [2] Consequently, it was in response to student feedback that he decided to introduce
translation more substantially in language classes. He added that translation, by its very nature, is an activity that
invites discussion and students are only too happy to contribute to it, often defending their version with
remarkable passion and persuasiveness.
There are studies that suggest a positive and facilitative role of translation. [11],[4],[5] Recent research
in pragmatics also suggests that greater awareness of L1 helps in the more effective communicative use of L2.
Translation heightens language awareness. Meanwhile translating students are focused on identifying
differences in structure and vocabulary, they have to evolve strategies to deal with them and to negotiate the
potential of both languages. The real usefulness of translation in foreign language classes lies in comparison of
grammar, vocabulary, word order and other language points in the target language and the student’s mother
tongue. Students are directly exposed to contrasting language systems of the target and the native languages.
Therefore, the learners should be required to discuss and correct common mistakes. It may be appropriate at this
point to mention Perkins’s observations: “In order to develop in the students a linguistic awareness of contrast
between L1 and L2 grammatical structures, and thus counteract interlingual interference, the teacher can quite
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legitimately get students to translate L1 sentences designed to pinpoint and clarify structures and patterns the
student still has not assimilated.”[13]
Liao summarizes the positive aspects of using translation: (1) it can help students comprehend L2; (2) it
can help students to check whether their comprehension is correct; (3) it eases memory constraints in
memorizing more words, idioms, grammar, and sentence structures; (4) it can help students develop and express
ideas in another language; and (5) it can help reduce learning anxiety and enhance motivation to learn L2.[7]

2 Methodology
The method used in this study was the self-assessment questionnaire. The questionnaire was applied to
a number of 102 students from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, and Faculty of Civil
Engineering, Cadastral Survey and Architecture, registered in the academic year 2017-2018, at the University of
Oradea. These students are in their first or second year of study and have English for Specific Purposes as a
compulsory discipline, as part of their curriculum. At the faculties mentioned above, English for Specific
Purposes is taught for two years, one or two hours per week, depending on the specialization. As regards
students’ proficiency in English, more than 90%of the learners are at either at the intermediate or at the advanced
level, while about 5% encounter major difficulties in using English freely.
Prior to applying the questionnaire, students were presented with some findings of the research as
regards language transfer, which is still a contentious issue among specialists. We have shown that, though the
days of the grammar translation method seem to have ended long ago, the native language is used in many
language classrooms, for different purposes. Nowadays, specialists seem to insist on extending students’
exposure to the target language as much as possible, but also on making use of L1 (mother tongue, or, in our
case, Romanian,) in a meaningful way.
In our classes, we often tried to raise students’ awareness as regards the importance of using English,
but also relied on Romanian to explain some words. However, we insisted on the differences between English
and Romanian, especially as regards specific professional words or idiomatic expressions.
Before looking at the interpretation of the questionnaire’s results, it might be worth mentioning that, in
our case, as some of our students are of a different ethnic origin than the Romanians: thus, instead of using the
concept of mother tongue, we preferred to make reference to the Romanian language, the one that was used in
the class in order to clarify concepts and translate some texts.
Students were informed about our intention to use the information gathered from their answers to the
questionnaire in a paper on the use of the mother tongue in the English for Specific Purposes classroom.
The students were asked to choose the answers that apply best to their situation at questions 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5, and give an extended answer relating to the advantages and disadvantages they find in using Romanian (or
their mother tongue) in the English for Specific Purposes teaching/learning process.

2.1 Results
The answers, expressed in numbers, given by students to questions 1-5 of the questionnaire are
presented in the tables below:
Question 1. Students could choose more answer alternatives to this question:
1. In what l a ngua ge l ea rni ng s i tua ti ons do you fi nd the us e of Roma ni an
us eful :
4
29
Understanding new English technical/professional concepts
71
29

40

Understanding new English words (not necessarily
technical/professional words)
Solving accuracy-oriented tasks
Understanding complex expressions in English, such as idioms or
phrases
Other situations (name them)

Question 2
Do you often think in Romanian (or in your mother tongue, if this is different from Romanian) before
producing verbal or written output in English?
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60
50
40

59 Students
answered YES

30

43 Students
answered NO

20
10
0
Yes

No

Yes
49 answers

Question 3
While reading professional texts in English, do
you prefer to use a bilingual dictionary for the
understanding of specific concepts, or do you prefer to
use context in order to understand them? Explain.

No
51 answers

Sometimes
2 answers

Question 4
To what extent do you mentally translate a text that is presented to you in English (in either written or
audio form)?
Yes
65 answers

No
35 answers

Undecided
2 answers

Question 5
Do you feel more secure as regards the understanding of the text when you have the message (or part of
the message) in English translated to you in Romanian?
Yes
62 answers

No
40 answers

The findings show that most students find useful the support of the mother tongue in the process of
learning English for Specific Purposes. An exception is represented by the students with more advanced English
language skills, whose answers indicate that they easily comprehend written or verbal input in English and
therefore rarely rely on translation from English into L1. However, as mentioned above, important number of
students regard the use of the mother tongue and the idea of switching between languages as a natural part of the
learning process, which gives them a sense of security as regards their understanding of the message (68
respondents out of the 102 students who answered the questionnaire). An important percentage of the
respondents stated that Romanian should be used in their English for Specific Purposes classes, especially when
it comes to understanding new (English) technical/professional concepts (71 students), but also to understanding
new words in general (40 students) or to clearly understand requirements for solving accuracy-oriented tasks.
Almost half of the students from the group who answered the questionnaire also consider the use of a bilingual
dictionary useful, whenever they want to check the meaning of words while reading professional texts in English
(49 students). However, a number of 51 students said they prefer to use context in order to understand specific
words (51 students).
As regards the validation of one’s learning experiences, the answers to question 5 showed that more
than half of the students who answered the questionnaire feel more secure that they understood a text correctly if
it (or part of it) is translated into Romanian.
As indicated by the answers given to question 6, it appears that the factors that influence students’
preference for using mother tongue as a support in their English for Specific Purposes class are mainly related to
their level and previous experience in using English. Among the advantages of using mother tongue in the ESP
class, some students restated the relevance of translating new technical concepts (49), or indicated a better
understanding of contexts and task requirements (2) and of grammatical explanations (3), where similarities and
differences between the two languages can be emphasized.
A number of 11 students said they found no disadvantage in using mother tongue during the English for
Specific Purposes classes, especially since groups are not homogeneous, being made up of students with
different levels of understanding and ability to use English. Thus, no less than 17 students said that they saw no
negative effect in reading a professional text in English and then translating it completely into Romanian, a
situation that would not represent a problem even for the students who are at an advanced level of using English.
Obviously, for the ones who do not manage very well with English it is very important to understand texts
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completely and grasp the meaning of professional concepts, which is made possible by means of translating texts
and concepts into Romanian. Many students stated that they feel more secure and have a sense of validation in
relation to what they have learnt if they rely on the Romanian translation of words and texts (8 answers).
Among the disadvantages related to using mother tongue in the English for Specific Purposes class,
students have identified the situation when there is not direct correspondence between the two languages (18),
that of false friends and their meanings (1), and the fact that students should be encouraged to speak in English
as early as possible and be given as many opportunities as possible to express themselves in the foreign
language. Since some of the students who answered the questionnaire said they have contact with English and
have the possibility to be assessed as regards the correctness of their pronunciation only during the English
classes at university, they emphasized the importance of using English rather than the mother tongue (12
students) at their English for Specific Purposes classroom. In other words, they considered that the use of the
mother tongue may slow down progress in learning English. While many students argue they feel more secure
when they get the translation of a new word, especially technical concepts, into their mother tongue, some of
them (9 answers) feel that it takes too much time of the class to have entire texts translated, a situation that
happens when groups include some students with low level of understanding English.

3 Conclusions
Translation as a method of language teaching is still a subject under research and continues to be one of
the most frequently discussed topics among linguists, methodologists and teachers. Translation in foreign
language classes enhances better understanding of structures of the two languages and also strengthens students’
translation skills. It is an effective, valid tool in the foreign language learning and can be used in the university
classroom to improve knowledge in English. Still, translation should not be overused and should be integrated
into language teaching at the right time and with the right students.
The respondents to our questionnaire rely on using their mother tongue quite often. The differences are
determined by their proficiency in English. Thus, the context of the class determines the extent to which
Romanian is used as part of the process of learning/teaching English for Specific Purposes. The total removal of
the mother tongue from the English class seems impossible, especially when the teacher is not a native speaker
of English.
The context is the one that gives the teacher a clue as to the extent to which it would be appropriate to
use students’ mother tongue in the foreign language classroom. When groups are mixed as regards proficiency in
a foreign language, probably the solution would be the choice of a variety of tasks, which would answer the
diverse needs of learners. In summary, the arguments for using translation in the language classroom outweigh
the arguments against it.
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APPENDIX
The questionnaire included the following items:
1. In what language learning situations do you find the use of Romanian useful:
a. Understanding new English technical/professional concepts
b. Understanding new English words (not necessarily technical/professional words)
c. Solving accuracy-oriented tasks
d. Understanding complex expressions in English, such as idioms or phrases
e. Other situations (name them)
2. Do you often think in Romanian (or in your mother tongue, if this is different from Romanian) before
producing verbal or written output in English?
Yes / No
3. While reading professional texts in English, do you prefer to use a bilingual dictionary for the
understanding of specific concepts, or do you prefer to use context in order to understand them?
Explain.
4. To what extent do you mentally translate a text that is presented to you in English (in either written or
audio form)?
5. Do you feel more secure as regards the understanding of the text when you have the message (or part of
the message) in English translated to you in Romanian?
6. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using Romanian/mother tongue (L1) in learning English
for specific purposes.
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Abstract
Nowadays universities are rethinking their teaching methodologies not only in order to adapt to the use
of new technologies, such as the ICT (information and communication technologies) or the GIS (Geographic
Information Systems) but also in order to advance the international students towards a multidisciplinary
approach. Thus, this article is the result of a multidisciplinary approach gathering scholars from Portugal and
Romania, presenting a set of several teaching methodologies used on the domains of civil engineering. It is based
on the experience of the University of Beira Interior (UBI) in Portugal and the Faculty of Constructions,
Cadastre and Architecture of the University of Oradea (UO) in Romania. Among other descriptions, the
conclusions show that there are several different and common aspects in between the Portuguese and the
Romanian experiences. Regarding the common aspects there is the need of finding new teaching methodologies
in order to consider the different backgrounds of the international students coming from several countries and
continents, having diverse high educational systems. Thus, the international students are encouraged to work
together and to actively participate in the development, presentation and discussion of their scientific findings.
Keywords: Teaching methods, multidisciplinary approach, international students, civil engineering.

1 Introduction
The good weather conditions and the seashore, the cultural and historical legacies, the good
performance of the higher education system or the easy settings of mobility among the European citizens, are
aspects that are contributing to attract to Portugal students from abroad. During the most recent years the number
of international students is increasing. In the past, international students were mainly originated from Portuguese
speaking countries, such as Brazil, Cape Verde Islands, Angola or Mozambique, nowadays they are coming from
all continents, including countries such as Algeria, Iran or Syria. In this sense, this multidisciplinary research,
gathering the experiences of a university in Romania and one in Portugal, both focused on civil engineering,
aims to present some viewpoints about teaching methodologies that scholars from these institutions are using to
guide their practices, in order to promote de integration of international students.

2 Teaching methodologies in civil engineering studies
2.1 One case in Portugal
2.1.1 The master degree at University of Beira Interior
The master degree in civil engineering has a multidisciplinary approach and several scientific domains.
Among them there are the spatial planning, the mathematics, the transportation engineering or the GIS
issues. UBI is located in a medium size city, Covilhã, in the Interior region of the country near to the border with
Spain, having approximately eight thousand students as a whole, coming from all regions of Portugal including
Madeira and Azores islands. Such as all the other Portuguese universities, the number of international students
has been growing at UBI. The different backgrounds, where these students are mainly coming from are the old
Portuguese colonies, being Portuguese language speakers, such as Brazil (in south America), Angola, Cape
Verde Islands, St Tomé and Prince (in Africa) or East Timor (in Asia); and the non-Portuguese speakers such as
the ERASMUS students coming from the European countries, Turkey or more recently from places such as
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Algeria, Iran or Syria [1]. Therefore, there was the need of rethinking the teaching methodologies in order to
advance these students. In this sense the scholars responsible for the master degree in civil engineering are
carrying out several strategies in order to improve the adaptation and the performance of these students,
regarding the high educational Portuguese system. The Master Degree in Civil Engineering (MIEC) at UBI is
organized according to Bologna process. It was boosted on the behalf of the Department of Civil Engineering
and Architecture, in order to promote a high specialized graduation in the domain of the civil engineer’s
professional activity. It comprises a set of ten academic semesters along five years of graduation course,
allowing the students to tailor their course of study on their own interests and to highlight the theoretical and
practical aspects of civil engineering. This is made possible through the selection of optional units in the 1st
semester of year 5, as well as through the choice of dissertation topic in the 2nd semester of the same year.

2.1.2 Mathematics issues
Within the framework of the mater degree in civil engineering, the teaching methods used in the
mathematic issues are changing over the time, undergoing through consecutive transformations, which are
believed to be useful for the improving of the results among the students. Considering the continuous
development of the educational reforms, the main idea among the scholars from the Department of Mathematics
is to prepare strategies together focused on the teaching methodologies, which are coming from their own
experiences, from years and years as teacher at the educational university level. In common sense, the teaching
method refers to dynamic details of the teaching manner, such as scientific explanation, elaboration or
presentation. In this sense, there are authors [2] suggesting that the teaching method is the application of various
manners of dealing with the praxis of teaching and learning. Thus, a question that can be asked to the students is
the following: “What kind of Mathematics class do you prefer?” [3]. One possible answer to the previous
question is to have lessons where the teacher is the only responsible to guide the discussion, explaining the
topics to the students. In fact, the majority of students like their teachers to guide them during the discussions.
However, they also agree that they should discuss the research questions previously to the teachers’
explanations. According to the same author, when students are asked about if they “often discuss with their
classmates in class?”, the majority of them say that sometimes there is a discussion in the mathematics class.
Consequently, the experience at UBI shows that they will become increasingly interested in mathematics issues,
once they are required to search for the ways of learning, by themselves, independently.
Another sensitive aspect for the scholars is the need of identifying the topics where the students are
having difficulties in terms of understanding [4]. Therefore, they have to identify, whether the students most
difficulties with the concepts or procedures involved in each topic, and the resources they should use to
overcome these difficulties. The mathematical concepts and procedures where students found most difficulties
were not uniform across all topics. The students’ rate for conceptual understanding is higher than their abilities
to research questions. Among scholars there is a general agreement that students used to have problems at the
transitioning process from the mathematics achievements required at secondary level of education to the higher
education system. So, there is a significant number of students that don’t have the required mathematical skills in
the first year of their studies at the university. This happens at the MIEC. Guedet [5] has identified the
differences in teaching methods between secondary level and higher education system as being partly
responsible for students’ difficulties. This author suggests that the use of appropriate online resources may be
helpful in order to develop students’ autonomy during this transition. As a result of the widening access to the
higher education level [6, 7, 8], the range of mathematical abilities demonstrated by incoming students at the
first-year has increased. This fact, added with the difficulties associated with the transition to mathematics
requirements at the higher education system, has resulted in many students being inadequately prepared, having
a lack of understanding regarding some basic mathematical concepts. In fact, in many cases students are very
confident about their mathematical skills and preparation, despite teachers check their poor skills. Consequently,
the strategies to adapt and to adjust the teaching methodologies to the students’ skills in maths are pivotal
priorities [9]. Nevertheless, they both agree that the maths skills coming from the secondary school are not
always enough regarding the university requirements. Tariq [10] argues that students are better prepared at
mathematical calculations than at word problems, suggesting their lack in terms of conceptual understanding of
mathematics. There are a number of common areas which were identified as problematic across the courses
including basic knowledges of algebra, arithmetic, logs, statistics, calculus and functions. The students’
conceptual understanding and procedural skills were assessed because many engineering students are often
attempted to solve conceptual problems using procedural techniques. They were able to solve problems by
following presented methods but they often didn’t understand the underlying mathematics. Engelbrecht [11] says
that the students with an adequate conceptual knowledge in maths can also perform the procedures. For example,
Mahir [12] found that most students did not possess a conceptual understanding of integration and were using
routine manipulations and procedures rather than a conceptual approach in order to solving integration problems.
One aim of the previously referred author study was to determine if students perceived that they had a different
ability to ‘Understand’ (concept) or ‘Do’ (procedure) a particular mathematical question type. There are also
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studies which have shown that students’ self-rating of their abilities can be an effective measure of the learning
outcomes that they have achieved [13, 14].
Regarding MIEC at UBI, the scholars have observed that students reveal difficulties to take the first step
in facing a maths problem and that they will get the correct result more often when they receive a model of how
to work out with the solution. There is also the fact that the students have a lack of ability in terms of
visualization. The idea that students’ understanding is enhanced by the visualization has been discussed in
Engelbrecht [11] arguing that conceptual approaches to solve tasks require translation between verbal and visual
representations. Mathematical confidence and prior mathematical attainment have been shown as aspects that
have influence at the students’ ability in first-year of mathematics at the university [8, 15, 16]. Students do better
in maths when they have already encountered the mathematical contents before [17]. Thus, they need to
overcome the “fear of new” when transitioning to the higher level of education [18].
The literature reveals a set of several initiatives, implemented to address the gap in between students’
mathematical abilities, at the entering point to the high education system and the skills that they are required to
have in order to succeed in the first year of the master degree in civil engineering. In order to improve the maths
skills of the first-year students, there is at the Department of Maths of UBI, the called “Year Zero”, a unit that
includes topics coming from the last year of the secondary school. It comprises as well a project based on the
development of technology-enhanced formative assessment resources, to support teaching and learning
methodologies [19]. In addition to these strategies, scholars have introduced a diagnosis test in order to identify
students’ particular gaps in maths [20], from the very first moment of their academic paths. Finally, scholars are
incorporating particular materials in their units’ syllabi, precisely planned to help students to develop a proper
understanding, such as interactive mathematical tasks designed to improve mathematical knowledge. In this
process, students are being informed about their insufficiencies of understanding through a set of formative
assessments that give them an immediate feedback, such as the use of audience response systems [19]. The
previously referred strategies are ongoing, throughout a framework that offers three introductory courses of
studies for students attending to management, economics, life sciences and engineering (including civil
engineering), or computer science courses. Each one of these courses are taught in one academic semester time,
with two classes of 110 minutes each per week, along to 15 weeks. It shows that there are slight differences
among the referred courses, however they all share some features such as the use of ICT, to improve teaching
and learning achievements.
Authors [21] have been spilled a lot of ink studying the performance of students at the maths issues.
Given that in some courses of UBI there is a high number of students attending to these subjects, there is the
praxis of informing and warning them about their potential difficulties, providing them in the first day of class, a
review sheet or note book of maths requirements. In doing this, scholars are allowing students to know from the
first day, how to have a better performance. In addition, teachers schedule extra hours per week to answer to
students’ questions and to provide individual help. In parallel, students are encouraged to participate in the
classroom by asking and answering questions, in order to keep their engagement and interest, being focused.
Math’s units are currently using both types of materials, online and standard paper assignments. The online
assignments offer an excellent assessment and tutorial tool, used to help students to achieving a better
management of their study time. In this strategy, the maths questions are created considering that students know
similar examples, which were discussed during the classes, being part of the note books or textbooks. These
online assignments are used not only as assessment, but also as tutorial tools. They are created, posted,
submitted, graded, and recorded at the web platform of UBI, being available to students. The maths problems are
parametrically generated, i.e. each student randomly gets one question from a pool of a few hundred different
variations of the same problem. This methodology considers a large number of attempts in terms of resolution, to
allow students to use the maths questions as a learning tool rather than as a quiz with an immediate feedback.
Most of the questions have been built-in hints that would pop up in case of wrong answer, giving to students the
chance to learn from their own mistakes. In the end, students’ answers are graded on every question in these
online assignments. The results show that because of the parametrically generated problems, students are starting
to work together to achieve a proper understanding, rather than simply copying the solutions from the textbook.

2.1.3 Transportation engineering and GIS
The MIEC at UBI comprises two transportation engineering units and one GIS unit: Roads (for all
students), Complements of Roads and Geographic Information System (for students in Geotechnical and
Environment specialization and not for the branch of Structures and Construction). Each one of these units, lasts
one academic semester, involving 60 hours of contact with the teacher (30 theoretical hours and 30 theoreticalpractical hours), 98 hours of autonomous work and 10 hours for evaluation (comprising 168 hours as a whole).
The approval on these units gives the students 6 ECTS (European credit transfer system) credits each.
The students are introduced to aspects related to transportation engineering in the 2nd semester of year 3,
within Roads course unit. In this course, they are provided with theoretical and practical knowledges and skills,
required to perform a proper analysis and selection of road location, analysis of road traffic conditions and road
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project design (horizontal, vertical and cross-section profile). This unit has continuity in the 1st semester of the
5th year for students attending the unit of Complements of Roads, which is optional.
The second referred unit aims to prepare students for the design and processing aspects of the
construction and maintenance of roads (earthworks, pavement mechanics, paving technology and principles of
management of road and airport pavement maintenance). Key concepts of roads safety are also introduced.
Additionally, the GIS unit provides theoretical and practical skills about spatial representation and georeferenced information analysis. This knowledge allows a technical decision-making, promoting and optimizing
territorial management, as well as different infrastructure systems (such as transport), and assessing possible
evolution scenarios to improve citizen’s quality of life. The pedagogical contents of these units are linked and
consecutive, meaning that in the end of the master´s programme, students should be able to analyse traffic
conditions, to design new road infrastructures and to define the main structure of GIS based on pavement
management systems. In parallel, there are other MIEC units, which are also contributing to the success of the
learning process at the transportation engineering domain. Among these, there are pivotal units such as the
following: topography, technical drawing, soil mechanics, urban and regional planning, and transport and
sustainable urban mobility.
The previously mentioned three units adopt a methodology based on the student-centred approach of
teaching ([22] apud [23]), which refers to a teacher oriented method, with an autonomous, independent and
critical thinking learning. In this sense, a Project Based Learning (PBL) is structured and planned by the
transportation engineering scholars, where the students are expected to raise, implement and evaluate road
projects with applications in the real world. This method uses problems as a starting point for the acquisition and
integration of new knowledges [24]. In addition to this, considering the more advanced units (in the 5th year),
part of the theoretical contents, is addressed through a diverse set of bibliographic references analysis, performed
by student (individually and in groups) under the teacher supervision. The research main findings are presented
by students at the classroom and discussed with the teachers. One of the strongest results of this experience that
can be observed is the increasing of students’ autonomy and their critical scientific thinking. In addition, this
methodology facilitates the understanding about transversal skills, such writing technical reports, searching
information, teamwork or results presentation.
Table nr. 1. Evolution of the number of international students attending to Roads (R) and Complements of Roads
(CR) units, in Civil Engineering at UBI (2013-2018)
Academic Year
Nr. of
R
International
CR
Students
Mobility framework

2017-2018

2016-2017

2015-2016

2014-2015

2013-2014

4

1

0

4

2

5

2

2

3

4

Erasmus

Erasmus
Other programs

Erasmus
Other programs

Erasmus
Other programs

Poland, Syria

Spain, Cape Verde
Islands, Turkey

Brazil, Czech
Republic, Spain

Erasmus
Other programs

Origins
Spain, Poland
Spain, Brazil, Syria

With regard to international students, they are integrated at the same classes as the Portuguese students.
The number and origins of international students have varied over the years, such as can be seen (Table nr. 1) for
Roads and Complements of Roads units. ICT tools are available online, used in the learning process to consult,
research and communicate information (such as UBI moodle web platform, B-on - Online knowledge library,
scientific data bases, web sites, or university library web site), and students are encouraged to search
bibliographic references and to present their findings at the class in English. Other activities as student site visits
and participation in competitions, awards for students, national and international congress are also encouraged. A
special attention is put to the following aspects: the low English proficiency, the lack of educational skills in
terms of dealing with scientific documents, and the different approaches about citations that can lead to
unintentional plagiarism [25]. The latter is addressed at MIEC from an educational perspective (rather than
punitive) thought an extracurricular lecture and workshop. The lecture is dedicated to how to cite, paraphrase
and reference, while the workshop instructs in the use of free bibliographic references management tools,
available online. As final remark, it can be said from this experience that the integration in small classes (10 to
15 students), providing support materials and visual teaching tools, classes taught in English, and using ICT have
shown favourable results for both host and international students in a friendly learning environment.
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2.2 One case in Romania
At the Faculty of Constructions, Cadastre and Architecture of the UO in Romania, the Infographics
issues (as a specialty) represent a set of abilities that enable an individual to effectively find, interpret, evaluate,
use, and create images or visual media. Frequently, Infographics is associated with creating “visual literacy” or
common visual language. The notions taught at the Infographics classroom for civil engineers, include
conventional symbols/signs that students should assimilate, in order to correctly depict buildings. The process by
which the students prepare the drawings is called “technical drawing” and is defined as a graphical language
with the help of which objects and structures are represented [26]. Technical drawings for civil engineering can
include graphical representations of many types of buildings structures. For example, civil structures, industrial
structures, bridges, tunnels, hydro technical constructions among many others. When teaching Infographics at
UO, the scholars are required to respect a common core of SR EN standards (European Standards) as well as
international standards (ISO). The same applies for its partner related to the UBI in Portugal. Both countries are
members of the European Union and, consequently, their high education institutions are required to respect the
same sets of norms and regulations. Finally, the methods by which students of civil engineering assimilate the
conventional signs and symbols (for technical drawing) in both institutions are the same. They are starting with
classical methods (paper, pencil and square tool) and continuing with AutoCAD learning. When teaching
AutoCAD drawing, scholars are encouraged to use the program’s commands in English. Because the program
uses English icons and abbreviations, it can be understood even by non-English speakers.

3 Conclusions
As this research aimed to show, there are similar aspects in between the experiences of UBI and UO,
such as the fact that the computer-assisted learning, using ICT has penetrated equally at both universities as a
crucial feature of the teaching methodologies. In terms of maths issues at UBI, the students are very keen on
using ICT, because they belong to the called technological generation. However, the experience has shown that it
should happen at the same time of the use of traditional teaching methodologies. The most important change to
do is to bring students to think about maths resolution strategies and discuss them during the classes. The ICT
should be used after the explanation/understanding of the maths contents. The student’s main goal is to achieve
resolution routines, given that the software generates the same kind of exercise, in a random way. In both
universities, the scholars are stimulating students to use their visual memory and to ask questions. The Civil
Engineering Department at the UO hosts mostly Romanian students but also few Erasmus students (especially
from Turkey). Stimulating the auditory and visual memory of students enables them to more easily acquire the
necessary know how for the graphical representation of structures. At UBI the situation is similar, however there
is a wider range of backgrounds and students’ origins. As final remark, it can be said from the Civil Engineering
Department experience at UBI that the strategy includes a student-driven and teacher-facilitated approach to
learning (Project Based Learning), small classes, support material and classes taught in English-language, visual
teaching tools and ICT use. This results for both host and international students in a friendly learning
environment. At UBI, in transportation engineering and GIS subjects, an oriented but autonomous, independent
and critical thinking learning approach is applied as teaching methodology. Finally, in terms of language skills,
Romanian students have generally a good grasp of English. The situation is similar at UBI, but some students,
particularly the Portuguese-speakers coming from African countries or Brazil, are needing to improve their skills
in English as a special requirement not only regarding particular units but also for a better performance along
their academic experiences in general.
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